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PREFACE.

The text of this edition is almost an exact reprint of that

in the Catena Classicorum, edited by Kev. Arthur Holmes of

Cambridge, and Eev. Charles Bigg of Oxford. In revising

the Hotes of that edition, at the request of the pubHsher, it

has been my single aim to produce, as nearly as possible

within the same limits, a text-book of the De Corona adapted

to meet the wants of students in our American colleges.

With this end in view, I have omitted not a few of the

English editor’s superabundant citations from Greek authors,

and whatever else in his Notes seemed to me to be superfluous

or sure to be neglected by even the better scholars in a col-

lege class, and have filled the place Avith such grammatical

references, exegetical annotations, and exact yet idiomatic

translations of difficult passages, as the experience of many
years in teaching Demosthenes has shown to be best calcu-

lated to lead students to a right method of studying the

great Athenian orator.

When the English editor has fallen into manifest errors

and misapprehensions, I have not hesitated to correct them,

or to supersede his Notes by my own or those of other ed-

itors. In this revision I have had constantly before me the

editions of Eeiske, Schafer, Dindorf, Dissen, Bremi, Wester-

mann, Drake, Whiston, and others, and have derived from

them many useful hints and suggestions. The Notes of
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Whiston are so scholarly and judicious, and his renderings

so just and happy, that I have adopted them pretty freely.

If in any instance I have failed to give due credit for bor-

rowed materials, the failure has been unintentional!

To the Introduction of the English edition, which is re-

printed entire as a concise statement of the history of the

De Corona, I have added an Analysis of the Argument,

which, it is hoped, will aid the student in understanding

the skilful arrangement of the orator and possessing himself

of his masterly reasoning. So far from sympathizing with

the depreciatory remarks which occur too frequently in the

English edition, and which I have taken the liberty to

abridge, I scarcely fall below Lord Brougham in my admira-

tion of this matchless and almost faultless piece of rhetoric

;

and I could wish that not only students of Greek, but ora-

tors and students of oratory, would study and repeat the

oration as his Lordship did, and as he advised the youthful

Macaulay to do, so as to enter into the spirit of the speech,

thoroughly know the positions of the parties, follow each

turn of the argument, and make the absolutely perfect and

most chaste and severe composition familiar to his mind.”

And I venture to urge upon teachers and pupils such a re-

peated reading and reading aloud of the oration, as so inspired

the Leyden Greek Professor Wyttenbach in his youth, that

he fancied himself to be Demosthenes standing before the

assembly, delivering the oration, and exhorting the Athenians

to emulate the bravery and glory of their ancestors,” and thus

gave him the first genuine impulse to an enthusiastic study

of the language and literature of the Greeks.

W. S. TYLER.

Amhekst College, January 1, 1874.



INTRODUCTION.

I.

The Speech on the Crown was made in defence of an

accusation for, which legal term we may paraphrase

as a Breach of the Constitution/^ ^schines had laid the

charge and conducted the accusation. The accused was

Ctesiphon, son of Leosthenes, an Athenian citizen belonging

to the deme Anaphlystus. The ground of the action was

as follows : Ctesiphon had proposed a decree, that, accord-

ing to common Athenian usage, the state should bestow a

crown of gold on Demosthenes, as one who had proved

himself to be a public benefactor, not merely by his general

policy, but also by his special liberality on two recent

occasions. As member of the Fortifications Commission,

appointed just after Chaeronea, Demosthenes gave to the

Building Fund no less a donation than three talents. At

the same time, as trustee to the fund for theatrical and

similar expenses, he gave to that fund a hundred minas as

a voluntary contribution. These two instances seemed to

supply an immediate opportunity for recognizing his general

as well as his special merits. The decree further proposed

expressly, that proclamation of this grant of honor should

be made in the theatre of Athens, at the time of the Great

Dionysia, when the new tragedies were coming on; that
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is, at a time and place where crowds of strangers, as well as

citizens, were certain to be assembled. Thus the honor

conferred by the state would be at once of the most public

as well as the most complimentary kind.

We cannot but think the proposal of this decree had fur-

ther objects than merely to honor the orator. We may well

suppose it included a strong political move on the side of

the Constitutional party, who had always opposed and (so

far as they could) resisted the power of Macedon. To laud

Demosthenes and his policy was really to censure Philip

;

nor was it only to censure Philip, but also to stigmatize the

whole Macedonian party, whose numbers were very strong

in the Public Assembly of Athens, of which party ^Eschines

may be called the political leader. Ctesiphon, it is to be

noticed, was quite an unknown man. And yet his name

is attached to this important decree. How can this be ex-

plained except by the supposition that he was put forward

by other men of greater power and distinction ] The Con-

stitutional party, in fact, were throwing down a challenge

to their opponents
;
and their action would certainly lead

to a public trial and contest. hTow the fact that Ctesiphon

was an unknown and insignificant person would be useful

to them in two ways for fighting their battle of politics.

First, it would look as if the merits of Philipps chief antago-

nist were such as to call forth the most disinterested praises,

uttered by an humble voice in the ranks with honest, un-

taught enthusiasm. l^ext, in attacking this decree, the

prosecutor could get no hold on the character of its proposer.

He would not be able to denounce the decree as proposed

by a well-known demagogue, by a man of notorious charac-

ter, whose very advocacy was enough to condemn his cause.

At the actual date of Ctesiphon’s measure, the numbers
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of the Macedonian party were probably weak in the Coun-

cil, however strong they may have been in the body of the

Assembly. The decree was passed by the Council, so far

as we know, without opposition. It was then deposited

among the public records, to await its confirmation by the

vote of the next Assembly. At this stage it was merely a

bill{€) ;
it required the vote of the Assembly to

make it an act(). The month in which it passed

the Council, we are told, was Pyanepsion (corresponding to

the second half of October and the first half of November)

in the year 337. No step was taken to bring it before the

Assembly, its supporters probably waiting for a favorable

crisis to do so. But the fortunes of Macedon continued to

be on the ascendant
;
Philip had realized his full ambition,

and was making his preparations to invade the Persian

empire as commander-in-chief of Greece. The Macedonian

party at Athens were accordingly stronger and bolder than

ever. On the sixth day of Elaphebolion, five months after

Ctesiphon’s measure had received the sanction of the Coun-

cil, ^schines laid a charge against him, before the Archons

of the year, as having been guilty of on three dis-

tinct grounds
: (1) that he had proposed to honor with a

public vote of thanks a commissioner and trustee whose ac-

counts had yet to pass the ordeal of the public audit
; (2) that

he had moved for a proclamation to be made in a place dis-

tinctly forbidden by law
; (3) that he had caused a document

false in substance to be deposited among the public records.

These first and second points were, of course, purely technical.

The third was the main issue
;
whether it were true or false

thatDemosthenes had proved himself tobe a public benefactor.

In order to stop Ctesiphon^s measure from coming before

the Assembly, it was quite sufiicient for -^schines to have
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given the above notice of action. Matters would rest in

abeyance until the case was tried
;
the state of the law on

this point is incidentally mentioned in the course of our

present speech.* In an action whose issue was so doubtful,

neither party would be very anxious to hurry matters on
;

each would be interposing delays till a favorable crisis came

for their own particular object. The death of Philip, the

revolts and confusion which followed, the prospects of Alex-

ander’s reign, whose success or failure no one could predict,

these and the like variations of fortune kept the fickle De-

mocracy of Athens in a constant state of excitement. As

the fortunes of Macedon waxed or waned for the moment,

so for that moment the Macedonian party would have the

Athenian mob at their back or else at their throat. Until

it was clear beyond all question what Alexander was equal

to doing, any attempt to precipitate matters was warily

to be avoided by the Constitutional party no less than by

their opponents. In the depth of degradation which Athe-

nian politics had reached, statesmanship had come to be

merely a game played for the paltry stake of personal wealth

and distinction. We entirely exempt Demosthenes him-

self from this imputation
;
and a few eminent names might

be mentioned as being exceptions also. But the general run

of leading politicians were animated by nothing else than

the greed of personal advantage and interest. And the men
composing the public Assembly were either puppets in the

hands of a strong unscrupulous clique, or else a feeble faine-

ant set of obstructives, without the courage or honesty to

open their lips and speak the truth. Hence the policy of

Athens wavered like a reed in the wind. Let the news have

been received from Asia of another great Macedonian vic-

§ 102, p. 36.
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tory/^ and all Athens would be on its knees to worship the

youthful and rising sun. Kext day let a fiery piece of rhet-

oric burst from the lips of an independent member, and be-

hold the “ vulgus iniidum turning their backs on the

luminary of yesterday’s adoration. Men and parties being

such at Athens, it is easy to see how the great question,

which Ctesiphon’s case would really raise, was allowed to

lie in abeyance for some six years or more. At last, early in

330, when the arms of Macedon were thoroughly triumphant,

Alexander a few months before having crushed Darius at

Arbela, and Antipater having done the same to the Pelopon-

nesian league in Greece, ^schines thought they were strong

enough to command a majority in the Assembly, and that

any body of dikasts appointed to try the case would reflect

public opinion and give their verdict accordingly. So he

hurried his action on, to get Demosthenes censured and ru-

ined before some change of fortune should intervene in his

favor.

A case so exciting as this insured a crowded court. Prom
all parts of Greece, it is said,* they flocked to Athens to hear

the trial, -^schines, speaking for the prosecution, dwells

first on his two strong points, the technical breaches of the

law. He then proceeds to make a withering analysis of all

the public and private life of Demosthenes, showing him up

in such a light that, if it were true, his proper portion would

be, instead of public honor, public infamy and exile. He
divides his analysis into four chapters : the first denounces

the orator as accomplice of Philocrates, in making the fatal

peace of 346 ;
the second imputes to the orator’s Euboean

policy the final breach of that peace with Philip, and all the

war and disorder belonging to the whole period
;
the third

Cicero, de Opt. Gen. Orat. 7.
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includes subsequent charges connected with the war against

Amphissa, the alliance with Thebes, and the last conflict

with Philip
;
the fourth is confined to the reign of Alexan-

der, taxing the orator with being Alexander’s secret friend,

whence three opportunities, it is alleged, have been allowed

to slip, in any one of which the fortunes of Athens might

fairly have been restored. Then there follows the famous

picture of the perfect ideal politician, and a caricature of

Demosthenes, to be Auewed in strong contrast. The carica-

ture is, of course, embellished with the grossest personality.

And so concludes what we may call the first part of the

oration, containing the separate arguments in support of

the three distinct pleas. The second part is a warning to

the Court on no account to allow Demosthenes to have this

honor paid him. The present abuse of public laudation is

contrasted bitterly with the ancient practice, when such

honors were rare instead of common, and given only to men

of merit, not to the worthless and venal. To remedy this,

let them now revive the old severity of the Court in dealing

with breaches of the Constitution. Por instance, let them

compel Demosthenes to reply to the charges in the order in

which they were actually laid, taking the special illegalities

first and the general topic after, ^schines then anticipates

the line of his opponent’s reply, and does his best to refute

it, in detail as well as in general, specially explaining the

reason why he had not brought forward these accusations

sooner. He protests against the immorality, as well as the

bad example to the young, of a man recehdng a grant of

honor who is not only undistinguished by any public ser-

vice, but who has been also the cause of so many public

disasters. Let them beware of styling such as the benefac-

tors of the state
;

let them think of their country and its
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laws, and their own famous forefathers. The rest of his

speech is merely a brilliant peroration.

Ctesiphon now rose to reply, but we do not possess the

smallest record of what his answer was. Probably it only

amounted to a formal denial of the charge. He might safely

leave Demosthenes to deal \vith the whole matter. How
the orator discharged this duty we see in the speech itself.

It only remains to notice its general merit and value.

He vindicates with the greatest success his honesty as a

politician. Whether his policy was wise,— whether the free-

dom of Athens could not have been better secured by mak-

ing Philip their friend than by driving him into hostility,—
this is another question. But the course which the orator

advised the state to take vas certainly honest and brave, if

it did verge on desperate. And when compare him with

the other leaders of the same age and time, his courage and

honesty really shine as beyond description brilliant. It is

well to bear this in mind when we read his self-laudation,

which entirely lacks the reserve and delicacy one would

have preferred to see. But he spoke under strong provoca-

tion. Ever since this vote of honor had been proposed by
Ctesiphon, accusation after accusation had been brought

against Demosthenes by the friends and agents of Macedon.

If they could once have secured a conviction, of course the

decree of the Crown would have been ignominiously can-

celled. Their attacks, in short, amounted to an organized

persecution
;
and this persecution had lasted for something

like six years. But the spirit of law and right was not

entirely dead at Athens, although it was moribund. What
with the strength of his character, and what with the strength

of his party, the orator passed unscathed through this pro-

tracted ordeal. But the iron must indeed have entered into
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his soul. And hence we can make a great allowance for the

bitterness of his recrimination and the rather glaring colors

of his eulogies on himself. He speaks like a man whose

honest anger has been aggravated into passion, and like one

whose consciousness of innocence has been aggravated into

self-worship. We must also, in estimating the moral tone

of the speech, allow for the decadence of his age and the

low calibre of Athenian courts of justice. To a speaker ad-

dressing such an audience, exaggeration was indispensable,

and personalities, however coarse, were more impressive than

any logic. If we estimated the Speech on the Crown from

an objective point of view, we might call its arguments

somewhat strained, its veracity sometimes suspicious, and

its taste by no means faultless. But defects which belong

to an age or a nation can only be viewed apart. Whatever

else may be said of the speech, the greatest effort of the

greatest orator,” this at least is undeniable,— it won a tri-

umph for right and truth at a very critical moment, and has

cleared forever the public character of one who was truly a

patriot.

The instances of suspicious veracity are noticed as they

occur
;
* my own theory respecting them is that the orator^s

statements are just true in the letter, just barely true and

no more, anything but explicit, and very likely to con-

vey a false impression to his hearers. Morally they are as

indefensible as if they were actual falsehood
;
but rhetori-

cally they were perfect triumphs of ingenuity and skiU. The

usual interpretation of them would make Demosthenes guilty

not merely of direct misstatements, but also of positn^e stu-

pidity
;
the former, I think, is very improbable, the latter

quite impossible. To hope to defeat an opponent by flat

See §§ 22, 24, notes.
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contradiction involving palpable falsehood, this would be

simply absurd
;
and Demosthenes of all men would have

been the last to attempt it. So with respect to his defence

on the two technical points of law, some of the editors im-

pute to him a tissue of pure inventions
;
and there again it

is doubtful whether they do a greater insult to his truthful-

ness or to his common-sense, or, last of all, to his talent. I

should fancy the case to be thus : that ^schines, in his

accusations, had raked up clauses of law, existing indeed,

but never now enforced, or at any rate very frequently vio-

lated by consent
;
that Demosthenes, on the other hand,

raked up clauses of exceptions and exemptions belonging to

the same laws, and equally obsolete, or at any rate of equally

little importance in point of right. He might as well have

stated honestly that this was his line of argument. But

such a statement not have suited Athenian critical

ears. Nothing except artifice would ever satisfy them, ^s-

chines had shown superb artifice in getting the legal objec-

tions together; it was now for Demosthenes to show the

same by the manner in which he would overthrow them.

If Ctesiphon’s measure had really been so directly in viola-

tion of the law, is it likely that the Council would have

passed it h or that he himself would not have been warned

to amend the measure for his own sake h Again, if Demos-

thenes’s reply on the legal points of the case had been really

as convincing as he pretends it to be, is it likely that he

would have objected to take those two points first and the

general topic after 1 I believe, in fine, that these two

breaches of the law were nominal rather than real
;
the law

in both cases existed, if any one chose to enforce it
;
the

law might be made to apply to the present charge in both

cases, if the Court were only disposed to rule in that direc-
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tion. If they were otherwise disposed, the legal points were

entirely worthless. If the Court wished to condemn Ctesi-

phon, they had a legal justification, although of a feeble

kind. If the Court wished to acquit him, they had their

justification then in common-sense and in common practice.

The real issue, as we have seen, in the present prosecu-

tion, was not an issue of points disputed in national law or

national history
;
the issue was whether Philip’s opponents

at Athens cotild or could not be crushed
;
Demosthenes once

overthrown, the rest of his party would prove easy victims.

But ^schines had overrated his own ability and influence.

The fiery rhetoric of the reply shrivelled the accusation to

atoms. The popular Court of Justice at Athens, always

notorious for their facility in yielding anything and every-

thing to the eloquence of the moment, always in the hands

and at the beck of the person who happened to speak last,

had no hesitation whatever in their verdict on this occasion.

By the honesty of their political leaders most of them would

set but little store
;
by the talent of their public speakers

there ivas scarcely a man who would not set a store which

was the very greatest. And where, as on this rare occasion,

honesty and talent fought combined, their force was irre-

sistible, and their triumph perfectly certain. The few vho

did not care for the orator’s eloquence would give him their

support as an honest man and a victim
;
the many who did

not care for the orator’s honesty would give him their sup-

port as a truly glorious speaker. So that ^schines would

be reduced to personal friends or bought partisans as his

only supporters on the bench. It is little marvel that he

failed to obtain even so much as one fifth of the votes, and

left the Assembly a ruined man with nothing but exile be-

fore him.
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The blow he had aimed at Demosthenes was suicidal to

himself. Xor can we imagine the possibility of any other

result than this when we read the rival speeches. The ver-

dict of any who reads them will surely be always the same

as that of the Court which heard them. True, the speech

of -^schines has many points that are brilliant. But it is

inferior in vigor, inferior in dexterity, inferior in its indigna-

tion, and inferior in its pathos. The one speech has a genu-

ine ring of patriotism and courage about it
;
the other rings like

debased metal, coated over thickly enough with an affecta-

tion of high principle, but still transparent to the naked eye

as coin that will not pass. We have the two orations to

compare in their last, most finished shape, not as they were

actually spoken, but as they were corrected and polished,

with a view to publication by their authors in permanent

manuscript form. They are, therefore, works which embody

reflection and logical power, as well as ready eloquence and

mere rhetorical talent. The comparison leads to only one

conclusion, that Demosthenes, in our common phrase, was

the better man all round.’’ It is really impossible to say

that ^schines has the advantage of him at any point what-

ever,— even on the two legal questions, be their value what

it may. Hever perhaps in the course of history was defeat

in a political duel so decisive, so overwhelming, so irretriev-

able as this.

To conclude : if we cannot wholly approve the moral tone

of the Speech on the Crown, we can praise without reserve

or stint the magnificent style of its language. The orator’s

exquisite choice of words and their still more perfect arrange-

ment, the splendid roll of his long periods, the delicate bal-

ance of the antitheta, the superb grammatical finish pervading

the whole, — these are unmistakable indeed
;
there can be
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but one opinion about them. It is ph sant to know that

even in those days the beaten rival could own so freely his

victor’s superior merit; we agree entirely with ^schines,

that a speech so grand to read must have been sublime to

hear
;
we echo his graceful compliment, and add ourselves

what his Ehodian friends may perhaps have added then,

•^0 ‘si audissemus.’

”

II.

The “ Phocian War ” and the “ Peace of Philocrates ” are

introduced so prominently in the course of the Speech on

the Crown that a brief historical notice of both is almost

indispensable. But the records we have of this period are

so confused and involved that we cannot assign exact dates

to each of the several events : we are only able to trace

their general sequence and connection. The War took its

rise most probably out of the old ill-feeling which had

always subsisted between Thebes and Phocis, and a strong

Avish, on the part of Thebes, to cripple Phocis as a danger-

ous and ill-affected neighbor. Por this purpose they took

advantage of the all but defunct Amphictyonic Council,

whose meetings for a long period had been little more than

formal, and whose decrees had ceased to be looked on as of

any political importance. However, the state of Phocis, in

the year 357, was prosecuted before this Council as guilty

of sacrilege. The ground of the charge was the fact that

they had occupied and tilled a part of the land which was

dedicated to Apollo as supreme God of Delphi. The prose-

cution was actually brought by the Thessalian members of

the Council
;
but it is almost certain that Thebes was the
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prime mover in the case, and Thessaly merely their instru-

ment. Sentence was passed on the Phocians, and a heavy

fine imposed. At this time the leading men of Phocis were

Philohielus and his two brothers, Onomarchu^ and Phayllus.

At the instigation of Philomelas, the Phocians refused to

pay the fine, marched upon Delphi and seized the town and

temple, alleging that they were the original presidents of the

oracle, and therefore entitled to hold it in their own posses-

sion. Of course they intended to use the oracle as the

mouthpiece of their own policy, and in fact Philomelus did

so on the earliest opportunity. Thus they were able, osten-

sibly, to condemn and annul the decrees of the Amphic-

tyonic Council by the voice and sentence of the God him-

self, whose honor and worship that Council was specially

appointed to guard. And hence the war, as regarded from

the view of either party, was entitled the Sacred War,’^

and is commonly so referred to.

Two unsuccessful attempts to expel the Phocians from

Delphi were made by the neighboring state, the Locrians

of Amphissa. After the second defeat the Locrians im-

plored the help of Thebes, appealing to them in the name

of the God. Thebes assented, and induced Thessaly to join

them in making the attack. On the other hand, Athens

and Sparta favored Philomelus, though they could not give

him active support
;
and Achsea sent him a small army of

reinforcement. After an irregular campaign and a battle

near the town of hTeon, the result of which was doubtful,

the Phocians retired on Delphi, and the allies went home.

Philomelus, who was killed in the last engagement, was

succeeded by Onomarchus as commander-in-chief. The lat-

ter seems to have been a vicious despot, but an able gen-

eral. He conducted, the war with such success that he laid
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Locris and Doris waste, captured Amphissa and other

towns, seized Orchoinenus in Boeotia, and was actually

besieging Chseronea when the Theban army compelled him

to fall back on his own territory.

At this point of the war, in the year 352, Onomarchus

was appealed to for aid by Lycophron of Pherae (probably

his ally
;

for Pherae had refused to join the rest of Thessaly

in the attack on Phocis) : Pherae was being besieged by

Philip of Macedon, abetted, though little aided, by the

northern Thessalians, at whose invitation he had first in-

vaded Thessaly, in order that they might gratify their old

grudge against the Pheraeans. Onomarchus sent Phayllus

with an army to relieve Pherae, but he was defeated and

driven back. Onomarchus then advanced upon Philip

himself with the whole of his forces
;
but after some few

partial successes, his army was utterly crushed, and he lost

his own life. Pherae surrendered, and Philip was master

of Thessaly.

The remnant of the Phocian army, having returned under

the command of Phayllus, seems to have been in a little

time reconstituted as a military force. Mercenary troops at

this period were easy enough to procure. And the plunder

of the sacred treasury at Delphi had supplied the Phocians

with ample funds for this and all the expenses of the war.

They now seem to have invaded Boeotia with more or less

of success
;
they prolonged the conflict up to the year 346.

Meantime, Athens was intriguing to recover Thespise and

Platea, and, at all events, Oropus; Sparta was trying to

annex Megalopolis and Messene. Hence Megalopolis, in

352, solicited the aid of Athens against Sparta
;
but Ath-

ens, after much discussion, resolved to remain neutral.

The Thebans, however, sent a strong force, just set at lib-
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erty by the defeat of Onomarchus, to assist the Megalopoli-

tans : Argos, Sicyoii, Messene, also joined the same side.

Sparta, on the other hand, was aided by Phocis and Phe-

rse : and a series of dubious battles followed, ending in

a holloAV truce, no decisive results whatever having been

attained by either side.

Philip, in the interval, had made secure his ground in

Thessaly, and then proceeded to do the same in Thrace.

Forming an alliance with one Thracian potentate, Amado-

cus, he invaded the dominions of another, the famous Cer-

sobleptes, defeated him in battle, and carried away his son

as a hostage. Having thus made good his footing in

Thrace, he made a demonstration against Herseum on the

Propontis, to the great temporary wrath and excitement of

the Athenians, who, however, took no action at present, in

spite of the urgent appeals addressed to them by Demos-

thenes. Consequently Philip went on with his plans

against the Chalcidian cities. In the year 349 he began

the actual attack, having spent the two previous years in

sowing the seeds of venal treachery in all their principal

towns. Although interrupted by a revolt of Pherae, and by

the Athenian forces sent under Chares and Charidemus to

the assistance and relief of Olynthus, Philip succeeded

either by treachery or force in capturing all the chief of the

Chalcidian cities, and Olynthus finally surrendered, and

was razed to the ground in the year 348.

In the course of all these events Demosthenes had main-

tained the same consistent attitude : we have his speeches

which trace the whole history
;
the speech on behalf of the

Megalopolitans, spoken in 353 or 352 ;
the first Philippic,

spoken in 351, when Philip had just commenced the siege

of Heraeum
;

lastly, the Olynthiac orations in 349. The
b
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orator, up to tliis point, had showed himself as the earnest

and hitter antagonist of the king of Macedon, and with rare

political foresight had understood from the outset the ulte-

rior aims of Philip regarding the states of Greece.

And now we have come to the Peace of Philocrates.*'

In ilovemher of the year 347 Philocrates passed a resolu-

tion in the Assembly at Athens that envoys should he sent

to Philip to make terms of peace and alliance. Among the

envoys were Demosthenes and ^schines both : Philip met

them at Pella. His diplomacy proved completely tri-

umphant over the Athenian politicians
;
he forced Athenian

concessions out of them, one after another
;
hut they failed

to elicit from him the slightest promise or arrangement re-

specting Thrace, Thebes, or Phocis. Yet, strange to say,

when the em^oys returned to Athens, in March of tlie year

346, after hot discussion, debate, and reciprocal vilification,

the terms of peace were accepted
;
and Antipater, on Phil-

ip’s part, actually administered the oath of peace to the

Athenians, so that their state was bound to inaction,

Philip still remaining at liberty to carry on his operations

until he should formally have taken the same oath himself.

A second body of envoys from Athens to administer the

oath to Philip, after delay and procrastination which makes

their conduct most suspicious, find him at last in Thrace,

just victorious in a campaign with his old enemy, Cerso-

bleptes, who for the time is utterly crushed and made into

a tributary subject. Thus the territory lying between

Macedonia and the Athenian property in the Chersonese

is entirely in Philip’s hands. He can march through it as

he pleases, and use its resources at his own discretion.

Still the envoys show no haste in binding him down by

the oath of peace. More than two months have now been
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wasted since the oath was taken hy Athens
;
yet Philip be-

guiles the envoys to come with him southward, as far as

Pherse, before he consents to be sworn : at Pherae he does

at last condescend to confirm the treaty, with this grave

exception howe^er, that the Phocians are formally excluded

from it. This was the death blow of Phocis. Phalaecus,

their commander-in-chief (the son of Onomarchus, who had

succeeded to the office on the death of his uncle Phayllus),

at first prepared to resist Philip with the aid of Archidamus

and a Lacedaemonian force. But he and Archidamus

quarrelled as to the plan of the campaign, and the Lacedae-

monians withdrew. Phalaecus then turned traitor, and

made terms with Philip for himself and his mercenaries.

Philip allowed them to retire unharmed, and these soldiers

of fortune betook themselves to Crete. Meantime the

Macedonian forces were in the heart of Phocis. The Pho-

cians, although deserted by their leader and by their army,

made a desperate effort to resist the invading foe. The

result was that their cities were stormed and aU the inhab-

itants taken captive.

The Amphictyonic Council met, to decide on the sen-

tence that should be passed upon Phocis. They decreed

that all the towns of the state, excepting Abae, should be

destroyed, and that henceforward the Phocians should live

in small and scattered villages. It was further decreed that

they should pay a fine of ten thousand talents, in annual

instalments of sixty
;
that they should be excluded hence-

forward from entering the temple of Delphi
;
and that they

should forfeit their seat in the Amphictyonic body. Their

seat, with its two votes, was transferred to Macedon.

So concluded the Phocian AYar after some ten years’ dura-

tion. It may seem strange that so small a state should
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have ever been able to hold its own in a conflict thus

severe and protracted. The explanation, however, lies in

the simple facts of the case : their funds were ample, their

leaders a very determined and influential family, their army

was easy to raise and recruit with the help of mercenary

troops. The cause of the var, and the war itself, is insig-

nificant enough, and would scarcely have left a mark in

history, but for the serious results of which it proved the

beginning. Phocis, we may say, in point of fact, was Phil-

ip's opportunity in Greece, just as Pherse had been his

opportunity in Thessaly, and just as Cersobleptes had been

his opportunity in Thrace. Step by step the king of Mace-

don pursued his southward way. His policy was as con-

sistent and simple as it was unscrupulous and wholly im-

moral : to take part in a national quarrel with whatever

side appeared the stronger, to pursue that quarrel up to its

end till the hostile party was vanquished, when the whole

nation in consequence would be at his own disposal, either

as conquered subjects, or else as friends and allies. So he

had dealt with Thessaly and Thrace; so he proceeded to

deal with Greece. And wherever the force of arms would

have been inadequate for his purpose, there he tried the

more deadly forces of bribery and of corruption, until he

had so far corroded the strength of the power he wished to

assail, that their making any effectual resistance was really

out of the question. ISTor were his arts of corruption of a

merely vulgar kind : they included personal courtesy and

friendship, frequent and profuse hospitalities, the exercise

of great diplomatic talent, as well as unlimited money. By
such policy firmly maintained with immense tenacity of

purpose, and carried out in all its details with extraordinary

courage and vigor, Philip made his upward career as rapid

as it was triumphant. But his aims were always far be-
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yond the narrow limits of Hellas. As Thessaly and Thrace

to him were but stepping-stones to Greece, so Greece itself

was to him but a stepping-stone to Persia. He could only

hope to invade the Persian Empire as leader of the united

Greeks, and with all their power to support him. He could

only hope to secure their support by bringing them all be-

neath his own control, either in right of conquest, or else in

right of alliance. His direct aim therefore was to be recog-

nized, in the first instance, as one of the Powers of Greece.

The Phocian War supplied him the means, and the close of

that conflict saw his end attained.

The Peace of Philocrates was imperilled in the very year

it was made. Athens omitted to send envoys to represent

her, as usual, at the Pythian games that year, where Philip,

or at any rate Macedon, had been appointed to preside.

Envoys were sent by Philip to Athens to call this conduct

in question
;
but matters seem to have been adjusted. It

was at this crisis that Demosthenes delivered his oration on

the Peace, and deprecated most strongly the renewal of the

hostilities.

The years 345 and 344 have little that is remarkable.

Philip, renewing his old course of intrigue, gave the Messe-

nians assistance against the Lacedaemonians, and so ob-

tained for himself a hold on the Peloponnesus
;
he also

achieved a triumphant expedition into Thrace, and on his

return he made a redistribution of Thessaly. At this junc-

ture Demosthenes delivered his Second Philippic. He had

previously been sent by Athens as envoy to Messene and

Argos, in order to caution those states against the designs

of Philip.

In the next year, 343, fortune favored to some extent the

Athenian undertakings. They baffled Philip in his attacks

on Megara, Ambracia, and Leucas. They conducted nego-
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tiations with him in a very independent tone respecting

Cardia and Halonnesus and other places in dispute. This

Avas the year when Demosthenes and ^schines both deliv-

ered their orations about the alleged Misconduct of Em-
bassy. The speech of Demosthenes on Halonnesus, as

well as these two speeches, give the very fullest account of

the whole political situation.

In the two succeeding years, 342 and 341, the disturb-

ances about Euboea are the most important feature.

Macedonian troops occupied Oreus, and revolutions, both in

that town and Eretria, placed a despotic government in

both, of course in Philip’s interest. The king of Macedon

was equally busy in Thrace and in the Propontis, where his

action seriously menaced the interests and property of

Athens. Demosthenes made his Speech on the Chersonese,

and at his instance Athenian forces were sent to Euboea, in

the autumn of the year 341, which expelled the despots of

Oreus and Eretria. Demosthenes was honored with the

thanks of the state
;
and in this year he spoke his Third

Philippic.

Matters had clearly come to a crisis when peace between

Athens and Macedon could no longer be maintained.

Philip laid siege to Perinthus as a means to capture Byzan-

tium
;
finding an unexpected resistance, he blockaded By-

zantium simultaneously. And early in 340 he sent a letter

to Athens which amounted to a formal complaint of their

hostile action in various cases since the conclusion of peace.

Finally, it threatened them with speedy punishment, unless

they altered their policy. On this challenge being received,

Demosthenes urged that it should be accepted at once, and

that a fleet from Athens should be sent to relieve Byzan-

tium. War was then formally declared, and so ended the

Peace of Philocrates.
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An oration which, by the unanimous verdict of the best

judges in ancient and modern times, has been pronounced

not only “ the unapproachable masterpiece of Grecian ora-

tory,'^ but ‘‘ the greatest speech of the greatest orator in the

world,” and which so candid and capable a critic as David

Hume has declared to be the most perfect production of

the human intellect,” cannot have been a mere display of

subtle logic or splendid rhetoric. It must have possessed

more substantial merits. It was, in fact, what all the judi-

cial orations of Demosthenes were, emphatically an argiL-

merit constructed on a well-considered and wisely ordered

plan, having a beginning, a middle, and an end. The orator

himself, in the opening of his speech, insists on the order

of arrangement” which ‘^he has chosen for himself” as at

once his constitutional right and quite indispensable to a

successful defence. The student or reader, therefore, who

would understand and appreciate the oration, should observe

and see clearly what that order is.

The skeleton or frame-work of the argument is concisely

as follows : The first eight sections constitute the exordium,

or introduction, in which, modestly but earnestly, he claims

his right to make his own defence in his own way, and with

marvellous skill sweeps away all the cunning contrivances of
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his prosecutor, and clears the ground for a fair fight. The

next forty-four sections (9-52) are occupied with some pre-

liminary and extraneous matters in reply to assaults partly

on his private character and partly on public measures on

which ^schines had dwelt at great length, but for which,

being prior to the administration of Demosthenes, he was

in no way responsible, or which, in legal terms, were wholly

impertinent to the indictment. In the next seventy-three

sections (53 — 125) he takes up the charges in the very order

of the indictment : first, defending his public policy during

the period in which he took a leading part in the affairs of

the state
;
secondly, justifying the proposal of Ctesiphon that

he should be crowned for his patriotic services while he was

still in office and his accounts had not yet been audited

;

and, thirdly, showing that it was lawful and proper that the

crown should be proclaimed, as Ctesiphon proposed, in the

theatre at the Dionysiac festivals. This review of the meas-

ures by which he had deserved such public honors and for

which, in repeated instances, he had been predously crowned,

leads the orator to show up in contrast the character and

conduct of his rival. This terrible invective occupies the

next thirty-four sections (126-159). Having thus disposed,

in passing as it were, of some of the strongest points in the

argument of ^schines, he returns to a narration, rapid and

graphic, of the course of events in the last great struggle

of Grecian liberty against the supremacy of Macedon, and

puts forth that world-renowned matchless justification or

rather glorification of his policy which, though it led to the

disaster at Cbseronea, was the only policy which Athens

could have adopted consistently with her ancestral glory,

and of which the Athenians themselves, after their defeat,

expressed their unshaken and hearty approval by choosing
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I)emostlienes to pronounce the funeral oration over those

who had fallen in the battle (160-290). In the remain-

ing sections (291 - 324), which are of a more general nature,

the orator portrays the ideal statesman and statesmanship

which Athens required for those times, and shows how he

himself had answered to that ideal, in contrast with the

baseness and treachery of -^schines and his fellow hirelings

and traitors in all the Grecian States, concluding with that

magnificent prayer and imprecation which the best trans-

lators have confessed their inabihty to render adequately

into any other language.

The commentators all remark the felicity of the general

arrangement by which he throws the merely technical and

legal points wherein his own weakness and the strength of

his opponent lay into the middle of his oration, as !Mestor «

advised Agamemnon to drive into the middle his poorest

troops, w'hde the beginning and end and main portion are

so ablaze with the glory of his public policy, which his

judges and hearers had adopted and still cherished as their

own, that if they gave any consideration to these nice

points of law, they could not but regard them practically

as of no account. A critical examination of the whole

structure of the oration, like that of Dissen, discloses a

similar felicity in the arrangement of each and all of the

several parts. At the same time, there is no appearance of

art. It is that perfect art which conceals art, and seems

like nature. The topics and arguments succeed each other

in the most natural order. The critical reader cannot fail

to discern this in the mere skeleton above given, and he

will discern it more fully at every step as he advances in

the reading and the study of the oration. 'Not can he fail

to observe with what consummate skill the orator plants
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a battery on every position of which he takes possession in

his argument, and then with what tremendous power he

pours the hot shot of his fiery invective upon the character

and standing of his rival.

The following remarks of Mr. Kennedy draw a just com-

parison between the two orators, and furnish a concise and

graphic outline of the principal topics in the oration of

Demosthenes. ^‘As the speeches of both the orators are

preserved to us, we have the means of comparing one with

the other and forming our opinion of their respective merits.

The world in general have decided as the people of Athens

did, not only upon the oratorical merits of the two rivals,

but upon the principal questions at issue between them.

The accuser, who thought to brand his opponent with eter-

^ nal infamy, has only added to the lustre of his renown.

Independently of the internal evidence furnished by this

and other orations of Demosthenes which have carried to

most hearts a conviction of his patriotism, we cannot fail

to be strongly influenced by the judgment of the Athenians

themselves, whom neither their own past misfortunes nor

the terror inspired by the late victory of Antipater could

deter from giving a verdict, by which, while they acquitted

Demosthenes from all blame, they in effect declared their

approbation of his measures in opposition to Macedonia.

The reader who carefully examines the speech of ^s-

chines will not fail to observe that he betrays a conscious-

ness of weakness in that part of his case where he attacks

the political character of his rival. He seems also to feel

that he is speaking in opposition to the general feeling of

his hearers. His own character as a politician had been

dubious
;
his conduct so open to suspicion that, while he

most bitterly assails his adversary, he is constantly under
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the necessity of defending himself. On the whole life,

public and private, of Demosthenes, he pours a torrent of

invective
;
to this the greater part of his speech is directed

;

yet he seems to have been impelled to it rather by hate

and revenge than by any calculation of advantage. On

the other hand, when he deals with the legal part of his

case, commenting on those specific violations of law which

Ctesiphon’s measure was charged with, it is evident that

his strength lay there
;
he handles his subject temperately,

skilfully, and carefully, laboring to make every point clear

to the jury, and to impress them with the conviction that

to uphold the laws was the sure way to maintain consti-

tutional government. On these points he mainly relied,

hoping by this measure to secure a verdict which would

give him a triumph over his enemy, and carry the general

opinion over Greece that the credit and influence of De-

mosthenes were extinguished.

Demosthenes, feeling his weakness as to the legal ques-

tions, dexterously throws them into the middle of his speech

and passes rapidly and lightly over them, while he devotes

his greatest efforts to the Adndication of his own merits as

a patriot and a statesman. Defusing to comply ivith the

insidious demand of ^schines that he should take the

questions in the same order as his accuser, he insists upon

his legal right to conduct his defence as he pleases. Open-

ing vith a modest exordium to conciliate the favor of the

jury, he launches gradually into the history of his own
conduct and measures, presenting first a general view of

the condition of Greece when he entered public life, and

of the difficulties under vhich the Athenians labored in

their contest with Philip
;
then setting forth his own views,

plans, and objects, and showing that he had advised a course
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of action which both the circumstances of the time and the

honor of the country required. He apologizes for the self-

praise mixed up with his speech, on the ground that he was

drawn to it by his opponent. Entering on the Sacred War
and the Peace of B. c. 346, he labors to exculpate himself

from all share in the errors then committed, imputing them

chiefly to the negligence of the other ambassadors and to

the treachery of Philocrates and Hischines, who, by the

false hopes which they excited at Athens, prevented the

people from assisting the Phocians. Coming to the events

which brought on a renewal of the war, he shows hoV
Philip’s ambitious projects and encroachments in every part

of Greece made it necessary to oppose him, especially for

the Athenians who were menaced at home as well as abroad

by his aggressions in Thrace, Euboea, and Megara. He pur-

sues these topics until he has carried with him the feelings

of his hearers, which must have been strongly on his side

when he dilated on the glorious issue of the campaigns in

Euboea and the Propontis, and read to them the decrees of

the Byzantines, Perinthians, and Chersonesites in honor of

Athens, all Avhich were due to the vigorous measures of his

own administration. Having thus secured the good-will

and sympathy of his judges, he proceeds to discuss the

legal charges against Ctesiphon. Dwelling on them but a

short time, he plunges into a personal attack upon ^schines,

holding up to ridicule the meanness of his birth and parent-

age, and retorting on him the same coarse and opprobrious

language which had been used towards himself. The bit-

terness of his invective is only to be excused on the ground

of strong provocation, added to an assurance that his more

graA^e charges of treason and corruption were well-founded.

Those charges, so often advanced before, he here repeats,
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denouncing more particularly the conduct of ^schines upon

his mission to Delphi, b. c. 339, to which the disaster of

Chasronea was attributable. The account which ^schines

had given of this affair he shows to be false, and enters

upon a minute examination of the proceedings which caused

Philip to be elected Amphictyonic general, and to march

south an invading army, nominally against the Amphissian

lonians, really against Boeotia and Attica. A graphic de-

scription is given of the consternation at Athens on hearing

that Philip had seized Elatea. The meeting of the people,

the advice of Demosthenes to them, his embassy to Thebes,

the success of his negotiations, and the conclusion of the

alliance between Thebes and Athens are briefly recounted,

Demosthenes forcibly pointing out the advantage of his

measures, contending that they were not to be judged by

the mere event of the battle, and that it was far more glo-

rious for his country to be defeated in a struggle for the

independence of Greece than it would have been to keep

aloof from the contest. Here he makes that noble adjura-

tion which has in all ages been admired, appealing to his

countrymen by the deeds of their ancestors, of whom they

would have acted most unworthily, had they without a

struggle abandoned the post of honor bequeathed to them.

He himself as a statesman would have deserved execration,

had he advised such a course. The failure of their arms

was not to be imputed to the minister, who had done all he

could to insure their success, but rather to the commanders

or to fortune. As ^schines had said so much about

the ill-fortune which attended him, he draws a comparison

between the different fortunes of himself and his rival, first

of their early life and education, next of their course as

public men. ^Eschines from the beginning had taken a
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part which put him in opposition to the true interests

of Athens, which caused him to rejoice at her disasters, to

quail and tremble at her successes. He never came forward

to assist her counsels when she needed them, but only to

censure others ivho had given their honest advice because

it had not turned out as well as was expected. It was a

signal proof of his malignant disposition, that he had ex-

patiated on the late disastrous events as if they vere a

subject of triumph to him, without shedding a single tear,

without any faltering in his voice, without betraying the

least emotion bf symptom of grief. In reply to the chal-

lenge of ^schines to say for what merit he claimed the

reward of a crown, Demosthenes boldly declares, for his

incorruptibility, by which he was distinguished, not only

from aDschines, but from the multitude of venal orators in

the Grecian world. Had there been but a few more like

himself in other states, Macedonia never could have risen

to greatness upon their ruin. He had done all that was

possible for a single man
;
and Athens, while she shared the

misfortune of all the Greeks, had the consolation of reflect-

ing that she had striven gallantly and bravely to avert the

common calamity. AEschines had lauded the great men of

a by-gone age, draiving an invidious contrast between De-

mosthenes and them. This, says Demosthenes, was not a

fair way of judging him : he should be tried by reference

to his own acts as compared with those of his contempo-

raries. Yet even from the former comparison he did not

shrink
;

for he had acted on the same principles as the

statesmen of olden time, striving always to maintain the

honor and dignity of Athens. Attachment to his country

and earnest anxiety for her welfare had been his constant

and abiding moth^es of action : throughout his whole life,
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in the day of power, in the hour of trial and adversity,

those feelings had never deserted him : that was the test of

a good and honest citizen
;
by that he ought to be judged.

Such is, in substance, the argument of this celebrated

oration as far as relates to the main question in the cause.

The effect produced by the speech upon an Athenian audi-

ence can be but faintly imagined by us who read it at this

distance of time. Although Athens was not then what she

had once been
;
although she was shorn of her honors,

stripped of her empire and dependencies, without allies,

without resources, without means of resistan?e to that iron

power under which all Greece had succumbed, there was

still the remembrance of the past, not yet extinguished by

habitual servitude
;

there were still vague hopes of future

deliverance, and a fire of smothered indignation burning in

the hearts of the people, ready to burst into a flame at the

first opportunity. That such were their feelings is proved

by what occurred seven years afterwards upon the death of

Alexander, when Athens made one convulsive effort for

freedom, ere she finally submitted to her fate. Demosthenes

stood before his countrymen, representing all which re-

mained of Athenian dignity and glory. If any man could

help them, it was he. His advice had always been steady

and constant; his warnings should have been earlier at-

tended to
;
but even yet there might be need of him. He

was their consolation for the past, their hope for the future.

During the progress of his address such thoughts rushed

upon their minds with greater and greater force, till they

were elevated above themselves, and all the spirit of their

ancestors was, for the moment, regenerate within them.

They felt that it was impossible for them to find him guilty

without passing sentence upon themselves, without con-
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(lemning the policy which Athens had for a long series of

years consistently pursued. The genius of Athens protected

her from such disgrace
;
and by an overwhelming majority,

which left the accuser no choice hut to retire into exile,

a verdict was given for the defendant.”
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Xeyeiv, 77payva
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·
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\, \ €€ \/ -

\ €€ -
55 , € ,€ €€ €€, € € ( -
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5 , ^ B'e^ ^
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^ ^ ·’,, Xoyov -
6 yap
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;
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69', ^ ,
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;
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*
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^
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€ €. eovo
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\€€^’ €€, -\€ €. €€€.^

79 ^^ ^ yeypacj^ev^ 8^, <
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5 ^^· yap \·
<, €6?·

eypa^a^, ^, ^,,, ^,.
80 ,^ ^. ^
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20 069, ·
81 yap ,'^^, ' ^^

’ 6 ^
25 > , Xy·
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ouSei? ajvoel^ · yap 82^ € 7€<,^, s

? ^? ? €^<€ € ,
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Xeye ,.
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€€^, €€^
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\€€€, \^€ 8 ^,
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8 * €€€€
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TOP € ,-^^
be€€ €€€\ ^\ TOP. ^€€' 6€.^

85 ^ <; oiBe

7€6 •' ,-^ a <; ^
; fj
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Tois€€€ €^ biaTiKht
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€ \
\6€, €
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€, €€
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*, ^'^ €'-€ \ \^€.^
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,,.~^
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§§ 1, 2. Exordium : a solemn prayer reiterated shortly after (8).

May heaven inspire the assembly to give me such a trial as

MY MERITS DESERVE AND IMPARTIAL JUSTICE DICTATES.

1. Page 1, line 1. |jl€V. “To commence a speech with

prayer,” says Dissen, ‘‘was unusual in the Greek law courts. One

instance is found in Lycurgus (c. Leocr. 136) ”[ yap ry.
TOLS dWoLS ^.,. /.^ “The Romans

rather affected the practice : Servius (on Yergil. ^n. xi. 301), Ma-

jores nullam orationem nisi invocatis numinibus inchoabant. Cf.

Ciceron. Div. in Ccecil. 13 ”
: also pro L. Murena 1, and pro C. Cor-

nelio (fragm. ). In this instance, the solemn appeal to heaven is occa-

sioned by the unjust demand of ^schines that Demosthenes should

be required, in his speech, to follow the order of the indictment and

the prosecution. — 2. 3· cDvoLav, k. t. ., that the same good-will

which I ever hear to the state and all ofyourselves may subsistfor me on your

part in the present trial. The of Demosthenes had been specified

in Ctesiphon’s decree as a ground for giving him the crown.·

Tis €v } dperrjs eveKa drdpayadias evvoias,

^sch. c. Ctes. 89, 2. In connection with the word

is very appropriate : his constant patriotism, he assumes, will have ac-

cumulated for him a fund of popularity on vhich he may draw at this

crisis. The emphatic rovrovi adds emphasis to the expression of this

idea. — 4. els=for, or in respect to. — 5. ^Treira belongs to the class of

adverbs which are in themselves antithetic : hence the after-
Tov does not require to be followed by be or any similar particle. —
€, K. T. ., that which is most in the interest of yourselves and your

character for piety and honor. For6 we find 6 avvoiaeiv in
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the parallel passage, inf. 8. With this sense of cf. Soph.

El. 968, irarphs Oavovros. Here refers

to their oath in particular, to equity in general. For in 8

the orator substitutes as more explicit. — 6. --, to

inspire, 3, p. 448, 1. 9. yap ^\y
dpy^v , . 537, 1. 22. Whiston translates it, to put

into your hearts. — 7. . , not to take my opponent for your

adviser respecting the manner in which you ought to hear me. iEschin.

p. 82 (fin.), o\oya
Kay(h, . e. let him reply to the charge of special ille-

gality before he defends his general character. — 8. vixcts €.. Ob-

serve the juxtaposition and the emphasis, suggesting the absurdity as

well as the injustice of such dictation : how you ought to hear me .

—

2. 9. Tov. A clause in the oath of the Heliastse was

aypo o\oyovo$, . 747, 1. 9.

With repeat — to consult.— 11.*-. Bekker from 2. The common reading was. The

present infinitive would refer to the universal principle, the aorist to

its particular application in any given case. — 12. . The

must be understood as repeated after the following, ...not

merely to have formed no prejudice, not merely to show your good-will in

equal measure to both sides. Another instance of this very common

ellipsis is in 93. — 14. €, . . ., to allow each of the opposing

orators so to deal with his defence and its arrangement as he has desired

and predetermined to do. The force of these perfects represents the

speaker as having chosen his line of defence fully and on principle

before the trial begins, after which he cannot lightly abandon it.

There is no need to take ooyig. as a hendiadys.

3, 4. Aeschines, in this trial, has two special advantages
OVER ME : (1) HE HAS NO CHARACTER TO LOSE

; (2) THE SIDE OF THE

CASE HE SPEAKS FOR IS THE MOST ENTERTAINING AND INTERESTING.

3. 17. €, . . ., now while I have many disadvantages...

there are two which are especially great. In this favorite Attic construc-

tion introduces the principal sentence, the subordinate : fre-

quently, as in the present example, they form the apodosis and prot-

asis of a strictly concessive sentence. The is emphatic; non

copulat sed intendit (Stallbaum on Protag. 315 d)
;
a use especially

marked in the phrases , , and the like. — 18..
This word denotes the Grecian games, primarily the vast assembly that
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was wont to witness them, and then the contest and struggle for the

prize. Its use by the Attic orators to express a trial in the courts is

highly significant. The Athenian dicasteries at this time had become,

as it were, the games or spectacles of the age, in which the orators were

the athletes, and the people found their favorite amusement in being

present as spectators. And to this contest and spectacle— rovrovl

rbv aywva— a greater concourse had come together from all Greece

than had ever before been known to be present on any such occasion.

See ^sch. c. Ctes. 56, and Cic. de Opt. Gen. Orat. 7. — Page 2, line 1.

irepl -, not for an equal stake; that is, I have far more at

stake than he has. — 3. IXciv, to win his cause ; like our own phrase, to

get a verdict eXeiv in this sense is used of the prosecutor only, and

usually in conjunction with. ypacpas? peyaXas$
dXei/ ovBeplaVf Antiph. p. 115, 1. 24. ypa<f>r} as distinguished from

eiaayyeXia is an indictment directed against criminal documents or

orations, daayyeXLa against criminal conduct
;

inf. 249. Both words

are descriptive of public accusations, never of private, for ypacpr]

(c. Mid. p. 529) implies that, in injuring the individual prosecutor,

the accused has injured the state; because, at the time of the attack,

the prosecutor was a State officer, or the like, as a general

term for all varieties of actions would incli;de public prosecutions,

although, as a legal term, its special meaning is a private suit. —
4. lpo\ pev. The aposiopesis is due to euphemism

;
it would be

ominous (-?) to allude to an adverse verdict. Pie implies : I

have position and reputation at stake
;
^Eschiries possesses neither,

and therefore has nothing to lose
;
hence he accuses me, e/c TrepLov-

aias, at a monstrous advantage. Eeiske holds that this latter phrase

includes the idea, in sheer wantonness, or, by way of pastime. Whiston

renders it, from a superabundant stock

;

adding, for explanation, “hence

his loss will be comparatively small, as he has not much to lose.”

And he quotes Brougham as rendering : “he brings his charge an

unprovoked volunteer, ex abundant!.” The former, in his edition,

places a dash after the clause: ... X6yov, as well as

before it, thus making it parenthetical, and odros ’ antithetic to. — 6. ^Tepov 8c, and the other (sc. disadvantage), the natural instinct

of all mankind to enjoy the hearing of invectives. — 4. 10. *7·...€-
, offends everybody. 6 tl av " , .

398, 1. 7. The verb is usually transitive. ·
vpds

; . 622, 1. 12 ;
but Lysias constructs it as a neuter, c. Andoc.
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p. 107, 70O1' \€ rots^, and SO does De-

mosthenes, p. 341, 1. 3,€/\$ Trpoaiovras. 3 ^ttos direLV

qualifies the otherwise too unqualified' : everybody, so to speak.

C. 671; Cu. 564; G. 268; H. 772.*

—

11. pev, and if, in pre-

caution against this, I abstain from stating ivhat 1 have done...I shall

be thought incapable of clearing viyself from the charges, or showing my
claims for honorable distinction. His dilemma is this : either he must

praise himself, and so disgust the court, or else hold his peace, and

so make a tacit admission that iEschines is in the right, ,
to exhibit rather than prove. — 14. ...'€7€., my conduct and

policy. A fondness for such pairs of words closely related in signifi-

cation is characteristic of our orator’s style. Cf.€, 2, ', 3, et passim.— 16. 9 .6-. This usual ellipsis of , or the like, resembles our

own idiom, “as best may be”
;
quam modestissime. C. 553 ; Cu. 631,

a; H. 664.— 17. 6 * dv. But, whatever the case itself constrains

me to, of that he ivho set such a trial on foot deserves to incur the blame ;

i. e. self-defence justifies self-laudation. Keiske cites Quintil. Inst.

Or. xi. 1, 22, Heque hoc dico non aliquando de rebus a se gestis ora-

tori esse dicendum, sicut eidem Demostheni pro Ctesiphonte, quod

tamen ita emendavit ut necessitatem id faciendi ostenderet, invidi-

amque omnem in eum regeret qui hoc se coegisset. Plutarch, Mor.

541 E, calls it . .
5-7. My stake in this case is quite as heavy as Ctesiphon’s.

I IMPLORE YOU NOT TO BE PREJUDICED BY THE SPEECH FOR THE
PROSECUTION, BUT TO BEAR IN MIND YOUR OATH AS JURORS.

5. 21. 4 T€ Kttl. € is wanting in , probably by
accidental omission. In this clause he declares the close connection of

Ctesiphon with himself as regards the trial, in the next the stands

emphatically alone. Translate, and deserves on my own part an earnest-

ness by no means inferior. The datives are ethical. C. 462 ;
Cu. 433 ;

G. 184, 3; H. 596. — 23. = anything whatever {cuiusvis). So in

the common phrase, 03 {cuivis contingit), “it is in the poAver

of anybody (and everybody).” pkv 3 .
Aristot. .. 11, 9.— 25. *, evvoias. This replies to the

taunt of jEschines on p. 84, * $ ovaias

0 $ $3'’ · 3
* The references are to the grammars of Crosby, Rev. Ed. 1871 ; Curtius, Har-

per’s Ed. 1872 ; Goodwin ; and Hadley.
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—

6. . 3, 1. 3. 5 . This adverb and the four following words

belong clearly to. I beg and implore you, while I am making my

defence upon the charges, to hear me with justice as the laws direct,—
8. Originally, not as the earliest lawgiver, but as the most influ-

ential. Hence $, which is strictly of one despotic lawgiver,

whereas Tidegevos is of a republic or community. — 4. cuvovs ,.
So Ar. Nub. 1190,' 63 3 . Translate,

being well disposed towards you, and a friend to the people.— -, . . . Thought it essential should be rendered valid, not merely by the

fact of recording them, but also by thefact of you, the jurors, having taken

an oath. To appreciate the force of the tenses^$ and-
we must recollect that a body of 6,000 w^as chosen annually by

lot from the w^hole of the commons
;
out of these again, the Archons

selected by lot the jury for each particular case, and they took the

oath every time prior to trying a cause. — 7. 6. . Not be*

cause he distrusted you. C. 674 ;
Cu. 581; G. 277, 2; H. 789, c.

—

7. aiTtas · , according to Demosthenes, means an

accusation relying on the bare word of the accuser, rts3 \y . Xeyet, . 600, 1. 4. Hence

we find it conjoined with here and with {1. c.). Ob-

serve the orator’s fondness for pairs of kindred words. Cf. note, 4.

— 8. 6, the prosecutor, i. e. the accuser in his official capacitj’’

;

the Scotch ‘‘pursuer”; opposed to vyv, the defendant. This

difference between andj ayop'v is strongly marked in 9,

pkv odv arypv.— 9. 1(6= is strong ; that is,

has the advantage. — irapeXeeiv. Originally, to outstrip and pass

by in a race
;
hence, metaphorically, to defeat, circumvent, get the better

of ra ^pya robs \6yovs, p. 132, 7. —11..
The compound -, of persistence and continuance, as in,
^, . . . — , . . . Shall likewise () admit

with favor the just pleas of him who speaks at a later period, and having

first devoted himself as a fair and impartial hearer to both sides, thus and

thus only () (i. e. only afier having heard both sides) let him form

his decision on the whole case. Hence the Aorist. C. 674,

d; Cu. 496 ;
H. 717.

8. With so serious a struggle before me I reiterate my
PRAYER TO HEAVEN.

16. $ ^oiK€. To be taken closely with 03. Actually the
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prosecution did not assail Demosthenes’ life on all points, but obvi-

ously its intention was to do so. Compare note, us ^ttos elweiv, 4.—
17. . To give an account. So . aiTeiv,^, not

to be confounded with the other usage, ^‘to give a man opportunity

of speaking.”— 18. . See the notes on the parallel passage in

1. The exordium of this oration is longer and more impassioned

than is usual with Demosthenes. The success of his defence depended

entirely on his being permitted to choose his own order of arrange-

ment, and to place in the foreground of his argument his public

policy, in which he was sure of the sympathy of the Athenian dicas-

tery. Having secured this point in his introduction, he had in fact

swept away the chief reliance and support of his antagonist, and could

now meet him, as it were, in the open field, on the main question,

where he had nothing to fear. His renewed and impassioned appeal

to the gods for an impartial hearing was further justified, not to say

necessitated, by his adversary’s representation of him as an ill-starred

and accursed enemy of the gods.

9. As ^SCHINES HAS TRAVELLED OUT OF THE INDICTMENT, I

SHALL DO THE SAME.

26. El ·€...,€|. If he had (at the time

when he spoke) accused me, I should hove been now defending myself

The speech of Aeschines is a thing of the past, that of Demosthenes

is going on in the present. Hence we have the aorist in the pro-

tasis, the imperfect in the apodosis. Many grammars give an erro-

neous rule about the meaning of this imperfect indicative with dv,

according to which rule they would render €\7 dv, “I

should defend myself,” as if there was some prospect of his doing so.

But that would require in Greek the optati^e in lieu of the indicative.

There can clearly be but a shade of difference between the imperfect

indicative and the aorist of the same mood, whenever they appear in

exactly the same construction. Whichever of the two be combined

with dv in the apodosis of a conditional sentence, the very nature of

the tense excludes all consideration future prospects now. Such

prospects were once future in a time gone by, if a certain condition

had been then fulfilled
;
but they are so no longer. The imperfect

under these circumstances implies a little more than tne aorist : it

implies that the action of the verb is to be viewed as a matter of

duration and continuity. C. 615 ;
Cu. 537, sqq.

;
G. 222 ;

H.

742. 27. €.$. At the time when .^Eschines brought
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his action, the hill of Ctesiphon had received the sanction of the

and was then offered to the }$, that their votes might be taken

upon it. Strictly speaking, the bill could not be called a-.
until it received their sanction. See Smith’s Die. of Antiq. Art..— P. 4, 1. 2. €, has lavished^ a word descriptive of reckless

rather than of reasonable expenditure. Some discussion has arisen

about the augment, as used in Attic, of the past tenses of

(see Lobeck’s Ajax^ 1049). But there seems to be little doubt about

the true reading here. — 5. p.q8eis, k. t. that none of you

may give me a more prejudiced hearing of the rights which concern this

indictmenty because he has been carried away by the pleadings extraneous to

the case. This is the usual translation, and according to this we must

understand by the phrase to hear with a judgment not

one^s owiiy i. e. already imbued with the views of another. Cf. yvad-, Homer Odyss. xvii. 452, of laughing with

an expression not one’s own, i. e. forced. The comparative adverb

only adds the sense of more than the average, or more than he would do if

let alone, yevos, carried with violence, a common meaning of, as

especially in the phrase ^. The construction of

with a double genitive (1) of the person, (2) of the thing, as here, is

somewhat unusual though quite grammatical. The genitive of the

person could be regarded as limiting the genitive of the thing= 7??^

just arguments touching the indictment. Compare ra ^$-, 7.

10, 11. To HIS SLANDERS ON MY PRIVATE CHARACTER I REPLY

FOR THE PRESENT BY APPEALING TO YOUR PERSONAL KNOWLEDGE OF

ME. I SHALL DEAL WITH HIS IMPUTATIONS ON MY PUBLIC CHARAC-

TER FIRST.

10. 8. Xoi8opov(X€vos, all his abusive slander. The active and middle

voices of are used with very slight difference of meaning

:

strictly the active = to abuse the man
;
the middle= to get the man

abused, or abuse him for one’s own purposes. So and-. Cf. in this same section. — 10. , ifyou

know me to be [supply] such a man as the prosecutor just now [im-

perfect tense] accused me ofbeing— [and you must know me thoroughly

wellj^r I have lived nowhere else than among yourselves— do not so much

as tolerate the sound of my voice, not even if I have with extreme ability

conducted all my public administration ; but rise from your seats and con-

demn me at once, is very appropriate here, meaning ‘‘to

6
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speak aloud.*' * ' 6^ ’ elire. iEsch. Ag. 205.

Demosthenes says, “Refuse not merely to hear my arguments, but

even the sound of my voice.” There were three methods of silen-

cing an orator:€= hiss -him down; €€= hustle

him off the Bema
;
or lastly, as here, to rise from their seats, drop in

their votes in condemnation of Ctesiphon, and so abruptly terminate

the trial. — 14. el . But if you have conceived and are well

aware that I myself— ay, and my family too— are far superior to the

prosecutor^ and of a superior descent, and as good (to say nothing beyond

the mark) as any average individuals. The object of yLyve€ was

to have been alone, robs ipobs is added as an after-thought,

but too late to alter the singular. It is common, however, in

such constructions, for the predicate to agree with the nearer or the

more prominent subject, especially if the predicate precedes. C. 497

;

G. 138, . 2, b; H. 511, h. The word is always of the

juste milieu: here of fair respectability in character and position.

(jEschiii. p. 1, 1. 3). Self-laudation, as bur-

densome to the hearer, is well described by 3. ttoXus ^v tols

ewaivoLS . ./Eschin. p. 33, 1. 29. — 11. 21. ...
€>€8$. Here is a triple paronomasia. $ is used sarcasti-

cally and in a bad sense, as we sometimes use good-natured and well-

meaning to denote weakness. Jacobs imitates the Greek in German

by the words, argmuthig . . .gutmuthig \
and we might translate them

imperfectly thus : ill-natured as you are, you entertained the good-natured

notion. Paronomasia is not frequent in Demosthenes, but is sometimes

used with great ingenuity and force. Thus he plays on the name

of Eubulus : et kukQs ,.— 25. 6.. I

am not so blind, literally, so obscured with mist (^). Harpocration,

however, derives from $, and explains it to be storm-

struck. Demosthenes combines it with (p. 409, 1. 11), and

with (p. 116, 1. 6) : he contrasts it with (p. 682, 1. 6).

The prevailing idea of the verb is therefore blindfolly.— 26.

7€€€. The difference in meaning between and is

slight in the Attic orators. The sense of concerning is common to both,

the sense of defending is limited to. Probably this latter sense

may have risen from the fact of the hero in the field of battle stand-

ing over his prostrate friend to protect him from the enemy’s assault.

— 27. 7€$. Language fit only for a Dionysiac procession

(Harpocr.). A specimen will be found in Aristoph. Ranae, 416 sqq.
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Translate : ribaldry which has been so profusely indulged in.— P. 5,

1. 1. €5 , if it be the wish of the assembly; otherwise

it is not worth Avhile. On this Dative of Relation, see Madvig, Gr.

S. § 38. d.
;
C. 459, N.

;
Cu. 435 ;

G. 184, N. 6; H. 601, a.

12-16. In prosecuting Ctesiphon, jEschines has laid the

GRAVEST CHARGES AGAINST MYSELF
;
BUT, THOUGH HE HAS DONE SO

WITH THE UTMOST MALICE, YET HE HAS NOT AFFORDED THE STATE

AN OPPORTUNITY TO VISIT ME WITH JUST PUNISHMENT. TlIAT

COULD ONLY HAVE BEEN ACCOMPLISHED BY A FAIR TRIAL IN WHICH
I SHOULD MYSELF HAVE BEEN THE DEFENDANT. ^SCHINES OUGHT

TO HAVE BROUGHT ACTIONS AGAINST ME, IN A LEGAL FORM, AT THE

VERY TIME OF EACH ALLEGED OFFENCE. If THESE OFFENCES OF

MINE WERE GRAVE ENOUGH TO SUPPLY MATERIALS FOR THE PRESENT

CHARGE AGAINST CtESIPHON, a fortiori I OUGHT MYSELF TO HAVE
BEEN INDICTED FOR COMMITTING THEM.

An immense amount of valuable criticism has been expended on '

this passage. After carefully weighing the w^hole of it, I extract the

above as the best solution. But none of the editors state distinctly

what appears to me the gist of the argument. jEschines, the orator

contends, is grossly in the wrong, for two reasons, (1) because his ac-

cusation is malicious, (2) because it is futile for purposes of justice.

His accusation is (1) malicious, for he puts me into a position where

I cannot come forward to plead in my own defence. His accusation

is (2) futile, for he never indicted me when I was committing the

offences, and the time for legal punishment has long gone by. Ter-

rible as the crimes may be with which I am charged, the state can do

nothing now to inflict an adequate penalty. Most of the editors

seem to consider the whole passage, 12, 13, as obscure and involved

in point of language. But there is no just reason for so pronouncing.

Only to understand the construction of the sentences the reader must

bear in mind their exact sequence and mutual relation, gkv-
yopg^eva stands in antithesis to the concessive sentence introduced by

rod be Trapbvros. The protasis of this concessive sentence is headed

by , the apodosis of it by tQu '. To the

protasis refer the Avords which follow from yap to : to the

apodosis refer the words from’ i(f> ols to ypa6evov. He is wrong,

says the orator, both ways, for he ought not to have done what he

has done, but he ought to have done what he has left undone,

is clearly the natural particle to link these two clauses together.
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12. Now the accusations he has brought are many and serious; and far

some of them the laws assign heavy— ay, the extreme—penalties; hut

although the very principle of the present trial implies at once an enemy*

s

malice and violence and abuse and insult and everything else of the kind,

yet for the charges and accusations which have been laid [if indeed they

were true) it is not in the power of the state to inflict an adequate penalty,

or in fact anything like it.— P. 5, 1. 5. '7rpoalp€crLS= the deliberate moral

choice by Avhich the prosecutor selected his process of action
;

its in-

tense maliciousness appeared (1) in the virulence of the accusations

against Demosthenes
; (2) in the indirect mode of attack which was

designed to exclude Demosthenes himself from a personal hearing. —
6. . This reading appears the best, although is found in

and some other MSS. — 8. pcvrot. The particle is always ad-

versative, and in antithesis to is far stronger than , indeed

almost as strong as. — 13. For he must not deprive one of access to

the commons and a fair hearing ; still less must he do so in a style of malice

and envy : no, indeed, gentlemen of Athens, it is neither proper nor constitu-

tional nor just : hut [here supply from the bet preceding] his duty was

in whatever cases he saw me injuring the state (especially supposing them to be

so monstrous as he was just now ranting about and reciting), to take advantage

of the legal penalties at the very moment when the said offences were commit-

ted; if he saw me commit what deserved impeachment, impeaching me, and

bringing me in that manner to trial before your court ; or if he saw me propos-

ing unconstitutional measures, indicting me for unconstitutional conduct. For

it is not possible, I presume, that he should prosecute Ctesiphon now on my

account, and yet have foreborne to prosecute myself, had he thought he could

secure a conviction. — 11. '7(€€ simply means, in con-

nection with the context, to be placed in the official position of de-

fendant. Ill , to get a speaking, we have a suggestive

contrast with our own idiom, to get a hearing. At the beginning of

uEschin. de F. L, we find this phrase immediately followed by-
ytas. — 12. . More strictly, position, but a word of such

various uses must be rendered according to its collocation,

^€ (p. 481, 1. 21), in the quality of. ^ (.

292, 1. 14), the province or part of. In cTpaycpbeL there is not only

a general allusion to the pompous declamation of the theatre, but a

tacit reference to the former profession of ^Eschines as an actor. The

more frequent taunt is ay, as in this speech, p. 314, 1.

12, etc., €^, in the sense of reciting, is an apt combination.
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iEscliin. p. 75, 1. 35. — 17. irap*. The time of accusation being

exactly parallel to the time when the offences were committed,

(p. 470, 1. 12), xop7}yiaLv (p. 514, 1. 8), etc. — 18. elo-ay-€ may be rendered by our word impeachment, but strictly means a

public prosecution for some offence which legislation has omitted to

notice, and for which, in consequence, no penalty is specified. — 20.. consisted in proposing a, which would Auolate

either the letter or spirit of any existing law. We have no exact

equivalent for it, but unconstitutional is nearer the meaning than illegal.

A fuller explanation of these and other judicial words may be found

in Smith’s Dictionary of Antiquities. — 14. 23. ., and really :

often wrongly translated moreover, is the strongest asseverative

particle, like the colloquial use of I declare in English. In the for-

mula this sense is particularly prominent
;
also in Greek Tra-

gedy, where a new character enters and is introduced by the chorus.

In questions and negatives is hardly translatable, but adds the

strongest possible emphasis to the word which immediately precedes

it.— 25. €lcrl ,. Here we must observe, as Dissen suggests, the

contrast between the ayGives and the ayGives : in the

former case the laws themselves directed the nature and degree of

punishment to be inflicted on the guilty
;
in the latter it was at the

discretion of the jury to assign whatever penalty they thought proper
;, penalties appointed by law, refer to the ; dyGives

pes refer to the; and the phrase, punishments,

applies equally to a verdict affecting purse or person under either

form of trial. — P. 6, 1. 2. tois T-pos kp.i= the provisions applicable to

my case.—.€ dv. Would have been consistent with. A simi-

lar use of the active voice, opoXoyeiv, is found in Antiph. de Chor. p.

145. rois \6yois toGs pdpTvpas opoXoyovvras toIs ^pya.

— 15. 4. Toi»s Trap* ...€€8. The inquiries at the time of the

deeds themselves, e\yovs is to be taken in emphatic contrast with

airtas Xoiboptas ; also ’ ^pyaa wdth

ToaodTois eov xpovois. Avoiding the inquiries proper at the time, he

has brought together heaps of accusations and scoffings and revilings

long afterwards. — 7. €. He is playing his part. Yid. sup.

13, €*€. Not very far from our own idea of hypocrisy : his con-

duct is underhand and dishonest ; he plays the part of Ctesiphon’s

accuser, being really mine. — Kplvci. Brings my client here

to trial, in its most technical sense, of the prosecutor entailing
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^ on the defendant. So c. Mid. p. 581, 1. 13, etc. — 9.-. He makes the prominent feature of the trial. A rare use of-. To put in front is, of course, the literal meaning, but the
classical writers generally use it of putting in fronts as a screen, or a

champion. —$. Having never faced me on this ground,

of encountering an adversary point blank, and errl of the

ground selected for the combat. Dissen cites the c. Mid. p. 563,

?'. — 10. €€. ..€. He is

clearly seen to he seeking to take away the civil rights of another,

is the opposite of in its civil sense. See Diet, of Antiq. If

Ctesiphon were cast in the suit he would have a fine inflicted upon
him, and until this fine were paid he would be a public debtor and
consequently$. ^schines had laid the damages at the enormous
sum of fifty talents. — 16. 15. €€<. According to some gram-
marians this is not a pure Attic form. Certainly i^^raens is the usual

word, and €€03 does not occur elsewhere except in Plutarch.

But Dissen marks the true distinction :^^, discep-

tarey de litigantibus, at iroLeXv^ judicum est, cf. 226 :€\€ €^ vpas. — 17. . Either by
attraction for erepov , or else an indirect question : to seek what

other person we can do a mischief to. The former is the usual interpre-

tation.

17. I DENOUNCE THE WHOLE ACCUSATION AS FALSE
;
BUT I SHALL

ALSO EXPOSE ITS FALSEHOOD IN DETAIL. I MUST THEREFORE RE-

MIND YOU OF THE HISTORICAL CIRCUMSTANCES.

20. €7T*€5 ov8€p.ids. Nor with any truth whatever. The

sense of M is (1) superposition: and hence (2) intimate connection.

When the accusative follows , moving towards that connection is

implied
;
when the dative, resting in that connection

;
when the geni-

tive, being in that connection and yet separate. This complex notion

is due to the fact, that separation is one essential force belonging to

the genitive case. So a ship is ew /?, connected with an anchor

but separated from it by the cable : a rider is , for there is no

material union between the man and his horse. Yet in this last, and

in many other instances, the dative might be put for the genitive with

only a slight distinction of meaning. The distinction may be stated

thus. When two objects are heterogeneous, capable of being joined

together but incapable of coalescing, then, if the writer wishes to

impress on the reader the idea of their close uniony he puts the dative
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after , if he does not wish to impress that idea but yet to state

their connection, he puts the genitive. M yrjs is on (and above) the

surface of the earth
; it is opposed to yijs (Soph. 0. T. 416) : but

iirl ry q. is in the country. With nouns representing the abstract

(e. g. €$) the genitive is peculiarly appropriate. — 21. * iV.

To be taken adverbially. There is a valuable note on this use of

in Buttmann’s Midias (Index, s. v. ). He points out that such ex-

pressions are generally adverbial, but observes that /cara, in many

cases, coalesces entirely with the accusative which follows it, so as to

be treated as a noun for purposes of construction. 6 aOpSovs

TreWeL b be' ha, Plat. Ale. I. 22 ;
irpos re$* €$, Thucyd. II. 64. Cf. Herod. II. 93. — 24.-

rovs* A politician of some prominence at the close of the Olynthian

war. His name recurs again and again in the rival speeches of the

orator and ^schines, each of them disclaiming complicity with him

and imputing such complicity to the other ;
abs,, kolvuvos,

b bs {inf. 21). Philocrates, in the year 348, proposed that

Philip should be allowed to send envoys to Athens, and to treat of

peace. For this a charge of was laid against him, and, as

he was too ill to speak for himself, Demosthenes addressed the assem-

bly in his defence. In the year 347 Philocrates proposed to send

envoys to Philip for a peace negotiation, and named Demosthenes as

one of them. See Introduction, II. In 346, on the famous 18th of

Elaphebolion {wf. ·€, 22), it was Philocrates who advo-

cated peace and alliance with Macedon. This policy proving a dis-

grace to Athens, Hyperides impeached him shortly after, and he fled

into exile sooner than face a trial. They condemned him in his

absence. It is clear that he was bribed by Philip and made an

ostentatious display of the money so acquired.— 26. cKcivovs.

Throughout the course of that period:, always of motion along (or

guidance by) a definite line, moral or material. The accusative which

follows describes the whole of that line’s direction, the genitive

denotes its starting or finishing point. When this genitive marks the

finishing point, hostility is usually implied.— 27. irpos. With an

eye to the subsisting crisis: 6$, as distinguished from, is suggestive

of a mark or goal, rather than of the line which leads to it. wpbs

followed by the accusative= acting with that goal or mark in view ;
by

the dative = having reached the goal and remaining there; by the

genitive (case of separation, as before) =bein^ at the goal and taking

action from it.
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18-24. Let me recall to your minds the history of thb
YEARS 357 to 346; the dissensions of Greece, and Philip’s

ADVANTAGES THEREIN. PEACE WAS CONCLUDED THROUGH THE
TREACHERY OF iEsCHINES AND HIS PARTY. 1, AT LEAST, HAD
NOTHING TO DO WITH IT. If IT WAS my DOING, WHY DID THEY NOT
DENOUNCE ME AT THE TIME ?

18. P. 7, 1. 1. ToO. Introduction

^

II.

—

cruo-ravTos. Hav*
ing been set in operation, is to organize either for good or

evil. The orator wishes to impute external agency, originating in

Macedon or at Athens, as the prime cause of the Phocian outbreak.

— 2. €'€. Had not yet engaged in politics: lit. was not yety

at that timCy administering the government. The definite gives to

the imperfect the force of a pluperfect. This use of is

suggestive : the ideal citizen was to take an active part in administra-

tion. — TOT€. His earliest public speeches were adv. Leptin. and c.

Androt. spoken in 355, that is, two years after the beginning of the

Phocian war. His earliest political speech, de Symmoriisy was in 354.

— 4.. To hold their own. We could not wish them victory,

their cause being a wrong one, but only a safe issue under compromise.

— 8. Anything hut right: the common figure meiosis; so im-

mediately below, akbyujSy ov €pSy and passim.— iroiovvTas.

i. e. in the whole of their policy. Dindorf refers this remark to their

plunder of the Delphic treasury in particular. But if the orator had

meant to imply such a special instance of wrong-doing, he would

surely have written iroLriaavras. — 5. -. Like CTnxaipeLVy

always of malicious joy. This tone of Athenian feeling towards

Thebes is illustrated throughout the adv. Leptin. Observe the force

of av=you would have been delighted at. On the participial construc-

tion in Greek where other languages would employ a substantival

sentence cf. C. 677 ;
Cu. 592 ; H. 800; Madv. Gk. S. 174 b. — 7.

AcvKTpois. The Sacred or Phocian war commenced fourteen years

after the date of this battle, and five years after the date of Mantinea.

refers to the period between Leuctra and Mantinea, during

which the Thebans retained their supremacy in Greece, and made

their four consecutive invasions of the Peloponnesus, ois dative by

attraction, ip is the regular preposition to denote the place of a

battle. — 8. 8€-€. Was eternally divided. They had become

completely divided, and hence were perpetually in that state. — 9. ot

<€5. These, as Pausanias informs us (4. 28), were the Mes-
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senians with the Argives and Arcadians, who all looked to Athens

for aid and alliance. — 10. ol irpoTepov. At the close of the Pelo-

ponnesian war the Lacedaimonians established a council of oligarchs

in every Greek city w'here the step was practicable, the said council{) consisting of ten members() chosen from among
such of the inhabitants as favored the supremacy of Lacedaemon.

Their tyranny in the several states appears to have been unlimited.

Xen. Hellenic. III., 5. 13. ;
Isocr. Panath., p. 239. They were all put

down immediately after the Lacedaemonian defeat at Leuctra. — 12.

&KpiTos. Promiscuous^ i. e. involving infinite complications and com-
binations. The various meanings of all trace back to the

primary derivation, that which cannot he separately distinguished. Whis-
ton refers, by way of illustration, to the Homeric usage of this word
in , endless words, and , interminable sorrows.

— 19. 14. .... Anything hut hard to perceive. Another in-

stance of meiosis. — irpoSoTais. The alleged traitors in each state

are specified by name in 295. Some of them, as Bremi observes,

were probably conciliated by Philip’s courtesy, and their own an-

tagonism to the democracy; not by pecuniary bribes. — 14-16.

TOts Trap*€<5...€€. By lavishing money on the traitors in

the several states, he was embroiling them all and stirring them up against

each other. The imperfects suggest the sustained and gradual progress

of Philip’s intrigues. For avroiis some MSS. read?, probably

a correction. The reflexive pronoun, in all the best authors, is occa-

sionally used as a synonyme of the reciprocal, ^ and wdvras

are in emphatic antithesis. — 16. 4v ols. By the mistakes

and misjudgments of othei s he was making his own preparations, and fos-

tering his growth to the ruin of all. ev of cause or means, the ground on

which he took his stand, and the depot from which he drew his ma-

terials. \\, those who were not treacherous but merely ill-advised,

distinct from^. , of hostility, is like our colloquial

phrase to come down upon. See 17, note cKcivovs^ end.— 18.€ . The war lasted nine years. — 19. 8* €5.
An obvious allusion to the destruction of Thebes by Alexander, five

years before this speech was delivered. — 20. 6·€. The

Theban alliance with Athens did not really take place till Philip

seized Elatea, nearly nineteen years after the time the orator refers

to. 5= as, or since. €. . 7(·()€ personal for imper-

sonal construction= it was manifest to all that they would soon he compelled.

6* I
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C. 573, c; Cu. 571 ;
G. 280; H. 771.— 23. 77€. Made

proffers of. iwayy^WeaGat denotes publicity with a view to some

definite effect or cause. Hence it includes the meanings “to com-

mand,” “to denounce,” “to promise,” “to make a profession.”—
20. 23. tI . What then co-operated with him to catch you in a state

of almost wilful deception ? 6\iyov beiv qualifies^ only : the force

of the imperfect participle{) reminds them that their

state of deception had been chronic. As regards the construction of

6\iyov, the oXLyov is the natural genitive following a verb of pri-

vation, and is a substantival infinitive used adverbially in the

accusative case (like, $,, . . .): this accusative is

closely akin to the accusative of Relation. C. 665 ;
H. 575, a. — 25.. The article agrees with a feminine nominative implied

in €€...€€, The cowardice, ought I to call it, or the ignorance. So

rj, etre X4yeLP, €' otl, c. Aristoc. p.

671 (fin.). — 27. refers to the whole period between the

capture of Amphipolis by Philip in the year 358 and the peace which

was concluded in 346. The expenses of the war are estimated by

.^schines at 1500 talents {de F.L., p. 37). — P. 8, 1. 2. (-.
Troops: soldiers regarded as so many “head.” Our own use of

“person” is somewhat analogous. Whiston aptly cites ra

Avaapbpos. Xen. Hell. II., 1, 20. — 5. ‘·€.
Lent an ear: “acquiescence” is meant, not “subjection.” yla,
afterwards, implies a concession involving sacrifices.— 8. €V.
From the year 346 to 338. See Introduction, II.

—

·
Troubles: the constant Attic euphemism, especially when speaking of

litigation. — 10. vircp 6$,^ the sake of the truth, not be-

cause they concern me at all, as he proceeds to argue,€€.=7 am stating accurately and rehearsing at length. — 21.

11. ,. Ever so much: another adverbial accusative : =
granting the condition to be fulfilled at its maximum. The addition

of in^ariably converts a conditional sentence into a con-

cessive.— 13. . I presume, as is I think, always sig-

nifies in truth, and its compounds retain that essential meaning

whether seriously or ironically. So (always ironical), forsooth,

, when actually, i. e. the moment when,, since in fact,

etc. — 14. «,§. A famous tragic actor highly esteemed by

Philip, and intrusted by the state with a sort of roving commission

to inquire Phihp’s probable policy, when visiting Macedonia on a
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professional tour. ^Eschin. de F. Z., p. 49. Dem. de F. Z., pp. 344,

371, 442. Cf. Cic. de Repub. IV., 11. — o * €€.6$ 7$,
the person who seconded him and drew up the resolution, .
With iEschines, cf. oSros above, 20. — 16.?. Hagnus was

the name of the deriie to Avhich Philocrates (17, note) belonged. It

was originally written with a smooth breathing, as if derived from

the plant aypos {ayovos)^ the agnus castas. See Vomel, Prolegom.y 144 ;

Smith’s Die. of Antiq. and Die. of Geog. — 17. o Ijjios. Up to

the close of 347 the orator seems to have been at least on good terms

with Philocrates, though their policy was not at any time identical.

Philocrates was always proposing and advocating peace negotiations

in Philip’s interest. Demosthenes, whenever he assented to these

negotiations, did so under a sense of stern political necessity; for

instance, when it became imperative to rescue the prisoners on the

capture of Olynthus. After the beginning of 346 the policy of Phi-

locrates "was yet more decidedly opposite to that of the orator. The

statement of iEschines {de F. Z., p. 30, c. Ctes., p. 64) that the two

were acting in concert is totally inconsistent with historical facts on

record. — 19. ElJpovXos. Of the deme Anaphlystus, the orator and

demagogue who supported Midias against Demosthenes. Not to be

confounded with the comic poet, Avhose deme was the Cettian. —
—. Named in the psephisma 29 as one of the ambassadors

sent to Philip. “Cephisophon supported iEschines in the accusation

against Ctesiphon.” Whiston.— |· 8* ovSev. It has

been the fashion to stigmatize this statement as a deliberate false-

hood on the orator’s part
;
but, I think, most unjustly. He is refer-

ring only to the peace of the year 346 ;
at least, his language commits

him to nothing further
;
and in all the discussions of that period we

cannot find, from historical records, that the orator ever declared him-

self in favor of the peace proposed by Philocrates. He expressly denies

having done so {de F. L., pp. 345, 346). The only evidence that he

did is the assertion of ^schines (c. Ctesiph., p. 64) that Demosthenes

delivered an oration in support of Philocrates on the day of the

second assembly. Little credit need be attached to this in any case
;

but Aeschines himself {de F. Z., p. 36) quotes a to prove that,

on that second day of the assembly, no speaking was allowed and nothing

transacted but voting. See Grote.— 22. 20, 21. ... Set-
;

Although these things are so, and shown to be so by the truth itself.= the basis of. — 22. . As it seems: the lightest of infer-
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ential particles implying a sequence and connection, but only a slight

one, whether temporal or logical. It frequently, as here, suggests
irony —forsooth.— 23. alVtos. The guilty cause. There are two heads
of the accusation

: (1) making peace, (2) making peace for Athens
independently, — also. On the nominative case see Madv. Gr. S.·

161
;
C. 667 ;

Cu. 570 ;
G. 136, N. 2 ;

H. 775. — 24. €-. A general synod met at Athens, formed of representatives from
each of the confederate states. The orator touches here on the much-
vexed question, reproduced again and again in the speeches of him-
selt and ^Eschines, as to the policy they advocated respectively, on
the 18th and 19th of Elaphebolion (approximately the end of March),
in the year 346. Immediately after the fall of Olynthus, in the
spring of 347, Athens had sent envoys to all the eligible Grecian
states, urging them to join in their own negotiations with Philip,

and to take the result, whether peace or war. In the spring of 346
the general synod were sitting to receive the report of these envoys.

What actually passed at the sitting has not been put on record, but
we can deduce from the conflicting orations

: (1) that some of the

envoys had returned, but many were still absent
; (2) that the synod

passed a resolution recommending that two be convened im-

mediately on the return of all the envoys, and that the subject of peace be

then and there debated. This recommendation of the confederate

Synod was accepted, but only in part. The two assemblies (already

mentioned) were held on the 18th and 19th of Elaphebolion, and the

question of peace was fully discussed. But this was done without wait-

ingfor the return of the absent envoys.— 25. € —tL Then you—by

what name could one rightly call you; that is, what name can I find that is

bad enough for you. — 26. ^-, when and where was it that you, being

present and seeing me robbing the state of so important a negotiation and

alliance as you were just now rehearsing, expressed indignation or came

forward and made known and explained what you now charge me with,

TTpd^Ls is on no account to be taken as a hendiadys
;
the

former word generalizes what the latter specifies, and irpa^LS simply

means negotiation. The emphasis on must be carefully preserved.

The- in is suggestive : in all the ancient assemblies

the speakers were required to address the meeting from a raised plat-

form or pulpit; in passing to it from their seat they would move

before or alongside of their audience. — 23. P. 9, 1. 3, 4. €...€€'-
K€iv€, if I had sold to Philip the preventing, etc., that is.
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if had been bought (bribed) by Philip to prevent, etc. Observe the em-

phatic juxtaposition ofy and. — 5.- . You had

still the opportunity. This throws an emphasis on the pluperfect-
7€.— 6.. Well then. The particle is much stronger than

&pa, and almost as strong as oC'i', Both odu and toIpvv are distinctly

transitional, as well as being illative. It resembles now then in col-

lo(pjial English. As regards etymology,^, epic neut. part, of

dpi, in the acc. abs» (guce giium ita sint), — 8. €9. And naturally

so. To render the force of this favorite adverb a separate sentence is

indispensable. — 9. totc. ‘‘ Demosthenes intimates that envoys had

been sent previously, viz., just after the fall of Olynthus, to invite the

other Greeks to form a confederacy against Philip. He denies that

any such embassy was sent out while ‘the peace’ was negotiating,

and in this he seems to speak the truth.” Grote, XL, 508 (Eng. ed.).

IVhiston
;

cf. 22, note . — 10. €€€|€. Thor-

oughly tested, and. proved unwilling to unite with Athens against

Philip, e^-, in composition, of intensity. The perf. passive of

^^ has always the double reduplication. — 24. 14. avroL Your-

selves. avTos and its cases, when used emphatically, are placed in a

prominent part of the sentence (e. g. the beginning), or else have

prefixed as an intensive. The force of is better expressed with, while at the same time you yourselves,— 15.. On the

rather uncertain authority of Ephorus (the historian of Cumae) we
are told that Eurybatus was a citizen of Ephesus, who received money

from Croesus to raise troops for his war with the Persians, and then

deserted to the camp of Cyrus. The same name appears to have been

borne by one of the Cercopes (fire-diviners). See Lobeck, Aglaoph.

2, p. 1306. In either case the Scholiasts are safe in taking the per-

son mentioned as a type of 76775, ^^, iravoOpyos. Cf. ^sch. c.

Ctesiph., p. 71.— 17. rC .€. For with what intent after

all?— 18. . I understand the orator to mean, by
this crisis, the date of those two meetings on the recommendation of

the Synod. The mission of the envoys having, by then, been proved

a complete failure, Athens might be said to have abandoned her task

of soliciting the Grecian states with her embassies. Why, asks the

orator, should she have resumed it, and for what end should she have

asked the states to co-operate ? For peace? Nay, but the other states

were enjoying that; Athens alone had need of it. For war? Nay,
but all idea or possibility of war was over, and peace was the only
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question. In this instance, as in the eyd) ’ ov^kv (21, note,

s. V.), the orator could justify his statement as virtually true, if not

literally. — 21. . The original peace of the year 346 is dis-

tinguished by this epithet from the peace which followed Chieronea.

—* aiTios.- Nor in any way responsible, ...€ are co-ordinate,

while ovb^ is subordinate and emphatic. C. 701, c ;
Cu. 625, Ohs. ;

II. 858, b. —€.. All that the orator denies is the fact of his

taking a prominent part in the peace proposals of Philocrates (c.

Ctesiph.f p. 62, 63) ;
he does not say that he opposed peace in the ab-

stract, but only that he neither originated nor supported the peace

which was actually made. When the public assembly had agreed to

accept it, he did his utmost to make the best of a bad bargain, but

that by no means committed him to having approved the measure.

25 - 28. Compare my political conduct with that of my ac-

cusers, AT THE TIME WHEN THE CITY HAD DECIDED ON PEACE.

When the oaths had been taken by us and our allies, I pro-

posed A DECREE TO ACCELERATE THE DEPARTURE OF OUR OWN DELE-

GATES, AVERE TO ADMINISTER THE OATHS TO PhILIP. ^SCHINES
IGNORES this DECREE, AND ASSAILS ME ABOUT ANOTHER WHICH WAS
MERELY TRIVIAL, REFERRING TO THE RECEPTION OF THE MACE-
DONIAN DELEGATES AT ATHENS.

25. 24. €'L(o= made on her own part; the middle

having here a fuller sense than it usually has in connection with

. On Philip’s part, as the context shows us, peace was not yet

concluded. — 25. <€-€. In the imperative mood the sole force

of the aorist, as contrasted with the present, is to indicate a single

and complete act instead of a protracted and continuous process. In

the subjunctive, optative, and infinitive moods the aorist sometimes

exhibits this same difference from the present
;
at other times it re-

tains its natural force as a preterite. — P. 10, 1. 2. €.
Moved a resolution^ being a member of the Council. On the 25th of Ela-

phebolion the oaths of peace and alliance were administered, to

Athens and all her allies, by Antipater, as Philip’s delegate. It was

now essential for Athens herself to send delegates with all speedy and

administer the same oath to Philip. Yet for 7 days nothing was

done
;
on the 8th day (Munychion the 3d) a resolution, that dele-

gates should start at once, was proposed by Demosthenes, as he alleges

here. .iEschines admits it was proposed that day, but does not men-

tion by whom {de F. Z., p. 40, 1. 28 sq.). According to Demosthenes
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{de F. L.y p. 390) the delegates on leaving Athens went and stopped

at Oreus in Euboea, and wasted many days there before they started

for Macedonia. They were fifty days altogether before they achieved

the interview with Philip at Pella. This explains the sequel, oOrot.... — 4. tovs 6$ diroXapPaveiv, to receive the oaths in

return (). — 26. 6.. Id quo valehat? Of what avail were

this? (Vomel.)— 8. . The oaths on the Athenian part

and the oaths on the Macedonian. The genitive dependent on any

word of interval (like) specifies the two extreme points be-

tween which the interval lies
;
or one such extreme point, the men-

tion of the other being unnecessary because implied by the context.

Cf. the parallel passage de F, L., p. 393, 181,

Toi>s opKovs, where one extremity alone is named, the ob-

taining Philip’s attestation. — 11. €€-*€. The active voice is

more usual in the sense of breaking up. ^€\€ is the reading of

here. But the middle voice gives the better additional sense, on

your own part and in your own armaments.— 13. €|€€. Was
making this his chief concern. The verb is always of laborious and sys-

tematic eifort, never transitive, though frequently constructed with a

cognate accusative. — 14. tt]s ‘€8. Possessive genitive depend-

ing on. The state might be said to possess these places in Thrace,

as the Thracians were their allies [Bremi]. The optative

{prceoccuparet) is due to the oratio ohliqua. — 27. 16. .€$.
An historic present, as is also which follows. Hence followed

by the final clause yiyvoivTo, although ev ols Slv fj would strictly

belong to the present time
;
but this is an instance of the common

Greek idiom which sacrifices grammar for the sake of vivid and

gi’aphic delineation in the subordinate clause. — 21. Stecrvpe. Was

pulling to pieces, (always metaphorical) denotes sarcastic

ridicule. Cf. iEschin. c. Ctesiph., p. 65, 1. 37, oOros 6^
5 ai’pyiv... .^ where the perversion of the names is of

course intentional. — 22. Seppciov. Herod. ^., 59, Livy XXXI.,

16. Myrtenus is only found in this passage. Ergiske in Oe Hahn.,

p. 85. They were all, apparently, places on the sea-coast of Thrace,

and hence important to Philip as opening the way for his acquisitions

in that quarter. The article seems to be prefixed to these names here

because iEschines had spoken contemptuously of them. Cf. Phil.

III., 16, where /?/ occurs without the article.— 22. o= under
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these circumstances and no others. 7, end. Madvig., 175 a. — 24.

cmKaCpovs. Cf. u t6 ^ Trpos ^^. Thucyd., I., 68. — 25.. Dissen refers this

to the gold mines of Crenides, afterwards called Philippi, from which

Philip, when he got possession of them, managed to obtain more than

a thousand talents annually. — ^-.- 84, an abundant

supply both of money and of men,— 26. €K,yrom these, as source

and means. — 28. P. 11, 1. 1. €t. We should rather expect this

object-sentence to be introduced by on, but the use of ei, instead, is

common after verbs expressing disapprobation. But that I, being

on the Council, thought proper to introduce the embassadors, sc. into

the theatre, as was customary at Athens, this is a matter he taunts

me about.— 3. 4. Ought to have: strictly imperfect: it was

light to do it, but it was not done. — 4. . To be taken closely

with TTpoaayeLv, ypdxj/aL preceding= ought I to have moved not to intro-

duce, This is obvious from the py) of the next clause.—
5. 8€. On the subjunctive after the historic tenses, see

Madv., 131 b, and note on 27, '€$. C. 653; Cu. 531 b;

G. 216, 2 ;
H. 740. —€. The person who hired the theatre

from the state, kept it in order and repair, and took the profits of the

admission payments : analogous to our ‘‘lessee.” He was also called^^ and€3.— , to assign them seats, liter-

ally (like \byov, 13), to allow them a seeing :

is the correlative expression, c. Mid 572. — 6. 8voiv=the un-

reserved places, literally, in the two oboli seats. The price is put for

the locus. Two obols was the payment demanded from everybody

except those who received, by privilege, reserved seats ().
The poorer citizens were often presented, from the Theoric fund, with

the money to pay for admission {Philip., 4, p. 141). Some editors

understand ev of the means, i. e. by payment of; but less aptly. — 9.

Xcye, i. q. dvayiyvwaKc. The latter is more strictly correct, but the

former equally common. \ Xeye, Plat. Thecetet,

143 c. XeycLv suggests the vocal element of reading, vayLyv€Lv
suggests the intellectual. The latter strictly means to re-know, know
up, or know thoroughly, which can only be by reading a written docu-

ment. The orator is here addressing the secretary (ypappareM) of

the Archons.

29. '. Clearly not a genuine document. And the same

may be said of all the documents, of which thirty-four are appealed
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to and twenty-seven given at length, in this oration. The question

is too voluminous by far for discussion in the present work, but the

points of interest will be briefly noticed in their places. For further

information, see Bockh {Comm, de Archontibus Pseudont/mis, apud Acta

Academicc Borussicce, 1827), Droysen {Museum Rhenanurn, Vol. II.,

1845). An attempted defence of these documents as genuine will

be found in Bohneck {Qucest.^ Vol. I., p. 321 sq.) and Vomel {Mu-

seum Rhenanum^ 1842, p. 535). In a paper on “The Chronology

of some of the Events mentioned in Demosthenes on the Crown,”

read by Professor W. . Goodwin of Harvard University before the

American Philological Association, at its meeting in New Haven, in

1872, the authority of these documents is discussed. The Professor

says that, if these documents are taken as authority, it is absolutely

impossible to make any consistent chronology of the events vhich

preceded the battle of Chseronea, and it \vill strike every one who
examines the subject that not a single name of an Archon, and not a

single date given in the documents, can be shown to be correct. See

Transactions of the Am. Phil. Assoc., 1871 and 1872. See, also, a

concise resume of the arguments, on both sides, in Professor Champ-
lin’s “Appendix on the Documents,” in his edition of the “Oration
on the Crown.”

—

<. The real name of the Archon in

347 B. c. was Themistocles. —9· The meeting was
held on Munychion the 3d, not on Hecatombseon the 30th. For the

names of the Attic months, and the manner of numbering the days
of the month, see Lid. and Sc. Lex., and Smith’s Die. of Antiqq.,

Greek Calendar. From the same sources, the student should also

acquaint himself with the constitution of the and the presi-

dency {wpvTaveia) of the.—€. The usual elliptic

infinitive in public proclamations, [o beLva~\ being understood.

The reading bebb is found, but is obviously a mere correction. —
(. This is incorrect. Eeferring to the same decree in the

de F. L.y 389, the orator says ypd(pu ,3 . That is, the$ had given absolute

power to the to pass for the time on their own au-

thority. The ^, therefore, had nothing to do with this.
.^schines, de F. B., p. 40, calls it distinctly toos. —·]^. Peace was agreed to on Elaphebolion the 19th, which
was the day of the second assembly, not the first, iv^. de F. L., . 345.—€ never means
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delay in classical Greek. In a correction,'^ has been in-

serted by a later hand. — 8). But the oath of Athens and
their allies had already been received by Antipater. The envoys were

solely commissioned to administer the oath to Philip. Sup. 27.

—

7Tp€(rp€ts. The ambassadors were ten in number, and a list of them
will be found in the Argument to the de F. L. None of the names
in this appears there excepting that of iEschines.

30. In spite of my decree the envoys threw away their
OPPORTUNITIES, BEING BRIBED TO DO SO BY PhILIP.

13. ·€$ has for its object the contents of the concessive

clause ...^'3, whereas I had moved this psephisma and was

seeking the interest of the state
j
and not that of Philip, these worthy ambas-

sadors caring little about it. — P. 12, 1. 1. rpeis .$. They were

absent from Athens 26 days of Munychion, all Thargelion, and 13

days of Skirophorion. But this included their journey to Macedon
and back, so that oXoi's is rather a stretch of imagination. — 3. .€-. The rationale of this genitive of time {within) may be stated

thus. As the genitive plural, dependent on a word of interval, speci-

fies the two extreme points between which the interval lies, so the

genitive can stand adverbially to represent two extremes with an

interval between them. Note, 26. Compare C. 433; G.

179; Cu. 426; H. 591. — 6. . Demosthenes himself was one

of the embassy, but no doubt he may mean by that the embassy

represented the nation at large, is imperfect. —. Or else,

Madv., 186, r. 1. — 7. 8.€. The pluperfect with &v ex-

presses the completeness of the failure in the supposed case, and the

8l- still further intensifies the word = forever and utterly.— 8. dv 6\€.

Philip was holding the places still; if he had lost them again the

orator would have said tv '^. Note, 9, dv'·€.
31-37. Another act of villany followed. Bribed by Philip,

THEY MADE YOU THE REPORT WHICH LED TO HIS SEIZURE OF THER-

MOPYLAE AND DESTRUCTION OF THE PhOCIANS. I ONLY ALLUDE TO

THIS EXTRANEOUS MATTER BECAUSE iEsCHINES HAS DONE THE LIKE

IN HIS ACCUSATION. EeMEMBER THE PARTICULARS OF THAT HIS-

TORICAL CRISIS.

31. 11. 88. Piece of venality. The concrete put for the

abstract.— 13. 7€€ 8€(. I am at war and enmity;

active hostility is implied by, passive by. A
somewhat different view is taken by Kennedy, who holds this to be
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an anti-climax, and translates ‘‘war and variance.” See his note on

the passage. — 14. €€|$. Deincqps, in immediate successionj like the

links of a chain, which would be said^.— 32. 17.

'Tr€i(r0€VTas. In consequence of these men not having

obeyed at a//.— 18. *, i. e. those envoys who were venal:

this third person contrasts well with the first person in/, the

orator including himself by the latter as he excludes himself by the

former. , however, reads .
— 20. -. In historic

consecution introduced by the historic present. Sup., 27,

7.€9 .— 21. €€. Tlie present tense is the direct form of

quotation instead of the indirect, when we had reported that he intends

(root pev= minds, means) and is preparing. —‘1^. (€ '6,
i. e. in the year 353 (Whiston says, “about May, 352”; Grote,

“about midsummer, 352”), when Philip wanted to effect a junction

with the Thebans against the Phocians, by forcing his way through

Thermopylse, which the Phocians were then endeavoring to hold.

An Athenian force was despatched with unusual expedition, under

Nausicles, and placed Thermopylae beyond the possibility of Philip’s

attack. The orator is constantly alluding to this. Phil., I., p. 44;

de F. L., p. 444, etc.— 24. * . But that, at one and the same

moment, you might he listening to us, and he he within Pyloe, and you have

nothing lefi you to do. It is not, I think, correct to understand

here of ability— and you he able to do nothing ; the sense would be much
the same of course, but the graphic force of would be lost.

— 33. 27. . Strongly concessive= crew though. — P. 13, 1. 2.•-. His affairs should slip from his grasp. A poetical use of

ey' to ^
\

· eyeL , Soph.

. R., 110.— 3.. On the difference between with

the indicative and the infinitive see Madv. 166 a; C. 671 ;
Cu. 565;

H. 770, 771. In brief, the distinction is that the infinitive following

expresses a result more as a conception, the indicative more as a

reality. Here the hiring is expressly asserted as a fact. The distinc-

tion of time suggested by Holmes is obscure, and, like too many of his

grammatical distinctions, fanciful.— 34. 6. 8. I require and en-

treat you. In contrast with, signifies to ash as a right,€€\€, . 515; irpos

€K€Lvov yiyveaeai ras, . 553.— 10. '. Here in the

sense of, foreign, i. e. irrelevant, a very rare use. 6

\0yo5, , . 240, Cf. the parallel passage in 9, where
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is somewhat similarly put.—, sc. tols rrj ypa<prjy into

the bargain.— alrtais, 57

y

alrias $·— 11. €<
expresses a reason= masmwc^ as he has made use of. — 35. 13.. An elegant substitute for the more obvious. On the part

of. Conversely is substituted for. \^^ \avy
. 514 (fin.). — 14. $ €. Direct quotation again instead of in-

direct. Here, besides being more vigorous, it has the advantage of

professedly quoting the speech of iEschines verbatim. — 18. € pre-

serves both its forces in this passage, a virtual perfect and an actual

present : he has been coming. An instance of the adverbial accusative

occurs immediately after in.— 19. . For ties

of uniony' quoth he, in his very imposing phraseology

y

“ are cemented, not

by words but by identity of interests."' — 22. avaXyqcrtas. Brutality or

stupidity, T\ys " avaXyrjT us. Soph., Aj. 1333.

Insensibility to pain taken as a type of all want of feeling. The

epithet is notorious as applied to the Thebans. Cf. oi. -, . 61, . 240. bveidos . Find. . VI., 90.

—

23. $. Oppressiveness. A rare sense of the word, almost

without example. We find as apas (Isocr. p. 239), and

(; vaiq. (Dem. p. 564), which would rather lead us to

expect that aps should mean vexatiousness. That the word, how-

ever, is of more serious import we gather from ot rore pkv €3 -, 19, and \€$ oos $, 241. Whiston renders it over-

bearing insolence .— 36.25. -. Underlying. They were not at

open war, but the state of ill feeling was chronic, 18, note€*.
There are various readings, ^»' Cod. e, Aug. Vind., etc.

(Vdmel).— 26. €ls is a meiosis, stronger in meaning than

€£. This proleptic use of ds is noticed in Madv. Gr. S. 79 a.

—

27.-. The fortifications were destroyed and the towns

broken up into villages. Abae was the only exception, either because

it contained an oracle of Apollo, or because it had not been a party to

plundering the Delphic treasury. Pausanias, X., 3. 2. Grote.

—

P. 14, 1. 1. ayayovTas. This participle and the next introduce

causal sentences, Madv. Gr. S., 176 b. — 2. <K6yy€v. Brought

in your effects from the country, ^yo aypuv is &,
Thucyd. II., 52. aias yvvaiKas aypuv^€€€€ €'€, Dem., de F. L., . 379 (fin.).

ieayyav aypuv, iEschin. de F. L., . 46. In such migrations to the shelter
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of fortified walls, the rural population would naturally bring with

them as many of their chattels as possible, describes every-

thing in the way of furniture excepting fixtures. They also brought

their live stock. — 3.- (strictly a piece of gold)' is used by

iEschines repeatedly of gold given as a bribe^ pp. 78, 88, etc., where

he is speaking of the bribes offered by Persia, to ,
p. 75. Possibly the use of his adversary’s favorite word is meant by
the orator to be a special taunt. — 4. €€. Our city got all the

ill-will on the part of Thebes and Thessaly, and Philip all the gratitude

connected with what had been done. We should rather have expected

7T/00S to be followed by a genitive here
;
as it is written, we must

understand that Athens had to take up an attitude of defence against

them. A similar use of tt/dos will be found in p. 368,^ $3 ', . —
37.. The inscription(-) and the date of

this document (€) condemn it at once as spurious.

The contents, however, are fairly consistent with allusions the orator

makes himself, de F. L., 379 (cited 36, *€€). He there

alludes to the being put in repair
; here there is reference to

their being garrisoned also. He there dwells on the migration of the

inhabitants, here there is mention of the moving of their furnitui e.

Yet Whiston and Newman take the opposite view, and consider the

purport of this decree to conflict with the passage in the de F. L. —

'

-. Sup. 29. —-.
^

The special assembly, as dis-

tinct from the regular (), was convened by special officers ; some-

times by the generals only, sometimes by a joint order of the generals

and the Prytanes. If is rightly excluded by Dindorf, the latter

would be intended here
;

if, with Bremi and Vbmel, Ave retain ,
the sense becomes by order of the generals, Prytanes, and Council.— Se-

airiovTos. The 30. Vid. Calendar in Diet, of Antiq. But,

as Dissen observes, the month Msemacterion B. c. 346, would, accord-

ing to Meton’s cycle, contain 29 days only. — ‘irapcvpcVci. The word

is a^ Xeyopevov : the Greek of the period would substitute-: Herodotus certainly uses, as Mr. Newman remarks;

but Herodotus uses it in quite a different sense, not to make a pretext

of, but to detect in. €s o5, ^ , III.,

31.—. Greek of a later age, used twice by Polybius and once

by Plutarch. The Greek of the period w-ould substitute.
is classical, ^®schin., p. 45, 1. 2 : but (inf.) and
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are both \eyb^eva. The great number of unclassical

words in these documents is alone sufficient to condemn them as

spurious. —'€,€. Detachedfor the outlying garrisons
y
as dis-

tinct from those who were reray^^voL in the city itself.

38.. Insuperable difficulty = legitimate excuse. Cf. p.

262, 1. 23. — 6 cirl -. Commanding the heavy infantry= iwi, (148) ;
( (ib.)). We might possibly take 6, as president of the armory department. This officer is

never mentioned excepting here and in 147 ;
we have no description

of his duties, nor can we be certain that such an office existed. It

would be, however, a natural arrangement for each of the ten gen-

erals to take his special department and be designated in accordance

therewith. — o $ <€§. The general of the administration,

who performed various civil services more or less connected with the

army. See under 7705 in Diet, of Antiq. —€·. This

and the other four are among the already alluded to.—
10. €iri = with, literally on the ground of. Observe the emphatic

position of 03.
39-41. Eead Philip’s letter of that date. Mark how he

DEFIES THE POWER OF ATHENS, AND THEREBY SEDUCES TO HIS

CAUSE THE Thebans and the Thessalians, ^schines worked

WITH HIM HEART AND SOUL FOR THAT RUIN OF ThEBES WHICH HE

NOW AFFECTS TO DEPLORE. He, FORSOOTH, HAS GOT HIS REWARD
IN THE SHAPE OF ThEBAN LAND : I HAVE MINE IN THE MENACES OF

Alexander, which actually imperilled my life.

39. P. 15.. It is generally agi’eed that this docu-

ment is spurious. Yomel alone defends it as genuine. A discussion

of its merits is given by Bohneck (Qu., Yol. L, p. 418).

—

€.
Gi'eeting. Cf.^, 29, note.

—

»* 4$. Whiston pronounces

this expression to be “strange and not ordinary Greek.” It is, how-

e\'’er, perfectly classical, ^ $ €-, Thuc., ., 61. is not unfrequently used of the 1st and

2d persons. —-. Dissen strangely considers this as a

euphemism for forcible subjection. But implies distinctly a

voluntary association, contrasted with .

.

..
Cf. 195, . —. Buttmann has

a valuable article on this and similar forms {Lexil. s. v.,, p.

139). — Kparos. By force. This is inconsistent, as Dissen

remarks, with the passage in the de F. L., p. 360,
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iv ^, ' \$
KpaTOSf ’ € € irdvTas , y€ $^$ ?

&€. Jacobs, however, insinuates that the orator thus per-

verted the facts to exaggerate the guilt of ^Eschines.— tois 6\ois*

Absolutely. So rois 6\ois ^^ p. 127 {fin.). Yet New-

man, indorsed by Whiston, calls the phrase a “striking peculiarity.”, in the sense of one’s ally is, on the contrary, extremely com-

mon, and the adverbial usage here is derived immediately from it.

Whiston renders it, in short. — «. Anything hut what is

fair. A meiosis rather than a euphemism. Dissen, however, main-

tains the latter. —. All the same. A sense nearly approaching

that of the contracted $. So 110, vebs€.
—6€. Imperfect of desire = inclined to take the field,

contrasted with the aorist€ of what they had actually done.

They had not gone to war, it is true, but it is equally true that they

were thinking about it.

—

<€6€. de F. L., p. 444, t^v

^ 3 rats rats ayyas. The Phocians were not mentioned in the treaty

of peace, and thus their exclusion from its benefits was virtual though

not special.—€-€€. You will get no advantage save that of being

aggressors in wrong. Whiston again considers the Greek “remarkable

and unusual.” Certainly (in this sense) is common in

Aristotle, and must have been quite accordant with Macedonian

usage. And meaning except, is found in Herod., YIL, 29
;
Thu-

cyd., Y., 97, etc., etc.— 40. 2. ;. ?9?. — 3. stands well in emphasis at the beginning of this

sentence. Cf. below. The ordinary reading was iy0.

Dindorf restored y from . — 8. €. Lit. went

off with, i. e. carried off along with him a very frequent combination.$ as ^, p. 347. ...^, he

carried off the sacred trireme, Phil., I., 34. —€ . The state of

feeling into which he hurried them is introduced by s, as if it were

a material locus. By these means he carried them away with him {trans-

ported them, as it were,) into an utter blindness and insensibility to the

consequences. Or ets may denote the extent to which he transported

them out of themselves, he carried them away with him to such an extent

that they foresaw none of the consequences.— 9. of the future,

contrasted with of the present. The force of the aorist
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is striking. Their blindness was chronic and continuous
; their

surrender into his hands was single and complete at that moment.
— 10. * is stronger than '5 (39) in the ratio of

a case of station to a case of motion. The latter describes the process

of subjugation, the former the state of actual subjection.— 41. 13. <-. The element -- in this and in^ (20)

suggests the energy and activity of his support
;

far stronger than
avpepybs. Inf. 61. — 15.. Reciting. An allusion, as before

(13,), to his histrionic profession. — ...$, when he is himself the author both of these calamities (sc. of

the Thebans) and those of the Phocians.— P. 16, 1. 1. . The
natural prefix to a sentence of irony. — 3.. Dissen cites

the de F. A., 386, ’ ev ry \\6 -^^, -, \ ], vs. —^ = although you hold.

— 5.. Was demanded as a victim. Alexander had re-

quested the surrender of ten Athenian orators (Arrian says, eight)

immediately after the destruction of Thebes. Plutarch, Vita Demosth.,

23, Vita Phocion., 17 ; Diodorus, 17, 15.

42. I IIETUIIN TO THE SUBJECT.

7.*. An elliptic construction = [ ,
^. A similar insertion is always implied wherever we find the

phrase. However gives an adequate translation. —€767. 256.

els TOLOvTovs Xoyovs€€ avay. The use of the verb in this

connection is rare. But we have also ds, p. 73,

1. 17. —. Hermogenes, citing this passage, adds

and omits. The word not unfrequently implies afuture

immediate sequence, s ..., Plat., Rep., 420 C. — 9. '€^€8.
Demonstrative proofs, opposed to and avooya, Plat., Thecetet.,

163 A
;

Aristot., Eth. N., I., 1 (3), yap -
avooyovos ^$.

42-49. Obsekve the sequel after the fall of the Phocians.

Thebes and Thessaly were devoted to Philip. The rest of

Greece suspected him, but kept the peace. Philip’s military

movements then were the stepping-stone to his final con-

quest. I WARNED THE CITIES OF THIS, BUT IN VAIN. INDOLENT

OR VENAL, THEY REFUSED TO RISE. ThE RESULT HAS BEEN RUIN

TO THEM, RUIN TO THE STATESMEN WHOM PhILIP CORRUPTED, AND
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OF WHOM HE NOW HAS EXPRESSED HIS CONTEMPT, THE ENDS FOR

WHICH HE HIRED THEM BEING OBTAINED. YoU, iEsCHINES, ARE

TRULY AN EXCEPTION
;
YOU REMAIN IN SECURITY AND PAY. AnD

AVHY? Because the end for which Philip hired you was
THWARTED THROUGHOUT BY MY OWN STEADFAST OPPOSITION.

42. 11. . Of the agent, contrasting well with 6cd of his instru-

ments. — 13. . (peuaidcras $, 41 ;
rore€3,

. . ., 35. — 43. 15.*. Dissen refers this to the general

detestation felt by the Greeks for the Thessalians. They are spoken

of as,, and branded for,. Cf. Athen.,

VI., p. 260 ;
Plat., Crit., 53 d. They wished for the total destruction

of Phocis (iEschin., F. A., pp. 46, 47). — 16.. Their attach-

ment to Philip is accounted for by the orator de F. L., p. 385, 7/)-

rov yeyovev avroLS $$, 6$^, . . . — 17.. All in all,

Whiston cites Thucyd., VIII., 95 : yap avTois . — 18.. 10, , note. —. Imperfect of

desire = /c? not. The imperfect optative,, \vhich follows,

is due to the historic consecution, and gives to the same distribu-

tive force which possesses in a primary consecution. — 19. -€. Always metaphorical— SMspicariies. is sometimes

literal. Though viewing with suspicion what had been done^ and feeling

aggrieved at it. Whiston. — 21. , also. This sense is marked by
the which follows. Cf. /cat 5^, c. Mid.

—

24. €K. For a long time past: i. e. his movements had been

virtually hostile to their safety in all his Illyrian campaign. ’E/c

indicates the date at which the danger first began, the period since

which events are happening.

—

€..€. Beset by war. He
means, of course, unconsciously to themselves. A strong antithesis

to yov. To explain the paradox he gives the fuller details

comprised in the next sentence. On the concessive construction of

with a participle see Madv., Gk. S., 175, eleven though.— 44. 24.

6t€. Of the period, 346 to 340 b. c., we have no records, as Grote
remarks, to ‘‘forma consecutive history’^; we can only gather an
outline of facts from the speeches of the orator and ^schines. The
term is very appropriate to Philip’s incessant and rapid move-
ments, and the wide area over vhich he directed operations. His
invasion, here named, of the Illyrians appears to have been directly
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after he had settled his position in Thessaly, and garrisoned the town

of Pherse : i. e. in the year 344 or 343. The invasion, here named,

of the Triballi is nowhere else alluded to. It must have been prior

to the declaration of war in the year 340, and therefore cannot be

the campaign which is mentioned by Justin (IX., 2. 3), the date of

which was 339. As to Philip’s gradually subjugating some of the

Greeks themselveSy that remark has reference less to the force of his

arms than to the intrigues of statesmen in his pay and interest. His

actual military operations directed against any Grecian states at this

particular crisis were (1) the support of Messene and Argos against

Sparta, (2) the support of the oligarchic revolutionists at Elis and in

Euboea, and (3) the occupation of the Thracian Chersonese which

menaced the Greek cities of the Bosphorus and Hellespont. This

last prospect and his actual possession of Thrace and Thessaly would

realize the bwagcLS TroWhs eyas here alluded to. — 26. -
ji€ts. Copias. Resources, The supplies of money and troops which

the regions he thus annexed to his empire would contain and place

at his disposal. — 27. '0€. Always of the independent

Grecian states, when no specification is added beyond that of the

article. — P. 17, 1. 1. €-. Thefacility offered by the peace, which

enabled them to communicate personally with Philip, and accept his

overtures of corruption, , in reliance upon, €€, to Philip. — 2.

TOT€. Then, i. e. throughout all that period and under all those cir-

cumstances. This is indicated by the imperfect tenses. — 4. ^rcpos.

i. q. dWdrpios, sup. 34, note ’irtpov.— 45. 4. pev...€-,^ I, for my part, was continually forewarning and protesting.— 6., i. e. to Peloponnesus, Ambracia, Leucas, Corcyra, the Illyrians,

Thessaly, Thrace, Byzantium, Thebes, inf, p. 308, 244. —-.
Were mad. \ eyCo 6, JEsch., ., . 974.

Others translate were morally diseased, demoralized,^, . 22, 1. 7. irpoadyeadaL del rrjs ?,
^scbin., . 51 (fin.). — 7. '€>€·. Engaged in politics and

action, wpdrreiv is limited in sense to those w^ho are actually serving:

includes the idea of deliberative statesmanship also.— 9.. The article preceding has to be repeated here.

Private (i. e. unofficial) persons and the commons in general, ov irepl

wepi , JEschin., . 2, 1. 2. & €
\dv dv . Hem., . 50,1. 6. — 6. ....-

rav= the politicians and those engaged in public affairs on the one hand.—
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8. ...' = private citizens and the commons on the other,—
... partly... partly. C. 518, d; Cu. 369; G. 143; H. 525.

—

10. €€.€. Caught with the bait of present ease and comfort.

Reluctant to forego their luxurious state of nonchalance and exemp-

tion from trouble. The force of beXea^Oplrois is fully illustrated by
Isocrates, p. 166 {init.), ^ tols deXea^oplrois ^,$ 3 hv, ' rots

€yos KaKOLS 6vras.— 11. . An obvious ellipsis of^-€ precedes. The construction of is a pleonasm as in

, Thucyd
,
III., 36. If you say <?, you

deny of’?, what you affirm of. Hence the redund-

ant makes its entrance. See Buttm., Mid., Exc. xi.,

is'?, Dem., . 1290, 1. 4. Translate anywhere

hut to. It is strange that Dobree should have proposed the omission of, which would certainly destroy the particular point of the sentence.

— 14. 6. Arhitrio suo. Of. Aristot., Rhet., I., 7,

yap [?~\. — 46. 15. -
|iias. Indifference. This word applies more expressly to the feelings,

to the consequent and consistent behavior.— 16. '€<-. Leaders, including the idea of protectors and champions. —
18. ‘7€’- 1€-. In the simple sentence the words would
have run^?? : this is varied by the sentence

beginning with, and then the participle has inevitably to

fall into concord with ?. is subject of.
The influence of ro?s extends to? : and to the leading men and

those who supposed they wer'e selling everything but themselves, to discover

(see and feel) that they had sold themselves first. —€. Plighted

friends, i. e. pledged to reciprocal hospitalities. German Gastfreund:

is neuter to agree with implied in. — 20. -
-. Audiunt. They hear the appellation in connection with

themselves, i. e. bear the name of. The usage is too common both

in Gk. and Lat. to need illustration here. It has only to be observed

that in this construction has the same case before it as after it.

C. 575 ;
Cu. 392; H. 540. — 47. 23. . By attraction for

&

:

not a partitive genitive. — 25. yap &v. An ellipsis of

?. The construction is very common, Aiistot., Rhet., I., 3 con-

tains a good instance, ’ bXoyv, yap

hv ’ ?. Translate here : For else nothing would have been a more

blessed creature than a traitor. The neuter marks contempt. Madv.,
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Gk S., I., b. 3. — 26. iroecv; The favorite ironical question:

stronger in the orator’s lips than the strongest negative. Impossible!

Ridiculous!— 27. €$. Has planted himself in fall possession of

his object,^ suggests the security of his position, ^yKpaT7]s the

completeness of his conquest. For€, sup. 46, he now sub-

stitutes its synonyme,. — P. 18, 1. 1. KaC = also: he is master

also of those who gave them over (sold them) to him. This clause is the

apodosis, as is shown by the mood of the verbs^ and .
The editor of the English edition made the apodosis begin with

. But is connective=/. Whiston makes the same mistake.

— 2. TOT6 . Fro7)i that instant. On the emphasis conveyed by ,
vid. sup. note, 21. The ethics, politics, and rhetoric of these

sections are alike remarkable, and have been often remarked by com-

mentators. — 48. 5. Kaipbs act. del yap. roils yipovaiv eD,
^sch., Ag., 590. Though the time of action be gone by irretrievably,

the lesson can be pointed at any time with advantage. — 6. <€-
vqs betrayed Olynthus to Philip, and was afterwards put to death by

him de F. L., p. 426, 451 ;
De Cherson., p. 99. So the editor of the

English edition. But it seems to be a mistaken inference from the

language of Demosthenes. An anecdote related by Plutarch shows

that Lasthenes was resident at the court of Philip at a subsequent

time. Timolaus occurs again below, p. 324, in the list of traitors.

Simus and Eudicus were of the great Aleuad family in Thessaly.

For the persons and places here named, see Smith’s Dictionaries. — 8.

'·€(€. Chaeronea was the date of Theban ruin. Thessalian sub-

jection dated from the occupation of Pherae in 344, 343. The repe-

tition of is emphatic and highly artistic. The rhetoric

is as perfect as the political lesson is sound. —€. So then, infer-

ential
;

or, since then, temporal. The former seems the more vigorous

translation, but the latter is more probable. Since then the whole

land is become full of traitors driven from city to city and insulted, — nay,

what misery is there which they do not suffer? Whiston.; by a simple periphrasis for . Cf. iEsch., Ag.,5i3,

TL ’ €3, Xaxovres, ijaos3

;

— 11. .6.
According to Eeiske, terra a Greeds habitata. He cites also p. 85,

1. 17. But it may be doubted whether Demosthenes intended so

extreme a limitation : certainly Herodotus does so in lY., 110, but

that one instance is hardly conclusive, is doubtless used

in a popular and rhetorical sense. — 12. rCh*
; An ellipsis of-
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^' derived from.—*<$. Of this^^ and

the history of Sicyon at the period, no record is preserved except the

present and that on p. 324. — 13. IlcptXaos attempted to betray

Megara to Philip, at some period between the years 344 and 342.

The attempt was frustrated by Phocion (Plutarch, Vita Phoc.f c. 16).

— 14. aireppippevot. Outcasts, ? , Soph.,

Aj., 1019. — 49. 17. ovTos . . . 'rrcpi'irotet. ffe alone preserves to

you the possession of anything whatever for which you will receive

hrihesy i. e. but for him you would have no liberties, rights, or posses-

sions of any kind to sell. —. My audiencey i. e. the com-

mons of fhe city, to whom he is actually addressing his present

speech in the : hence the pronoun. The conservative

party would naturally include the two elements he mentions, tovs

avOiaTauevovs, the leading politicians who advocated resistance to

Philip, os ttoXXoiJs, who supported that course by their votes and

numerical influence. — 21. €€. On the force of the pluper-

fect with sup. note dv 8.€, 30.

50 - 52. But I pause and crave pardon for my tedium. My
opponent’s language, and the youth of some of my hearers,

MADE MY PROLIXITY INDISPENSABLE. He SAYS I TAUNTED HIM

WITH ‘‘being Alexander’s friend.” I suppose he means “be-

ing Alexander’s hireling.”

50. 24. €*. The stale mess, as Whiston aptly translates

it. See his note on the passage, y$ ^
Tohs^ , Bekk., Anecd., . 258.$ , Lucian., *Symp.,

c. 3. In Plutarch we find tis ^. The application is

obvious here, ^schines has raked up his own stale and offensive

pieces of treachery and tries to transfer them to my head. — 26. v€«-

T€povs. Too young to recollect the end and sequel of the Sacred War.

The minimum age for a Dikast was thirty. Those of his audience

who did not now exceed that age would have been no more than four-

teen at the time referred to. —27. '7-€. Somewhat annoyed,

i. e. by the tedium of my repetitions (4,), when you knew the

facts without my telling you. The force of is modified by
the TTOLpa-. — P. 19,1. 1. .€. Even you, the younger, for whose

exclusive benefit I was speaking, but to whom perhaps my opponent’s

venality is just as notorious as it is to your seniors. Whiston says,

you too (as well as myself) ?— 51. 2. . And yet, notorious as
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it is, lie tries to disguise it under specious names, and therefore I am
bound to reiterate my warnings. — 3. Jeviav. Plighted friendship,

|€, 46, b ^eviav ipoi ’, iEschin., p. 63.

— \^= somewhere in his speech.— 8. Gepurras. Reapers, as the

type of hired laborers in general, Ibovres otl depi^eii/, rg varepaiq.

Hyovres tovs OepLards. Aristot., Hist. Anim., VI., 30. The word is

rare in the classical authors. — 52. 14. ,. The orator de-

signedly mispronounced this word, says Ulpian, that the audience,

vociferously correcting his bad accent, might seem to give the answer

he wanted to his question. This is obviously nonsense. Either the

passage was only written and never spoken, so that the interrogation

is a mere rhetorical artifice (see Long, Ciceron., Verr., II., 4, 3) ;
or

else, and far more probably, the orator would take care to be sur-

rounded by a faithful knot of his own supporters who duly

shout 6$^' when appealed to. “We maybe sure he knew
his audience well.” Whiston.

53. I WILL NOW REPLY TO THE INDICTMENT ITSELF AND JUSTIFY

THE Bill of the Council.

19. €€€, sc. ev . So^, . 567, 1. 3. — 21. . Dativus ethi-

cus ; the common formula of courtesy
:
please.

54.. Clearly spurious. Chserondas was Archon in 337

(vid. Clinton), the very year when Demosthenes was appointed Com-

missioner for the Walls. But the orator only received this appoint-

ment on Skirophorion the 3d (middle of May). jEschin., p. 57, 1. 35.

According to the present document ^Eschines indicted him two months

before, viz., on Elaphebolion the 6th (middle of March) in the same

year, , see Lexicon, and Calendar in Diet, of Antiq.

—

€€. Brought a charge. A most improbable W’ording of the

charge as Dindorf rightly argues. But see Schomann (p. 607). A] in any case appertained to the jurisdiction of the

Thesmothetes, not of the Archon Eponymus.—*<. Ana-

phlystus was a deme of the tribe Antiochis. It was situated on the

west coast of Attica, a little to the north of Sunium. It is men-

tioned by Herodotus, IV., 99.

—

-€. Crowns, as a mark of

honor, were originally limited to athletic contests. It was only in

the period of Grecian decadence that grants of this descri|Ttion came

into frequent usage. We see from this speech, and that of JEschines,

that they were presented for even the most trivial public service,
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such as expedition in equipping a trireme, or effective management of

any small department.— P. 20. Aiovvcrlois. At the Dionysiac festivals

^

a time Avhen Athens would be crowded with company. — Kaivois. In

theory, the tragedies performed at the great Dionysia were supposed

to be new for the occasion. Practically, however, it seems to have

been sufficient that the dresses, decorations, etc., should be new.

The plays of Sophocles were often represented more than once. De

F. Z., p. 418 ;
Aul. GelL, Noct. Att., VII., 5. We have the phrase

aywvL^ofjLevcjv/ (^schin., p. 58) and below 55, Tpaycp-

ttJ KaLvy.— apcrqs. Merit in general, of which evvoias and-
yadias are mentioned as the particular details. — 55. €. This

states correctly the first count of the indictment, viz., that Ctesiphon

had proposed to include in the public archi^es a document false in

substance.— uTrevOvvov. Waiting for an audit» This is the second

count in the charge
;
viz., that Demosthenes, on that occasion, was

ineligible for receiving a crown, as being a member of two Commis-

sions, neither of which had as yet been audited. All public officers,

except the Dikasts, were bound to render an account of their office

within 30 days of its termination, the XoyLarai, and their assessors

the evdvvoLy being the court Avhich held them responsible,

depends on.— tcixottoios. See ^schin., pp. 35-57. This

office was the most important branch of the whole department-
^pyuv. It was probably annual in tenure. —€.

A special fund reserved for the expenses of public solemnities and

entertainments, the money was derived in part as a XeLTovpyla from

private citizens, but mainly from the public treasury. Athens was

notorious for its sumptuous expenditure on such events as the festivals,

sacrifices, embassies to great gymnastic contests, theatricals, etc., etc.

From the Theorica, (largesses) were also occasionally made to

the people. The surplus of the fund was originally ordered to be

given to other state expenses. But according to the law of Eubulus

(Demosth., pp. 1346-1348) this became illegal. That law was not

repealed until 339 B. c. —. €€. The construction is here

changed as if had preceded. Whiston.—, sc.^
sup. Kaivoh. —€·. The crown was to be conferred at an actual

sitting of the public assembly to increase the formal solemnity of the

compliment. —,,. Damages. An indictment for was

one of the ayQves, sup. 14, aycoves Kpi<r€is.—€9.
When a summons Avas being served ($), witnesses of the citation
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were required by the law to be present. The prosecutor usually took

two (p. 1251, 1. 5), and their names were naturally appended at the

foot of the bill of indictment. —‘-tos. lihamnus was on the

east coast of Attica, six or seven miles to the north of Marathon.

Pliny mentions it (IV., 7) as still existing in his time. It was famous

for its statue of Nemesis. Rhamnusia Dea^ Catull., LXVI., 71 ;
Ovid.,

III., 406, Trist.y V., 8, 9. ^

56-59. Such aiie the points of the indictment. I will

TAKE them in the SAME OKDEK AS HE DOES. HiS FIRST AND
PRINCIPAL OBJECT OF ATTACK IS MY OWN POLITICAL CAREER. AL-

LOW ME, THEREFORE, TO DWELL UPON THE HISTORY OF THAT PAR-

TICULAR PERIOD. Hereafter I shall fully justify Ctesiphon

RESPECTING THE OFFENCES SPECIALLY CHARGED.

56. P. 20, I. 2.. These very points which he attacks in Ctesi-

phon’s decree. The juxtaposition of and has

suggested a misconception of St/catws in 6. There, however, 5t/catws

refers to the conduct of the court and not of the orator. — 5. ."^
Instead of following the order of the prosecutor in his speech as he

(iEschines) demanded (contra Ctes., 206), the orator, with good rea-

son, follows the order of the charges in the indictment. This is not,

therefore, as alleged in the note of Holmes, inconsistent with the

remonstrance in the first section, but rather in strict accordance with

it. — 57. 7.. From this word to ayadov an actual citation

of the Psephisma is implied. The before ypdxpai substantives

cTraLveiv likewise. Both genitives depend on. — 10. Kpicriv.

On the written statement that I [act as a patriot], and the praise bestowed

for such conduct
y
your judgment

y
I think

y
must he formed from my political

proceedings. A similar use of h has been already noticed, 19, ev oh.— 13. €6. This between efre and the second alter-

native has a special force noticed by Dissen. It always implies that

the speaker himself decidedly prefers the first alternative. So p. 193,

elr opdQs €y Xoyi^opai eire ' : Plato., Thecet.y 65,

efre ehe ^. So imme-
diately below in 58. — 58. 14. €, as Kennedy rightly says,

depends on in the next sentence. We may render the pas-

sage : his directing that they should crown me and proclaim the crown in

the theatrCy without having ivritten the extra ($-) clause, *‘as soon as ever

he has passed his audit.” b bk yypae$ * dj byov 3 .* iEschin., . 58.—. 21,
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1. 1.. Has to do with. The which follows is answered

by the immediately after — 4. kv is, amongst the citi-

zens. — €iT€ |, or it may be not, implying that he was worthy of it.8. — 5. €€ €. Madv. Gk. S., 84, b.
;
C. 682 ;

Cu.

596 ;
G. 281 ;

H. 804. — 7. '$. The antithesis of €$ on

p. 222, second hypothesis. Without artifice. — 59. 9..
Divorce my speech from the indictment, i. e. wander into other topics.

The verb is rarely used, and certainly its first meaning is to suspend

from, but also from its etymology it would bear the translation [hind

and] drag away, ovbk " '
&, rats 7€5 rats $. Phil., I.,

. 43. “Being fettered and kept away both by the state of your

armament, etc.” Lord Brougham, as cited by Whiston, here happily

remarks: “The extreme importance to Demosthenes’s case of the

skilful movement, so to speak, by W’hich he availed himself of

/Eschines’s error and at once entered on the subject of his whole ad-

ministration,— thus escaping the immediate charge to which he had

no answer, and overwhelming his adversary by a triumphant defence

on ground of his own choosing, — requires that he should again and

again defend this movement, which he here does very carefully.”—
12. €.[€9. Perfect middle of. The prosecutor

causes the defendant’s name and offences to he inscribed on the charge

shqet. Hence the voice, in this usage. For he who prosecutes in the

psephisma the statement that I speak and act for your best interests, and

who has impeached this as not true, he it is that has made, etc. -
is limiting genitive with to '.,.. — 15. € . In the

next place when there were many lines of public life open to my choice.

Whiston. —16. *5. So on p. 263, 1. 3, he distinguished

between ,^ € and , Home policy

and Foreign.

60-65. I BEGIN THE HISTORY FROM THE DATE OF MY OWN CA-

REER. Greece tvAS then teeming with traitors who played

INTO Philip’s hands. For the policy pursued by Athens I am

RESPONSIBLE. I NOW ASK THE QUESTION, AVkICH PARTY WAS IT

RIGHT FOR OUR STATE TO JOIN, THE CAUSE OF PhILIP OR THE

CAUSE OF Greek independence ? And looking at the fatal

SEQUEL, WHO CAN DOUBT THAT ATHENS CHOSE CORRECTLY ?

60. 19. TTpo. Sup. 18, and note €, ib. — 20. €. He
alludes to the capture of Amphipolis in the year 358, of Pydna in

7 *
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357, and Potidsea in 356. — 21. &€. Philip had several

successes^ not enumerated here, in the period immediately following

the orator’s entry on public life, e. g. the conquests in Thrace, 27 ;

but the only object in dwelling on this stage of history is to mention

all of Philip’s checks and failures^ so far as they could be attributed to

the orator’s line of policy. — 22. ^-. Took my place in this

sphere^ literally = stepped into this post of duty and continued to

stand there. On this pregnant force of ert, see Madvig, Gk. S., 79 a.

— 23. ·€|. Render, in submission to an inquiry. Stronger than, 8. — {€'7. Having first premised thus much, - here of

the foundation and substratum for his subsequent argument,

with a force of limitation. — 25. {'€. Possessed to begin with, the

same sense of -. — 61. 26.. A harvest, or crop, analogous to

our use of yield. Diodorus copies the expression (XVI., 4), rts

^. So also, , jEschin., p. 87. Cf.

271, and note there. — 27. 0€ots. God-detested. The phrase

is used almost as if it were a single word {sup., p. 241, 1. 12, and p.

611, 1. 15), otherwise the abrupt introduction of the dative would be

rather inelegant. — P. 22, 1. 3. TTporepov = even before. — 4. ^€ €€, he brought into a still worse state of mind (disposition).

— 6. €<€. Split them up into many factions, the interest of all

being one and the same,, sup., 18,€€. The participial

clause is best preserved in its original form for translation, being anti-

thetic but not strongly concessive. — 7.. In the position of

a genitive case, in apposition to roO3, and explanatory of

it. — 62. 9. --€. Gathering. The passive voice. <rv-

(TTavTos, 18. €V ols, 19.— 11. -. Proper. This

auxiliary use of ^v constitutes the strongest form of the imperfect

tense, Madvig, 180 d.—€ 0€, to achieve and effect So

TT/oa^et ,, p. 327, 1. 28. The distinction of the meanings is

scarcely perceptible, but has a sense of creation, which

does not share, a sense of achievement, which is not common
to. Whiston renders, what course of conduct and action. — 13.

iroXtTeCas. Partitive, depending on. The present tense and

the emphasis on must be carefully preserved in translating. The

man who set himself in that department of the administration am I.— 63.

15. €<. To have sunk her spirit and dignity, and in the position

of Thessalians and Dolopians, to have aided Philip 'in acquiring the su-

premacy of the Greeks, ^ sup., 13, note s. v. The strong feeling
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against the Thessalians we have seen already in 43. Dissen remarks

that both they and the Dolopians had fought with the Persians

against the Greeks. Herod., VII.
, 132, 185. The Dolopians, a rem-

nant of the Pelasgic stock, were in scattered localities between Epirus

and the foot of Pindus. — 20. (€. The strict construction

would require the optative, but the future indicative is more vivid,

and grammar is sacrificed accordingly. — 21. ircpuSeiv. To allow

without interference, to overlook. This verb admits various constructions,

being followed either by a participle, or by an infinitive, or by an

adjective with ellipsis of the participle, or by an accusative of the

person with ellipsis of the infinitive. — 64. 21. . Nay hut.

There is no transition implied. He only repeats in stronger terms

the contents of the previous sentence. — 22. ’^*€. I for my part

should like to ask the severest critic of what has been done, which sort of

party he would best have liked to have our city belong to. — 24. <§.
Conjointly to blame for, not accomplice, which would be perairLos. Cf.

JEsch., Eumen., 199. — 25. $ dv. This and the one which fol-

lows immediately, give no sense of distribution to the relative, but

qualify the optatives only. Sup., 16. is genitive of property, with^€ understood. — 27. 7€€$. The perfect of and

its compounds has no double augment in pure Attic, although the

imperfect has. Many editions here erroneously substitute for the o.

Cf. Lexicon. — P. 23, 1. 1. '€€§. This taunt is unjust. Ar-

cadia and Messenia sought for protection against the tyrannical power

of Lacediemon, and Philip alone could give them the assistance they

required. Their conduct was in no way venal, as the word TrXeove^ia

would imply. — 65. 3.-. Have come off. In this in-

transitive force always requires to be supported by an

adverb. — 7. dv is preceded by 3, in most editions, and is

inserted before. The latter alteration is very suggestive

of a copyist’s taste and discretion. And the manuscript evidence is

wholly against the. The sense of the text as above is excellent.

He says, if Philip had done no harm, but only good, there would have

rested [in spite of much which had justified the opposition— still]

a certain amount of blame upon those who had opposed his policy.

The insertion ofs will not affect the general sense, but that of

would destroy it. Reiske earnestly defends the, but no other

editor has done so. — 9.. Dignity or authority as distinct from

actual power. Philip., 3, p. 28; ^Eschin., F. L., 42.

—

€.
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Leading position in reference to smaller states, who looked up to them

as their actual superiors and chiefs. The Thessalians had several

such dependents forming a Hegemony. Muller, Dor., 11., p. 65.

—

€\€v0€ptav. Pugna ad Chceroneam interiit, ut constat, Groecice libertas.

(Dissen.)— 10. TToXiTctas. Constitutions, i. e. democratic constitu-

tions, being appointed by Philip to supersede the existing, in the various cities where the step was possible. 6· is

genitive after understood.

66 -78. To resume: was the city to do when it saw
THE ENCROACHMENTS OF PhILIP ? WhAT WAS I, YOUR POLITICAL

ADVISER, TO DO, WHEN I FELT SO DEEPLY FOR THE HONOR OF

Athens, and saw so clearly the character of her aggressor ?

I pass over his remoter encroachments
;
BUT WHEN HE CAME SO

NEAR TO OURSELVES AND BROKE ALL FAITH AND TREATIES, WERE
WE THEN TO DO NOTHING ? It WAS HE, NOT WE, WHO BROKE THE
PEACE. I PRODUCE OUR DECREES AND HIS LETTER TO PROVE IT.

And AS TO my share in the proceedings, I was not the pro-

poser OF either of these decrees
;
NOR CAN YOU, jEschines,

BRING FORWARD A SINGLE DECREE SUBVERSIVE OF THE PEACE

WHICH HAS MY NAME TO INDORSE IT.

66. 14. . dominion and sovereignty. The

words, as used here, are nearly synonymous both with each other and

also with dwaareia, empire, in 67. Strictly' is of any official ruler

(or body of rulers) as the head of affairs
;

the term applies to any

form of government, including even a republic : tvpawls applies to

the rule of a single despot only
;
but might also describe a

combination of oligarchs. Cf. tlvcs

eavTois., . 1467, 1. 16. — 16. (. Your

adviser : the technical description of an orator when acting as a poli-

tician. Tov , inf., . 297 (fin.). So

Aristotle {Rhet., I., 1) divides oratory into the three heads,-
(deliberative), (forensic), and (declama-

tory). — 17. €€. Myself I mean: emphatic and in apposition to. The difference which he attributes to his own political

measures as compared with those of his contemporaries, he rests on

these two personal grounds
: (1) that he had realized better than

others the nature of Athenian ambition
; (2) that he had also realized

better the career and the aims of Philip. — 18. (ruvtjBeiv is

antithetic and preliminary to , while on the one hand I knew...
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on the other I saw. Both verbs are followed by the accusative with

the participle. — 19. €. Ascended the Bema: ascended it, he

means, for the first time
;
here the phrase, of course, is merely the

technical description of taking a part in public business. We have

the more vigorous expression iwi to in p. 78, 1. 29. —
20. ^. Primacy. So in the singular

;
-

peaiv Trj , . 331, 1. 24. , . 151,

1. 8. — 21. . . . Money and men, so sup., p. 231 {fin.). Le-

land’s rendering, blood and treasure, is decidedly beyond the mark. —
67. 25.. The date of this is probably 354 B. c. “His

ita gestis Philippus iam non contentus submovere bella, ultro etiain

quietos lacessit. Quum Methonam urbem oppugnaret, in prsetere-

untem de muris sagitta iacta dextrum oculum regis eifodit.” Justin,

VII., 6. 13. Methone on the Thermaic gulf is there alluded to, not

the Thracian Methone. But see Grote, who dates the event at a

somewhat later period than Justin. Cf. also Diodor., XYL, 31 and

34; Polysen., IV., 15. — 26.. Constructed frequently

thus, with an accusative of respect. Cf. €', Aristoph., Nub., 24. eKKOirds 6 beiXaios%
Toifs^, ^sch., . 24, 1. 31. The verb in the active voice

is connected with, in a well-known passage, p. 744, 1. 20,

rts eva ^xovtos ) €.—.
The Scholiast says this happened in the expedition of Philip against

the Illyrians, 344 B. c. Plutarch alludes to the wound {Mor. 177 f).

The form kXcIv for the more normal is a subject of copious com-

ments in the Lexica. Cf. Etym. M.,p. 318, 1. 25 ;
Schol. Horn. II.

,

E., 146. [Dissen and Schafer.]— €, -. This,

according to the Scholiast, was on his return from the Scythians and

Triballi, in 340 B. c. So also Justin, IX., 3 (but speaking only of a

wound in the thigh): “ In femore vulneratus est Philippus.” Plu-

tarch alludes to Philip’s lameness. Qucest. Sympos., IX., 4. 1. — 27.

8· Sacrificing any and every part that Fortune might like to filch

from his body, so that he might live with the relics thereof surrounded by

honor and glm'y. As to the antecedent^ being drawn into the

relative clause, the construction is very common : 6, tl tls^ dvoLav . Plat., Tim., 86. See Madvig,

G. S., 101 a. b, etc.
;

C. 553 ;
G. 154 ;

H. 809. The emphasis of

is thus increased, as Whiston rightly notices, citing Dissen. The

verb is rather of robbery than mere deprivation. Cf*
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7t6\€ls ov8kv , p. 289, 1. 5. P. 24, 1. 2.; = all that was left; as in 69, Xoi7r0i^= the only thing remain-

ing. — 68. 4. . Pella was insignificant in the eyes of Greece

until it was invested with Philip’s renown. Cf. in the De Halonneso^

p. 78, rbv ^. — 5. (...€7€€·, that it

became the man who was brought up in Pella to have reached such an eleva-

tion of mind, literally, that such an elevation of mind should have

been generated in him. — 9. €[· includes everything under

the observation of the eye or mind, — not to be limited to the theatri-

cal dramas (as Kennedy), nor to spectacles (as Drake). Whiston’s

paraphrase is far better : everything that meets your ears and eyes

;

but

even that is inadequate. We may render perhaps in every expression

and every contemplation. — 11. avTeTrayyeXrovs. Somewhat redundant

in connection with edeXoprds. We can combine the two by para-

phrase
; of your own free-will and accord. Better with Whiston, by

your own offer, and of your own free-will, {bdvapLs) -
^yy\os $ . Thucyd., I., 33.

For\$ cf. Lys., . 181, 1. 36, and . 182, 1. 9.—-
oraw. Concedere. Cf. yap y ^
"\ , . 317, 1. 9. $. .^sch.,

. 77. — 69. 16. ’^

7, was the mover of your resolutions, and the

adviser of your counsels. Whiston. — . I myself Another

example of the intensive. Sup., 3 p.€V.— 18.. Dis-

missing all the rest, dismissing all of Philip’s remoter conquests from

our present consideration. Amphipolis, Pydna, and Potidiea (‘^always

enumerated in this order.” Grote) were captured by Philip in three

successive years, commencing with 358 ;
the island of Halonnesus

probably in the year 345. The inhabitants of the adjoining island,

Peparethus, attacked Halonnesus in 342 B. c., and ejected the Mace-

donian garrison. Philip then attacked and devastated Peparethus.

See Winiewski, Comment., p. 128, etc. ; and Vomel’s dissertation on

the De Halonneso.— 70. 20. €€. Cf. sup., 27. —-.
Also in Thrace, captured by Philip with other Thracian towns in 345.

— 22. *.... rJ do not so much as know whether they occurred or

not. In the same sense as a<peis. On as the usual

particle to introduce a simple dependent question, see Madvig, G. S.,

199, b. 2. — 23. ^, i. e. enmity with Philip. — 24.

of Anaphlystus. Sup., 21 (fin.). Euhnken, Or. Gr., p. 65 sq. ;

Bockh (Econ. Ath. ), p. 242. According to others his deme was Pro-
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balisia, but this correction is not adequately supported. He was the

constant advocate of peace-policy, and so far acted in concert with

Phocion. A stronger connection afterwards subsisted between Eubu-

lus and iEschines as leaders of the Macedonian party. —*((«-
Tos of Azenia probably, ^Esch., p. 81, 1. 39. Demosthenes calls him
deiubs adv. Leptin.^ p. 501. There were two other persons of

the same name who belonged to this period : Aristophon of Colyttus,

p. Mid., p. 584, and Aristophon the Archon Eponymus of the year

S30, when this oration was delivered. See Clinton {Fast. Hell., II.,

p. 147), and Bohnecke {Qu(Est., L, 659). Eubulus and Aristophon

were both dead at this time. Whiston. — AiOTrciGous. The com-

mander of the Athenian forces in Thrace, 343 B. c. While Philip

was engaged against the Thracians in the north, Diopeithes attacked

the sea-coast of Thrace, and captured two of the cities. Philip,

unable to crush him by force of arms, tried,^ but without success, to

induce the Athenians to recall him. See the speech De Chersoneso.

•— 25. €|, i. e. the decrees were their proposal, not viine. — =
although they were . — 71.26. ovhi= not even.— 27.. Philip’s

intrigues in Euboea commenced probably about 349 B. c., when he

promoted the hostilities between the Euboeans and the Athenians,

but the peace of 346 then suspended his operations. He resumed

them in 343 towards the close of the year as we gather from c. Philipp.,

2, compared with the de F. L. Cf. De Chers., p. 98, 1. 23 sq. — P. 25,

I. 1. -€€|€§. Annexing; more exactly, appropriating.— 4m-

€,. A base of hostile operations, p. 133, 1. 22. -
TTjS ^ATTLKTjs€€€ iv ry tvog.. We have the form eTrt-

€03, 87. Thuc., I., 142, etc.— 2. Mcyapots. Philip attacked

the city (probably in 343 b. c.) at the invitation of Pterilaus, Ptoeo-

dorus, and-Helixus, pp. 368, 435. Phocion, however, rescued Megara

then, and it did not fall into Philip’s hands until after Chaeronea.

Hence the word,, — 3. *Hp€ov. Oreus, Eretria, and Porth-

mus \vere the three cities of Euboea which afforded the most con-

venient bases of hostility against the Athenians. Philistides was the

leader of the Macedonian party at Oreus, Clekarchus at Eretria.

The date of Philip’s success was probably 342 b. c. Cf. pp. 98, 99,

104, and again 112, 115, 125. — 5. --. Philip’s fleet

had possession of the Hellespont in the year 342-1. He com-

menced the siege of Perinthus in 340, but, after three months’ un-

euccessful blockade, he withdrew a part of his forces to make an
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attack on Byzantium. The combined fleet under Phocion succeeded

in protecting the city. Plutarch., Demosth., 17, Phocion, 14. — 7. ds

^v...cls €. For ras, and ras , the regular inflections of the old

demonstrative r0s, as we find 6s in Homer, and 6s in prose. Whis-

TON. — 8.. Bringing home. eXdeiv^ ets ygv ^'6^
Trdrpas·

|
[ ’ ' re ^€. Aristoph.,

1163, 5.

—

€. The imperfects here describe the acts of Philip

as a continuous and protracted course of outrage. — 11. , sc.. The orator might have written ^ o6 {sc.) ; but the

construction he has chosen is the more vigorous of the two. The

difierence may be stated thus in paraphrase : ^ ought he to have

abstained from coming forward? and o6=was it not his duty to

come forward? cf. C. 686, c. g. ;
Cu. 615, 617 ;

G. 283, 3, Note
;
H.

836, 837. — 72. 12.- Xctav. The notorious proverb describing

a helpless victim. The state of Mysia, as exposed to pirates and brig-

ands in the absence of its monarch Telephus, is said by the Scholiast

to have given rise to the phrase. Harpocr., s. v. . The

proverb is quoted by Aristotle, Rhet., L, 12. Telephus belongs to

the mythical period of the Trojan war. Pans., X., 28, etc. Euripi-

des made him the hero of a tragedy as we see from the amusing pas-

sage, Arist., Ach., 430, etc. —€= so called, or, as the phrase

is. is complementary to and denotes state emphatically

= to be seen in the state of the Mysian booty, as the phrase is.— 13.. The same combination, p. 935, 1. 16 (quoted by Keiske)

:

^tl’ 6. A very weak conjecture has been

made of in lieu of.—€€(. P. 154, 1. 20,$ ei^ TreptepyaaeL,

ipyd^cL rrepLepyd^eL... The sense of TrepLepyd^eadai is to exceed

the proper limits of operation, hence to over-do it, to over-meddle. Ken-

nedy uses the latter word in translating the passage cited . Whiston

renders, superfluous has been my labor in speaking on these subjects. A
good example of wepLcpyd^eaOaL will be found in Herodotus’s well-

known story about the Samian exiles, III., 46 ;
also in the charge

against Socrates, Plat. Apol., 19, c.— 20. TrpoXcYwv. So again inf,

p. 306, 1. 1, and Antipho., p. 126, 1. 17, ^po\ey6vv (cautioning).— 21. irpotecrOai. Sup., 67.— 73. 22.. And, as to the peace, I protest () it was he who broke it (when

he seized those ships), it was not the city. See 139. “At the same time
”

(340 B. c.) “it appears that he now let loose his cruisers against the
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Athenian merchantmen, many of whom he captured and appropriated.

These captures, together with the incursions on the Chersonese, served

as last additional provocations, working up the minds of the Athenians

to a positive declaration of war.” Grote.— 25. ris. Who is to

blame for what. Here and elsewhere ris, as an interrogative, approxi-

mates somewhat to the relative oans. Strictly, however, there is

always a difference, which we have to ignore in translating, as it can

only he conveyed by paraphrase ; e. g. here <f>avep6v = We shall see the

answer to the question, Who, etc. ? Again, p. 962, 1. 20, yap

ns]€€. “ The opportunity which

answers the question ‘In what crisis, etc. V ” Find., Nem., VII., 56,

ovK ^ eiireiv
|
tlvl tovto Mo?/oa os^

|

&pe^e. “I cannot

solve the question ‘To whom, etc. ?’” Many other instances might

be cited. — P. 26.. Another spurious document, de-

fended however by Vomel, and in part by Bohnecke. There is no

historical mention elsewhere of the capture of these ships by Amyn-
tas and their subsequent restitution. Other indications of spurious-

ness will be noticed in their place.— NcokXcovs. No Archon Epony-

mus at this period is recorded as bearing the name. Theophrastus

was the Eponymus of 340 B. c.— .09· The mention of the day

of the month is omitted.—€*. This required to be sum-

moned by the Prytanes as well as by the Strategi.— Ko-irpctos. Of
the deme Coprus, which was in the tribe Hippothoontis. But it is

clearly the famous Eubulus of whom he is speaking, and we know
his deme to have been Anaphlystus. Sup., 70. The only various

readings are .^pLos and 3 .
—-. Whiston appears to

think that a genuine document would have had here. The

word3, however, is used by Thucyd., VIII., 16, 20, and by

Xen., Hellen., V., 1. 5.—€. Cf. 39, €-5. -
yew (of piracy). Lys., p. 150, 1. 11.—74. €..€, as

Whiston rightly says, is a word belonging only to the Greek of a later

period. Luci., Jup. Trag., c. 40; Polyb., IV., 60. 9. In any case it

Avould be most unlikely to be used in a formal and solemn document.

Before 6tl . we have to supply from. The

construction is awkward and unusual.

—

,. Another

awkward ellipsis. We supply "with Wolf, [ ]. —. Here neglect of duty. The classical use is simply

neglect and contempt in general.—. So ^ ef-

€, . 155, 1. 13.— ISicL Wilfully, Kennedy interprets. Others

K
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solely. A more exact translation would be on their own account, i. e.

without provocation or justification.

—

*<, are committing

trespass (Kennedy). This is quite classical. Xen., Hell., I., 7. 33.—
aTroa-TclXas. Either the man who gave or the man who has received the

commission, i. e. either Philip or Amyntas.

—

Xiy^iv depends on dwey at

the beginning of the psephisma= Mai they (the ambassadors) state this

also. A few codices prefix, others substitute it for \^yei.v.—
75. 2. -, p. 129, 1. 18, ^schin., c, Ctes., 118. A strong

partisan of the Anti-Macedonian side at Athens. Envoy to Philip

344 B. c. See pp. 81, 84, 85, F. L., 364. Supposed author of the

De Ilalonneso.—*<, 70.— 3., 17.—.
Sup., 21, in connection with Eubulus. One of the envoys to Philip

on the peace question, and the friend of .^schines. — 4. tovtcs ot. He ceases to enumerate the individual names and compre-
hends the rest of the proposers in one formula

;
clearly he refers to a

large number of psephisms which he is turning over as he speaks.—. Also spurious. As being merely 7} (by vote

of the Boule) it should have been entitled. But this mis-

nomer is only consistent with its other deficiencies.—6€8. Sup.,

73.— av€V€yK0VT€S, having reported. A rare Attic use of the word at

this period. Thucyd. (Y., 28) has aviqveyKav robs \6yovs h re ras$ rhv. The word is technically accurate for

transacting business {in the ecclesia). Uplv e {). 169 {fin.). Here it means, introduced for the consider-

ation of the boule.— = restoration.—€*$, release, is used

to express the same thing in the preceding psephisma and the following

letter of Philip.— P. 27.-€9 see 70. The name is

also spelt KoXurreiJs. The deme referred to was in the tribe ^geis

;

whereas the tribe Hippothoontis is cited as. But still a

member of the tribe jEgeis might have been a at this time.

He might, that is, have been one of the nine from the nine

who vere out of. So Bohnecke argues. It is singu-

lar that even Kennedy should accept this and the preceding document

as genuine. For and see Lexicon and Diet, of

Antiq.— 76. 4. &v ^$. This, as referring distinctly to the future,

contrasts well with the conditional sentence of past time which im-

mediately follows : yp...ao, if you had been able all the while

(imperfect) .. .yoii would now have brought itforward (aorist). Sup
,
9. —

77.. This dociunent is clearly spurious, though ac-
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cepted by Kennedy, and defended, as usual, by Vomel and Bohnecke.

The siege of Selymbria by Philip, which is here alluded to, is nowhere

else so much as mentioned in any historical record. Yet the sieges of

Byzantium and Perinthus, which belong to the same period, are con-

stantly referred to by Demosthenes, Philochorus, Diodorus, and Justin.

See Grote.—€ depends on or some similar word, which is

omitted here as in classical and sacred epistles generally. — TTpco-peu-. The form 7€€3 is, no doubt, more usual to express envoys in

the plural, as Nevman observes. AVhiston, however, cites Deinarchus

c. Demosth., 22 : $ . A more interest-

ing passage is in [Andocidis] c. Alcibiad., p. 28 {.) : ^p€eas
irdvTas ^ €3 oi €3 · yap atpeiv5 6 ^ , ,. Ye may infer from this that was the tech-

nical name for envoys, but the more forcible expression

implying plenipotentiaries. —€5 . A correction suggested by

Reiske and adopted by Dindorf, as consistent with 73. The codices

have. —’ oXoVj absolutely. On} cf. 11.—.
Lemnos still belonged to Athens, according to the peace of Antalcidas,

as did also Imbros and Scyros. ^schin., p. 37 ;
Xen., Hist. Gr.,

V., 1. 31.

—

- Si. Supply ? \3, in contrast to -
0a(Ttv which precedes.— 78. -€. The verb is

usually of military operations to ari'ange, drill, or discipline, — its exten-

sion here to mean these orders were given, is post-classical, although

Hesychius, cited by Schafer, givesv^L= 7apayy\L.—
€. The letter, if genuine, might have been expected to exclude

Demosthenes (76) in some specific manner
;
but this description out

of office apply at that time to him as much as to any one.

—€. Ambitious, somewhat ironically put. Cf.-, 66.—€6€(. Perfectum significanter positum de re

quam isti quam primum ratam videre velint (Dissen). Rather of

the full and complete accomplishment of that purpose which they de-

sire. And so in the very instance Dissen quotes, p. 91 :.—, source of revenue,. F. L., 159.

79-84. Philip himself has made no mention of my name.
Indeed, had he done so, he would only PwEvealed
HIS OWN disgraceful CONDUCT AND MY PATRIOTIC RESISTANCE.
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I THWARTED HIM BY PROPOSING THE EMBASSIES TO EuBCEA AND
TO THE Peloponnesus, by proposing the military movements
WHICH SAVED THE ClIERSONESUS AS WELL AS EuB(EA. ThIS

BROUGHT YOU THE GREATEST GLORY AND STRENGTHENED YOUR
POSITION WITH YOUR ALLIES. BUT A FORTUNE IN MONEY MIGHT
HAVE BEEN MADE BY A MAN WHO WOULD HAVE PLAYED INTO

Philip’s hand about Eubcea, as JEschines says that I did :

uEschines, who entertained in his house the Envoys of

THESE EuBCEAN TYRANTS ! I WHO RECEIVED A CROWN OF HONOR,

UNQUESTIONED BY JEsCHINES, FOR OVERTHROWING THEIR POLICY !

79. P. 28, 1. 1. .. The spurious document mentions, it is

true, no special names whatever except those of the ambassadors
;
yet

nothing can be more pointed than as referring to Demosthenes.

Had this been the genuine document the orator would never have

brought it forward. Again it nowhere specifies to?s aWois whom
Philip is described as iy here. — 5. €. I clave: that is,

with the tenacity of a determined foe = laid hold of, grappled with, as

rendered by Whiston. The emphatic position of the words and the

force of the imperfect tense should be noted, for with these I was con-

tinually grappling and these I was constantly opposing. — 7. '7€·€.
Dated about 344. c. Philipp. 3, p. 109. Demosthenes himself was

one of the legates as well as the proposer of the psephism. —€-. On the state of Greece at this time, cf. Philipp. 3, p. 115.—
8. €€, was trying to steal into. He did not actually invade the

Peloponnese till after Chseronea. yovv <}$-. Plato, Rep., 424 D. — es. B. c. 342.

— 10. €. The psephism on this occasion was to authorize the de-

spatch of a military force to Euboea, a step beyond the mere commis-

sioning of envoys. The date was 341 - 340. Phocion commanded,

and his efforts were successful. Diod., XVI. 74.

—

. This

is the same expedition which first liberated Oreus and then Eretria.

Cf. iEschin. c. Ctes., pp. 67, 68, for the other side of the question. —
11. rvpavvovs. 71. — 80.12. .·6%, naval expeditions. Dissen

considers that the revision of the trierarchic laws (105 sq.) is partly

alluded to here, as well as the actual despatch of the fleet.—€<€-
. Of course, as Schafer remarks, ^ypa\pa is what the

orator means, p. 262, 1. 15 : yLyvovv. — 13. Xcppovqo-os. 73, note p.ifjv.— 14. iravres -. He alludes to Proconnesus and Tenedos and the like, p. 326.
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— 17. depends on€€/ : those who took your advice, as opposed

to those who neglected it. .€ is genitive of the whole

after the partitives rots .,.^ · TrepLeyivero is to be repeated

with.,. ^. — 81. 24. -, to have these sub-

stantial materials for your injury, 1 note. — 25. 4€€'€'.
The verb e^eXeyxeLv means to investigate and expose; (inf.)

to question merely. — P. 29, 1. 1. ), anywhere: cf. the use of, 5, note. — 82. 5. €. This very technical use of Kara-

Xijeiv is easily traced : the verb signifies 1. to unloose (sc. the sandals),

2. to rest, 3. to lodge, yap Vopyias. Plat., Gorg., 447 B.

The expression is common in Plato, but rare in the orators, who em-

ploy the word more commonly of dissolution, destruction, or termina-

tion. — 6. irpov^€V€is, were their public host. The office of wpo^evos was

analogous to that of our own consul, and the consul is called

in modern Greek. For full particulars see Diet. Ant. Hospitium.
—. The genitive follows TTpo^emv always in its literal sense :

it is a possessive genitive (=, ) the visitor having a

claim on the plighted friend of his native city
:
p. 194, 1. 18 ; p. 1237,

1. 17. In the secondary sense, to address, to recommend, is

followed by the dative
: p. 969, 1. 18 ; p. 1250, 1. 20,— 8. . We

have to supply for the subject out of ovs before $.—
--, accordingly none of these thmgs was effected, which Philip and

his partisans designed. Whiston. — 9. -. That I hold my
tongue when I have got a fee, and raise my voice when I have spent it.

iEschin., p. 85, 1. 8 :
’. yas,^ -

Kpayas, i. e. you accept a bribe to induce you to be silent, but when

the money is gone you break your silence and your word together.—
12. (€9, by disfranchising you. See Bbckh (Econ. Ath., I.

409). If .^schines failed to obtain the fifth part of the votes he would

be liable to disfranchisement. This was called . Cf.

p. 834, 1. 25 ; p. 1251, 1. 2, etc. The object of such penalties was to

prevent prosecutions on insufficient grounds. —, sc. the judges.

— 83. 13. TovTois, i. e. my successful resistance on this occasion to

Cleitarchus and Philistides.—, the same identical words: lit-

erally, syllables, 3 pois, p. 270, 1. 22.s, . 734, 1. 23. This Aristonicus is

incidentally mentioned with honor by Demosthenes (below, 312) as

having contributed for the salvation of the state after the disastrous

battle at Chseronea a sum of money which had been collected by his
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friends as the means of recovering the which he had lost. —
16. €v Oearpo). These words are very important, I think, for the

true interpretation of bevrepov 'pyaos which follows. We know
from JEschines (c. Ctes., p. 58) the exact terms of the law which di-

rected these proclamations. If the crown was conferred by the -
, the locus of proclamation was to be the

;
if by the

$, the locus of proclamation was to be the Pnyx at the time of an€\
;
these, according to the cited law, were the only two places

in which the said proclamations could legally be made :
-

\o6l 1. c. iEschines is careful to insist upon this, as, of course, one

point in his accusation depended entirely upon it. He then an-

ticipates his opponent’s reply, saying that Demosthenes will quote

another law, top , which permitted an exception

to the law already cited. According to this Dionysiac law, it was

quite legitimate for such proclamations to be made, not merely in the

two places specified, but also in the theatre itself, if only a special vote

should have first been passed by the$ to sanction the exceptional

proceeding : ^ -
Tpayipboh 6 $. This exception,

according to ^schines, only applied to a crown conferred by a foreign

city on an Athenian. But the orator contradicts him in 120. Of course

as a locus of proclamation the theatre had the advantage of consider-

ably greater publicity, being open to all at Athens, citizens and stran-

gers alike, whereas the and the would only

admit the presence each of their respective members. The addition

therefore of ev enhanced the notoriety of such a donation ;

it also enhanced the compliment, as it implied that the services of the€€$ were cosmopolitan instead of merely Athenian. We
can well understand that whereas the grants of crowns were common
enough at this time at Athens, it was not quite so common to receive

the grant of a crown which would be proclaimed in the theatre. Tt

would only be done in the event of special and peculiar circumstances,

deserving special and peculiar honor. Demosthenes says, below, 120,$$€, but this is an obvious hyperbole : he only

means that the exception to the law had very constantly been taken

advantage of (but in each case, no doubt, on some plea of exceptional

reasons). Had it been the normal practice thus to proclaim the

crowns, that particular point of the indictment, which .^schines urges

so strongly, would have been a simple absurdity. — 16..
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And whereas the present is now the second proclamation in the theatre

which is coming off in my honor. We may paraphrase thus : Whereas

this proposal of Ctesiphon’s that my crown should be proclaimed {in

the theatre) is not the first honor (of the same exceptional kind) which

I have already received, hut the second. With pyaos we supply€, carrying on the idea of the words from where they occur

immediately before. As to, the pronoun itself can hardly refer

to any proclamation but that proposed by Ctesiphon
;
any other

would probably he. But the tense of ycyvopevov is what most

forcibly points to the same conclusion ; it is an instance of the present

with the force of a future, when the speaker feels certain that the

future event is to come off almost directly. The orator speaks in fact

with the confidence of a winning cause : he is so assured of Ctesi-

phon’s acquittal that he looks on his owm crown and its proclamation

as things that are actually in the present. (On this use of the tense

see Madvig, 110, a. 3.) Had he referred to his previous crowning

which was proposed by Aristonicus, he would infallibly have written

yevo^evov here. The interpretation may rest entirely on this change

of tense as contrasted with the aorists ypdxf/avTos and^.
As regards the number of occasions on which it was proposed to

crown the orator, we have his own assertion /cts auros-, 120. Historically we can trace but four occasions :

(1) on his own proposal, in 346, when he returned from the first

embassy to Philip
; (2) on the proposal of Aristonicus, in 340 ; (3)

on the proposal of Demomeles and Hyperides, in 338, vid. 223
; (4)

on this proposal of Ctesiphon. I believe occasion (2) was the first

when the crowning was to be proclaimed in the theatre ; and occasion

(4) was the second() of the same exceptional kind. We
amve at this result by a simple process of exhaustion : cannot

refer to (1) or (3), because the present context mentions neither of

them : and it cannot refer to (2) because of the tense of yLyvovov as

has been explained above. Eeiske and Schafer, though referring-
to Ctesiphon’s proposal, do not, I think, appreciate the point of

: at least they pass it in silence. Bbhnecke refers

to the proposal of Aristonicus. And Whiston apparently inclines to

that view himself. Indeed, Reiske is partly converted by Bbhnecke’s

showing the probable fact that Aristonicus’ would be the

second in order of time. But this is at most a mere coincidence. See

120. — 84.. This document has more claims to be
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regarded as genuine than any which have preceded. Its contents are

fairly in harmony with what is on record elsewhere. But the in-

scription and the date are full of perplexity. The Euboean affairs to

which reference is made occurred in the last six months of B. c. 340.

This compliment to Demosthenes would naturally have been paid at

the beginning of 339, when, as he says below, the matters were still^ (8). Of that year Nicomachus was the Archon Epo-

nymus. ChiBrondas only came into office in 338. The addition of the

name ^Hy'ovo% is also perplexing. Its natural meaning would be the

son ofHegemon. But no psephism of the time of Demosthenes ever

recorded the name of the Archon’s father. Now there was a man of

some mark who bore the name Hegemon, belonging to this period

(c. Aristog.y^. 784 ;
Pint., P/<oc., 33), and who would doubtless have

been very eligible for the office of Archon Eponymus, though we do

not know that he ever held it. Possibly, therefore, some copyist, de-

tecting the inconsistency of^ wrote 'y'ovos above it, as

a conjectural emendation, and subsequently both the names may have

been embodied in the text. This, I presume, must have been Do-

bree’s reason for wishing to expunge here, and retain 'B.y-$ alone. —€.09. The deme Phrearri is mentioned by Har-

pocration as belonging to the tribe Leontis, and designated after the

hero Phrearrus. — 79...'·€<. A common formula, as

Bockh has shown (Corp. Inscript.)

,

occurring in documents of this

nature. Xpeias = services, is rare in the orators ; their usual sense of

Xpeia is need. But cf. Antipho (p. 121, 1. 11): rrjs xpeias TratSos. — P. 30. Kaivois, 54, note. — €(€5. Post-

classical. Pint., Marc., 4. The Greek of the period would be

trews. —. General name for the umpire or steward at any

of the public contests, athletic, dramatic, or otherwise : used meta-

phorically by ^schines, p. 79, 1. 29 : yvos dperrjs.

85, 86. Did this decree, as ^Eschines suggests, make you

RIDICULOUS IN THE EYES OF GREECE ? ThE MERIT OF AN ACTION

IS JUDGED AT THE MOMENT. Do NOT ALL THE HISTORICAL CIR-

CUMSTANCES BELONGING TO THAT SPECIAL EPOCH ATTEST THE

VALUE OF MY SERVICES?

85. 2.. Scojf: in p. 705, 1. 2, we have the cognate

form. — 4. , and notorious, cf. note on, 84, as to the date. — 6. d><s5. 212, quite otherwise,

by euphemism for$, which the preceding koXQs would suggest as
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its obvious antithesis, ^repa oi,^ p. 1175, 1. 19.

—$ = quite. See lex. See also 34, '^rcpov. — 86. 11. . Dative

of the instrument : by thefact ofmy carrying my measures. The fuller

phrase is . iEschin., p. 63, 1. 21. ^ Id., p. 39,

1. 36 ;
vt/cav7/5, Aristoph., Nub., 432.— 12.€ limits

= in my speeches and motions.— and ...·€-- are in the same construction as , and Bremi calls at-

tention to the life and vigor which is imparted to these clauses by the

omission of the connectives.— 14. irpoiroSovs, i. e. to the temples =soZ-

emn processions.— 15. '·€'·, perf. middle = caused to be made.

87-92. Failing in Eubcea, Philip attempted to cut off

OUR SUPPLY OF CORN, AND AVITH THIS VIEW, TO SEIZE ByZAN-

TiuM. Who rescued Byzantium ? You, the state. Who ad-

vised YOU ? I. That policy secured your prosperity for

the time, and gained you the vote of thanks from Byzan-

tium AND THE ChERSONESUS.

87. 17. TOis S-n-Xots, K. t. ,, in arms indeed by you, but in states-

manship and resolutions by me. Here the dative expresses the instru-

ment, while the agent is expressed by wdth the genitive. — 18.-, burst, i. e. by straining their lungs to contradict me.

Sup. 21. Rumpe miser tensum iecur, Juv., Sat, VII., 117.— 20.-
...-. Bockh calculates the amount of corn imported to

Athens at about a million
;
the main supply being from the

neighborhood of the Pontus. tt/oos€ 6 , . 466, 1. 24. . 31, 1. 1.. The verb ^, from its first sense to think right, comes to
signify demand or claim, often with a notion of doing so arrogantly or
authoritatively, as here. Cf. p. 553, 1. 19

; p. 570 {fin.). — 2. *
€TTt, and said that they had not made the alliance on these terms, which as-

sertion was true. Their refusal was mainly owing to the eloquence of
Demosthenes as the envoy of Athens at this time (340 b. c.). Cf. 230,
244. The orator appears to have foreseen the designs of Philip on
Byzantium some months prior to this, pp. 93-106, and p. 115.—
4.. Technically, vine-prop or stake

:

here, by synecdoche, for

: stockade, intrenchment. Bekker reads the latter
;
but has, and there is a gloss of Harpocration’s —/.

On p. 71, 1. 20,we have .. 568, 1. 16,

is simply timber.— 5., havingplanted artillery

:

the
expression indicates the severity and formality of the siege. Toi>s

8
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^, . 115, 1. 7. Grote quotes from AtheniEUS,^7ri5o-

CLV ^ ... ·
€ ^3? (fragm.), as showing

that the siege of Byzantium formed an epoch in the history of besieging

enginery.— 88. 6. €’, i. e. he had repeatedly asked the question be-

fore: 72, 66, etc.— Tovfxeis. See C. 522, d; Cu. 379; G. 141,N.6. — 12.

'$, in a word. This adverb qualifies the whole sentence between

itself and $^ not to be taken in connection with €$, unspar-

ingly, which merely qualifies .$. The force of the imperfect par-

ticiples should be noted and expressed : who was it that was all the while

speaking and writing (making motions) and acting, and in a word giving

himself unsparingly to the public welfare.— 89. 15. €$, which was

then upon us. The aorist participle has the force of a full perfect par-

ticiple: here we must regard it as a pluperfect, the consecution being

historic
;

lit. = which had then established itself among us as a fait ac-

compli War was actually declared in the midsummer of 340, when

the Athenians passed a formal decree to remove the column on which

the peace of 346 stood recorded. Diodor., XVI., 77. See Grote.

—

16. €. Besides, prceterquam quod. Non excludit sed una quoque

complectitur (Reiske). — 17. Sifiyev, kept you in greater abundance and

cheapness of every necessary of life, \3,^, . 1459 (.). — 18. .
Sarcastic : the peace of these days: that conceded by Alexander. With

sq. cf. 323. — 19. fJteXXoiicrais, with their prospective hopes; no

doubt sarcastically quoting some favorite phrase of the other party.—
20. , K. T. ., which hopes may they fail to realize, and may they share

those blessings which you with the noblest of aims implore the gods to be-

stow; never may they [the traitors] impart to you what they have deliber-

ately chosenfor themselves, i. e. may the traitors be disappointed in what

they expect to get from Macedon ! may they share, however, the com-

mon blessings of their native land ! but may they never induce you to

share in their corrupt proceedings, or to partake the rewards which

such baseness aspires to win ! The various reading, before-
and (for ) before, alters the blessing of the

former clause into a curse. The reading of (which I have retained)

gives the more generous tone to the sentence, but it may be doubted

whether the other is not more vigorous and Demosthenic. There is

nothing harsh in the asyndeton of —, as regards the pre-

ceding clause. The entreaty and the deprecation stand side by side,
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in effective contrast, and the contrast is emphasized by the omission

of the connecting particle. — 23.. Subjective genitive.

In 92 he prefixes the. — 90.. This document is

suspected of being spurious, partly on account of the mixture of the

dialects, partly because it mentions Byzantium and Perinthus as

though they formed one united state, which we know historically was

not the case. Dindorf is inclined to accept it as genuine
;
and so are

Vbmel and Bohnecke, as usual. But Droysen and Ahrens profess to

detect “certissima fraudis argumenta.”— tepopva^ovos. The name

of the chief Byzantine magistracy, not to be confounded with the

Attic use of this name for “envoys to the Amphictyonic council,”

148, etc. Whiston suggests that he was a religious officer, perhaps

the high-priest of Poseidon, and adds, that this practice of naming the

year from a religious officer prevailed in other Dorian states. Ken-

nedy translates eirl tepo/xva/zovos, in the presbytership of.—<.
Dorice for. Ahrens denies that the Byzantine dialect ad-

mitted the severer Doric changes, (1) for and (2) for €l : it was

more akin, he says, to the Lesbian and Ionic. In the present docu-

ment we have eleven more examples of (1) {\,, ,? -
Sf 3 rd(pus, ,$ €$), and one example of (2) {‘€
for elvai). The form is Lesbian, and pure Ionic. —. The Doric equivalent for ^.. —. More properly

yepovaias. But see Muller, Dor., II., p. 91. —. The Doric

equivalent for. Muller, ih., p. 170. Schafer, however,

takes it =^ Xiyeip. — P. 32. €€€. The present tense

is much affected in documents of this nature, {Sup., 84, SiareXe? eif-

vous .) The consecution here is all primary. —€€. Plu-

tarch {Qucest. Gr., c. 57) says that Perinthus was colonized by the

Megarians and Samians. Dissen. Byzantium also was founded by a

colony from Megara with a mixture of Argives. — SevSpoKoireovTos.

This cutting down of trees is always noticed as a prominent feature of

Greek invasions and raids. Aristoph., Pax, 627, 9, Ach., 232, etc.

Kdieuf k67tt€lp is the favorite combination in Xenophon. — ap.^.

is the Doric equivalent for $. — 91. . The

article should have been repeated before to indicate that

they were separate states. —. Right of intermarriage, en-

titling the alien to share the national privileges of the native mar-

ried. —^ yas. Right of holding house and land by purchase.

Strictly forbidden to an alien at this period in all the Grecian states.
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—. Donee for 7/?05,
as for. —€ toL €, i. e.

immediately on the proceedings being formally opened. They began

always with sacrificial solemnities. —€5 . Excused from

all public services. On the \eLTovpyiai of other states as well as the

Athenian, see Bockh’s Econ. Ath., Vol. I., Amer. ed., pp. 584, 689.

See also Die. of Antiq.— clKovas. The nature of the group of statues

to be erected is clear from the context. A figui-e representing Athens

would be sculptured as receiving a crown from two other figures rep-

resenting Byzantium and Perinthus respectively. Dissen quotes very

aptly a similar case from Polybius (V., 88, 8), where Rhodes was

sculptured in the Rhodian exchange as receiving a crown from Syra-

cuse. Whiston quotes Pliny (H. N., XXXV., 36, 5), who speaks of

Parrhasius’ statue representing the ^/aos of Athens. — 92.-. This document is probably spurious. Droysen, p. 812. —€<. The Thracian Chersonese is referred to, in which

these four towns had been razed to the ground by Philip 341- 340 b. c.

— . “ hoc est eXy ut Herod., VII., 65.”

Dissen. So again 102. The general solution of this passage is to

suppose the talent here spoken of to have been the small golden

talent, equal to six Attic drachmae (weight) of gold, i. e. sixty of

silver. Bockh (Econ. Ath.y I., 39). But the question of the value of a

talent in the Chersonese and other remote states is in great obscurity.

Smith, Diet. Antiq., Talentum. —$. Altar of thanks·

giving. So evvofias, p. 780, 1. 22. — *7{§ yeyovc.

Hath helped... to obtain (Kennedy). The phrase is of no uncommon
occurrence in similar votes of thanks. —5. We may
supply at discretion apxijs,, xeipoSy or the like. Dissen pre-

fers the last, citing ^schin., c. Ctes.y p. 90, ^. But the plural in such a case is more natural than the

singular. — Upa, i. e. the temples and all thereto appertaining,

including the national religion. Cf. Thucyd., IV., 98,' eXvai ^ ttjs yPjS3 ,
yiyveadaL. — €€€. The subject, 5 ',

is obvious from the context.

93 - 101 . My policy did not merely save these places,

AND’ THE FREEDOM OF GREECE, BUT IT ALSO SHOWED
THE CHARACTER OF ATHENS IN THE MOST BRILLIANT CONTRAST

THE CHARACTER OF PhILIP. AnD LET ME ALSO JUSTIFY MY
POLICY BY AN HISTORICAL RETROSPECT. LoOK AT THE CONDUCT
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INVARIABLY PURSUED BY YOUR FOREFATHERS, AND BY THE OLDER

AMONG YOU, IN THE TIMES OF LACEDAIMONIAN, AND AFTERWARDS

OF Theban, supremacy. Athenians have always fought for

HONOR AND LIBERTY. No LEAVEN OF MALICE OR REVENGE HAS

EVER DEGRADED THEIR FEELINGS.

93. P. 33,1. 1. , 2, note, s. v.— 4. TTpoaipecris

TroXiTcia. Dissen calls attention to this as a favorite expression of the

orator. See 292, 317. Render, My policy and administration.— 6.. Spirit of honor. The combination of high physical

and mental qualities, implied in the well-known phrase koKos Kayados,

approximates, in its idiomatic usage, to our own expression ‘‘man of

honor.” Here we have the antithesis /ca/ctav, baseness.— 94. 10. oi6€ . . . dv = . C. 618; Cu. 595 ; G. 211;

H. 803. — 11. ·€*. Their acts of trespass (74), i. e. in the

Social War, b. c. 357-355
;
the then allies included, with Byzantium,

Chios, Rhodes, and Cos. — 12. . Showed yourselves not merely

as hearing no malice and never abandoning the victims of wrong^
but even as

working their salvation, is not simply to deliver from danger,

but to restore to a sound condition. — 17. (..., a

counsellor and orator I mean. He does n©t mean to deny that the gen-

erals had sometimes been the means of the state being honored with

crowns. — 95. 20.. .^schin., p. 65, irepi '^-
rov. The speech of iEschines as published does not con-

tain any allusion to the Byzantines
;
but the speech, as spoken, we

must assume, had done so. — 22.- = defamations^-9 = malignant calumnies.— 23. vTrapxeiv €8§. as

an auxiliary verb presents the strongest form of the present tense.

Dissen cites as parallels, p. 190, yv6€Sf and p. 527, eyvu-. We have another instance in 228. Whiston renders:

Of this I believe you are already well assured. — 24. .,.--, but also by the fact that it was for your interest so to conduct your

affairs as I conducted them. The clause is dative of means, limiting em-

^.— 26. ’ vpas. In your time, literally in your track, i. e. in the

path of your own lives: on, cf. 17: IkcCvovs.— 27.

0€ = by the state, dative of the agent after a passive verb. C. 461

;

Cu. 434
;
G. 188, 3 ;

H. 600. — P. 34, 1. 2. . To
shape all theirfuture with reference to the best of their present. He quotes

a generalyv with a somewhat unusual application. The connec-

tion shows that includes their antecedents together
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with the present.— 96. 4. €8.. Vides tempus post Pelo-

ponnesiacum helium describi. Dissen. — 5. (-$, 18 : <5-
€. — 6.. Captured by the Lacedaemonians b. c. 411.

Thucyd., VIIL, 93. —. Xen. {Hell.y V., 4) mentions that

Tanagra remained attached to Lacedaemon after the rest of Boeotia

went to war with her. The whole of Boeotia was in the hands of the

Lacedaemonians from the close of the Peloponnesian war to the battle

of Leuctra. — 7. Mcyapa. Taken from the Athenians by Brasidas,

424 B. c., and attached to Lacedaemon from that time forward.

Thucyd. (IV., 66) mentions that the Peloponnesians garrisoned Ni-

saea for the protection of Megara against Athens. —. Lysan-

der, in the year 405, restored this island to its original inhabitants

whom the Athenians had ejected in 431. Xen., Hell., II. ; 2, Thucyd.,

II.
,
27. — Kivs. The date of this city’s capture by the Lacedae-

monians is not recorded in history. It is singular, as Dissen ob-

serves, that the orator should not have arranged the names '?,^ A’iyLvav, ras dXXas p'qaovs. But the phrase “the rest of the

islands,” even standing independently of any island previously men-

tioned, would always mean to Athenian ears the minor ^gean isles.

Pint., Lys., 13, 14. — 8. €. Cf. Plutarch 1. c. Lysander

destroyed the long walls, and limited the Athenian navy to twelve

ships of war only : € pads is therefore not to be understood as

literal.— 9. *. The scene of the battle in Boeotia, b. c. 395,

where Lysander fell. The inhabitants of Haliartus had implored the

aid of Athens : Thrasybulus with great energy had led the Athenian

forces to the rescue. Pausanias only arrived the day after the battle

with the Lacedaemonian reinforcements : he was deterred from further

hostilities, made a truce and retired. — 10.. The centre

of the Corinthian war, which lasted for eight years after Haliartus

and was only concluded by the peace of Antalcidas, B. c. 387. The

alliance against Lacedaemon was composed of the Boeotians, Argives,

Corinthians, and Athenians, p. 40, 1. 20; p. 258, 1. 13. — 11. Av

€\. Might have home many grudges = dp. — 12. Ae-

6€. The close of the Peloponnesian war w^as so called from the

occupation of Decelea by the Lacedaemonians, its position on the fron-

tier of Attica making it a convenient base of hostilities. — -
0€ is genitive of cause. — 97.18.. To give themselves up,

A favorite use of the word, 80, €3 eavrop els Trpdypara.

219, ^€ eis ry TroXei, The continual and customary
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action expressed by the imperfects,,, and ijOeXov

should be noted. — Tr^as. For all mankind have death as their limit of

life, even if one shut himself up and keep himself safe in a dove-cote. This

is the meaning Harpocration assigns to$, and the literal trans-

lation seems most vigorous here. Whiston translates chamber or closet.

The passage is greatly lauded by all the ancient critics, notably by

Herniogenes, Aristides, and Rufus. Propertius (cited by Dissen)

illustrates the sentiment, III., 18. 25 : Ille licet ferro cautus se con-

dat et sere. Mors tamen inclusum protrahit inde caput.—.-.-
Xcvopevoi in this emphatic position = and a right and noble decision it

was.— 22. is separated from to point the emphasis of3 above. Good men and true— taking for their shield good hope

and true, pep ttjs 'Attlk7}S, 301. See the same

figure in Paul’s Epistle to the Ephesians, vi. 16. — 98. 24..
There was an interval of sixty years at least between these events and
the time when he is speaking. —€<€, i. e. when the Athe-

nians under Iphicrates checked Epaminondas in his design of destroy-

ing Sparta and compelled him to evacuate Laconia, in the year 369.

Xen., H. G., VI., 5. — 25. ovras, concessive. — P. 35, 1. 2. €-, reflecting what the men had donefor whom you were to imperil

yourselves. On relative pronouns used interrogatively, as here, see

Madvig, G. S., 198, b
;

H. 825 ;
C. 564. As to the interrogative

sentence in a participial form, cf. Madv., 198, a.

robs TTOLovpras , Xen., Mem., IL, 2;. 826; C. 566. — 99. 8. 7€<€. Take it into calculation:
explained by dLaXoyiadpepoc and the preceding words in 98. - im-
plying an underhand (as dca- a thorough) proceeding.— 10. '*
In the year 358 there were two factions in Euboea, one of which ap-
plied to the Thebans for aid, and the other to the Athenians. The
Thebans w ere compelled to yield, and the democratic constitutions of
the several states were restored. Diod., XVI.

, 7 ;
^schin., p. 65.

Dissen. — €.·9. Themiso and Theodorus, the of
Eretria in 366 b. c., seized Oropus which was then Athenian. Peace
subsisted at the time. The city was put into the hands of the The-
bans, to be held by them until the question, who had the right to
it, should be settled. The Thebans subsequently declined to give it

up. This is the allusion in Aristot., Rhet., I., 7, where he mentions
Callistratus and Chabrias as having been put on their trial. They
had commanded the Athenian forces on this occasion. — 12. lOeXov-
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. The first instance of citizens volunteering to act as extraordi-

nary trierarchs. On the general office of trierarch, see Smith, Die. of

Antiq. — 14. *, sc. eiTreiv. — 100.

€'·€. And indeed though you did a noble thing in saving the island^

yet you acted much more nobly in that, when you had become masters both

of their persons and their cities, you restored them justly, etc. before

= also; it emphasizes the comparison between the two

clauses, and can hardly be expressed in idiomatic English,-
T€s agrees in case with the subject of, which is also the sub-

ject of aTToboumt. — 18. , having taken no account ofyour past

wrongs in regard to what you were trusted with : and oh by attrac-

tion for a and rooLS a respectively
:, as a perfect

tense, indicating the complete and serious nature of the wrongs. The

sense of the passage is this : You did not take advantage of holding

their property so as to appropriate any to yourselves, by way of indem-

nification for past injuries received at their hands. — 23. eXevOeptas.

Genitive of cause, without a preposition to introduce it. For the

principle, see Madv., G. S., 58, a; C. 429. — 101. 26. $,
on her own behalf, p. 7 4, (?)* ' ,’

Trpbs * . — 27.$(5 is gen. abs. denot-

ing time and cause, when the deliberation was in a manner in behalfof her-

self— KeXcvaeiv = urge, move .— P. 36, 1. 1. <€. The irony

is obvious. As an example of , in irony, Whiston aptly cites

the c. Mid., p. 527, 1 . 14, tLs /is; opy^ ykp . — 4...., glorious antecedents. Whiston. Cf. note, 95.

— 5.. . .TO ye'. The favorite antithesis of Pericles, Thucyd.,

II., 35 - 46 passiTW.

102-106. I PROCEED, IN MY RETROSPECT, TO MY NEXT POLITICAL

ACTION, "WHEN I RECONSTITUTED YOUR NAYY, AND COMPELLED THE

SECTIONS TO DO THEIR DUTY. HeRE IS THE EVIDENCE.

102. 12.€, in a state of dissolution. $^6 tis , . 1209, 1. 11. In

that passage there is a play upon the word which would mean dis-

banding as well as ruin. The orator was at this time in office as-^ , i. e. a Member of the Naval Board. .^schin.

(p. 85). — 13. €€, immunes: exempted,$ -
^, . 565, 1. 4. —, at a cost of= the Latin pro: -
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^^ i. e. at tlie same pay, p. 38, 1. 2. Cf. sup,, 92. Dissen cites Aristoph., Pint., 377.

The wealthy citizens, when appointed trierarchs, used to contract for

the whole expense of the office at a cost of one talent : cf. p. 364. —
15. <€-, missing for want of punctuality, -, p. 49, 1. 1. Tovs^’ , . 50, 1. 11.

— 16. ^. Strictly the active would only apply to

one despotic lawgiver. Sup., 6. Here the orator applies it to him-

self, as he did before to Solon, to indicate the extent of his influence.

The law in question was proposed by him B. c. 340. — 103. 20.

€$, having been indicted for this trial. The passive (in

this technical sense) is often constructed with an accusative of cog-

nate meaning (see Madvig., G. S.,2Q, b.), €3^$€, Isaeus, . 73, 1. 75. The accusative ayQva has

to do double duty, depending on ^€^ in the above construction

and also on€ which follows. Cf. ', 105. —
21. €·, sc. ets . I came into court into your presence

is the literal meaning here. Dissen remarks that^ and

eiaievai are used both of the prosecutor (see p. 501, 1. 19) and of the

defendant (see p. 1081, 1. 13). We may paraphrase the passage : On

this count I was indicted and appeared before you and obtained

acquittal.

—

to, sc. to, 82 note (€9.— 23. €-
vas. The Heads of the Sections. At this time (from 358 omvards)

the expenses of the Navy were provided for on the same system as

the Property Tax. Each of the ten tribes at Athens nominated its

120 wealthiest citizens to serve as Subscribers{^) to the Naval

Expenses. These 120 were divided into two Sections{ of

60. Thus a company would be formed of 1200 Subscribers, divided

into 20 Sections. By a separate subdivision they were arranged in

four classes of 300 each, in reference to the actual amount of their

property. The first (i. e. the wealthiest) class were entitled ijyepoves

or or oi. They appear to have served as a

general committee of management, and, in the event of any sudden

demand for money, it was their duty to pay over the amount at once

to the state (c. Phcenipp., p. 146) on behalf of the whole Company.

The remaining three classes {^ttov) would then reimburse

the 7]yep0v€s by paying up their shares in instalments at their con-

venience. By this system every €'$ paid exactly the same

amount of tax, whatever the amount of his income. The reforn\,

8 * L
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proposed by the orator was, that the amount of tax henceforward

should be in proportion to the respective properties. This change,

of coui-se, would be a great relief to the lowest class of awreXets, but

the ^7€/A0i'es, the^ and the would have obvious reasons

for objecting.— 24. Sevrcpovs, the Second Class, i. e. the second

wealthiest 300. For fuller account of the Sections see Die. Antiq.,

and. —, imperfect : were for giving me i. e.

offered me:^ avTois, p. 542, 1. 9.— 25. -
€, if possible, lit. as most to he desired. This antithesis to et

is too common to require illustration.— 26.. I

agree with Kennedy in taking this to mean after having proposed it

(the law), lit. having entered it in the public register, kept ;-, the Temple of the Mother of the Gods. Whiston and others

prefer to interpret ^‘having dropped it,” as an expansion of eav. But

I rather doubt this use of in the orators. We have, in-

deed, in Aristotle, Trpos (“thrown

away upon”) N. E. (3) 5 (.).—4 . . ., to let it drop under an

affidavit. One method of obstructing a proposed law was for its op-

ponent to take an affidavit that he would prosecute the proposer on a

charge of (13). This affidavit being taken, the piece of

legislation had to be suspended until the action for should

have been settled. Matters being thus in abeyance, there was a

famous opening for collusion and compromise : the prosecutor, for

instance, might agree with the legislator that the former would pro-

ceed no further with his action if the latter would proceed no further

with his law. This or the like conspiracy is implied in the present

passage.—. Harpocration mentions another technical mean-

ing of this word= “oath of excuse on the part of a defendant,” the

object, however, being the same in that case also, viz., to “delay the

proceedings.” ij

TLVL '.— 27. . amount that

I should he shocked to mention. Rhetorical artifice. Dinarchus states

the amount at three talents, and declares that the orator took it.

TLves tols^'' *$
', tois -

ypa ' -, , ’^; c. Demosth., . 95, 42.— 104. . 37, 1. 1. . And
very natural were these intrigues on their part, ^, as the imper-
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feet of uncompleted action. — -yap k. tt. . For under the previous

laws they had to serve sixteen together, spending little or nothing themselves

hut grinding down the impoverished of the citizens; whereas, under my law,

they had to return the rated amount in each case according to their property,

and the man appeared as trierarch of two triremes who previously subscribed

a mere sixteenth to one.— 2. €€. This infinitive and,
which follows are the subjects of ijr, on which avrocs depends as a

dative of reference. Madvig, G. S., 38, a
;
C. 459. — 3. .

An instance of the Greek idiom which introduces the conjunctive

particle where the disjunctive would be most natural, to-
wpaypdrwv , . 10, 1. 9. In such passages

is emphatic= ?/es, eren. — 4. tovs aoropovs, i. e. the fourth class

of the awTcXcLS above described. — ciriTpipovcriv. The orator uses

with another sense of ruin, p. 288, 1. 20, robs ijpwas

kukQs vTTOKpLvoyevos. — 5. *€, the result produced: i. e. the

amount arrived at by calculating the rate on the whole amount of

their property( ). By the law of Nausinicus (b. c. 378)

the rate was one fifth. —^-, neut. agreeing with to yLyvopevov.

So Holmes. More probably masc., subject of. So Whiston

and Westermann. — 6. 6. The ratable proportion of such a person’s

property must have amounted to twice ten talents, according to the

second KardXoyos, 106. His property would therefore be one hundred

talents, to yiyvoyevov sup. note. — 7. $, i. e. evading the

real duties of the tliey had even dropped the name under

the system of. — OvBe = not even.— — any longer. For

they did not even any longer call themselves trierarchs. — 8. -€ .
Sooth, to get these reforms suppressed and evade the compulsion to do what

was right, there is nothing in the world which they did not offer. We have

to supply with the infinitive dvayKaadrjvai. — 105. 11. * >,

in consequence of which I was prosecuted=ihdit line of procedure which

led to the result in question. — 12. *$. Schedules. The

usual sense of KardXoyos is a muster-roll or registered list. should

have expected the documents which follow, as Newman observes, to

contain the names of citizens with the respective amount of their

properties specified. As it is, they merely contain what appear to be

fragments of laws. —. Clearly spurious from its con-

tents. It is not a decree, but a mere historical memorandum. —-
€§. The date of the trierarchic reforms was 340. Theophrastus,

not Polycles, is the Archon Eponymus on record. Dindoef. —-
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6. Several codices insert eh t6 before this word. The sense

would not be affected
;
only in that case we must render in relation to

the trierarchic department. The expression would be harsh and un-

usual. Newman translates eh t6 k. t. ., “laid a copy of the law

before the admiralty ”
;
an interpretation hardly tenable. — eirexcipo-

<€. Ratified the law. The eTTLxeLpoTovia is mentioned in

p. 706, 1. 7. —'€€, sc. y. Brought a charge; literally car-

ried it off to the Archon. See note 54. — tcls 7€($. Legitima

erat mille drachmarum poena sed minui poterat a populo. V. Lely-

veld, de infamia, p. 235. Dissen. See Smith’s Die. Antiq.,.
Observe the force of the article= usual or legal.— 106. 14. .
That precious, viz., the old one. Ironical :\ ye, 9)pev hv-, p. 128, 1. 2. —€. The trierarchs to he summoned, six-

teen for each trireme, ewi=per, distributive. For the use of the infini-

tive here, see C. 670 : G. 271. —$. Usually of a military di-

vision, but Aristotle uses it as correlative with and

which are civil {Pol., 5. 8). It is generally supposed to be synony-

mous with$ here. Whiston translates, according to the asso-

ciations in the classes — cttI <, to an equal exteht, i. e. share and

share alike, equally.—. Discharging their office, . here is

not in its strict acceptation, but in the general sense of \eiTovpyia,

which Wolf notices on the Leptin., p. 462, 1. 20. — P. 38. tovs-$. The trierarchs to he taken for each trireme, according to their

property hy valuation,from ten talents upwards, first of the “ origin”

for the selection, secondly, of the “point from which” they should

begin to reckon. The notion of has been already ex-

plained : TO yLyvevov sup. 104 note. — lav 81. But if their property

he rated at a larger sum, let their service he in the same proportion up to

three vessels and a tender

;

i. e. for every ten talents in the rating let

them provide one trireme
;
but of this the following limit : no one to

be called upon for more than three triremes and a small vessel of war.

ttXolov usually of merchant ships, but used as the generic name for

any vessel. — . And let it {KeiTovpyia) he in the same propor-

tion for those persons also whose property [as rated] is less than the ten

talents, forming themselves into a company to make up the ten talents, i. e.

till the rated amounts of their joint properties make up that sum.

The use of els here, as of above, is somewhat harsh and over-

strained
; but the meaning is obvious from the context.

107-109. AVas this a slight service of mine? Did it not
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TRANSFER THE BURDEN FROM THE POORER CLASSES TO THE RICH ?

During all the war, thanks to my decree, there was no
APPEAL FOR RELIEF PRESENTED BY ANY OFFICER. My POLICY

WAS AS BENEFICIAL TO YOU AS IT WAS CONDUCIVE TO YOUR HON-

OR. As I DECLINED TO CONCILIATE THE WEALTHY THEN, SO AM
I ABOVE SUSPICION IN THE MATTER OF PhILIP’s BRIBES.

107. 4. . Genitive of the object of the price, or of the purpose.

Madvig, G. S., 65, 6 ;
C. 664 ;

Cii. 574, 3 ;
G. 262, 2 ;

H. 781. —
5. -. We have to supply from above. —.
Dative of cause, more usually has with dative, p. 617,

1. 5. —. To compromise,^ ayQva, p. 525, 1. 26 ;

p. 563, 1. 19 ; p. 652, 1. 21 ;
literally to drop in an underhand manner.

— 6. €, and not only, the force of the still continuing. Cf. 93

and 2, note. — 7. ireipav €€, to have given proof in action.

p. 663, 1. 19, ^pyu3. — 8. €(. . c. 340

(73) to 338. —·.€. Being appointed. —-, sup. 80.—
9.€ ^€. Appealed, literally deposited a hough of supplication

:

the formal method of appealing to the state for relief. The bough

vas of olive, bound with wool(). There w^re two forms of

the appeal
;
one to the, the other to the os

:

in the former

case the suppliant deposited his bough as an offering on the altar in

the
;
in the latter case on the altar in the Pnyx. — 10.

Trap* ., before you, sc. the people. Observe the emphatic repeti-

tion of the negative ......... without any connective. It

may be expressed by wone. — 11.. The altar of Artemis
Munychia

; so called from its being situated in the vicinity of the

port. This proceeding w\as another form of appeal. Soph., 0. T.,

2, 3. — €Ka06^€To, seated himseJf that is, took refuge. —^.
The Naval Board who superintended the affairs of the.
They were ten in number (p. 1147). From which follows it is

clear that they had the power of imprisonment. — 12. ^|, at sea,

opposed to, in harbor. 0€, . . ., captured, and
thus lost to the State, Al.. — 14. .€<· To
put out. p. 910, 1. 7 : the antithesis to ay, p. 96, 1. 27. —
108. €V Tois '6-. Thrown upon the poorer classes, is the
accusative case. Madvig, G. S., 31, c. — P. 39, 1. 2. .*, .
. ., malignant and malevolent and corrupt. The allusion in the author’s

favorite words,3,,, is always to malicious

mischief, the literal sense which refers to the evil eye being merged in
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the metaphorical. We have again 119, 132, 242, 317. —
4. '€ is emphatic = no, nor mean,— 5. ^....,
I shall be shown to have^ that is, it will he clearly proved that I have.—
109. 10. . In preference to. , . 9,

1. 1. This use of the preposition is very common.

110. I WILL NOW KEPLY TO THE SPECIAL CHARGES OF ILLEGAL-

ITY IN THE MATTER OF THE PROCLAMATION AND THE AUDIT.

13. ·.8...€, 55. — 16. . He alludes to the

sequel of his policy up to the date of Chseronea.— 18.,
K. T. . Conceiving as I do, in the first place, that, next in order, I must

render the explanation concerning the illegality itself (with which I am
charged)

;
in the second place, that, although I say not a word about the

sequel ofmy policy, yet I shall equally (all the same) have to my credit that

consciousness of thefacts which is in each ofyour hearts.

111-116. I DO NOT DENY MY RESPONSIBILITY TO AUDIT. BUT

I DO DENY ON PRINCIPLE THAT A DONOR IS PRECLUDED FROM A
VOTE OF THANKS BECAUSE HE CHANCES TO BE AN OFFICIAL.

Other donors have received the thanks of the state for

THEIR DONATIONS THOUGH HOLDING OFFICE AT THE TIME AND

THEREFORE RESPONSIBLE AS I WAS. I CITE THE DECREES TO

PROVE IT.

111. 23. , up and down, the favorite phrase to indicate

total confusion, p. 51, 1. 2 ;
p. 120, 1. 19 ; p. 424, 1. 27. The French

bouleversement is analogous. — 24., jumbling. Kennedy.

Perhaps the whole may be paraphrased in a bewildered medley.— ira-€€. Transcribed for comparison. The clauses of such

laws as conflicted with Ctesiphon’s proposal iEschines would exhibit

in writing side by side with particular clauses of the latter. Cf.

p. 640, 1. 20, ov TOLVVV$ robs, dvdpes,
dWovs iroWobs ^apay€ypea$. — 26. TOVS TToWovs, sc. X6ywv,the majority of them.—, SC.. Adverbial accusative. Cf. 322. — 27.. For I am so far from disowning my responsibility, as alleged by the

plaintiff in his recent imputation and asseveration, that I own myself to have

been responsible, my whole life through, for any commission or policy which

( have sustained before you. ^ describes the minute exactness

with which ^Eschines had defined the illegal acts : , by attraction,

depending on birebevvos : of special offices, as distinct from

general administration. — 112. P. 40, 1. 4. €. But for
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what I have given to the commonwealth on my own offer from my private

property
y
for thaty I say, I am not responsible, no not for a single day. —

in connection with ^TraLyyeCkdy.evos amounts to. On
the subject of6€$ (patriotic donations) cf. Smith, Die. Ant., sub

verbo.— 6. * ovBiva, sc. elvai : the subject of dvai

here passes into the accusative, as it is no longer identical with the

subject of. Madvig, G. S., 160, 161. — 7. ’ dv. Not even

if he chance to he one of the nine Archons; i. e. however distinctly official

may be the position which he holds, it would not preclude him from

receiving the thanks of the state for his patriotic donations. That

would be virtually making him^ (forsooth) in respect of the

donations themselves. The orator’s argument, put more plainly, is

this. I gave large donations to the state : true I was a state official

at the time, and so far responsible to scrutiny
;
but the vote of thanks

was awarded to me not at all as a state official, simply as a state

benefactor. The argument of .^schines had been that the orator’s

donations must not be allowed to justify a proceeding which was ipso

facto illegal, viz. the crowning of a commissioner before the accounts

of his commission had been audited (c. Ctesiph., p. 56). — 10. -. Munificent. We should naturally expect a word so formed to

mean fond ofgifts, notfond ofgiving. Schafer. It is the only excep-

tion to the rule of words compounded with -.— 11. *·5.
To take him before the Pettifoggers and set them to audit his donations.

For XoyLards or €vd0uovs he substitutes, by contempt,^,
the acme of opprobrious designation. It would be monstrous, he

means, for such a donor to be cited before the Auditors at all ;
still

more monstrous if the Auditors in question happened, as was likely

enough, to be a set of pettifogging scoundrels. — 113. 15. oStos is

subject of in the next line. — 16. €7€. Cf. eTrayyeCKa^evos, 112, note, and 28.—€€<6. iEschines had said nothing of

the kind. See c. Ctesiph., p. 55, where the whole and sole point is€. The orator, however, prefers to cite the substance and

not the letter of the charge, for obvious reasons. The strength of the

charge lay in its letter entirely. — 17. '€1...€05, yes, but not

for any ofthese. y4= yes but. So y^, below, 1. 20, may be rendered yes.—
21. , made no account of it, that is, did not charge it to

the state. — $, . . ., for an account requires audits

and examiners, but a free gift deserves thanks and praise.— 24. . Deic-

tic
:
pointing to Ctesiphon, who would be standing by.— -
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< = this is a settled principle,— 114. 26. €(. This is an almost

irresistible correction for the manuscript ijeeaiif, suggested by Reiske

and adopted by Dindorf. The antithesis of conventional practice,

to popos, legal rule, is so very constant, p. 414, 1. 8, and 275, ro?s

aypd<f>0LS vbpoLS ro?s$ On the contrast of ^Oos

and 9j0os, cf. Aristot., N. E., II. 1. So Holmes. The best editors,

however, generally adhere to '€, habits, ethics, \vhich is equally

appropriate. — 27.(5 . His case corresponds to the orator’s

only so far, that he was bw€00vpos as being in office() and

yet received a crown several times in that period. —. In

command of the Athenian contingent which supported the Phocians

in 352. Diodorus, XVI., 37. — P. 41, 1. 2. 3t€. There is a various

reading otl, because

;

but only in b. The alteration seems undesirable,

especially as we need a particle of time to explain the change of tense

in€ compared with the perfects which precede and follow.

Drake, in his edition of the two Orations on the Crown, says : The

perfect{ and) denotes that Nausicles and Neo-

ptolemus were still living, the imperfect{€) that Diotimus

and Charidemus were dead. But ? The last is rather the relative

imperfect. —,. Possibly the same person as is mentioned in

the c·. Mid., p. 581, where 6$ is added. Spalding considers

them identical. Arrian (I., 10. 6) mentions a Diotimus as one of the

ten orators whose surrender Alexander demanded. Sup., 41 (fin .).

—

3.5. Probably the same person as appears in the c. Aristocr.,

623 sq., a native of Oreus in Euboea and commander of the mercenary

auxiliaries to Cersobleptes in Thrace. —. Deictic, as obi, 113.

have Neoptolemus mentioned in the c. Mid., p. 583, 1. 14. —
4. ^, i. e. public works. See Die. Ant., s. v. ’E7ri^rdr?;s. — 7. €€-. Is to be allowed; The indie, future is more vigorous in this prot-

asis than the natural optative
;

cf. 63,€.— 115. 9. tovtois..., the very decrees which have been passed in honor of these men .

—

’-. This pendent nominative, in lieu of the usual ’Em &3, at

once suggests a spurious document. — €$. The deme Phlyes was

in the tribe Cecropis. Droysen (p. 924) pronounces Demonicus to be

‘‘pseudonymus.” The addition of the deme to the name of the

archon is unusual and marks the document as spurious. —^. The

twenty-sixth. Usitatior altera numerandi ratio $ : sed

illius quoque exempla attulit Bockh., de Arch. Pseudep., pp. 150, 154.

Dissen. See Die. Ant., Calendar. —€. On the present tense,
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cf. 90, ^, note.—. Sup.y 38, note, s. v. : where also€$ inf. is explained. —". Dissen supposes that this

refers to the Social war of 355. Diodorus, XVI., 21. There must

have been Athenian garrisons at that time in Lemnos and Imbros

both. —<, i. e. as colonists().
—€|. Re-

ferred by some commentators to the Etesian winds. Dindorf takes it

of ordinary bad weather. — clo-eVpaJe. Exacted repaymentfrom, ttios

vyas ^
; . 1227,

1.9.— 116.'·€€. The expression is without a parallel,

and suggestive of a spurious document. It appears to mean on the

motion of the Prytanes.—. According to Winiewski
(
Comment.,

p. 63) the river Bocarus in Salamis is intended
;
but there is nothing

to substantiate that view. Newman, with greater probability, sus-

pects that the designation eirl is derived, by a blunder,

from 216 (inf), where the river meant is certainly the Cephisus, and

where there is no allusion to Salamis whatever. —-€€.
Stripped of their arms, which would necessitate fresh supplies in the

armory department. Cf. Lys., p. 143, 1. 44 . — tovs veavCo-KOvs.

A strange term for$. Whiston. — P. 42. 9·

A time when there would be a great concourse in the city, as in

hypoth. 2, 6t€ . On the Panathenaea and the Diony-

sia, see Smith, Die. Ant., s. v. —-, i. e. on the day of the

gymnastic contests, which would appear from this to have been the

special attraction of the Panathensea. — 0€o-p.o0€Tas. The six junior

Archons, besides their judicial functions, were ex officio presidents at

the Festivals and on similar public occasions. ^$, 84 (fin.).

See Diet. Ant., s. vv.

117. These persons were not held disqualified. There-

fore I MUST NOT BE. I WAS NOT LIABLE ON ACCOUNT OF MY
BENEFACTIONS. I HAVE PASSED THE AUDIT OF MY OFFICE. WhY
DID YOU NOT OPPOSE MY PASSING AT THE TIME ?

3., strictly speaking, is always interrogative, equivalent to

nonne igitur in Latin, and requiring an affirmative answer. In its

practical use, however, the interrogative form disappears, and the

particle becomes inferential only, but stronger than the simple odv.

The interrogative force, however, is always present though latent.

or instance, the literal translation here w’ould be : Am not I there-

fore myself also [ €vos] ?
— . For I have, I pre-

sume, the same rights as other people about the same things. The sarcastic
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tone of the platitude is obvious. — 4. rots dXXots, dative after.
C. 451 ;

Cu. 436, b
;
G. 186 ;

H. 603. —. I receive a vote

of thanks

:

historical present
;
and the which follows is the same.—

4. vttMvvos, i. e. disqualified by official responsibility from receiving

the vote of thanks. The platitude, of course, is again sarcastic. —
6. . I WAS in office at the time, no doubt. And so far he admits

that he was vireOdwos. — €, yes, and I have given account

for that, not for what I gave as patriotic donations.—€€, as em-
phatically distinct from , sup., 112, note on ' dv. He
could not, he admits, qua officer receive any public vote of thanks

;

but qua benefactor he contends that he could. The argument might

be defended in equity, but in law it is certainly no reply to uEschines.

The reply should have shown either that the orator had ceased to be€$ when the vote was proposed, or else that the law made a

special exception in favor of benefactors. — 7. AC*. But, forsooth,

I did wrong in office. Then why did you not appear to accuse me when the

auditors had me up? {you will say: at enim:) in its constant

ironical use to preface a supposed assertion of the opponent, dadyeiv

here has its technical sense of the magistrate presiding in court
;
see

Die. Ant.,. — 8. *·. For a full account of these officers,

see Smith’s excellent article, Die. Ant. The conciseness,

vivacity, point, and vigor of this passage are remarkable even in

Demosthenes.

118-120. Now READ THE WHOLE BILL, THAT I MAY PROVE

MY opponent’s malignity by his omissions as much as by his

SPECIFICATIONS. He DWELLS ON THE INIQUITY OF PASSING ME A
VOTE OF THANKS, BUT HE QUITE FORGETS TO MENTION tVHAT I

HAVE DONE TO DESERVE IT.

118. 12. To-uTois. Dative of the instrument: antecedent to oh

which is the object of iypdxparo but attracted into the case of its

antecedent. By the points of the hill which he did not indict, by these very

points, I say, his charges shall he proved calumnious. The usual construc-

tion of the verb is with an accusative either of the person

or of the thing : I can find no instance of it with a dative, and there-

fore have deviated from the usual translation, which connects$
with here {calumnious in those points which he does attack) as

a contrast to d above. The dative in this case must be taken as a

dative of relation, but the construction will not be so satisfactor}’.

The sense, however, is excellent in either case : cf. ^' d -
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K€LS, 119.

—

. Another spurious document. The date

of Ctesiphon’s psephisma was 337 b. c. Euthycles was not the

Archon : for the first six months Chserondas was in office, then Phry-

nichus. Again, this document is clearly not ^^ for we

find in the speech of iEschines, p. 87, that the genuine

began with an allusion to as distinct from. Lastly, the

document has no particular connection with what goes before or

comes after in the argument. See Bohnecke, Yol. L, p. 581.—
amovTOs, the twenty-first. See Calendar in Die. Antiq.—--
*$. Observe the force of the irpos, in addition to the public

moneys, thus corresponding with the in.—. This

is Schafer’s, Jacob’s, and Dindorf’s accepted emendation. They

understand here to be commissioners who were to superintend

the public sacrifices, e. g. the Eleusinia. There is, however, no au-

thority for the existence of such an office at Athens. There is an

equally ingenious interpretation of the MS. reading ,:^— the

theatrical funds of all the tribes— assuming that each tribe had a sepa-

rate fund for this purpose, and that Demosthenes gave 100 minae to

each. Considering that the whole document is spurious, it is a mat-

ter of surprise that so much ingenuity should have been lavished

upon this single word. —€9 . . . Sup., 54 note.— 119. P. 43,

1. 5. 7€-, you indict for illegality, genitive

of the crime
;, middle voice to express the act of the prosecu-

tor in getting the name of the defendant entered (written) by the magis-

trate. — 7. TToios TLS. In heaven's name what would he the ideal ofan

utter villain, God-detested and calumnious thoroughly? 6vtws qualifies the

whole sentence, whether we take it with the three epithets or with

the verb, irpos is only used in questions, adjurations, and en-

treaties
;
never to strengthen an affirmative oath or assertion. — 120.

8. €. The peculiar honor of this proclamation in the theatre has

been already discussed at 83. As regards the number of times (-
aKis . . .TToWdKLs) besides rhetorical hyperbole, there is also another

explanation. We learn from .^schines (pp. 58 sq.) that these procla-

mations in the theatre in the first instance were made without

requiring the sanction of any law whatever : that they then became so

frequent as to be a positwe nuisance : that their publicity made them

to be regarded erroneously as a greater honor than the legally sanc-

tioned proclamations in the Boule or Ecclesia : that on this account

the Dionysiac law (83) was ultimately passed to limit them. We
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may well suppose that the orator refers to the period before the Dio-

nysiac law when he talks of and /cts, as well as referring

to the period after the Dionysiac law was passed when the occasions

would naturally be more rare. — 12. -. There is another

reading , which would be the same in translation, and but

slightly diiferent in meaning. When is followed by the indica-

tive mood the consequence is described as a certain fact, either in the

present or in the past, coincident in time with the tense of the verb on

which the consecutive sentence depends (33, : when is

followed by the infinitive, the consequence is described as a probable

result, future in time to the tense of the verb on which the consecutive

sentence depends. The former construction is a strong and indisputa-

ble assertion
;
the latter is less strong and less indisputable. Suppos-

ing the consequence to be of a negative shape, that negative in the

stronger construction will always, of course, be oi), in the weaker con-

struction it will usually be the weaker negative,. But if the result

is future in time, yet also certain in fact, the two constructions are so

far fused that the mood is the infinitive on account of the futurity,

and the negative is on account of the certainty. Two examples

may be cited at once :
—

(1) yap .
Eurip., Phoen., 1357, 8.

Here the knowledge obtained was future to the time when the walls

were built, and yet certain, for Creon possessed it.

(2) vvktos ^'
UTcya^eLv.

Soph., Elect, 780, 1.

Here the consequence was future to the threat and yet experience had

made it a certainty to Clytemnestra. See, however, Mr. Shilleto*s

admirable note (de F. L., p. 203), and Whiston’s note on this passage.

C. 671; Cu. 565, 617 ;
G. 266; H. 770, 771. The force of

compared with ^ is somewhat analogous. — 13.. This answers iEschines’ remark p. 60, ^ ·
toU ayoh ^ vos pyaa. Demosthenes contends that the greater

publicity enhances the benefit, not to the man who receives the
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crown, but to those who confer it or see it conferred. —.
Clearly not a genuine document. It does not correspond with the

account of the Dionysiac law given by iEschines (p. 58 sq.), nor with

the words of Demosthenes in the next section {\...^
which are obviously a verbal citation. Nor would it at all strengthen

the orator’s argument here, but quite the contrary. Judging from

the two conllicting orations, the law must have run in substance

thus: “No crowns are to be proclaimed in the theatre, except the

Demos or the Boule sanction them by a special decree. And these

crowns let the herald proclaim.” jEschines interprets the word

“crowns” in this law as limited to ^evLKol€ absolutely (et 7^

ns TToXis). Demosthenes interprets the word as in-

cluding any and every species of “ crown. ” He cites usage in confirma-

tion of his view. ^Eschines cites law (the other law about crowns)

in confirmation of his. So far as the law goes ^schines seems to be

right
;
but his interpretation could not have been familiar to his

audience, or else he would not have required to enforce it with such

prolixity (p. 58 sq.). So far as usage went Demosthenes must have

been right, or else his audience would never have tolerated his saying

what he does. No doubt both interpretations of the Dionysiac law

were possible
;
one was elaborate and strict, the other familiar and

lax. There is no need, so far as I can see, to impute insincerity to

either view : but in this I differ from former editors. — 121. P. 44,

1. 3. 7€€, i. e. 0 ^. Reiske however supplies or

6 $. Surely the act of proclamation could not be attributed to

the corporate body. — Take a course of hellebore; the

supposed cure for madness. Cf. Horace, 2 Sat., in., 82, 3 ;
166.

De . P., 300. —, gen. of motive; ^Laos, of crime.

So in English the relation in both may be expressed by for.— 8. -. On the oath of the Dicasts see 6, note ; and 2, rbv

opicov .— 122. 10.. Patriot. This is in answer to the pas-

sage in .^schines, p. 77, where he draws the picture of the ideal “ de-

motic,” attributing five qualities as essential; to be (1) free born,

(2) of patriotic family, (3) of high morality, (4) able and eloquent,

(5) courageous. The “ oligarch,” he says, is the antipodes to this
;
and

it is needless to say under which head he classes Demosthenes. — 11.€$. Given out: quasi locavisses faciendum: cf. p. 522, 1. 1.

—

. To he made by contract. Dissen cites p. 916,

^ irpbs vyypas . The
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avyypacj)^ was always in writing, the might or might not

be. —€...€§, and then had it delivered to you deficient in what

it ought to have had under the contract. Whiston. — 14. ··<.^-
vovs. Or as if patriots were known by their wordsy and not by their deeds

and measures. 7e/)...767'/co/x^us= tanquam noscerentur; on the

construction of this acc. absol. see Madvig, G. S., 82.— 15. ,. With promiscuous scurrility. A phrase as common as

dicenda tacenda in Latin. More exactly rendered by Whiston, you

shout, and call me all sorts of names mentionable and unmentionable. —
(7€ €$. As if you were on the top of a wagon taking part in

the riot of the %0es, the second day of the Anthesteria. See Die.

Ant. Dionysia. Cf. Aristoph., Ran., 416 sq. Equit., 544. Tropirdas,

sup., 11 note. Billingsgate, as the Londoners would say. Kennedy.
— 16. , sc.. The same phrase is found

p. 43, 1. 15 ; p. 442, 1. 7 ; p. 568, 1. 12. So eird ^, p. 1097,

1. 5, etc. — 123. 19. ^€. Implies wrongs (really received by the

person who brings the accusation, and who is merely seeking for legal

redress). — 20. -. Slanders which enemies come to speak of

one another as their own spirit dictates (although no wrong has really

been inflicted, and there is no claim for redress at law). All the

editors quote in illustration the notorious passage from Cicero pro

Cod. , c. 3 : aliud est maledicere, aliud accusare, etc.— 23. . Not

that we might get you together in court (eis, sc.), and then

abuse one another with abominations in the way of private scandal,

: ex vita privata. Dissen, who cites aptly p. 1335,-
vovs ^\vovas avrobs. The phrase KaKibs X&yeiv is

exactly Cicero’s maledicere.— 124. 27. 'iropircvciv. To blackguard. Cf.

TTopireias 11. The Greek requires a colloquial equivalent here.

P. 45, 1. 1. ^, sc. , is equivalent to

T7]s TTopireias. And yet not even here (sc. in blackguarding) is it right

for him to come off with less, sc. than he gave. 6$, personal

construction for impersonal. C. 573 ;
Cu. 571 ;

H. 777. — 5., C. 717 ;
Cu. 633

;
H. 868. — p,€v...ov 8c, where... but where, C.

433 c.
;
H. 590. — 6. ^. Pro civibus Atheniensibus, accord-

ing to Reiske, vho understands to have for its object the same$. Possibly, however, is neuter and absolute ;

in that case would refer to all the offences which ^Eschines in

his speech had imputed to the orator. The vpas below is in

favor of Reiske’s view. — 125. 8. $ -. Scathless on every
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ground; that of law, that of time, that of limitation, that of constant pre-

vious awards, that of my never having yet been convicted of doing you a

single wrong; the protasis goes on to ttJs the ’ after ttJ

answering the after where I, on the one hand, am scathless, . . . while

the city, on the other, must needs share more or less in the glory of my public

acts, there you have met meface toface. To oppose Demosthenes on this

ground was to arraign the character and conduct of the people, wlio

had not only adopted his policy hut shared in the honor of it. Here-

in lay the strength of Demosthenes in all this trial. On^,
see 15 note s. v.; and on see s. v. Die. Ant. — 9. €{(.
Dissen understands this as referring to the prosecutions conducted by
Diondas against the psephisms of Aristonicus and Hyperides, by Pa-

trocles against the trierarchic law of Demosthenes, etc., etc. Cf. pp.

302, 628.

126-131. Having thus refuted his accusations on the
LEGAL AND TECHNICAL POINTS, I PROCEED NOW TO RETALIATE
HIS PERSONALITIES. LeT ME GIVE A BRIEF SKETCH OF HIS PAR-

ENTAGE AND OF HIS BREEDING.

126. 15. €<€8 refers, as before, to the oath taken by the Dicasts,

1 6nep (end).— 16. ScSetKTai, i. e. I have shown you all distinctly what

your verdict should be as regards the charges of illegality brought by

my opponent against Ctesiphon. here, as before, means to

exhibit rather than to prove, 4 p.ev. A difierent interpretation has,

however, been suggested, assuming that a burst of applause had fol-

lowed the preceding sentence, and that the orator is pleased to esti-

mate it as a clear indication of the coming verdict. No doubt it w'ould

have been easy for the orator to provide this burst of applause as at

52. But we should certainly in that case have found him taking far

greater advantage of it and expressing himself with a more clear con-

struction. — 17. -(1$. This word, according to strict syntax,

would follow instead of preceding €^. Similar inversions are

noticed by Schafer, p. 323, 1. 13 ; p. 329, 1. 29 ; p. 347, 1. 28 ; p. 361,

1. 25, etc. They may be ascribed merely to the taste of rhetorical

euphony, the sense remaining unaffected. — 19. . The

barestfacts : the minimum sufficient for the absolute exigencies of the

situation
:
just what is absolutely necessary. Whiston.— 20. ,

and of what parentage. C. 412 ;
Cu. 409. — 21. Xoyovs rtvas, certain

expressions. .«Eschin., p. 77, ,, ttcDs * ^^ ; . . .
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The whole passage in ^Eschines is well worth perusal. He derides the

extravagance of the orator’s language in having used such phrases as' — —-€, and the like. — Siacrvpei. Sup.^ 27, 8^€.—-
rhs €*5, although he has himself said. The participle is circum-

stantial. — 22. €·. Here the protasis ends without any
apodosis, which, as Hermogenes rightly interprets, is intended to mark
indignation. — 127. 23. AlaK0s...MCva>s. Judges in the lower world
(see Plato’s Gorgias, 524), and so models of dignity and integrity. —
24. o-TTcppoXoyos. Schafer cites Eustathius (Horn., Od., p. 1547, 41)

o Kvpuvs, <^epoo‘yos €03
(Aristoph., Ay., 232) €\1/$ $ irepl

ayopas3^ ^ -, '$'. We may translate babbler, i. e. a retailer of

second-hand and second-rate information. So in the notorious pas-

sage, Act. Apost., xvii. 18.

—

€{. The etymology of this

substantive suggests at once its twofold meaning : “something thor-

oughly rubbed in contact” would suggest either “conversant,” “ex-

pert,” etc., or “trite,” “ worn out, ” etc. Aristophanes (iViu6., 447)

clearly intends as a compliment. The orator here as

clearly intends the opposite. In either case we have no English

equivalent and are reduced to paraphrase. Whiston translates, a

drudge of theforum ; Kennedy, a hack of the market.—6€. A brute

ofa secretary or a ivretch ofa clerk. jEschines appears to have acted in

this capacity to some of the Athenian authorities judging from 261,

•^^^ Tois$. The substantive used as an epithet in lieu

of the adjective is not uncommon in Attic. — 26. €'7€5, 10, cl 8^

{fn.).

—

*7Topt(racr0ai. The verb insinuates that the phrases

were far-fetched. Schafer cites p. 938 and p. 1392 for similar usage.

We may render, to imagine such offensive expressions.— 27. *, k. t. .
The citation is almost verbatim from the last paragraph in the speech

of Alscliines, yg € €$ -
ayyvov ... Having been taxed by

his opponent with using florid language the orator seizes this obvious

opportunity for a retort. — 128. P. 46, 1. 4. ,. According to

the Scholiasts, in time of public pestilence or other national diaster

the vilest members of the state Avere put to a violent death as scape-

goats for the whole community. Aristoph., Plut., 454, Ran, 733,
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Eq.^ 1136, etc. From this the word would naturally become a term

of extreme abuse : You scum of creation.— 6. ji.6v. Of those

toho have really enjoyed it not a man would use such an expression about

himself hut would even blush if any else were to utter it. Whiston is

doubtless right in taking this to refer to the remarks of ^Eschines,

p. 88. — 9. TOis 8* '€6<. While to those who, like you,

have missed education but affect it, the result is, that whenever they speak

they pain their hearers by their brutality, but never appear educated men.

On see 35,--.— 129.15. -€. See Smith’s

Diet. Geogr., Athens. This beautiful and well-preserved temple is now
the national museum of Athens. — 16.- 7|.. The

school-work of the period consisted in reading, writing, and reciting

passages of poetry with explanations. Cf. Plat., Protag., 325 E. In

the F. L., p. 41 9, the father of ^schines is described as himself biba-

y, somewhat inconsistent, though not entirely so, with

this passage and that below on p. 313. — 16. $. Leg-irons

(Aristoph., Plut., 276), so called from their resemblance in shape to

the standard vessel of dry measure. The Scholiast interprets this as

merely an insinuation that Tromes was a worthless slave under per-

petual punishment. Dissen compares Plant., Capt., 3. 5. 64 and 75 :

crassas compedes.—. Here apparently of the wooden collar for

the neck. Aristoph., Nub., 592, and Plant., Capt., 2. 2. 107, are

cited by Whiston in illustration. Cf. Act. Apost., xv. 24. — 17. .€-€5 . By daylight. Coitus qui sunt imprimis flagitiosi. Din-

DORF. €€$ ydpoLS €st de die in fornice prostare,

Keiske. — 18. €(. Hovel: according to others, brothel here.

Bekker reads and Acete6. —. The clew for in-

terpreting this is, no doubt, to be found in the F. L., p. 419, where

the father of JEschines is described as keeping school irpbs. Ingenious commentators show us how3, the man

of splints, is a natural synonym in a facetious passage for laTpbs.

I think, however, they all omit to notice that the orator intends a

pun also on the name Heros here. He is affecting to invest the early

life of iEschines with supernatural influences, and as he alluded to

the Theseum just before, so now by way of ridicule he introduces

another hero, I have, therefore, with Hindorf, retained the small ,
though I quite agree with those who believe that the allusion is to

Heros the physician. So Holmes. In a paper read before the Ameri-

can Philological Association at Easton, in 1873, Prof. Goodwin ex-

9 M
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plains the } ijput as referring to a Scythian physician,

named Toxaris, who came to Athens in the time of Solon, died there

and was buried in the Cerameicus, and, his spirit a century later hav-

ing given the Athenians advice whereby a plague was caused to cease,

he was deified and worshipped as the ‘^Stranger Physician.” His

monument bore on it a representation of a Scythian bowman with a

strung bow in one hand and a book in the other. Now^ can

mean bowman (or more exactly arrow-man) as very often means

an arrow of reed. This monument was a relic of antiquity even in

the time of Demosthenes, and he naturally refers to it as marking

a well-known locality, which, as recent discoveries show, would have

been not far from the Theseum.— . Dissen cites

from Bekk., Anecd., p. 394, iv rrj X^yovaip ai ^^ rrepl^ 6 KaXbs avbpids . He also sees an allusion to the fact,

that jEschines avoided all gesticulation in speaking {F. Z., p. 421).

The author of the Vita ^schinis describes him as “a fine

figure of a man.”— 19.-. A tip-top actor of third parts

:

see Diet. Ant., Histrio.— €€€€. To be taken in connection with

yaols...pvy which denotes the left-handed means by which she

reared up her son, the beautiful statue and tip-top actor of third parts .

—

21.$ has no exact English equivalent, but may be ren-

dered boatswain as the nearest. The crew of a trireme rowed to the

music of a flute-player who marked the time for them. So Aristo-

phanes mentions KeXevarCjv as a prominent feature of the dock-

yard. Acharn.y Kennedy translates it — 22.

^€. Raised her out of this honorable trade. There is a double en-

tendre in this sarcasm, depending on the literal meaning of

as contrasted with,^ ot/cT^/xaros, which were

euphemisms to describe prostitution. — 23. . Here a

simple asseveration, not as above, 117. — 130. 27. yap ...-. For they (sc. the acts of his life, auVos€€) were not of

an every-day sort, but such as the nation execrates. This sentence in pre-

cedes the sentence pkv .,., and in that reading the

subject of 9jv would be jEschines and the antecedent of oh his parents

:

he was not the son ofevery-day persons, but, etc. So Schafer and Jacobs.

The arrangement of my text is the same with Dindorf’s, and iy

approved by quite the majority of editors. Indeed the context alone

is enough to settle the question. — P. 47, 1. 1. ^, . . . For it is

quite lately,— lately do I say ?— nay it is yesterday only or the day before
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that he has become at once an Athenian and an orator. A good instance

of the corrective^ odv (immo vero). ^Esch., Eum., 38 ;
Eurip., Hipp.,

1009 ;
Plat., Gorg., 466. — 3. -$. Referring only to the

change of the name Tromes into Atrometus, of which the former was
a lit name for a coward{) and a slave, while the latter was sug^

gestive of an intrepid freeman. — 5. '-. As a nickname no
doubt. Cf. Aristoph., Ranee, 289, where the Scholiasts explain that

it was the title of a malignant goblin. In the F. L., p. 256, ^schines
speaks of his mother’s brother as Glaucus, whence it has been fairly

inferred that his mother’s real name was Glaucis.— 6.. In-

cessant changing of shape and figure is alleged by the Scholiast as

the distinctive quality of the goblin Empusa. The coarse double en-

tendre here is sufficiently obvious from what has preceded. — 131. 9.

€K. Instead of: as coming out of one state into the other. The idiom

is very common. Soph., 0. T., 454, Antig., 1093, etc. — 10.

'·$. Not only not. The idiom involves an ellipsis of \y. Eully

stated it would mean, “ I do not mention your showing gratitude :

that would be absurd to expect in your case though it \vould be merely

natural in any one else.” Our own idiom “not to speak of” is often

similarly used. Analogous are the uses of otl and . For

examples see Madv., G. S., 212; C. 717, g; Cu. 622, 4 ;
H. 848, c.

— 13. . It seems (i. e. in AEschines’ representation) : ironical, as

in 22. — 15.. In strong antithesis to the €€ which

immediately precedes.

132-134. As A SPECIMEN OF THE ATROCIOUS CONDUCT OF ^SCHI-

NES LET US TAKE THE CASE OF AnTIPHO. He WAS ARRESTED BY

ME AS A TRAITOR, BUT NEARLY ESCAPED PENALTY THROUGH THE

INTRIGUES OF MY OPPONENT. AnD FOR THIS THE AREOPAGUS CAN-

CELLED THE latter’s appointment AS ADVOCATE OF ATHENS BE-

FORE THE AmPHICTYONIC COUNCIL, REGARDING HIM AS A TRAITOR.

132.16.. The case is mentioned by Plutarch (Vit.

Oemosth., 14) and by Dinarchus (c, Demosth., p. 98, 1. 25). The latter

deplores Antiphon as a victim. The facts seem to have been as fol-

lows. Antiphon had been disfranchised, for some reason not recorded.

In revenge he attempted to betray his country to Philip, and con-

spired with him in a design of burning the Athenian fleet. The date,

according to Dissen’s calculation, would be shortly after the-
held in the year 346. Demosthenes denounced Antiphon before

the Ecclesia, who, however, acquitted him. Demosthenes then
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brought him before the Areopagus, who had the right to take extraor-

dinary cognizance of extreme cases where the safety of the state was

involved. They condemned Antiphon
;

but their sentence (-
0 5

)
would then require to be formally approved by the Boule and

Ecclesia. After this Antiphon would be tried once more before the

Heliaea. We know that the result was his torture and execution.

He appears to have been one of the family of Harmodius according

to Dinarchus [I. c.), but we know nothing more of his history. He

is not to be confounded with Antiphon, one of the ten Attic ora-

tors. —<€= struck off the register of voters : see Smith,

Die. Ant., 3 . — 21. cv,. Plutarch himself de-

scribes this proceeding of Demosthenes as ,. —
22. -.$. Warranty to be granted by a vote of the Ecclesia.

The orator seems to have acted so far illegally that he arrested Anti-

phon in his own house, although he was not justified in doing so

either by official position or sanction of the people.— 133. 24. *Ap€tou.

Smith, Die. Ant., Areiopagus. — 25. €. Another instance

of meiosis ; anything hut opportunely. The absence of the article gives

additional strength to the phrase, and is the more appropriate for an

antithesis to .—€(€. Made further inquiry: the force of

in composition is here strongly marked.— 27. -- dv.

Such a traitor as this would have been snatched out ofyour grasp, and hav-

ing slipped through the clutches of penalty would have been despatched to

freedom by this master of imposing eloquence.— P, 48, 1. 2. <6-
<ravT€s. The seems to have corresponded exactly to the rack

of our own semi-barbarous ages. A list of modes of torture in which

this is included will be found in the notorious passage, Aristoph.,

Ran., 620 sq. Some discussion has been raised as to how a free Athe-

nian could have been put to the torture at all ? There are two ob-

vious answers: (1) Antiphon as o7}L€s was no longer a free

Athenian
; (2) The rack was applied, not for his examination under

torture, but for his execution under sentence. See Smith, Die.

Ant., sub. BdaaiOs. — yvp=as it was.— 3. ye intensifies the bitter-

ness of the taunt : as you ought to have done to this creature likewise,

sc. so far at least as your duty and his deserts were concerned.— 134.

5. *. Advocate: i. e. they retained him to plead their case

before the Amphictyonic Council. His appointment, however, was

afterwards cancelled, as we see, by the Areopagus, on suspicion of

his sympathies with Macedon, which naturally, on this as on other
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occasions, was opposed to the Athenian interests. Hyperides was

anti-Macedonian in his politics. — 6. €V. The question at

issue, which had been already long disputed, was whether the Athe-

nians or the Delians were entitled to have the custody of the temple

of Apollo at Delos : the date of the case being tried before the Am-
phictyonic Council was 345. —€. By attraction to ayvoias

instead of the dative, which would be the natural construction.

There is a various reading ' ijairep but only in a small minority of

the MSS. — 7. irpo<T€tX€<r0€. This is Wolf’s emendation, adopted by

Dindorf, in place of €€€ MSS. Schafer approves it as espe-

cially consistent with the in. Translate, associated to you

that body in addition, i. e. requested the Areopagus to co-operate in

their deliberations with the Boule and the Ecclesia, giving them ab-

solute power over the decision to be formed. Those who read Trpoet-

interpret it'^ , i. e. delegated to act for you. No
other instance can be cited of the verb being thus used, but certainly

it is a jjossible interpretation. — 10. airb . Tendering their

votefrom the altar, i. e. advancing to vote immediately after having taken

an oath with the fullest solemnity. Taylor cites p. 1265, 1. 6, irpos

Tov dyovres i^opd^ovres. Cic., pro Balb., 5 : ut mos Graeco-

rum est, iurandi causa ad aras accederet.— 11.. The ex-

treme solemnity of the occasion has been mentioned as enhancing the

effect of this public censure on ^schines. — 135..
Another spurious document according to Droysen and Winiewski, but

defended, as usual, by Ybmel. The question is not worth discussing.

But we may notice as irregular the absence, in each case, of the name

of the witness’s father
;
the phrase which appears so

redundant and superfluous
;
and the absence of any details about the

voting on which the orator has so strongly insisted in 134.— 14. Xc-

yovTOs. has, which would much improve the sense, an

ellipsis of Xeyecv being easy : b has ovos Xeyetv and adds

after'€. I believe, however, that Dindorf’s text is the most

correct, and we must take XiyovTos as imperfect, when he was going to

speak.

136. Take another instance of my opponent’s political con-

duct IN CONTRAST WITH MINE. WhEN PyTHON AT THE CONVEN-

TION WAS ATHENS, I DENOUNCED AND CRUSHED HIM,

^SCHINES AIDED AND ABETTED HIM.

18.. ^Eschines was 45 in the year referred to (345).
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Clearly there is no allusion here to age but only to character. The
same sense of violence or extravagance is constantly found in veavL€0-€ and veavLKbv, of which the Lexica give abundant examples. We
may here render this gallant fellow as spoken in irony, ye is also

ironical. — 19. 6t€. Either just before Chseronea (Diodor., XVI.,
85) or in the year 344 (p. 81, 1. 23). The latter view is supported
by Winiewski. We know nothing about the facts except from this
passage and that in the De Halonneso (p. 81, 1. c.). That Python was
a famous orator is attested by Demosthenes, p. 1469, 1. 18, and
^schines, p. 44, 1. 35.~ P. 49, 1. 1. . To plunge L· dis-

grace. The phrase is exceptional, as Schafer notices. — 3. (-
fievio. Bragging and bursting full upon you. Colloquial phraseology.
peXv of eloquence is very common. Aristoph., Eq., 527, etc.

;
Juve-

nal, X., 128 : torrentem et pleni moderantem frena theatri. Dissen
also cites Hor., 1 Sat.y II., 28.

137. Anothee instance, ^schines was caught conferring
WITH THAT NOTORIOUS SPY OF PhILIP’s, AnAXINUS.

11·. A native of Oreus in Euboea, who came to Athens

in 341 ostensibly to make some purchases for Philip’s Queen Olym-

pias (iEschin., p. 85). At this date the Athenians were contemplat-

ing the liberation of Euboea and a despatch of forces to assist the

Hellespont. Anaxinus was, rightly or wrongly, denounced and exe-

cuted as a spy for these proceedings (1. c.). .^Eschines especially

taunts the orator with having caused the death of a man who had

been his host in Euboea. —-. We have here, of course, a

brilliant petitio principii. Whether Anaxinus was a spy or not, his-

tory has left uncertain. But the argument noscitur a sociis falls

through in the other event, and therefore the orator promptly assumes

that he was.

—

. Another .spurious document. The

witnesses are mentioned without the address of their several demes.

No one of the name of Nicias is found in the list of Archons at or

near this year (341). —-, swore to it before the generals.

138. I COULD ADD MUCH MORE TO THE SAME EFFECT. BUT YOU
NEVER FEEL THESE THINGS AS YOU OUGHT.

18. , somewhat as follows. Accordingly the following

clause is without a connective as being explanatory, ihv would regu-

larly be acc. =in respect to which, but is in the gen. by attraction.

—

P. 50, 1. 3. 0€. Stored^ deposited, laid on record, a financial ex-

pression in the first instance, p. 1236 (fin.), p. 186, 1. 10, etc. Scored
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up is the closest rendering here. — 4. * ..., nor for proper

resentment^ acc. after ds. —€€. You havOy through a vile custom,

given vast license to any one who wishes to trip and slander him who speaks

for any of your interests. In €^€ we have another wrestling

metaphor.— 8.,6. Bartering for. The sentiment has

been already illustrated in 3, note ^rcpov €.— 11.. Cf. 13.

€, note.

139. Before the declaration of war ^schines did his best

TO HELP Philip ;
and after the war began he never proposed

A SINGLE MEASURE FOR THE GOOD OF ATHENS.

12. . The sense of these two particles combined is usually

to dismiss a consideration
;

cf. the notorious phrase pkv. The in itself implies so strong an assertion of the protasis

that no further question can possibly be raised about that, whatever

may be said about something else. The paves the way for the

introduction of that something else, if necessary, in the apodosis.

But no apodosis is absolutely required. For examples see Soph., EL,

103; Platon., Polit., 2S7, Prot., 315. — 16. . Sup., 73,.— Xeppovqcros. /S'wp., 92, Xeppovqo-iTcov.— 17.’. The

reference is here to the seizure of Elatea in 339 (the autumn) when
Philip was appointed by the Amphictyonic Council to command the

forces attacking Locris. The excitement caused at Athens by this

seizure of Elatea we read 169 sq.— 18. €€<€. 89, ivarras, note.

— 20. €$. The Scholiasts interpret this Lo\oopos,
and so we find in the Etym. M., s. v. *\'^%, the lambic verse

being the distinctive metre of lampoon :^^ yap rh. But surely we must also understand an allusion here to that

already threadbare topic, the histrionic profession of ^Eschines. Of

course the double entendre cannot be preserved by any English. Whis-

ton’s rendering, mouther of iambics, is as good as any. — 22. €,
i. e. I will sacrifice part of the time allowed me for speaking, to give

him the opportunity, if he can take it, forsooth.— 23. . ?.
rat yap to ayp tols^ ,

ypap eyopL tols ds /
\4yovaiP. ^Esch., 82. A description of the clepsydra, by which the

time allowed to each speaker was measured, is given in Smith’s Die.

Ant. Whiston alludes, in this connection, to the joke at the sobriety

of Demosthenes, viz., that other men spoke by water, he composed by

it. — 24. €. An obvious ellipsis of, or, better,.
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The constiTiction is very common : p. 113, 1. 10. Platon., Charm,y

160 c. With an impersonal subject the ellipsis would be of^,
— ^ . . . That either he proposed no measures confiicting with

mine because he could find no fault in what I was then doing^ or else that

he did not bring forward better measures than mine because he was studying

the interest of the enemy. The participial sentences are causal. Madvig,

G. S.y 174, b; C. 674; Cu. 581; G. 277, 2 ;
H. 789; the force of

is here decidedly against: not simply beside but beside^ with the

object of contesting and obstructing.— 27. €€ ds p.eo-ov (proferre in

medium)

y

as usual, is merely the technical phrase for publication.

140, 141. If he framed no policy, did he at any rate

HOLD HIS TONGUE WHEN MISCHIEF WAS IN THE WIND ? NaY, HE
MONOPOLIZED THE BEMA. EeMEMBER THAT MONSTROUS CASE OF

THE AMPHISSIAN LoCRIANS. I MOST SOLEMNLY SWEAR TO TELL

YOU THE WHOLE TRUTH ABOUT IT.

140. P. 51, 1. 1. ’Ap . Did he then make no speeches either (as

he certainly moved no measures) when it was needful to do some mischief?

The point is this : no single psephism of iEschines’ proposing can

be found in the records of the war period (139) ;
but he made plenty

of speeches,—and he always spoke with a mischievous intent. Reiske

and Schafer are both anxious to limit the clause —^ by

understanding either or epydaaaOai tl \6. But they

thus ignore the obvious antithesis of ^ypaepev to ^Xeyep. He moved

nothing, but he said plenty
;
and all that he said was bad. — 2. ov

o5v. iVay, no one else had a chance of speakingy i. e. he let no one

else get a hearing. — 3. ,^. Other things the state could bear,

as it seemsy and this man could do ivithout detection. C. 677, f
;
Cu. 590

;

G. 279, 2 ;
H. 801. — 6. riXoSj finishing stroke.— 8., i. e.

the decrees passed by the Amphictyonic Council respecting these

Locrians of Amphissa. Schafer compares 'M.eyapiv, “the

vote concerning the Megarians” : Thucyd., L, 140. — 8. to has here

its original force of a distinctive pronoun. See Donaldson, New Cra-

tyluSy 148, and note ds pkvy 71 sup. — 9. 1€. Wash outy strictly

of the hands. The middle voice here denotes action on self. On the

metaphor, which is frequent and familiar, particularly in dramatic

literature, ancient and modern, cf. Eur., I. T.y 1223, ws. — 10. . You will not talk enough ^br THAT,

however prominent and prolix you may show yourself as a speaker.

The emphasis falls on. — 141.11. . This passage may
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well be compared with the exordium. He justifies the solemnity of

the language in the next paragraph. — 13. *$. Father-god^ and
hence tutelary divinity. Apollo, according to Athenian mythology,

was the father of Ion by Creusa, daughter of Erectheus, king of

Athens, and wife of Xuthus. Ion succeeded to the throne. (Eurip.,

Ion, 1574, etc.) Hence the Athenians had, at Delphi.

All the Ionian states seem to have worshipped the Pythian Apollo as

their Oebs 7$. See Muller, Dor., I., p. 244. — 15. etTroLiAt

€iTTOv, ifI shall speak the truth and did speak it then immediately.

142-144. Why HAVE I made these solemn asseverations?

Because, whatever strong proof I adduce, you will hardly
BELIEVE iEsCHINES HAD THE POWER TO DO SUCH MISCHIEF. JuST
WHAT HAPPENED IN THE PhOCIAN CASE. I WARNED THE EcCLESIA

AND THEY WOULD NOT BELIEVE ME.

142. 23. ^. Concessive : and so/ which follows. Madvig’s

G. S., 174 b
;

C. 674, f : Cu. 582 ;
G. 277, 5 ;

H. 789, f. —-
). The Archives: the word describes any public building: its

character is settled here by the context. Herod., VI., 52, 57. — 26.. Minor quam ut conficeret : incapable of, literally less than

the mischief, i. e. unequal to such a magnitude of mischief. Cf. the

analogous use of ^cet^ous in the F. L.,p. 350 (init.).— P. 52, 1. 1.9, 18, and Introduction II. — 143. 2. *. This city be-

longed to the Locri Ozolse and stood on the Phocian frontier. In-

genious Scholiasts have noticed that the words rbv ^.,.’
make a hexameter. — 3. €. Metropolis of Phocis on the

frontier of Epicnemidian Locris. — 6. €Xs. Was the author in

his single self of the greatest disasters. The common use of efs as an

intensive in connection with a superlative. Cf. Soph., Trach., 459,$
|

TrXetVras ets ^ ;— 6. *, i. e.

when iEschines had just come back from acting as deputy at the

Amphictyonic Council, who had declared war on the Amphissians at

his instigation. We must compare throughout jEschines’ own
account of this (p. 71 sq.). — 9. 4k 7€5. Dissen aptly

remarks that the name was given to the party of friends

who would rally round an accused person, or a person in any critical

position, the Latin advocati. Cf. the use of the word in the New Tes-

tament, rendered in the common version sometimes Advocate, and

sometimes Comforter. We may paraphrase here : his clique who were

seeded by him.— 10. ol %i — the rest.— 144. 15. €. But ac-

9*
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cording to ^Eschines (Z. c.), Demosthenes did impress his views on the

meeting, and it was owing to him that the Athenians dissented from

the Amphictyonic policy instead of joining the attack upon the Am-
phissians. — 15. €{»... <rvvT€0€V. el· passim seiungitur a voce ad quam
pertinet. See Heind. at Platon., Charmid.y p. Ill (Schafer). — 17.

Seivorqs. Croft: calliditas (Schafer).

145-159. For Philip’s plans it was indispensable to create

HOSTILITIES AGAINST US ON THE PART OF ThEBES AND ThESSALY.

Hence his intrigue in the Amphictyonic Council, which led

TO THE Sacred War, and for which he employed ^Eschines

AS AN INSTRUMENT. ThE ACCOUNT JEsCHINES GAVE YOU IS FALSE.

The attack on the Locrians was unprovoked. Philip’s ap-

pointment AS Commander-in-chief was achieved by the mean
PARSIMONY OF THE AmPHICTYONS WHO WISHED TO ESCAPE THE

EXPENSES OF THE WAR. DiRECTLY HE WAS APPOINTED HE DROPPED

THE Locrian business and seized Elatea. Listen to the
DOCUMENTS WHICH PROVE WHAT I SAY. FOR ALL OUR SUFFER-

INGS ^SCHINES, AS A TOOL OF PhILIP, IS DISTINCTLY RESPONSIBLE

AND TO BLAME.

145. 24. <. Guenllas. The orator wishes to deny the regular

army any share in such successes as were won (146). The chief damage
done to Macedon, he alleges, was the interference with their commerce
by these irregular marauders. — 25. 4k rqs $. By constructio

prsegnans for yap i^^yero ev ry yLyvovv rijs^. C. 704; . 680.

—

146. P. 53, 1. 1. €4. If they

did not allow him a passage through their territory. The negative (^)
has its usual force with a participle, of introducing a conditional

clause.— 2.. Concessive : cf. 142. /cpareiv with the accu-

sative = to conquer: vith the genitive = to conquer and hold. The accu-

sative is that of relation, not of the direct object. Madv., 31 ;
C. 480, b

;

Cu. 400, c
;
G. 159

;
H. 544, a. Though victorious in war over the gen-

erals you were in the habit of sending outy of whatsoever sort they were (for

/ pass this)y it was his fortune to suffer losses from the very nature of the

locality and the circumstances of each party.— 4. <€ . Dis-

sen compares Philipp.

y

I. 48 (p. 93), rrjs 3 . He could not

attack them by land because Thebes and Thessaly obstructed his ap-

proach
;
and he could not attack them by sea because their navy was

superior.— 6 5 . Macedon was strong in land forces,

Athens in maritime : but the land forces were useless, as has been
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just explained : so that Athens had the advantage in point of arma-

ment in the aggregate. — 147. 6. oniix-irciOot. Induce to join him.

Hence the element .- is introduced. There is a mixture of moods

in this conditional construction which may thus be preserved in Eng-

lish : His idea was that, were he to try and induce either Thebes or Thes~

saly to join him in attacking you, no one ivould listen to him ; hut supposing

him elected commander as having taken up their common grievances, then his

expectation was that he would, with comparative ease, deceive them partly

and paiily persuade them. The imperfect optative, introduces

the more improbable alternative (si persuaderet), the aolist subjunc-

tive aipeSy states the very condition which was actually fulfilled after-

wards (si electusfuerit ) : the imperfects ijyeLTo, suggest the

duration and deliberate character of Philip’s plans.— 11. *-
-. For the Amphictyons. Dativus commodi precisely.— 12. -. A disturbance at the Pylceal The meeting of the Council was

called from the place of meeting, Thermopylse
;
so also the

members were called :. See Die. Ant., Amphictyons.

Trepi here is of time and place both. — 12. ds . For thereupon

he thought they would immediately address him with entreaties, i. e. to co-

operate with them in the quarrel. — 148. 14. ’. Philip

obtained this privilege as part of his victory in the Phocian war. —
€,. Religion-commissioners. An office apparently for life,

at any rate superior to that of the Pylagorse. See Smith, Die. Ant.,

for a full discussion of the point. — 15. €€. Philip : change of

pronoun to avoid repeating eaurou. Schafer recites exactly the same

construction from Xen., Hell., I. vi. 14. —€<. Were to intro-

duce this matter. The optative here of the condition which did not

happen, the subjunctive 5 of the condition which did. See 147,-€.— 18. '€. His (sc. Philip’s) adversaries. The ele-

ment - modifies the force of the adjective a little : there was no

open Avar between Athens and Macedon just at this period. Still

vTrevavTios and iyavrios, according to the Lexica, are used almost

synonymously. — 19. *6. He (Philip) would evade suspicion.

The subject of to be taken from which precedes.— 149.

22. €$· Was proposed as Pylagoras, and three or four hands

having been held up, was declared to be duly elected: that the whole thing

was a job, or an oversight, is what the orator wishes to imply. — 25.. With all the prestige of the city about him. Like ^,,
&^, so is frequently thus used in lieu of a preposition. As
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the elected representative, ^Eschines would of course possess all the
influence of Athens to his hearers in the Council. — 26. l-ir^paivev,

imp. to denote the beginning of a process = set about accomplishing:€€ below, histor. pres.—4* ots. The endsfor which, here of the
basis in connection with which the contract was made. See also 16, iv
0€8, note.— 27. \oyovs jJivGovs, facts andfables.—, were unused to speeches, the hieromnemons. This might well
be as they were appointed by lot. Whiston.— P. 54, 1. 1. 60€v. As
to how

:

the matter being old in history has to be traced/rom its origin:

hence6 rather than '?. —. The tract of Cirrha

:

a fre-

quent resort of pilgrims to Delphi. According to iEschines, the Cir-

rhaeans grossly overcharged and plundered these sojourners. Hence
the first Sacred War (b. c. 595) was undertaken by the Amphictyons
to punish them. Their city, which stood on the Sinus Corinthiacus,

close to Delphi, was captured and destroyed in 585, and the ground
on which it had stood was consecrated to Apollo. This no doubt is

historical fact (iEschin., pp. 68, 69), though it suits the orator here

to speak of it as a myth. — 150. 4. ir€pi€X0€iv, to make a survey, with

the object of inspecting, to see if the sacred ground was being en-

croached upon. — 5. ». As being their oivn. The participle con-

stitutes here a causal sentence. Madv., G. S., 174 [quippe quum sua

ipsorum esset). — 6. $. A portion of the sacred tract. Genitive

strictly partitive. —. According to ^Eschines (Z. c.) the Locrian

representatives had moved in the Council that a fine of fifty talents

be imposed on Athens for dedicating sundry golden shields, in the

new Temple of Apollo, inscribed “taken by the Athenians from the

Persians and Thebans when fighting against the Greeks.” Besides the

offensive inscription, there was a further transgression in the shields

having been dedicated before the new Temple was fully consecrated.

There is no reason to doubt that the Locrians did move this resolu-

tion to have the Athenians fined
;
true, it was not a case of5 irrd-

yetp, but iEschines had never said it was
;
he had only described them

as boy ela. All that Demosthenes could fairly have urged

in reply would have been that this Locrian resolution was not worth

being noticed by the representative of Athens
;

or, at any rate, that

JEschines, if he did notice it at all, ought to have noticed it in a dif-

ferent way. In this part of the speech the orator’s argument is

decidedly weak, not to say evasive. — 7., circumstantial

part. : although the Locrians were bringing no suit against us, nor charging
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what this man now pretends
y
saying what was not true. iEschines (1. c.)

had represented that his charge of sacrilege against the Locrians

(alleging that they had desecrated this hallowed Cirrhaean territory)

was provoked entirely as a countercharge in answer to their charge

of sacrilege against Athens. The orator tries to prove that they had

not really made such a charge. — 10. €€--. To accomplish a

prosecution of our state without serving a summons. €\ is a little

unusual in connection with UK7)Vy but distinguishes the actual bring-

ing of an action into court from the mere threatening to bring one,

which is all the orator admits the Locrians to have done. The sum-

mons, of course, would be before the court of the Amphictyonic

Council. — = surely

y

or of course.— €€<€. Name the man
who served the citation. On6\.$ see Smith, Die. Ant.

,
Dike, and

Cleteres. — 11. iroias $. Literally, in what Archonship ?

i. e. name the year.— clSora. Tell us the man who knows of ity i. e.

adduce confirmatory evidence. All this, though strong in rhetoric, is

somewhat absurd in logic, as no one had ever alleged that the trial

had taken place at all. — 13. €. The element /car- here of

abusing rather than of using to the full. But both senses are implied.

— 151. 1 4. ·<. Direction. The word has an interesting techni-

cal use in Platon., Protag.

y

326, D, avayKa^ovai -. Some understand that the writing-master traced

the letters faintly in pencil, and that the pupil followed the lines so

traced. Others understand that the lines were merely ruled to keep
the writing straight. See Heind. 1. c.— 15. ). Genitive of

separation : within a littlcy almost. See oXiyov detv, note , 20.

C. 665 ;
H. 575, a. —-. Shot down,

s ^. Her., IX., 17. — 19. -$. ras yvas’ (‘^a

native of Pharsalia and president of the Amphictyons,” .^Eschin.,

p. 71 ^w.). We know nothing more about him. — 21. €. iEschi-

nes gives a very different account, pp. 71, 72 ;$, yapyiv aoToOs ...
vays KaTTpyayoVy% -

roi)s *$ : that is, that the Am-
phictyonic troops invaded the territory of the Amphissians and com-
pelled them to submit to certain conditions, which, however, they
did not fulfil, so that it was necessary to make a second expedition
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against them. It is, however, quite possible, as Whiston observes,

that both accounts were true in the main. We have to allow for each

of the two orators regarding the matter from such a different stand-

point. —-. The next, i. e. the autumn meeting of the Am-
phictyons. See below, .— ds = for or by.— 22.. Werefor handing the war over to Philip. We understand-

as the object of which Eeiske renders ablegabant, and Bremi

mandare studuerunt. Cf. p. 125, 1. 20. — 152. 25. €<€. They

must either themselves subscribe, i. e. to provide funds for raising an

army. The was an extraordinary war tax. See Die. Ant.,

sub V.— |€vovs. Enlist foreigners, i. e. as mercenary troops. — 26., i. e. to enforce the payment of the subscription. — 27. €€-
vov, i. e. Philip, if elected general, would bear the whole expense of

the war. — P. 55, 1. 1. 4k, from these considerations.— €4$.
The capture of Elatea was in the winter of 339 ;

we do not know the

exact date, but at any rate within three months of the autumn Pylica

referred to. — 3. -. Having bid a long adieu, i. e. having dis-

missed from his consideration, roi/rois ^ y,
p. 62, 1. 19. The phrase is common in this sarcastic usage. — 153. 8.

TO *. At all eventsfor the moment, sc. though not ultimately.

— 4...€. Chiefly, it is true...but in a secondary

degree. I have already noticed as an adversative, 12 ;
no ad-

versative was necessary here, as elra is itself antithetic. See note on

^, 1. — 11. $. We are at a loss to understand in what

form these dates were preserved on record
;
certainly it could not have

been as they appear in the spurious document below. We should

have expected the reading of successive passed at the

period in question, with the dates of the day and month attached,

and distinct reference to the several events
;
or else of the particular

describing the appointment of JEschines as Pylagoras. Cf.

155, end. — 154.. The contents of both these Dogmas
stamp them as forgeries. They merely embody the statements of

Demosthenes, and quite ignore the conflicting statements of ^schines

(p. 71 sq.). Of course the indefatigable Bohnecke and Ydmel defend

both as genuine. But the elaborate criticisms of Droysen and others

effectually demolish their validity. The curious will refer to Dindorfs

Demosthenes, Vol. V., p. 406, for a resumS of the discussion.—.
Supposed to be an Arch-Hieromnemon corresponding to the Archon

Eponymus. —. Both decrees are dated in the spring, which
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directly contradicts ^ 151. Reiske corrected eapiv-qs into

in the Second Decree, which the ungrateful Bohnecke is

pleased to style coniectura infelicissima.— irukayopois is the older form.

See Lex. — c^veSpois. We know of no such office in connection with

the Amphictyonic Council, but of course it may have existed. — 155.. Some critics object to this as an unusual term for the gen-

eral hodijy but it is a most common expression in Attic. Thuc., IV.,

78, etc., etc. —€,€. Having divided among themselves: the

active^ in the first dogma, is used less correctly, treat as

pasture for flocks; immediately below is quite classical, they

send to pasture.—*8. iEschines calls him a Pharsalian : 151,$.— . The infinitive after is the natural

and usual construction
;
ha with the subjunctive is wholly unclassi-

cal in prose. — = that. Classical usage would require otl

preceded probably by ayyeXkeiv^ unless Tve are to understand the

latter from^. —. The most meaningless of all

the forgeries
;

it specifies a date minutely, but omits to mention wffiat

happened upon it. —€8$. ^schines says he W’as appointed

TTvXayopas eiri€ Hpxovros, p. 69 (fln.). According to the

Fasti, the Archon Eponymus of 339 to 338 was Lysimachidas. At
any rate it was not Mnesithides (qui neque archon unquam neque opinor

scriha prytanice, aut prcetor fuit. Droysen.)— 156. 3. .
When they refused to comply, as already stated, 153.— 5. <9.
^ApKddas, 'Apyelovs, Mcaagidovs, *HXetous. SCHOL. — 6. -. This use of for the true reason is rare and scarcely

recognized in the lexicons. It is often opposed to \${
.,.^ ), and is used just below to denote the pretexts alleged

by Philip and presented by ^schines. —. The universal interests

as specified hy the Amphictyonic decree. The has here an intensive

force, not a copulative
; 3, first note. — 157.. This

document is not so obviously a forgery as most of those which have

preceded. The points of suspicion will be noticed as they occur. —* So Thucyd., V., 47, ol pyol , where

the historian is speaking of Mantinea and of Elis. As a designation of

chief magistrate it very likely existed in other Peloponnesian constitu-

tions also. Compare our

—

P.57. ·€<€. And
so assemble, etc. This use of with the imperative is rare, though

not without example both in prose and poetry. —. It is pretty

fairly established that the Macedonian month Lous was not identical
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with the Athenian month Boedromion (Clinton’s Fastis II,, 358), hut

with Hecatombseon. Panemus, which was a Boeotian and Corinthian

as well as a Macedonian word, corresi)onded to the Athenian month

Metageitnion (Bockh., Inscript.

^

I., 732). No genuine document would

contain such a blunder as this. — rots Be.$. These words

and the two which follow Dindorf places in brackets, and Schafer

wishes to erase. The text is hopelessly corrupt, and it seems useless

to suggest emendations. Omitting these words the meaning is : Those

who do not assemble with all their force we shall treat as subject to the usual

penalties

y

i. e. as enemies. —.6 =.. — 158. 5. ...
TTcpuovTcs. Do not then go about and say : a favorite combination ;

TrepugvT . . 525

(end). — 6. * Ivos, sc. . — 159. 9. €4.
Without reserve : i. e. dismissing all delicacy and respect for the hear-

ers. — 12.. Tracts of territory either with or without buildings

and inhabitants : , distinctively of the inhabited. Whiston

makes =, places, i. q. forts, and compares Virg., ^n. II.,

573: Trojse et patriae communis Erinnys.— 13. =furnished,
— 14. 6(€. The passive is constantly thus

constructed with the accusative, without any preposition to connect

them. The same remark applies to all verbs of motion. Madvig,

G. S., 21, r. 2 ; C, 472, f
;
Cu. 398 ;

H. 544, a. Render: and how it

is that you did not turn away from him as soon as ever you saw him, I

wonder.— 15. (tkotos. The neuter gender of this word is specially

affected by Demosthenes (p. 411, 1. 25, etc.), but is rare in Attic au-

thors generally. -—16. irpo. Between you and the truth, lit. abiding

with you before the truth.

160 - 167. In denouncing the political career of ^Eschines,

I HAVE NOW COME TO SPEAK OF MY OWN CAREER AT THE TIME.

Discerning Philip’s objects, I resisted them to the utmost
;

NOT THAT my policy VAS ORIGINAL
;

I ONLY FOLLOWED BETTER
MEN, WHOM YOU, ^SCHINES, CRINGED TO LIVING, THOUGH YOU RE-

VILE THEM DEAD. I REPEAT, IT WAS YOU AND YOUR ACCOMPLICES

WHO BY THAT POLICY BROUGHT US NEAR TO RUIN.

160. P. 58, 1. 3. €l € €. If, after I sustained on my part the

doing of the laborfor your sahes, yet you on your part will not have patience

to hear the words which describe them. The common antithesis of ^pyov

and^= realities and reports, is objective gen. — 161. 5.. For seeing that the Thebans and, to some extent, you
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also, under the influence of the partisans of Philip and those who tvere

bribed in either state, were overlooking and in no single point guarding

against ivhat was dangerous and required much watching, viz., suffering

the growth of Philip. eKarepots each of the two (Athens and Thebes)

separately, opposed, as Dissen observes, to^$, both collectively .

—

14. ^^, 70, and ^\ also. — 162. 15.. To

achieve this friendship, i. e. between Athens and Thebes. The-
yovras which follows is concessive, cf. 142, €5 ;

146,. —
18. KtvaSos, cf. 3

,,3,, Aristoph., iVw6., 448.—
oiis. This accusative is governed by, but, by an easy zeug-

ma, suggests the dative which^ requires. iEschines is

said to have been secretary to Aristophon. — 19. "€. You

fail to perceive, i. e. your stupidity prevents you from perceiving, that

you denounce them, now they are dead. But the old reading

gave a better sense
:
you do not blush to denounce them, now they are dead,

the imputation of is so inconsistent with the epithet-
6os. However has and all the editors seem to have adopted

the correction. — 22.-. Examined and approved, sanc-

tioned.— 163. €K€i<T€, i. e. to his statements, 147-153. — 23.

p€V K. T. . It was through his having caused the war at Amphissa and the

rest of his accomplices having developed our hostility with Thebes, that Philip

contrived to come down upon us.— 26. ovirep ..€, the very pur-

pose for which these men were embroiling the states, lit. knocking them

together, cf. 19, and note there. — 27. '·€|€-,€. Had we not

uprisen a little before him, we should never have been able to retrieve our

position ; to such lengths did these creatures promote the ill-feeling.— P. 59,

1. 1. p€\pi is common with an adverb of time or place, as here. So

with,, , , . — 164. ‘“. The

contents of this and the three following documents are sufficient to

stamp them as forgeries. The orator introduces them by saying that

they will show the state of feeling existing between Athens and

Thebes at the time. Now the first psephisma says nothing about

Thebes, and the second next to nothing. Both of them are confined

to an account of the state of affairs between Athens and Macedon.

The same remark applies to the first apocrisis, and the second refers

only to Thebes in its relation to Macedon. After the documents have

been read, the orator describes them (168) as of a nature to exasperate

Thebes against Athens, and encourage Philip to attack Elatea.

Nothing in the documents justifies this description. Some other
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indications of spurioiisness will be noticed in their place. —-. No such person was Archon in the year 339 or 338. But Ela-

tea was captured in the winter of 339, or at latest at the beginning

of 338. — po-uXfjs..., cf. psephisma, 37, and note there. — ds

€, 71, note s. v. —€. In fine, to ’ 213

{inf.). — cmpdXXcTai. This use is quite classical : throws himself upon,

i. e. desires, purposes. —. But the peace of 346 had been

regularly broken in 340 (89, cvcrras), and if any subsequent peace

had been made, the orator or .^schines would surely have mentioned

it. —€. Cf. 29, note. — el . But, failing that (the con-

stant formula of apodosis to , above all), i. e. as the most
desirable alternative if it can only be achieved : in the simplest para-

phrase possible .. .hut at any rate. On the construction of d bk

see Madvig’s G. S., 194, b; C. 717 ;
H. 754, b. —9. Inducias.

The usual Attic form is. —$* The next month
but one to Elaphebolion, Munychion intervening. See Calendar
in Smith’s Die. Ant. — 165.'€. There is no au-

thority for supposing that the Archon Polemarch had any distinctive

voice or power on these occasions. Droysen notices this as one of

the marks of forgery in the document. —. It is highly im-

probable that the herald would be mentioned in any psephisma.

Schafer suggests, as a reason, quo plus Philippo offerretur religionis.

But a herald would be attached to such a party as a matter of course,

and would need no official mention. —€€€§. Post-classical

:

appears in Polybius : ‘‘pro ratione temporum, i. q. €€.'*
Peiske. — P. 60., i. e. under any reasonable condition, toler-

able position.— 166. 1€. Greeting. Cf. 39, note. — al'pccriv*

Instead of the more usual. So Plato, Pheedr., 256 c. —
"0. Effort.—. Classical Greek would require ov, as the

sentence is causal, not conditional. — {7<5. Reversing the

procedure, i. e. doing the opposite of what the Thessalians, etc., have

done. The phrase is quite classical, though somewhat too poetical

for its surroundings here. —'€'’€€. This use of the pas-

sive as meaning to be injured is quite classical, though

rare.— ) \oLop€s. Platon., Pheedr.,

275 (end).—6, sc. ^. And so Plato

writes it in full, Gorgias, 501, C. I concur with .—€€5.

Having dismissed. Post-classical
;
the usual sense being to convey or

to escort.— 167.. Even if this were genuine, it would
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be of little value without the Theban resolution which it professes to

answer. —. aSm/)., 155.—7·€. Primer.· post-classical

in this sense : the ^erb usually meaning to take (food or medicine). —$. Abettors

:

a post-classical word. —€-. 1

was disposed to blame you on the prospect of your being persuaded. A
harsh construction where we should rather expect ?. —
P. 61. (6. Bring you no small advantage, as the criti-

cal turn of the scale is quite classical, and as common in prose as in

poetry. However, exception has been taken to the phrase as it stands

here by Whiston and others. It is perhaps unsuitable to a purely

formal document.

—

'€(€5 . Purpose: not used in this sense by

the Attic writers, but found in Aristotle, Polybius, etc.

168. In brief this was how Philip broke up our union and

THE DAY. ReMEMBER OUR EXCITEMENT AT THE TIME OF ElA-

tea’s capture.

4. €. Cf. note 143. It was 78 miles from Athens, and

commanded the approach towards that city. —* dv €i. This &v is

repeated with^ Madvig, 138 ;
C. 622. The phrase ef

TL yevoLTo is euphemistic : even ifsome awful crisis were to happen. )*
TL wddoLSj Theocr., VIII., 10. — 5. <.€( in this parti-

cipial construction has the force of the optative mood. C. 658, a
;

Cu. 595 ;
G. 226, 3 ;

H. 803. There is a varia lectio^
Avhich, strange to say, has been adopted by Bremi and others. But

and its compounds use only the middle form of the future,

never the active. —. As though the Thebans and ourselves would

never again co-operate^ come what might.

169— 179. At that fatal crisis, when in full assembly

Athens appealed to her statesmen for direction, who was
IT that rose to answer ? I ALONE. If EVER THERE WAS A DE-

MAND FOR TRUE PATRIOTISM AND SOUND POLICY, THAT WAS THE

TIME. So I MOVED A RESOLUTION THAT WE SHOULD CO-OPERATE

WITH Thebes in resistance to Macedon
;
that our envoys

SHOULD BE DESPATCHED FORTHWITH, AND OUR ARMY AT ONCE MAKE
A DEMONSTRATION.

169. 9. <€. This splendid pictorial passage is duly lauded

by Longinus (c. 10) and Hermogenes (p. 284)
:
quoted also by Dio-

dorus, XYL, 84. — 10. TTpvTdvcis who, from their official position,

would be the first recipients of all intelligence, s= p6s. C. 711, a
;

Cu. 445 ;
G. 191, 3; H. 614, 621. — 11. €€$ in the Pryta-
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neum at the public expense : a privilege of their office. Athen., V.,

p. 186, A. — 12. €|€ip"yov. Began driving the shopkeepersfrom their booths

in the Agora, sc. in order to clear the Agora, so that the Ecclesia might

be convened with all possible expedition. Aristoph., Ach., 21, 2. —
13. .. Wicker-work literally, but used, according to Harpocration,

of any covering or roofing, whether it were canvas or leather, or other-

wise. All editions seem to understand it here either as sheds, or else

coverings of the. I cannot but think myself that it refers to

the yppa which fenced in the place of assembly so as to exclude

strangers (c. Necer., p. 1375). They expected a “monster meeting”

under such exciting circumstances, and made every preparation to

receive an extraordinary number. To save time they burnt the

hurdles instead of carrying them away, and so threw open ample

space for all comers. — cvc'rrCp.Trpaorav. To serve as a beacon, accord-

ing to Schafer, but, as Whiston truly observes, the Agora was not a

likely situation for that purpose. The sole object of burning these

articles was most probably to clear them all away as fast as possible.

—$. At such a crisis of the war a formal conference be-

tween the Strategi and the Boule would be necessary
;
and probably

it was desirable that the Ecclesia should be convened by a joint proc-

lamation from the Strategi and the Boule (37) in orJer to make the

summons as impressive and imperative as possible. — 14.-.
Perhaps it was a special formality to send out the summons by the

aaXTTLKTifjs, as well as by the ordinary KrjpvKes, whenever the Strategi

were responsible for calling the Ecclesia together. The invariable

use of\$ as a military term, and its juxtaposition to-
yovs here, combine to suggest this notion. In the spelling of-
TTjs I have followed Dindorf and all the modern editors, who agree

in omitting the 7. But cf. Lidd. and Sc. s. v. — p.eTcirep.'rrovTO..., imperfect, indicating the simultaneous occuiTence of many
exhibitions of alarm. — 16. rfj ·. At dawn of day: there

was nothing, however, extraordinary in this : the early hour of these

meetings is constantly noticed : Aristoph., Ach., 20, Eccl., 312, 377,

etc. —. These imperfects add to the pictorial force of the

description. — 17.. A brief notice of the topography

is here almost indispensable. The Bouleuterion stood in the Agora,

probably on the extreme eastern side just below the Tholus or Pryta-

neum, which was in the northeast corner. Thus they were both

immediately at the foot of the Acropolis, which bounded the Agora
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on the east.— 18. . So eager were they to commence the business

that they went and took their seats in the Pnyx long before the Boule

had had time to consider and prepare their report. — 19. , i. e.

on the top of the Pnyx, the Bouleiiterion being down in the Agora.

The Agora occupied the whole of the level valley which was bounded

on the west by the Pnyx, on the east by the Acropolis, on the north

by the Areopagus, and on the south by the Museum. The members

of the Boule, when adjourning to the Pnyx with their report, would

have to traverse the Agora from east to west and ascend the hill of

the Pnyx. For fuller particulars see the excellent article^
in Smith’s Die. Geog., or Wordsworth’s Athens. — 170. 20. €€,
sc. into the Pnyx, having held their deliberations in the Bouleuterion

and now proceeding to report the result to the Demus, and put the

question to their vote. — ol irpuTaveis. It would be only the com-

mittee (ot TTpoedpoi) who would actually attend to read the report

(aTTTfyyeLKav
) ;

or perhaps only €3, as the mouthpiece of the

whole body. — 21. <€.6, sc. $ \$. The report

vhich they had been commissioned by the council to deliver. — 22.. Introduced to the meeting the messenger who had come. Cf.

Aristoph., Ac/i, 22-172, for a description of the ordinary proceeding

at an Ecclesia. — cluev. Had told his tale; i. e. told the Demus the

details which he had already told to the Prytanes and Boule.—.
Kept asking: the imperfect sense being here strongl}^ marked. — tls

ayop€V€Lv€ ;
The regular form of commencing the business.

Aristoph., Ach., 45. — P. 62, 1. 3.. The force of the par-

ticipial construction is concessive. — 4. contrasts curiously

with CTpargyCovy the latter being officials appointed by the state, the

former merely self-appointed professionals, but yet recognized as a

class, and a class on a par with the state officem. Our own “Gov-

ernment” and “Press” suggest an analogy. — 5. *. So?ne

one to speak for the common weal,$, as usual, of sound condition

reconstituted from a state of decay or danger. The absence of the

article is noticed by Keiske, but, as Schafer comments, “articulo

facile caremus
: p. 146, 11.” — 171. 10. to. The famous $,

a cubic platform of ten feet cut out of the rock in the middle of the

Pnyx semicircle. — 12. ol, i. e. the first class of the Fi-

nance Sections : their arrangement has been already described (10,

€$) in the account of the Naval Sections, whose organization

Was identical. —€, in apposition with $, those who were both
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those things at once, loyal to the state and wealthy.— 14. ...€'€9,
those who subsequently gave the great voluntary contributions. twidoacLs are

gifts after or in addition to their quota of assessed taxes. — 172. 17.. Who had followed up, traced the course of. 6

eibois ^,
. 423, 1. 23. Cf. St. Luke’s Gospel, c. i., v. 3. — 18. ·6·-
|xevov. Perf. Midd. who had concluded: qui collegisset.— 21. oUt*.

The reduplication of the negatives throughout this clause is very

noticeable. — 22. ^€€. Was no more likely. C. 598 ;
Cu. 501 ;

H. 711. — 173. 24. ovtos. Well, then: \ showed myself the man, sc.

o Kaipbs €K€Liws ^ \€. With this emphatic position

ofy cf. 62 (fn . ). — 25. &. The relative must here be paraphrased

for the sake of the English : I spoke before you., .and hear what I said, with

your best attention, for two reasons. — P. 63, 1. 1. . My post, 138

(fin.). Whiston cites c. Mid., 155,^ .
— 2. ^. Approved myself, 197 (fin.). — 3. €$. In

the very hour of panic, oep6s always of horrors only, beivbs of won-

ders also. — in pointed antithesis to. — 4. rfjs. The

genitive depends on , not on
:
you will have far

greater knowledge for the future of your whole administration. — 174. 5.

€. So in Philip. II., Demosthenes quotes at length from a speech

which he had addressed to the Messenians and the Argives. — 6.. Were supporting Philip. So 358, 7, -€ avToh, they had Philip, i. e. as a substantial basis of support.

Cf. in 1 (note). In the older editions was inserted

after here, but Bekker erased it. See Schafer’s note. —
175. 14.. Perf. Midd.

;
the action being for his own

interest. — 18.. Supply, in answer to the question

above. — 176. 22. -. Unpleasant, euphemism for. The

state of feeling between Thebes and Athens has often already been

adverted to
; 96, etc. — 23. $, dat. of the agent by the The-

bans, C. 461 ; Cu. 434 ;
G. 188, 3 ;

H. 600. —P. 64, 1. 1. Observe

the emphatic position of€.— 2. wpos . Close applica-

tion to the subject is here the preposition’s force, ,y
obviously belongs to both the infinitives. — 177. 6. €€*, sc.

Tov : i. e. they are to dismiss apprehension for themselves, and

to entertain apprehension for Thebes. — 7. €, gen. with

yys. C. 445; Cu. 415; G. 182; H. 589. — 8. 'irpoTcpots. As a

predicate : the peril is theirs first. — 9. cJeXGovTas. Secondly that all
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of you who are of the age (i. e. for military service, 18 to 60) and all

your cavalry should march out towards Eleusis and show the world that you

are yourselves under arms. The article to lis has from the context the

force of Travras 3 in both cases. The road to Thebes via Eleusis

was the most convenient for an army, though not the most direct, as

Whiston points out. — 12. <€. May have equal liberty to

speak boldly. Literally : that this liberty may arise for them on a par.

— 13. ·€, i. e. that both sides will have equal military support.

— 178. 19. Kvpiovs. To give them absolute power in conjunction with the

Strategi to settle their time ofgoing there (to Thebes) and the campaign.—
24.. Because they would not be in a position to refuse.

Observe the fondness of the Greek for the personal, or subjective form

— it would be dishonorable under the circumstances.— P. 65, 1. 1. d.

If is here both, it introduces the apodosis extending to7€:
if is and, the apodosis is not expressed but understood to be

€ or the like : a common aposiopesis before d . Madv.

,

194, b, r. The former is to be preferred. —€. The middle

voice again with the sense of action for their own interest. — 2.

pares, Holmes renders here magnificence. But the commen-

tators generally, with better reason, take the word in its more ordi-

nary sense of pretext, or apparent motive, sc. of acting disinterestedly.

— 3. ’ dpa (. If after all it be not our fortune to succeed.

Having done everything in their own power for success, their failure

could only be attributed to. — 179. 5. . The extreme

ease and simplicity of the orator’s language on this occasion has been

noticed by all commentators, and is obvious to any reader. It may
be very reasonably supposed that the orator at such a crisis would

speak his very plainest, dismissing all elaboration and rhetorical orna-

ment. So Lord Brougham appears to understand him. — 8. ciirov

p€V. This vigorous climax has been universally admired, perhaps a

little beyond its merits, which are due rather to the exquisitely anti-

thetic power of and than to any intrinsic vigor of thought in

the sentence. I did not speak thus, and yet not move a resolution ; and I
did not move a resolution, and yet not serve on the embassy ; and I did not

serve on the embassy, and yet not convince the Thebans. Instead of yet

not, Drake well renders .,. by then not. However we render the

passage, it will be awkward and clumsy in English. The Latin trans-

lators are equally hampered. Aquila Romanus (p. 21) has “et non

dixi hsec quidem non autem scrips!, etc.” Quintilian (ix., 3), cited
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by Whiston, ‘‘nec haec quidem dixi sed nec scripsi, etc.” The noto-

rious instance of climax in Cicero {pro Mil.j 23) is effected by “nec
solum... sed etiam” in each clause. — 11. ^. I devoted mijse/ en-

tirely to your interests. Cf. rots deivoLS avrods 97, where the sense

of self-sacrifice is yet more prominent. — 12. els. In the face of i. e,

so as to meet and encounter. — 13. €€. Apparently the clerk has

to search for the document, and while they are waiting for it the

orator seizes the opportunity for the following lament.

180. Ay, jEschines, what was my part in the drama,
AND WHAT WAS YOURS ? WaS YOUR SCENIC MAJESTY OF MUCH
SERVICE TO HIS COUNTRY ? OR WAS IT YOUR DERIDED RIVAL WHO
W^AS HERO OF THE HOUR?

16. , ponam: depict^ represent.— 18.. Some MSS.
have/, but not so well

;
the a of the first syllable is short by

nature, and yet Athenseus in a pentameter (IV., 176, D) quotes the

word as a dactyl : rbv ev$ . As to the

meaning of the nickname there are various solutions offered. The

Scholiasts on iEschin., p. 17, 1. 42, render it profligate^ effeminate^ giv-

ing several different derivations, (1) as the actual name of a flute-

player or poet Batalus, notorious for his effeminacy
: (2) as the

name of the (instrument for beating time) which the

flute-player worked \vith his right foot
;

hence metaphorically a

term of contempt. They add one or two coarser etymologies. iEschi-

nes (p. 41, 1. 13) explains the name similarly as given bi :

and he quotes with derision the explanation of Demosthenes, that it

was a pet name given him in infancy by his nurse (p. 17, 1. 42).

Schafer, with the approval of Whiston, Drake, and many of the best

editors, connects the name with' and takes it as an allu-

sion to the orator’s notorious defect in speech. It is probably ono-

matopoetic, like our words stammer and stutter. — , ’....
Not even an ordinary herOj i. e. more than an ordinary

;
cf. ovdb yap^ 130. — 19. 5 <$, those of the stage, i. e. one

of the characters so often acted on the stage. See Lex., sub. It

was the privilege of third-rate actors to act such tyrants and kings as

Cresphontes and Creon. y4pas tols pLayvLah to tovs

Tvpavpovs robs ra ^xovras, p. 418, 1. 12. — Kp€-. A pla}^ of Euripides bore this name. Aristotle’s Poet.,

14, 19. iElian tells us (V. H., 14, 40) that Merope, wife of Cresphon-

tes, was the chief character in this tragedy, and Plutarch (Mor.,
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998 E) describes her in one of the scenes as taking up an axe to slay

her son. Cresphontes, according to early history, was a Heracleid,

king of Messenia, murdered in a rebellion by Polyphontes, one of his

nobles, who then constrained Merope to marry him. Welcker con-

jectures that the action of the drama would be all subsequent to the

death of Cresphontes, who would only appear to speak the prologue,

as a ghost, like Polydorus in the Hecuba. — Kpcovra. In the Anti-

gone of Sophocles
;

also a subordinate part. — 20.. One

of the demes where dramatic performances took place during the rural

Dionysia, outside the boundaries of the city. The site of Collytus

was in the valley between the Pnyx and the Museum. It was the

deme where Plato resided, and probably ^schines also, if we can

trust at all to the evidence of the spurious letters. iif€ € ^. [.^Eschin.]. 5. —. In

the CEnomaus of Sophocles, where the principal part would, of course,

be that of Pelops or else Hippodamia. — 9 . You murdered hy your

vile acting. One MS., b, inserts kukos before KaKujSf greatly improving

the sentence, but none of the other MSS. contain it. It is probably

the embellishment of some later hand. With^ we can com-

pare eXvpaivoVy 267. Dissen cites Memnona iugulare. Hor., 1 Sat.y X.,

36. — viroKpivopcvos. The story goes that iEschines, on one occa-

sion, tripped and fell down on the stage while running after Pelops in

the character of CEnomaus (Vit. jEschin.). Others opine that his

fall was only metaphorical, corresponding to.
(explodi) = to break down and be hissed off the stage.— 21.€,
i. e. he accepts the name of contempt and facetiously adds his own
correct address

;
similarly he bestows on ^Eschines the name of dig-

nity, attaching also his address in form. ‘‘Forsooth I am the mis-

creant and you the monarch
;
well, the miscreant on that occasion

was the hero of the hour, the monarch of Elis was a mere nonentity.”

— 181. P. 66.. Another forgery; the name of the Archon

is wrong ; the whole document is pointless and ungrammatical, need-

lessly long, and as feeble as it is verbose. That such a composition

should claim Demosthenes for its author is, of course, ridiculous.

Even Yomel does not defend it. There is a special absurdity in sup-

posing he could have written the mythical allusions with which the

psephisma concludes.—€$. The date is still 339, of which

year the real Archon was Lysimachidas. This forgery is also inconsistent

with the forgery of § 164, where the Archon’s name is given as Hero-

10
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pythes
;

it must be remembered that both documents, from their con-

tents, refer to the same year, that the former is dated Thargelion,

this latter Skirophorion (the next month later), between which months
no change of Archon would naturally occur. — 6€ --
\evs. Philip in an Athenian document would usually be called -. And so one MS. reads : another merely omits \€$. —. According to Bohnecke, the peace of Philocrates, B. c. 346.

Cf. 20. — TToXcis. On the Thracian coast (27). — irpodycu Post-

classical for€ (cf. p. 29, 1. 18). — 182. 6.5. Post-

classical in this sense: uaypYayev eis... .^schin., p. 532.

—

€. This censorious observation is quite out of place in a public

resolution, and is only worthy of so poor a forgery as this. —-
9. Post-classical for €\^^ (cf. p. 120, 1. 10). — 183. ls.
Proprias nostras ; Athenian

;
whereas^ means the Thracian

7T0Xets ovbev$ in 181, distinct from tlv0ls ’. —
6, sc. : meaning that Athens was indifferent so long as

the aggression was merely on their own colonies
; but when it came

to be on\3 iroXeis, then Athens could refrain no longer. — 184.. There is no apodosis to the long sentence .

.

.-
vovs. Schafer, however, considers this as Demosthenic and compares

126. Grote (XL, 673) remarks on this psephisma, that it implies

that Athens was now about to pass out of pacific relations with Philip,

whereas, on the contrary, they had for some time been at war, a fact

which made the seizure of Elatea all the more formidable and sig-

nificant. — €|€$. This passage is apparently adapted from the

beginning of Xenoph., Cyrop.y II.,^. deols rols

yijv (which Schafer cites as an illustration).

Dissen, however, takes it seriously as a natural preparation for a

‘‘helium gravissimum futurum.”—-, sc.$, whose ten

statues stood in the Agora. —. Post-classical for on as in 155,

167. —, 73, note s. v. — 185. P. 67.. By eu-

j)hemism
;

as, 176, which section illustrates this whole

clause. —. The Macedonians were a mixture of Illyrians

and Pelasgians. The orator disregards the claim of their kings to be

descended from the Argive Temenidse, Her., Y., 22, YIIL, 137. He
always speaks of Philip as (p. 35, p. 119, etc. ).— 186. €...

o\i.o^v\<Oj neither in connection by families nor identity of race, -, of course, as Hellenes, and avyyeveU, as is conjectured, through

the Gephyrsei, an Athenian gens originally from Thebes. XYhiston.

—
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dirocrrcpoviiivovs. By Eurystheus, according to traditional history.

Cf. Muller, Dor.^ I., p. 54. —. CEdipus had been a connect-

ing link between Thebes and Athens, as we see in Soph., 0. <7., 91,

1521. — '^T€pa, e. g. at Haliartus, 395 ;
in the recovery of the Cadmea

at Thebes, 379 ;
in the alliance between Thebes and Athens, 378, etc.

The reference is to services rendered by the Athenians, which would

serve as a precedent for their rendering similar services now. — 187., 91. — ‘Trp€<rp€LS. Only five names are given, yet in 178

we read €\€ €$.
188-191. This decree^ our salvation. If there

WAS ANYTHING BETTER WE COULD HAVE DONE, WHY DID NO ONE

POINT IT OUT AT THE TIME ? OR WHY DOES NO ONE POINT IT OUT

EVEN NOW? It is just the difference between STATESMAN-

SHIP AND FACTION, THAT THE FORMER COMMITS ITSELF TO RESPON-

SIBILITIES, THE LATTER SIMPLY CARPS AT E^ENTS AND RESULTS.

3. , i. e. by the Athenian political party who favored

Macedon. — P. 68, 1. 1. (€ €§. Why this trite simile should

be so much admired by Longinus, Hermogenes, Demetrius, etc., is

not so easy to understand. To say, as they do, that the rhythm of

the sentence is perfect, is only the same as saying it is Demosthenic.

But I cannot see that in this passage the orator has at all surpassed

himself. — 2. ,. Observe the force of the pres. inf. in

contrast with the aor.{) : not to be censuring now.— 189. 3. yap.

For the Statesman and the Sneaky though alike in nothing, differ from each

other most in this; the one speaks his mind before the event and commits

himself to the mercy of those who have believed him, offortune, of occasion,

ofany one that chooses ; while the other holds his tongue when he ought to

have spoken, and aflerwards, if anything unpleasant results, comes girding

at that. The word (118) is quite untranslatable, but had

come to be synonymous by this time with, cf. ^Esch., F. L.,

105 :
. Whiston translates it caviller or

common accuser; Lord Brougham, partisan

;

Kennedy, pettifogger; while

all agree that no English word renders it exactly, since the thing

exactly does not exist out of Athens. The redundant dis-

appears in English. By tols^ we understand the members

of the state who have accepted the policy suggested by the,
and who hold him responsible accordingly

;
the success or failure of his

policy depends on circumstances, in which sense he is also liable to

these, in the sense of reviling takes an accusative either
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of the person or thing (p. 94, 1. 10). By is meant any

member of the state who may choose to rise and speak against the

statesman after his policy has been proved a failure
;
such a member

is distinct from ol €€^^ inasmuch as he may have opposed the

policy at the time, or may have passed it in silence without expressing

approval. — 190. 10. €K€ivos in strong contrast to w'hich follows.

—. Who has a regard for the state andfor saying what is

right:^ in reference to Ly'as above. — 12. '€. I make

such a superabundance of concession^ i. e. I show a generosity Avhich is

simply extravagant in giving my opponents another chance of attack-

ing me. Demosthenes specially affects the word. (p. 35,

1. 18 ; p. 553, 1. 12, etc.)— 13. €vf)v. Was practicable^ lit. was ad·

mitted by the circumstances of the crisis. — 16. . 0€, this ought

not to have escaped me. The me is emphatic. — 17. ^, not even

to this day: again intensive. Another good example of the redu-

plicated negative. Cf. 139. — 18.. Visible: illustrated

by 5e?^ai and above.— 191. 21. ov. The amusing sarcasm is

sufficiently explained by the context roDro, 189 ;

ry) {ib.). — 22. €*·. To be answerable for. iav apa

TLves €yyaa re €€3-, Plat., Leg.y 955, . — 25. . Yety introducing the apo-

dosis, ^bcL^as being of course supplied in the protasis. This use of, though common in conditional sentences, is rare in causal.

26. Tis in an indirect question, 73, note. By the slight trajection of

ij this Tts is made to refer to Xoyos and KaLpos equally.— 27. .
Dative of relation, here decidedly in the category incommodi.— P. 69,

1. 1.. Combined also with Trpa^is above, 22. — 2. -
*1. Deictic : he would point to his present hearers, the Athenian

nation in assembly.

192-195. Look at the principle of my policy, not at the
ISSUE OF events. Of COURSE, NO ONE CAN COMMAND SUCCESS, BUT

DID I OMIT ANY MEANS TO DESERVE IT ? ThE STORM WRECKED OUR
VESSEL, BUT DID THE CAPTAIN NEGLECT HIS DUTY ? If WE FARED

THUS BADLY EVEN WITH THE ThEBANS FOR ALLIES, WHAT SHOULD

WE HAVE DONE WITHOUT THEM ?

192. 3. TO '7€$. “ Let the dead past bury its dead”
;

“Let bygones be bygones.”— 4. €. The perfect gives the

force of utter and thorough dismissal. — 6. airaiTci. Demands the

office of a statesmauy i. e. requires the statesman to be at his post and
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taking his proper part. See 13, €.— 8. 7rpoaCp€oav. PrincipUy

12. Cf. also 93. —...<€. Do not he continually carping at

the events. $, which follows, corresponds exactly to exitus and end.

So also T^Xos in the next sentence. — 193.15. *·. Calculation,

i. e. forecasting of the future and preparations to meet it. — 16.. With an industry above my power; i. e. an extraordinary and

amazing effort. — 17. €6-<.. To be taken with , which be-

longs to the verb entirely here, not to the adjectives : that I did not

institute.— 18. tot . Turn demum: then but not before, 47 (last

note). — 194. 19. <'09. Most MSS. add €(., but Reiske

and Bremi concurred in expunging those words as a gloss. So also

Dindorf. The word?, as its etymology indicates, would equally

describe a tempest or thunderbolt. The gloss would limit it to the

former sense, whereas the latter is more appropriate here. With

the metaphor Bremi compares €$, 153. —-20. .€. So

(142) in the converse meaning (Madv., 90, r. 4) : too strong

for.— 21. (€ dv introduces the implied answer to the question

which precedes. Do just as you would in the case of the captain of

the vessel, that is, not censure him, nor hold him responsible for the

shipwreck when he has done all he can to prevent it. C. 662 d
;
H.

754. —. Shipps captain: originally the captain was always

the owner of the vessel, so that the two senses were embodied in·; afterwards the sense of ownership disappears, and that of

seamanship, or supreme direction, predominates. — 22. <,/
a safe voyage. This technical sense of^ as applied to a ship

is notorious (cf. p. 883, 1. 15, etc.) : so^ which immediately

follows "would strictly mean to arrive safe in harbor.—<€·,
after he had fitted up: another nautical phrase, and so (tackle)

which follows. — 24. <€, usum. Having met with, or experi-

enced. The verb, like utor and our word experience, applies to

any material or influence, whether beneficial or pernicious, with which

the subject is brought in contact. Cf./. Eur., I. A., 88.

—-, labored, in the nautical sense, i. e. suffered. \ai<pos

XdftrjTTovos$ Kepaias. ^sch., Eumen., 526. — 25. ^-6. Another nautical phrase : wrecked:^. Thuc., IV., 11. — 26.. There was

nothing to prevent a\3 from steering his vessel. But the

orator, of course, cites an instance where the^ has been left

in sole charge of the helm. — 27. ·€ *, just as I too myselfwas
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not in command. The force of is to emphasize the parallel, where
the case of a differs from that of a\ $ : in the next
sentence the cases are identical and the negative becomes o6Ve. See

Madv., 208, u; C. 701, 1, c
;
Cn. 625 ;

H. 858.— 195. P. 70, 1. 3.€ sums up the effect of, 6, 6 debs.— $...'7|,
tofare thus.— 4. €, not even: i. e. a different policy would have left

us without even that advantage. — 5. €K€ivos, sc. Philip. jEschines

would have been o^ros. —€, sent forth letters, messages, addresses

(literally voices) ofevery kind. Reiske and Schafer render : nihil indictum

reliquit, left nothing unsaid. Cf. 277 ;
otas t6t ^?.—

6. €l. If, as it was, when the battle was fought three days' march from
Attica. 686s is constantly used to estimate distance, and is here

a genitive of quantity, is used with the same force in the next sen-

tence, opposed to, in the other case.— 8. rfjs \$, partitive, de-

pending on. — 10., to stand, to concentrate, to take breath, to

do many things that conduced to the preservation of the state. The asyndeton

is especially vigorous, implying rapidity of thought and action at the

crisis. — . The conjunctive particle where English requires

the disjunctive. . — 12. € *. The common aposi-

opesis to express horror. Quintil., IX., 3, 61. — d. yc €. The
negative distributes the force of the relative, to which it entirely

belongs in this clause, having no reference to the verb. — 13. iretpav

^6. Cf. note, 107. The verb has no subject according to the

reading of my text, which is Dindorf’s and also that of the majority

of editors. Only one MS. reads ... t6. The rest all agree in

reading .... Two explanations may be suggested
: (1) that

this is a mixture of constructions not inappropriate in a moment of

agitation (Madvig, 216) ; (2) that we understand for the subject of^ the Supreme, as in the elliptical phrases ,,
. . . Render : It is not worth while to mention those things of which

we have not even been suffered to undergo the experience through the kind-

ness ofsome one of the gods, and by reason of the state having shielded itself

with this alliance which you inveigh against.

196 - 198. I ONLY DWELL ON THESE DETAILS FOR THE INSTRUC-

TION OF YOU WHO ARE MY HEARERS. iEsCHINES KNOWS THEM ALL

FULL WELL, AND FOR HIM I SHOULD HAVE FEW WORDS. He IS THE

VILEST AND MOST PERNICIOUS OF ALL YOUR POLITICIANS, AND, IF

THINGS WERE RIGHT, NOT I, BUT HE WOULD BE THE PERSON AR-

RAIGNED BEFORE YOU THIS DAY.
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196. 16. 1.... All this my long story, Slu

\yoL TLs; p. 886 (.). — 17. ^0€. Outside the har^ or wooden

railing{ by which the court was surrounded. Aristoph.,

Eq.f 675, etc. — 19. €€, were enough. The same use of the im-

perfect and pluperfect obtains in Latin (e. g. Hor., 2 Od.^ XVII.,

28, and Verg., Georg.

^

II., 132). The imperfect without is used

to denote what would be an immediate and easily foreseen conse-

quence of anything. Cf. Madv., 118, b, where numerous examples

are given. This was probably the original form of the conditional

apodosis of past time, and av, the particle of futurity, would come to

be added to the verb merely for the sake of greater precision and

exactness. C. 631, f
;
Cu. 542. — 22. TTpotiSeis. ^ or^

are the more common Attic forms in the simple verb, as Whiston

observes in his excellent note, citing Lobeck (Phtyn., 237). — 23.

Tois dXXois depends on ttjs. Madv., 37, R. 2 ; C. 451 ;
Cu.

436, b
;
G. 186 ;

H. 603. — 197. P. 71, 1. 3. , 47 note

yap . The passage implies a high compliment to the people. — 5.

€(.. This dative belongs both to the clause which precedes it

and to the clause which follows it, referring as much to -
$ as it does to and€€$, and being in each case

dativus incommodi.— 7. *9· It would appear from the con-

text that Aristratus and Aristolaus were working for Philip’s interest

in their respective localities. History, however, leaves us in the dark

as to their operations. The sense of is the same as Kpivei in

15, and resembles our colloquial phrase out-and-out.— 198.

11. €€€, to he distinguished in^ that is, to found a reputation

upon. The inf. may be explained as an acc. of respect (Holmes), or

as an inf. of result with which is usually expressed. Dobree

notices that '?5''...6 is hexametric. — 15.$ ,
and you show this too.— . Cf. &v 130, note. — 16.

'7ro\iT€V€i. Kennedy preserves the contrast aptly :
your political action

and your political inaction.— 17. €<€. oi $
9jaav otl$ . Thuc., VI., 46.

— 19. (-. Cf. Olynth., 2, . 24. yap

TOiS - $ hv$ rj rty,' ^ ^ ,
p^ya y. — 20. €-, are disturbed, i. e. the limb originally fractured or sprained gives

symptoms of the old weakness returning.
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199 - 205. Supposing we had adopted any other policy

THAN THAT, SUPPOSING WE HAD DEMEANED OURSELVES TO SUB-

MIT TO MaCEDON, how could we have faced the DISGRACE

OF OUR POSITION ? HoW COULD A NATION LIKE OURS WITH ITS

SPIRIT AND TRADITIONS AND RENOWN HAVE ENDURED SUCH A
DEGRADATION ? SURELY IN OUR ESTIMATION DEATH IS BETTER

THAN DISHONOR.

199. 21. h(K&.rG.\.y incumhit in : lays great stress upon

:

cf. sup., 192. /s is used in the same way (adverbially)

by Herodotus, VII., 158, and Thucydides, IV., 22. — 24. €i, i. e.

if all had been going on as ^Eschines falsely represents it to have been.

On the imperfect tenses, cf. 9, note. — 27. 6s. You who did not so

much as make a sound, did not even open your mouth.—*$. Not

even then ought the city to have abandoned this course, if it had any regard

for its honor, or its forefathei'S, or itsfuture. By is clearly meant, 200. — 200 . P. 72, 1. 2., to have

failed: a good instance of the aorist retaining its preterite sense in

the infinitive mood. Madv., 172, a. — 4. -, while claiming con-

tinually to be the leader of others, i. e. to lead the rest of Greece in their

opposition to Philip. Observe the difference between the imperfect

in and the aorist in, the former denoting a con-

tinued, and the latter a momentary action. — 7.. Pluperf.

midd. had she thrown away. The adverb, without a struggle, oc-

curs in Thuc., IV., 73, avTOts $ &. Vocabulum ex palsestra desumptum. Bremi. — ovStva..., every conceivable peril. On ovbels oans ov, see Madv., 105, b, R.

— 9. | . Subin. : i. e. you, -iEschines, would alone have

been to blame
;
not the state ; not I

;
heaven forefend I should name

either as responsible. A similar ellipse of’ in the phrase ^ 6tl

has been already noticed. The genitives 763, are, of course,

governed by. — 201 . 10. €.€ JVith what face,

pray, could we have looked on any one visiting our city, had matters con-

verged to their present crisis, and Philip been elected leader and lord of all,

and had the struggle to prevent this been fought by others without ourselves,

and that though our state has never yet, in all hei'former ages, preferred dis-

honorable safety to perilfor the sake ofhonor? The whole sentence from

ct to^ is one sustained protasis, of which, however, there

are two branches, slightly distinct, the first ending with, and

the of Tov ' answering to the of : i. e. the facts are
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put as the first consideration, the omissions are put as the second. —
202. 18. tIs... , tIs..., i. e. who in the wide world.

— 19., whose supremacy extended, from the date of Leuc-

tra to that of Mantinea (18), nine years.— irpoTcpov, i. e. between the

establishment of the Thirty, and the battle of Leuctra
;
thirty-three

years. — 20. €<. Tracing history backwards he arrives at the

strong point of Athenian history, the period of the Persian wars.

Dissen cites in illustration here Herod., VIII., 136-144
;
IX., 1-5;

and Philipp.

y

II., p. 68.— 21. 5. That is, they would have been

thankful to secure at any sacrifice the resignation by Athens of her

post as the champion of Greece, it being assumed that the strength of

Greece in reality depended solely on the fact of the Athenian suprem-

acy.— 22. €. The indicative again in an historic consecution.

Madv., 130, b. The primary tense is here also the more vigorous.—). That she should take whatevei' she pleased^ retaining also what-

ever she possessed, provided she would submit to dictation, and allow some

other power to hold the supremacy of Hellas. A striking example of the

participial clause dominating over the principial clause to which it is

in form subordinate (Madv., 176, b). We must notice^, the

aorist, of single acquisition,, the imperfect, of permanent pos-

session. Cf.^ and, 200. By to KeXevopevou ttolclv is

meant simply a state of submission and subjection, the exact opposite

of TTpoeardvaL. So again 204. — 203. 25., national: i. e. the

feelings which the Athenians, as a nation, inherited from their fore-

fathers. — 27. |. The negative is to make the designa-

tion indefinite and hypothetical. C. 686
;

Cu. 618 ;
G. 283, 5 ;

H. 840. It is trajected from its ordinary position (immediately

after ^) in order to keep it close to. Translate : those who are

powerful, it is true, hut who do what is wrong. — P. 73, 1. 1. <€.6
denotes the manner or means, by attaching herself to.— 2. *-
.€, but in her struggle for pre-eminence, for honor, for glory, she has

persistently imperilled herself through her whole history, ^, of a

severe and protracted effort, as in 20. accusative of duration

of time. — 3. €€€6, cf. C. 677, e
;
Cu. 590 ;

H. 798 ;
G. 279,

note. — 204. 5., character as the result of manners and habits.

^idos — a prolonged and strengthened e^os. bk ^0ovs irepi-

yLverai, ^ ^$.
Aristot., Eth., II., 1. — 7. -. Who would not admire the valor

of those heroes ? It is pretty clear, as Dissen remarks, whom the

10 * o
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orator intends for the Themistocles of his own period, and whom for

tlie Cyrsilus. — 8. , not only their territory,

hut even their city.— 10. €€|€, i. e. to submit to the terms

dictated by Persia. — 12. '.€. We have had the full

phrase^, 189. — 13. <(. A question arises

here on a small historical point. Is this Cyrsilus the same person

whom Herodotus (IX., 5) calls Lycidas ? If not, there was a singu-

lar coincidence in the fate of these two unfortunate men. Each of

them is represented as having advocated submission to Persia, and

being stoned to death in consequence. But the dates differ. The

death of Cyrsilus, according to the orator, took place when the Athe-

nians had only just resolved to abandon Athens and take to their

wooden walls. The death of Lycidas, according to Herodotus, took

place immediately after the capture of Athens by Mardonius, who then

made overtures of peace to the Athenian government who were with

the fleet at Salamis. This difference of date is almost conclusive

against the identity of the two cases. And surely it is very possible

that in this exciting year there were two victims to the patriotic fury

of the populace, both of whom died under exactly similar circum-

stances. The first case would be only too likely to serve as a precedent

for the second. Cicero clearly accepts it as a true history, judg-

ing by his context in the De Off., III., 11, 48. The commentators,

however, generally consider the two cases as one, with a discrepancy

in the names. — 14. *’. In the case of Lycidas not only

the wife but the children also were murdered. Herod. (Z. c.),

—

205. 16. €-- €8, who ivould secure them a comfortable

slaveny. Here the indicative again in the historic consecution adds to

the force of the picture. So also^ in the following clause.

Besides adding to the vivacity, the indicatives here “identify the

Athenians of the two different ages, and represent the liberty and in-

dependence of one epoch as the unbroken continuity of the freedom

asserted in another.” Whiston. — 18. . Cf. [Plato

-

nis] Epist.y IX. (translated by Cicero, Be Off., L, 7, 22),'6 yiyovev, rijs yeves irarph ^-
^eraiy yevviljaavres, \. Bremi.— 22. €-
€€. Awaits his appointed and natural end:^, as distinct from

suicide
;

as distinct from death by external violence.—
TT], sc. yeyev^adaL, while the other deeming himself

bom for his country also.— 23. liriSciv in its very frequent sense of
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living to see evil. ^sch.
,
Ag.y 1246, Soph., Track.

y

1206, etc. — 24.

TcLs . ! ., the outrages and indignities. Observe the emphatic

position of = death itself. WHISTON.

206-210. Such has been always your spirit. I do not pre-

tend THAT I INSPIRED IT, BUT I DO MAINTAIN THAT I MINISTERED

TO IT MOST EFFECTIVELY. If YOU CONDEMN MY FRIEND, YOU CON-

DEMN YOUR OWN CONDUCT AT THAT PERIOD. YoU ATTRIBUTE YOUR
FAILURE TO MISJUDGMENT, NOT TO MISFORTUNE. BUT OH ! BY THE

MEMORY OF OUR ANCESTORS, YOUR CONDUCT WAS RIGHT BEYOND

QUESTION. It was peril for the sake jof freedom. The idea

OF ^SCHINES SPEAKING AS HE DID ABOUT NATIONAL TROPHIES AND
HONORS, AND THEN EXPECTING THAT YOUR STATESMEN SHOULD DI-

RECT YOU OTHERWISE THAN W^AS WORTHY OF THESE PAST TRIUMPHS !

In public life we are all of us bound to follow the footsteps

OF OUR NOBLE FOREFATHERS, AND TO ACT IN ACCORDANCE WITH OUR

NATIONAL SPIRIT. YoU, GENTLEMEN, IN YOUR JUDICIAL CAPACITY

FEEL THIS, I AM SURE, AS I DO, AND ACT UPON IT WITHOUT FAIL.

206. P. 74, 1. 3. “ujAeTepas. The predicate is put first for the sake

of emphasis. — 5. § [xevTOt SiaKovias. In the executiony however
y of

every single thing that has been donCy I say that I also have had a share.

On the primary sense of see 17 : here we might render it connected

with. — 207. 6. 6. The entire business, i. e. both ras-
and ', both our policy and its execution, rois

oXoLS 39. — 9. .$. My honor, sc. . — 10..
Your triumphs. Aristotle (Rhet., I., 9) defines iy as special

laudation bestowed for particular and brilliant actions, signi-

fying praise in general. — ... *. These particles mark and

emphasize the comparison between the less injury done to the orator

and the greater wrong inflicted on his country : seeks to deprive me,

indeed, of my honor for the present, but robs you of your triumphs for all

future time.— 12. . If you condemn my friend Ctesiphon,'on the

plea that I have not advised our state for the best, you will adjudge your-

selves to have done wrong, and not to have suffered those results merely

through the perverseness of fortune. He means that in condemning
his policy and action they would practically condemn their own, as

ne had been merely the mouthpiece and instrument of the national

will. Thus their failures would be deserved, not accidental. On the

participial construction see Madvig, 175, 176. With yvovr|
Schafer compares Soph., 0. C., 86 : ^ yivgad*-
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€^ : also p. 1468, 1. 15. In ^€€ here there is much of the tech-

nical meaning to be formally decreed which so often possesses.—
208. 17. 'irpoKtv8vv€v<ravTas. Who bore the brunt. The compound
TTpo- is of locus here, i. e. the forefront of the battle. The expres-

sion is probably adopted from Thucydides (I., 73), who says that, we
alone, sc. the Athenians, at Marathon bore the brunt of battle with

the barbarian,^ . This apostrophe is de-

servedly admired by Longinus (c. 16), Hermogenes (p. 260), Aristides

(p. 170), Quintilian, XL, 3, etc. —18. ‘|.€5 . Who stood

in the ranks: Thuc., L, 29. It has been well observed by all critics

that the orator carefully avoids in this description any allusion to the

victories of Marathon, Plataea, etc. He is citing examples, not of suc-

cess^ but of intrepidity^ else of course his parallel would fail. And he

justifies his parallel most happily by the words at the close of this

sentence o&s ^...^. See Longinus, 1. c.. Lord Brougham
(Works VIL, 124), Whiston in loc.

,
et al. — 20. -.

ec , 6 iiri €$ ttSXcws

(the Ceramicus) del iv $ . Thuc.,

II., 34. He excepts the heroes of Marathon who were buried on the

spot where they fell. — 24.(9. Cf.€s 23.— 209. 27. .-,. Derived, according to Etym. Mag., either from

(oTL ol'€3€€3 ypdcpovaiv) or else from the pil-

lory {€ ol dyopoLOL ) ! We have no English

equivalent. Perhaps you scribbling scoundrel would be sufficiently

abusive. — P. 75, 1. 2. iEschines, p. 79 sq. wSrepov dei·

dvrjp 6^ 8 ', ‘ 6 ; . . ,
—, i. e. they were, he alleges, irrelevant in the present action

against Ctesiphon. And yet what of these were required for the present

trial?— Tivos. We must resolve this, in English, into an interroga-

tive principal sentence, Madv., 198, a. — 4. €£. And I who

was comingforward to advise the state about her supremacy, in whose spirit

ought I to have mounted the Bema? The spirit of a man who would say

what was unworthy of the past 9, i. e. to suggest a policy by

which she should retain her primacy, 66. The masculine gender of

is clear from the context. The gender of is neuter, and

it must include the notion of,, . . . which he has

specified above. So Holmes. But Westermann, Whiston, Kennedy,

Leland, and the commentators generally, take it to be masculine, and
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refer it to the Athenians, unworthy of the people.— 210. 7 . SiKaCws.

Nay, hut I should not have been fit to live ; strictly, I should have deserved

to he executed. We have to supply et . — iipds,

Toi>s hcKaards as distinct from himself .— 8. . Start-

ing from, i. e. in: dtavoias spirit.— 9. (i€V. But to judge the affairs

(lit. contracts,) of every-day life, on the one hand with a view{as) to special laws and acts, but public measures on the other

hand looking only, etc. (|<) is object of . —.
Special. In ordinary cases, civil or criminal, they would be bound

to form their decision according to the definite statutes of their

code, applied to each individual case. But in a political trial they

might frame their sentence according to traditional spirit and pre-

cedent, rather than by any letter of written law. The orator’s drift

is clear. He wishes the jury to overlook the formal illegality of

Ctesiphon’s proposal, in consideration of the great political services

which that proposal was intended to remunerate.— 12.€5.
Observe the force of the preposition, looking back, or looking away.

Laa= orthy examples, strictly, the obligations imposed by the

illustrious deeds of their ancestors. Compare Whiston’s note. — 13.

|. His staff and his ticket, i. e. his official paraphernalia.

On the staff which each dicast received was painted the letter indicat-

ing the court in which he was to serve. The ticket he delivered to

the prytanes after the sitting, and thus received his fee of three obols.

See Die. of Ant., Dicastery, and Dicasts.

211, 212. But I have been digressing and must now supply

AN OMISSION. YoU MUST TAKE THE LETTER WE WROTE AS YOUR
AMBASSADORS AT ThEBES. jEsCHINES GIVES ME NO CREDIT FOR OUR
DIPLOMATIC SUCCESSES, BUT ONLY FOR OUR MILITARY FAILURES.

Yet with the latter I had nothing to do, and with the for-

mer EVERYTHING.

211. 17.* yap. 42. On ^ d see Madv., 102, b., and

Liddell and Scott’s Lex. — 19. ottoGsv, i. e. e/cetcre 66. — 22.. Puta .Enianorum, Dolopum, Phthiotarum, jEtolorum.

Dissen.— 23. '€*€$. See Plutarch’s Vita Demosth., c. 18. Amyn-
tas and Clearchus are named as the Macedonian envoys.— 25. .
At this present moment (while the story told at the time of the em-

bassy was very different). He appeals to the records of the actual

period to confirm him. — 212. 27. . And, I assure you, my op-

ponent has adopted such an extravagance of calumny that, if, on the one
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hand, any ofour objects was achieved, he says it was thanks to opportunity

not to me. Cf. iEsch. c. Ctes., 141, p. 76, 1. 1. On with the

indicative see 33, 120, and on? see 85. ? adds emphasis=
otherwise, strictl}’’ as different as possible. C. 711 ;

Cu. 631 ; H. 664.

— P. 76, 1. 6. <rwaiTios, i. e. he does not give me credit for even a share

in the good, while he imputes to me the whole of the evil. o-vvaiTtas

64. Render : so it seems I, the counsellor and orator, am judged by him

to have no share in any of the results of argument and counsel, hut to be the

sole author of the misfortunes that have attended our arms and strategy.—. At this point the forgers’ ingenuity or perseverance

would seem to have been exhausted, and to the great relief both of

reader and commentator we are troubled with no more spurious docu-

ments in the rest of the oration.

213 - 217. The Assembly was held : the allies of Philip

SPOKE FIRST
;
WE MADE OUR REPLY. I NEED NOT WEARY YOU

WITH DETAILS. ThEBES ACCEPTED OUR PROPOSAL AND CALLED UPON

US TO AID THEM. ThEY COULD NOT HAVE PAID US A HIGHER HONOR.

And we acted with Thebes throughout the campaign in a
MANNER WHICH SHOWED WE DESERVED THAT HONOR. ReMEMBER
OUR PUBLIC REJOICINGS AT THE TIME. DiD ^SCHINES TAKE HIS

PART IN THEM ? ThEN WHAT DOES HE MEAN BY HIS PRESENT DE-

NUNCIATION ? Did he take no part in those public rejoicings ?

Then what a wretch he must have been !

213. 11. -, sc. the Thebans.— 12. Ikcivovs, the ambas-

sadors of Philip and the Thessalians. — 16. *. And in fine

they required them to show their gratitude for the benefits they had received

from Philip and to take satisfaction for the wrongs which they had received

from you.€ is another adverbial accusative, Madv., 31, d;

Cr. 483 ;
Cu. 404 ;

G. 160 ;
H. 552. The imperfect refers to

the whole tenor of their speech; as also above. — 19.. They demanded either that Thebes should join in the

invasion, or at any rate that they should give the invaders free pas-

sage. They promised a share of the spoil in either event, and threat-

ened the devastation of Bceotia in any other. — Stcvras and-
Xovras agree with3 in the previous line and denote the two

ways, either of which they (the Thebans) may choose. — 21. ck $,
i. e. plundered from. Constructio priegnans. C. 704 ;

H. 618, a.

—

23. €K ../^·, while os the result of what they said we should

advise, property in Boeotia would he plundered by the war. ...·
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1. 1. (TuvTcivovT*. All aiming at the same result.— 214. 2. avreCiro^cv.

Absent from , but found in all the other MSS. Its ellipsis, though

quite grammatical, Avould not at all improve the sentence. — .€.
I myself would give my very life to repeat. The transposition of

is for the sake of emphasis. The meanings of seem to pass

through the following steps, (1) over against, (2) a counterbalance,

(3) an equivalent, (4) a substitute. — 4. v|ias with ScSoiKa is em-

phatic for €$ with vo, is lest governing. — 5.-. A deluge had swept over the events, i. e. all sign and
trace of them had been obliterated : on civ see Madv., 139,

c; C. 622, d; H. 754. — 215. 9. Mera. With this we must
compare throughout the corresponding passage of .^Eschines (pp. 73 -

75) where he represents that the Thebans begged for the aid and alli-

ance of Athens, simply under the pressure of their alarm at the

seizure of Elatea by Philip, and prior to a single syllable of any

decree being proposed by Demosthenes.” The Athenians then hav-

ing marched in force to Thebes, Philip, according to iEschines, was

afraid to continue the war, and wished to make peace. So, he says,

did the Thebans : and the latter requested the Athenian troops to

retire to Athens, and the Ecclesia to be convened for discussion of

Philip’s proposal. It was only at this later Ecclesia, says ^schines,

that Demosthenes urged the policy of carrying on the war against

Philip, and over-persuaded the Thebans into the same course, for fear

the latter should make peace independently, and get pay from Philip

for doing so, from which pecuniary benefit Demosthenes Avould be

excluded. Perhaps ^Eschines believed all this when he said it
; the

historical records of the period seem to have been in the greatest con-

fusion
;
and it was impossible to prove distinctly why or when Thebes

joined with Athens against Macedon. But the account given by

Demosthenes in the description of that Ecclesia (169 sq.*
yap) is so circumstantial, and appeals so directly to the memory of

those amongst his hearers who had been present on that great occa-

sion, that if he had not been speaking the truth, exposure and ruin

must have followed. In explanation of this confusion in the facts

and of the discrepancy between the orators, it will be remembered

that eight years had elapsed between the battle of Chieronea and the

delivery of the speeches on the Crown, and a still longer interval (it

is not known how long) between that battle and the revised edition
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of iEschines’s speech. Whiston agrees with Dissen that ^schines’s

statements, so far as they differ from the narrative of Demosthenes,

were inserted in the revised edition, and are “manifesta mendacia.”—
10. 4|fjT€, €€€. This simple asyndeton is much admired by

Bremi, as descriptive of rapid action. — 11.. The Theban

infantry and cavalry were encamped outside, while the Athenian

forces were admitted within the walls. The compliment to Athens is

obvious, and the nature of the confidence so displayed receives illus-

tration from the sentence els ras oUlas . ... Dissen objects to

this the absence of the proper pronouns, their and your. But the

articles take the place of the pronouns and emphasize the distinction

which is evident from the connection. Render : while their infantry

and their cavalry were without the walls they received your army, etc. — 15.

wdcriv. In the eyes of all mankind. Dative of relation, Madv., G. S.,

35. —*. Upon. A good example of without its sense of hos-

tility preceding the genitive case (cf. 17 note). So p. 135, p4y' . — 20. ird<ri 8*. The particle connects the

sentence ,.^ with the sentence yap...^L\iTnrov. As

examples of standing further on in a sentence than its usual place

of second word the Lexica all quote Soph., El, 1117 ;
Xen., Hellen.,

V., 2, 37, etc. The translation of ' avToh thus becomes,

both with them and.— 22. ·<$. Showed they had confidence in

you, as regarded your morality. The Greek is literally belief in morality

as regarded you. No single English word can render.
Whiston translates it self-command, and Kennedy good behavior. The

connection shows that self-command is especially intended, although

something more is also comprehended. — 24. 4<, were shown

by the facts in the case. —216. P. 78, 1. 3. ?. Accusative of

time, Madv., G. S., 30. Others take it as a sort of cognate accusa-

tive, Madv., 26, a
;
C. 477 ;

Cu. 400 ;
G. 159 ;

H. 547. — -
.. The Cephissus. The first battle was fought in the valley of

the Cephissus between Elatea and Thebes. — 4. €.€. In the

winter, according to Grote, who supposes a ten months’ interval be-

tween October of 339 and August of 338. On the other hand Thirl-

wall prefers to render of the storm. The Lexica all concur in asserting

that this latter idea would in Attic be usually expressed by,
not by, which generally beyond question means in the winter.

In the great obscurity of the history concerning this period, it is quite

impossible to settle such minor details with precision. I prefer the
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view of Grote, as being the best in regard to the language here, and also

quite consistent with the other history. But I cordially agree with

Reiske also when he says, “1i£bc tanti non est quajrere. Quod sciri

nequit de eo ne quaerendum quideni est. Multa sunt in vetustis aucto-

ribus obscura quae nulla vis ingenii, nulla investigandi industria, nulla

dies unquani aperiet.”— 217. 9.. Bliss, o’las XarpeLas*'. Soph., 4/·» 503. So Holmes. BetteT, emulation, or admi-

ration.— 13. €€. Was proved to have been along with the rest, i. e.

taking a share in the general rejoicings. — 14. -. . .6-, or, rather,

does he not act impiously even.— 15. cl wv. . .Gcovs, if what he himselfcalled

the gods to witness as being most excellent, this he now expects you to condemn

as not most excellent, you who have sworn by those gods, sc. the very gods

to whom he then appealed for just the opposite. — p.dprvpas, i. e. by

means of the 17. He means that nothing can more

effectively put a national success on record than the circumstance

that it has been the subject of national thanksgiving to heaven. —
16.-, i. e. by condemning Ctesiphon they would condemn

the orator’s policy and its results, among which would be included

the particular triumph referred to here. — 17.?. t6p opKou

2.— cl hk . The dilemma is merely rhetorical, as Lord Brougham
well observes

;
^schines could easily have answered that he saw the

fallacy of those rejoicings, though no one else at Athens did so
;
that

therefore he declined to share them, and stayed at home in seclusion

and sorrow. At the same time, his Lordship admires the rhetorical

excellence of the dilemma and the exquisite beauty and force of the

passage.

218. So Thebes and ourselves were rejoicing and giving

THANKS : AND PhILIP WAS IN A STATE OF ALARM AS HIS LETTERS

PROVE. This was all my doing.

218. 21. € €v. We were full ofthanksgivings. The preposition

of place introduces the status in quo.— 22.. Belief: the awk-

wardness of the construction is redeemed by its antithetic success. —
‘'cptc<c. It had come about that those who seemed likely to need suc-

cor, owing to the conduct of these men, were themselves sending succor to

others in consequence offollowing my counsels. There is no difference of

translation between &v and in this sentence
;
the change is

merely for variety. — 25. . The double augment is peculiarly

Attic. ‘‘In Demosthene id deesse nusquam notavi.” Bremi.

—

. Strong expressions. Cf., Xeybpevov, ^,
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Plato, 890, D, 530, etc. Cf. 222. — P. 79, 1. 4. <^€. Persist-

ence; pertinacity. From the context, which is sarcastic, we must rather

take the word in its had sense. —-. Rovings, i. e. :

the derisive tone is very marked both in this and the two next

phrases.

—

. Tribulations.— . Those numerous.

Cf. y, Act. Apost., xxvi., 24, where the same irony

is underlying. These nominatives are the subjects of aireLpyaaaTo,

which is singular to agree with the neuter plural, and to

sum them all up together = what it all accomplished.

219-221. Athens has had a host of good statesmen be-

sides MYSELF, BUT NEVER ONE WHO WORKED SO HARD OR DEVOTED
HIMSELF SO ENTIRELY. NOT THAT I HAD ANY EXTRAVAGANT
OPINION OF MY OWN POWER. BUT 1 THOUGHT THE CRISIS EXACT-

ED THE UTMOST PERSONAL EFFORTS, AND THAT NO ONE’s PERSONAL
EFFORTS COULD BE MORE EFFECTUAL THAN MINE.

219. 7. . Compare the exactly parallel passage, p. 436,

1. 12, De F. L.— €K€ivos, thatfamous. C. 542, b. — 9. --
Tos. €' * -, iEschin., . 44 (med.). Mentioned as an exile endeavoring to

return illegally in Demosthenes adv. Polycl., p. 1221. Honorably

mentioned by the orator, pp. 1187, 1353, 1359, if those orations are

genuine. Cf. Plut., Oem.,T>. Libanius (Vit. Dem.,p. 503) says that

the orator when a boy heard Callistratus speak on the Oropus ques-

tion, and thence conceived his own passion for rhetoric and public

speaking.

—

*·, 70.

—

€$. A leading statesman in

the political crisis of 403. Although so prominent, he seems to have

never committed himself, 251. .^Eschines speaks of him with en-

thusiasm, p. 81. So does Dinarchus, pp. 95, 100. —·$.
The hero of the revolution in 403. Dinarch., p. 93 (med.)', Lys.,

p. 124 ; Isocr., p. 375 (fin.)', ^Eschin., p. 82, etc. All the Attic ora-

tors concur in the praises of this ( €€).
There were four Thrasybuli in the same period, but no other of the

same reputation. We need have no doubt as to which of the four the

orator speaks of here.— 11. €*ts oiSev. Closely connected with. Whatever movement they took up they did not (so the ora-

tor alleges) persevere in supporting it through every phase and

department, as he professes to have done himself. — 12. &v lirpe-

·€<€. Frequentative : like our idiom would not, though literally

would not have. Cf. Aristoph., Paa:, 640-644. — 13. vireXciuc. Al-
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ways reserved for himself. The - describes the underlying motive.

The force of the imperfect is here strongly marked. A parallel ex-

pression is in iEschin., p. 41 (fin.), avrois ^. —
14. d|i.a ^.... 8*, at once. ..and, or not only ...hut also.—.
Resource, something tofall hack upon.— 220. 17. 8. So thoroughly:

referring, I think, to the whole sentence, though Whiston limits it

to piyav, as in 163. — 19. . To allow any place or even fore-

thought for my personal safety, seems to be very rare in this

sense. The Lexica only quote Aristot., H. A., X., 3. 4, -
(locum dare), which is not an exact parallel. The orator means

that he did not give his personal safety a thought, or reserve himself

any avenue of escape from the consequences
;
that he risked all with-

out exception. — 20.. Must he thankful ifone could do one^s

' duty without a single omission, i. e. man’s sole aim at that crisis should

have been to do his duty thoroiighly, reckless of personal considera-

tions, and then to take the consequences be they what they might.

And a man should have been thankful even to have the opportunity

of so doing his duty
;
whatever the personal peril which might be in-

volved in the deed. Others take d het^ to meet his fate, but,

1 think, not so well. — 221. 22. . It may he ;
perhaps. Adv.

Acc., Madvig, G. S., 182; C. 483 ;
Cu. 401; G. 160; H. 552.—

23. €*, . . . The participle here and in the following

clauses denotes the condition : neither if he proposed measures would

any one propose them better, nor if he tried (impei'f., C. 594 ;
Cu. 489 ;

G. 200 ;
H. 702) to execute them, etc. is to be supplied with. — 26. ^. / always in everything put myself at the post.

For ev we should rather expect according to the usual

construction of : but the sense is not altered, for we supply

the out of the proleptic iv.

222. Such was the result of my policy. For this it was
RIGHTLY PROPOSED THAT I SHOULD RECEIVE A CROWN.

P. 80, 1. 1. Els, to such a state.— 2. , such

the voice he uttered, although accustomed to vaunt. The participle is con-

cessive. The middle voice expresses the personal motive from which

boasting must proceed. — 4. €<€. Was to he crowned. On
this use of the imperfect, see Madv., G. S., 113, r. 1 ; C. 594 ; Cu.

489 ;
G. 200, N. 2 ;

H. 702. — 5. €9. Who indicted the

proposers (Demomeles and Hyperides ; see 82, ). The full

phrase would have been 6 ypa\papevos . ’..
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On ypa<l>^f cf. 3, note iXeiy. — 6.. avay 249. — rh

p4pos. 103, and 82 €$. — 7. <«€€<5. Which were

then legally confirmed

y

lit. acquitted. He means that they passed through

the ordeal of a public prosecution against their proposer, and as he was

acquitted, their justice and correctness were thoroughly vindicated.

223 - 226. WHY did not ^Eschines oppose this decree which
WAS IDENTICAL IN TERMS WITH CtESIPHON’s ? BECAUSE HE KNEW
HE HAD NO CHANCE OF GETTING A VERDICT ON THE FACTS AS LONG

AS THE FACTS WERE FRESH IN PEOPLE’S MEMORIES. HiS ONLY

CHANCE WAS TO WAIT TILL THE FACTS HAD BEEN FORGOTTEN, AND
THEN TO CONCOCT A FRAUDULENT PROSECUTION DEPENDING ON

QUIBBLES OF LAW AND RHETORIC.

223. 13. TOT€. For the date, see 82. — 15. cIkotws, with

more reason.— 16. tcvS*. Myfriend here: deictic. So rySe = my client.

He means, that to prosecute Ctesiphon, after omitting to prosecute

those who had done exactly the same already, was an irrational pro-

ceeding. IVhether Ctesiphon’s act was right or wrong, at all events

it had precedents. If he was to be prosecuted now, why were not the

former offenders prosecuted in their time?— 224. 17. avev€yK€iv is

exactly the Latin referre ad and our own refer to (as precedents).—
•yvworcis. The decision pronounced in the Demomeles case. No other

is meant. The plural only introduces the idea of the abstract. — 18.. If Demomeles was prosecuted, at any rate it was not ^schines

who was the prosecutor. Why does he bring an action now, whereas

he did not bring any then?— 20. *·€. Settled: like our

colloquial use of done. He claims that the verdict on his policy was

pronounced once for all in the Demomeles case, and that the question

cannot be reopened legally. — 21. . The actual fact would have

been tried per se, before it had contracted any of these precedents. The

bare question, whether Demosthenes was a good statesman or not,

would have been put before the court, without legal or rhetorical

complication. — 225. 23. . There was no opportunity or it was

not possible.— P. 81, 1. 1.€ has for its object the sentence

d —
;
but this sentence represents also the cognate ac-

cusative after \€. Translate
:
picking out what no one knew be-

fore, nor supposed would he said to-day, to calumniate them, by changing

dates and substituting false motivesfor action instead of the true ones, to ap-

pear to speak to the purpose.— €€ is the opposite of ovbkv Xiyeiy.

Compare our something to say and nothing to say. Plato is particularly
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fond of these phrases. — 3.-· Very nearly motives in our com-

mon use of that word. — 5. ‘irc'irpayp.cvots is the dative of the remote

object after^. — 226. 6. €. 17 first note. The

article adds to the emphasis : the truth par excellence

;

i. e. real truths

absolute truth : , only not = all but, almost.— 9. ’, 13,

note, s. V.— 10. . An oratorical arena. AVhiston aptly

cites Thucyd., III., 67.— 12. -. A decision on power of

speaking. This objective use of the genitive is well illustrated in

Madv., G. S., 48.

227 - 231. I MUST notice here an ingenious sophism of my
opponent’s. He says you ought to cast up my services and
REWARDS ARITHMETICALLY, AND SEE WHETHER THERE IS ANY BAL-

ANCE IN MY FAVOR
;
OR RATHER, HE SAYS, YOU WILL SEE THERE IS

NONE. Now I DENY ALTOGETHER THAT PUBLIC SERVICES CAN BE

TREATED LIKE SUMS IN ARITHMETIC. BUT YOU MAY SET FACTS

AGAINST FACTS, SET WHAT HAPPENED AGAINST WHAT WOULD HAVE
HAPPENED HAD IT NOT BEEN FOR ME. I AM QUITE CONTENT TO

ABIDE BY THAT CALCULATION.

227. 14. <. It is indispensable to quote in full the passage of

.^schines here referred to, viz., p. 62, 59 : d ^$
6 toiovtos \6yos, €% -,€ irepl€^ Tobs\$. \|/€€LS^ . ’ 6s 6

\0yos \€\., €$ ^ 6Vrts' '^'^ ^^ 6 $
Xoy6s. . — 15. 0€...
.€, forget the opinion concerning US which you have brought from

home. The phraseology, it will be seen, is borrowed from ^Eschines.

— 17.€. Cast up accounts under the impression that a man has

a balance. The commentators differ as to the question whether the

illustration is drawn from the auditing of official accounts by the-, or from the settling of accounts in trade and at the bank; Holmes,

Kennedy, and others insisting on the former, Dissen, Whiston, etc.,

preferring the latter view. Perhaps the passage in jEschines favors the

former. But the language of Demosthenes, ,
certainly accords better with the latter. Perhaps we may say with

Westermann that while .^Eschines seems to have in mind the auditing

of official accounts, Demosthenes makes it general. —....,
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if the sums are even

:

i. e. if the amount on the credit side is exactly

the same as the amount on the debit. The expression arose from a

primitive method of keeping accounts with pebbles {)^ literally,

if the pebbles are deary with no balance left on either side. —18. <rvy-

€€, you acquiesce in that result

;

the acquiescence involves conces-

sion of the previous idea that there was a balance in hand, and con-

currence in the correctness of the accounts examined. The verb- combines both these meanings. —, i. e. if they found

no balance in the orator’s favor, however much they expected before-

hand to find it, .^Eschines had begged they would act upon that find-

ing, not upon their previous and misconceived idea, ,
depends on and means consent tOy accept.— 228. 22. -
€, that we are, to begin with (§1), thoroughly convinced in ourselves (per-

fect tense, middle voice), which follows is exactly our pre-

existing.— 24. dv, 47, second note. — 229. 26. 8., 18,

s. V. — P. 82, 1. 1. Ti0€is. Not by casting accounts
y literally, playing

pebbles. The contained a number of parallel columns, the

extreme right-hand column being reserved for the units, the first on

its left for the tens, the next for the hundreds, and so on. Each

number in each column would be represented by actually placing on the

board in that column the same number of pebbles
;
for a debit and

credit account two would be required. If their columns

tallied exactly, then the were. This was usually ascer-

tained by examining the two side by side, and column by
column, and taking off (dpraveXeiu) a pebble from the one for

every pebble in the other. See Smith, Die. Ant., for a diagram of

the Abacus. — *...·.$, this mode of reckoning

y

sc. the

arithmetical, does not belong to public affairs. — 230. 10. .$, the ob-

ject of€ dycLVy is placed before them for emphasis. So iv

dp'qvri, the predicate of efmt, precedes even the subject of the verb for

the same reason.— 12. Ik?. At sea is exactly the equivalent

of this proleptic use. — 231. 15. $. Sums in arithmetic. His

retort relies on the technical character of the method for casting up

accounts. Facts, deeds
y
cannot, like pebbles, be taken up and laid

aside. — 16. €€, or that we ought to clear these offy that is, bal-

ance them against our misfortunes. — 18. ^. This arith-

metical term is, of course, introduced avec intention = add to the account.

— 21.. The clemency wdth which Philip treated Athens

after the battle of Chseronea was in marked contrast with his severity
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to othersy particularly the Thebans. Demades writes (Fragm. 1), #-
\pa $ · ., diaxLXiovs yap^ &P€u

\0TpU3Vy ^ 9, dvev

€€$ ^. — 22. TrepiPaWojxevos, investing

himself with. The phrase is common enough, but meant to he sarcastic

here, as though Philip draped himself in royal and lordly generosity

to produce a fictitious impression on the mind of Greece.—$-
OVVT6S. Fortunce beneficio: happily. The distinction between this and$€$ is illustrated in the notorious passage, p. 490 (med.),

6t€ * vpeiSy KaXQs€^, ras Tpd^eis ,
dpeivov €€.

232, 233. And really I must notice how unworthy it was
OF MY OPPONENT TO MIMIC MY LANGUAGE AND GESTURES. HiS

BUSINESS WAS TO EXAMINE OUR PUBLIC HISTORY : AS HE HAS NOT

DONE SO, I SHALL DO IT MYSELF.

232. 25. )€ may be paraphrased here to libel. Cf. 118,

188. So below 233 = to make a wilfully false and censorious accusation.

— 27. TrapaSciypaTa, fabricating illustrations

,

such, for

example, as that of striking the balance by counters. Compare

Whiston, in loc. — P. 83, 1. 1. .€9· iEschin., p. 77 (med.),

OX) ... otc ^
^XeyeSy . . . — . m con-

sequence of this, (don^t you see?) the affairs of Greece have turned out as

they have.— cl, if instead of, because. Madv., G. S., 75. Cf. Cic.,

Orat.y VIII. — 233. 5. dv co-kottci continues the apodosis : would have

considered in detail (imperfect). — cir* ^*, in view of the

simple facts, or on the basis of them. Whiston renders : keeping to

them.— 6. clcr^civ. Entered into public business, cf. 60.— 11. 7€€*9.
Have shirked, i. e. avoided putting the matter on its true issue. Cf. 116.

234 - 239. Our strength consisted of the minor islands

ONLY, BESIDES OUR HOME RESOURCES. AlL OUR NEIGHBOR vSTATES

WERE HOSTILE. PhILIP ON THE OTHER HAND POSSESSED DESPOTIC

POWER, TRAINED ARMIES, AMPLE MONEY, AND INDEPENDENT PER-

SONAL ACTION. What had I, his antagonist? Nothing, ex-

cept THE PRIVILEGE OF SPEAKING, AND THAT HIS ATHENIAN
SUPPORTERS SHARED ALONG WITH ME. StILL, EVEN THUS, I GOT

YOU ALLIES, ARMIES, FUNDS. It IS ABSURD TO DISCUSS NOW
WHETHER THOSE FUNDS WERE RAISED IN FAIR PROPORTIONS FROM
EA-CH CONTRIBUTING STATE. We NEVER OURSELVES PUT THAT
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QUESTION ABOUT OUK SHARE IN SaLAMIS. SmALL THANKS WILL

ANY OF THESE STATES GIVE YOU FOR BRINGING THIS CHARGE

AGAINST ME NOW, INSTEAD OF WATCHING THE CASE FOR THEIR

INTERESTS AT THE ACTUAL TIME.

234. 15. Xlos. This and the other two islands had won their lib-

erty in the Social War of 355.— 16. -. A subscription. This

term was invented as a euphemism for (f>0pos tribute
;
see Harpocra-

tion, s. V. The subscription here alluded to was paid under the

arrangement of the new confederation formed in 377. Cf. Dinarch.,

p. 92. These changes of the relation between Athens and the islands

are fully described in Grote. See also Bockh, Pub. Econ., II., 162.

— 17. irpoeleiXcyfieva. Collected beforehandj
anticipated. So Xenophon

IV., 9) uses e/cX^youcTii', Dissen.— 20.. jEschinesand

his associates. — 21. ^$ . . .4€. Nearer enmity than friend·

ship. C. 445 ; Cu. 415 ; G. 182 ; H. 589.— 25. , sc.^, supplied from above. Concise and pointed. — 235. 26. -. Compare Ohjnth.,1., p. 10.— 27. 7...€. Compare

01., II., p. 24 ;
Phil., III., p. 124. — P. 84, I. 4. * --, . -. .

These words are only found in one MS.
;
but otherwise there is noth-

ing in them which would suggest their being spurious. On the con-

trar}% they are quite Demosthenic and add to the force of the sentence.

— 6. ·8...', absolutely master, leader, lord of all. The climax

is made more lively and forcible by the asyndeton. — 236. 9. -. My only privilege. The force of cannot be translated
;

he means that his privilege, such as it was, was not exclusively his

own, but shared to the same extent by Philip’s Athenian supporters.

— 10. *. You extended. Thucyd., VI., 14. — 13. .... On whatever pretext each (of their successes) might happen.—
14. airfjTC, sc. rps, in these points you took counsel in

the interests ofyour enemy and so went home. Whiston. — 237. 14. €K.

Proleptic : we should say under

;

these defeats were not the cause of

his success, but he had to start in each instance out of the positions

into which they had sunk him. — 17. . The same numbers

are given by Plutarch, Vit. Demosth., 5. Their insignificance for pur-

poses of modern vafare is sufficiently striking. — 18. €. In-

dependently of the national forces of the several states, i. e. these foreign

mercenaries were an extra army altogether. Each state had its own

army of native troops as well.— 20. crvvTcXciav. JoinUcontribution ;

a much more emphatic term than^, 234 ; but the
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was voluntary, the other compulsory. — 238. 20. Xeycis. jEschines,

p. 74, els 0\€ ots^ ^ pos aoLS.— TTpos...-, . e. what would have been just on the part of Athens to Thebes,

etc., in reference to their respective shares of the expense. — 22.?, ^schin.
, p. 90. —?) pp. 66, 67. But nothing

in ^schines’ speech corresponds to this exactly. — 24. €6.
Those famous. The allusion is, of course, to the battle of Salainis.

Of. ^sch., Pers, 341; Herod., YIIL, 48; Thucyd., L, 74. — 25.

Ttts. “Where parts of a whole are stated in numbers, the article is

sometimes prefixed to the numeral (to denote the definiteness of the

relation).” Madv., G. 5., 11, r. 6. —-?. It is sufficiently

amusing that in the speech de Symm.y p. 186, the orator states this

number at one hundred. It suits his argument there to depreciate
;

not so here. The number of the whole fleet is stated by iEschylus as

300, by Herodotus as 378, by Thucydides as 400. The Athenian

contingent is stated by Thucydides to have been two thirds
;
and by

Herodotus to have been 180 ships. Compare Whiston’s note de

Symm.j 35. — 26. €(. To he defrauded^ i. e. made to do and
to pay more than the fair share. — P. 85, 1. 2. €i, thaty Madv., G. S.,

194, c
;

cf. note, 232.— 239. 4. € Kevds, k. t. ., and after all they

are hut poor favors which you are conferring on those persons by calum-

niating me. Whiston. — 5. -. QaoL·Sy Bu^avn'ois, Eu/3oeVi,

238. If they had been defrauded (as alleged), it would be but a poor
satisfaction to them to see Demosthenes libelled

;
they would have

been more thankful for a policy maintained at the time, to save them
from being defrauded. — 8. . Of time: as in 10 (fin.), 13
(med.)y etc., at the moment of— implying that there was no leisure for
deliberation, or discussion of abstract right

;
the action had to be in-

stantaneous on the emergency
: they had to secure, not all they

wanted, but all they could get. Whiston, however, takes as in
232 = under the existing circumstances.— *. This word is definite
with and hence takes the indicative, while with it is

indefinite and so takes the optative. Compare Whiston’s note. —
10. o .€?, he that was bidding against us. Philip was ready
to buy up for himself any allies whom the Athenians alienated from
themselves. — 11. ...(8€€ 1...<<, not only to

receive them, hut also to pay them money into the bargain.

240-243. Supposing I had hesitated in doing what I did,
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HOW IMMEDIATELY PHILIP WOULD HAVE GAINED ALL : AND THEN
WOULD NOT MY OPPONENTS HAVE LAID THE BLAME ON ME ? THERE
IS NOTHING SO VILE AS SLANDER. iEsCHINES OF ALL SLANDERERS IS

VILEST, BASE IN THE WHOLE OF HIS LIFE AND HABITS, AND WITH
TALENTS UTTERLY PERVERTED TO WORK YOUR RUIN.

240. 14. ri dv, sc. below : a reduplicated question, the fuU

phrase being reserved for the end of the sentence, where the dv is

repeated.—4=^7'5 ,€ irepl. 238. Whistoii : while I was refining about these points. —
19.. Given up: here, of an opportunity thrown away,

not of a right surrendered, nor of a trust betrayed. — 241. 20.

. We must supply inverted commas from here to yiyovev, as the

next sentence explains, i. e. and then, would they not have said, **he

has got the command of the Hellespont by means of the Byzantines ” ? etc. —
21. u-iTOTTopirlas, 87. The same region in the southeast of Russia is

now a great corn-growing country.— 24. .|€, 71,^€€ .

—

25. \...yi=yes, and.— 242. 26. -. vile thing: the neuters are contemptuous. The same strain

of vituperation is kept up in the diminutive, monkey. —

·

P. 86, 1. 1. € KtvaSos. A born beast. The meaning of$ is

not limited to fox, as the Lexica abundantly testify. KaL= even.—
2. €| apxqs. Never in his life. The idiom cannot be rendered lit-

erally. — 3.. The ideal Tragedy-baboon. The form

avTOTpayiKos is after the Platonic\^, avToayadov k. t. ., the

eternal archetype () as distinct from the human counterpart (el5os).

— dpovpaios. (Enomaus of the country. The epithet is easily under-

stood as referring to rough and rude country theatricals in the demes

adjoining the city. ev KoXXury, 180. — 4. '7<5.
Counterfeit, lit. mis-stamped. The adjective is a common epithet of

bad money, p. 766, 1. 6 (cited by Harpocration)
,
but signifies a coun-

terfeit in any and every sense. No true and genuine orator, he means,

would have so spoken and acted. Cf. iEsch., Ag., 760 ;
Aristoph.,

Ach., 517 sq. — 5. . To-day — ordy now at last. The position of

this word at the beginning of the sentence gives it all that emphasis.

And it retains the same in 243. — 243. 6. (€ &v €u Cf. 194.

The parallel passage in iEschines, p. 86, runs thus : etr* ge,

<hs iy, tLs hv € toiovtos larpos,,^ *

eh ^^ irphs $ &^ byi^s dv yvo.
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It is suggested with some reason that iEschines inserted this in his

oration after hearing the orator’s reply.— 9. vofu^ofxev*.

Isocr., . 391. Our word solemnities is exactly

parallel. The sense of {were being performed) alludes to the

funeral procession. And, in his honor

^

is another exainj)le of the

Dative of Relation. — 10. . So and so, another instance

of the article (or relative) used as a demonstrative pronoun. 71.

Donaldson’s New Cratylus, 148. — 11. €€. Lunatic, lit.

thunder-stricken, Cf.€ (note), 11. — 12. 6 Xeycts. So
then, you speak at last, do you? = nunc demum as above, etra ex-

presses irony and indignation.

244 - 247. What chance had I against Philip? He had
MIGHT ON HIS SIDE, AND I HAD ONLY RIGHT : I COULD BEAT HIS

SIDE IN ARGUMENT, BUT THEY COULD WIN BY ARMS. AlL THAT A
SINGLE STATESMAN COULD DO I DID. AnD OF THIS I CHALLENGE

THE FULLEST INVESTIGATION.

244. 13. . Chaeronea. The dilemma is again merely rhe-

torical (cf. 217). ^schines might deplore the calamity, and yet

feel satisfaction in his rival’s policy having been proved a mistake.—
ovZi= not even.— yavpias. Exult: strictly of a spirited horse. The

present tense here includes the imperfect= did and still do : on the

other hand refers back to a past issue which might have

happened but never did
;
precisely ‘‘ imperfect.”— 14. €v ovScvl

Trap* €p.oC, you will not find it (the defeat) to have befallen the city in any

one of my measures, literally, the things pertaining to me, i. e. Athens was

victorious in its embassies and plans which were managed by Demos-

thenes, and defeated only in battle where he was not responsible, ,
not by, as rendered by some, but, as usual, in. — 20. PacriXeW, e. g.

Cersobleptes who is so prominently mentioned in the speech c.Aristocr.

(see also p. 160, etc.) and Teres (ib.). — 21. €€. Here follows

in one MS., and in all the other MSS. But reads as

abo'e : and either adverb looks very like an interpolation. — 22.. These points he (Philip) came and carried by force of arms.

245. 25.. Aischin., p. 74 (fin.) : yap $$. — , the same man,

sc. Demosthenes. — 26. , and that too, sc. yeveaOai.

TOLS \6yois, dat. of means. —246. P. 87, 1. 4. -. Make any and

every examination : 5,. — 7.^ pot. Grote thoroughly

indorses the orator’s opinion here, referring especially to the Olyn-
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thiacs and Philippics, above all to the First Philippic.— 8..
If we render TrdXecs states, perhaps constitutional is the best translation

of. Whiston well renders : which are found in all states as

constitutional and necessary defects, — 11.. An impulse to do their

duty,— 13. ovScls *. The construction is the common .,.
with the subjunctive where we supply beLvbv or 5^os, between the

two negatives, simply amounting to a future with the very strongest

negation. See Madv., G. S., 124, a, 3 ;
C. 627 ;

Cu. 620 ;
H. 845.

— 247. 18. *€. The phraseology in this passage is a reitera-

tion of 21, 24, 60. The senses of irphs are noticed 17. —* o <5-

'yos...'irpbs €€. The question does not even pertain tome. — 20. .
These words are omitted in one MS., which inserts/ between and

to the great detriment of the sense. But and the rest

read as above. Translate : And really as regards being bribed or not, I

have beaten Philip (i. e. in the game of corruption where one party

tries to bribe and the other to resist the bribe)
:
for as the bidder has

defeated the acceptor if he buys him up, so the refuser, if uncorrupted, has

defeated the bidder. Whiston cites Herod., I., 68, 69.

248-250. That Ctesiphon is justified in speaking of me in

THESE terms is SUFFICIENTLY PROVED BY THE FACT THAT AFTER

ChaIRONEA, in the serious crisis of our fortunes, I WAS
ELECTED AGAIN AND AGAIN TO SERVE ON OUR MOST IMPORTANT COM-

MISSIONS, AND THOUGH ATTACKED BY INCESSANT PROSECUTIONS ON
THE PART OF THE MACEDONIAN FACTION, I WAS ALWAYS ACQUITTED
HONORABLY.

248. 24. d €. The materials then with which I supplied my friend

(Ctesiphon) to enable him to write these ivords with truth about me. Here
ypeLv has its technical sense, referring to the psephisma which pro-

posed the vote of the crown. The real primary meaning of Skaios is

always right or righteous : the narrower senses true or just are merely
secondary notions of the word. As one good instance, see Soph.,
Trach., 348. 26. d ...·6$, but those which you, the whole people,

supplied. P. 88, 1. 3. €€$. In the very midst of its perils and
alarms, lit. walking in them. Whiston. It agrees with $. —--. Cf. 207. The state had reason to feel provoked then if

ever at the orator’s policy. — 4. with the force of &v, as so

often. See 196, note €. —<$. Salvation,!, e. deliver-

ance from impending destruction and restoration to perfect soundness.
The use of the word to describe political successes is incessant in the
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Attic orators. — 7. al. See the parallel passage in Lycurgus

(c. Leocr.y p. 154), yap oi rrjs ,
oi , . . . — 9.. Corn commissioner.

Besides the regular, who had the charge of the public

granaries {, there were appointed in any crisis of scarcity{) special commissioners to procure an extra importation of

foreign corn. See Die. Ant. SiTOS. — 249. 11. ?. See 3,

note on. On ayya, see 13. On, 55, 117, etc.—, having combined (aor.)
;, continually bringing

(imperf. part.). — 12. 8i*, i. e. they suborned persons to

make these accusations and carry on these prosecutions, taking care

to keep their own share in the proceedings out of sight, and choosing

such instruments as were least likely to be suspected of connection

with themselves : subornabant alios quorum nomine sperabant fore ut ipsi

laterent. Bremi. — 14. '$, sc.

(SchoL). In 338, when the triumph of Macedon was assumed, there

would naturally be a great opening for the Macedonian party at

Athens to persecute the Opposition. — 16. <€5 . Only men-

tioned here : the same remark applies to Melantus. —$
of Eleusis (c. Aristog., p. 783) : not the person mentioned above (21),

who was of Hagnus. — 17.. 222. — 18.. There is

an anacoluthon here. After the long protasis and parenthesis the

speaker takes breath and starts as if with a fresh sentence. Trans-

late : well, through all these troubles. Whiston renders : on all these

occasions, I say. — 22.. Who had taken their oath and gave

their verdict according to their oath, i. e. a conscientious verdict. On the

contrast of tenses in these participles cf. the parallel passage, 6 ;
on

= to the honor of, cf. 1 and 8 ;
and on, 2. — 250. 24.

p.€pos. 222. — P. 89, 1. 1. €'€.€-€. Continued to sign and

seal, i. e. to approve officially as correct, .^schines uses the word

metaphorically, de F. L., p. 34, indorsing.— 2. '·€€, you

further certified. AVhiston. — 4. . What name was it proper or

rightfor Ctesiphon to assign to my actions,— was it not that name which he

saw the public assigning 7 etc.

251. But, it will be said, a man of honor never have
BEEN PROSECUTED AT ALL. If SO, HAPPY THE MAN ! YeT HOW IS

HE BETTER THAN THE ACCUSED, WHO IS HONORABLY ACQUITTED ? I

TOO MAY SAY I HAVE NEVER BEEN PROSECUTED— AT LEAST BY

iEsCHINES.
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8. rh €. That remark of Cephalus was fine: never to he

put on public trial. More exactly : that affair of Cephalus was beautiful:

never in any instance to have been prosecuted: yeSj indeed
^
and fortunate

too. The passage in JEschiiies runs thus (p. 81, fin.) :
’ 6

^05 TTokaibs e/cei^os, 3 yeyov^vai, $’ roTs ivavrioLS, ypa<f>^v^. We have had Cephalus already mentioned, with the

other eminent statesmen, 219. — 12. irpos y€, so far as he

(^schines) is concerned at least. — 14. €*, sc.. An-

other taunt on the indirect attack (15, 16). yp€aL describes the

mere commencement of the action, its prosecution.— 15. -
€. Although the normal construction would be

we more usually find the negative to be after verbs of assertion or

concession. If had been written here the negative would not

have had so close a connection with elvai. Whiston agrees with

Schafer that ^
not^ is used to express the admission of

jEschines.

252-255. Now for his argument regarding Fortune. Any
ARGUMENT FOUNDED ON FORTUNE IS WEAK, BUT HIS PARTICULAR

ARGUMENT IS WRONG IN PRINCIPLE. HoW CAN THE FORTUNE OF

ANY PRIVATE CITIZEN AFFECT OR IMPAIR THE FORTUNE OF THE

STATE? However, let us examine his private Fortune and
MY OWN, SIDE BY SIDE, IN DETAIL.

252. 17. -. Unfairness^ 207. Cf. yvovalf 248.

eyv OeoTs yvovv []^ Soph., Trach.y 1266, injustice.

— 19. 6 , in general. It is correlative to ) . — 20.. Cf. . 576, 1. 13, Cos

6vf.Los . So ohjicere in Latin. — 21. refers to-
§ below : how is it proper to speak of thatj or how reproach another for

that whichf etc. — 27.€, lit. more humanly

y

i. e. with a

more just apprehension of human life : with how much more truths and

the moderation befitting the nature of man.— 253. P. 90, 1. 3. 8-. He assigns this ancient and venerable title here to Zeus, be-

cause he wishes to represent him as the Lord of oracles and prophecies,

whose estimate of Athenian fortune once declared oracularly must be

always true
;
the fortune of Athens is therefore intrinsically good

;

though not exempt from sharing in the common distresses of the

Avorld, when such distresses are universal as they are at the present

crisis. The good fortune of Athens, involving also the favor of the
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gods, is a favorite theme with Demosthenes. Compare Phil., I., 12,

where he says, “ fortune always takes better care of us than v'e do of

ourselves.”

—

,. After this word one MS. inserts *'. Dindorf, following , reads as in the text. But Bremi, Bek-

ker, and Whiston retain the insertion. If retained it weakens greatly

the force of before , Zeus himself, and weakens somewhat

the force of the whole sentence. — 4. €€€, obtains, prevails.— 254.

7. rb |x^v Toivw. Now the fact that we chose the noblest policy and the

fact that we are in better case than those very Hellenes who expected that

their position would be constant prosperity, provided they threw us over—
this 1 set down to the state's good fortune.— 9. €, i. e. that they

would live their lives out in a state of perfect happiness. — 10. »,
is in its technical sense of recording in a valuation or estimate under

a particular item. — rb hk--. But that we have met with

reverses and that events have not all turned out as we wished,— this I con·

sider the state has participated as our allotted share in the fortune of the rest

of the world. The infinitives are the direct objects of€
which like and is often constructed with an accu-

sative, as well as with a partitive genitive, and .,.^ is in appo-

sition with these infinitive clauses. In we have an example

of the intransitive use of that verb: so Herod., II., 180, robs A€\os\€. Id., IV., 11, . —
255. 14. . Personal, i. e. ^Eschines has no right to say that my
sins bring a curse on the state (^Esch., p. 73) : a man’s personal for-

tune only affects his own personal affairs and extends no further
;
any

estimate of it must be made within that limit. — 18. 6.
More supreme than: i. e. more potent in producing effects. Cf. .Esch.,

p. 73, /.

256. As HE HAS MADE PERSONAL REFLECTIONS ON ME, I AM
OBLIGED, HOWEVER RELUCTANT, TO RETALIATE.

25.. Ungenerous feeling: a lack of that human warmth
of heart and sympathy which would naturally produce great tender-

ness of word and deed towards the unfortunate. This use of the

word^ is unexampled
;
but the context explains it. The

Lexica, however, and the editors translate it otherwise : indifference,

puerility, absurdity. But L. and S. : coldness of heart, indifference.—
26. € ·, for I (emphatic) do not consider any one wise who in-

sults another for being poor, nor prides himself for being brought up
in affluence.— P. 91, 1. 3. dv. The full form of the
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adverbial expression which is usually elliptical. Cf. 4 throughout. —
€K €*, under (lit. out of) existing circumstances.

257-264. 1 HAD THE education of a gentleman from
CHILDHOOD UPWARDS, AND I TOOK THE POSITION OF A GENTLEMAN

IN PUBLIC LIFE AND BUSINESS. iEsCHINES BEGAN LIFE AS AN
ERRAND-BOY OF VERY DUBIOUS PARENTAGE, WAS THEN ENGAGED

IN A SUCCESSION OF MENIAL AND VULGAR OCCUPATIONS, FINALLY

EMERGED AS A STATESMAN, BUT WHAT A STATESMAN ! — WITHOUT
HEART AND WITHOUT CHARACTER !

257. 6. has here its common technical sense to go to school,

irats $ es rivos
;
Arist., Eq.^ 1235 ;

Plat., Prot.,

326, C, etc. The course of school education is fully described in the

Protagoras, p. 325 ;
it consisted of (1) ypdggara (language spoken and

written), (2) study of authors, (3) music, and (4)€ (good

principles and good behavior). — ^€, . . ., and to have what

(i. e. such an inheritance or allowance as) one must have who is to do

nothing mean through indigence, i. e. I was exempt from the necessity

of earning my bread in any menial vay, 258. The vulgarity of this

“odious comparison” requires indeed all the apology of 256, and even

so is intolerable. — 8. €|€, i. e. when I became an^^ and

was entered in the ypaggareiov as now ds &$,
and of ripe age to hold office. Cf. c. Mid., pp. 564, 565 ; c. Aphob.,

p. 857 ;
c. Onet., 865, etc.; Die. Ant., ;/35. —, suitable,

the natural sequel

:

i. e. undertaking those state offices which only the

wealthier class, 104, were required to serve. The Choregus volun-

teered, as the accepted representative of his tribe, to bear the whole

expense of putting one of the selected Dramas on the stage. We have

a full account in the Midias of how the orator served the Choregia and

the Trierarchia (pp. 540, 564). The duties of the Trierarch have been

already noticed, 104 - 106. The system of the Eisphora (extraordinary

Property Tax) was identical with that described 103, note, rpyepovas.

For fuller particulars on the various technical allusions in this para-

graph, see Die. Ant., s. vv. : and with all this account of the orator’s

early life compare the speeches against Aphohus, p. 811 sq. — 10. -. Fell short in no point of duty either public or private. Bremi

says: “officia ex quibus honorifice praestitis laus redundat in eum
qui prsestiterat : hie etiam officia complectitur amicis prsestanda.”

Though is literally honorable ambition, we cannot but para-

phrase it here. — 16. €, honorable at any rate, whatever may be
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said of their utility. — 258. 17. ([€ with the next seven

words happens to make a Hexameter.—* dv ^, though I could

say many other things about it, sc. if I would. — 19. €V ols. By dwelling

on what I am proud of. The sentiment is exactly the same as in 4.

The unexpressed antecedent to oh is ro?s irgdyguai, dative of the

cause (i. e. the cause of their probable annoyance), in immediate con-

nection with. — 20. -€|<>. Imposing: here false assump-

tion is implied in contrast to just pride{). On €$, cf.

35, . — 21. Trpbs, in comparison with this.—...
), what kind offortune you have experienced.— 23. -€€.
Sitting in attendance on

;

i. e. not a member of the school, but only

there as errand-boy and drudge. — p.eXav. We know little or nothing

about the ink used at this period
;
but from this passage we must

infer that it was prepared like our Indian ink by rubbing from

a cake. See Die. Ant., Atramentum. — 24. . Suhsellia

scholastica. Cf. Platon., Protag.

^

325, E, abroh erri

dvayLyv0aK€iv dyadQv. —'*€.
Synonymous with. The word aayys has the gen-

eral sense of tutor as well as its particular sense of tlie slave who

escorted the hoy on his way to school.— 25. oIkctov. Exactly our own
domestic: an in-door servant only. — 259. 26. €<|. Suidas calls

Glaucothea a, the orator styles her^ 284. In

these initiations, which were of Phrygian origin, Glaucothea as high

priestess would play the cymbals, and iEschines would read the

requisite passages out of the mystic books. The deity worshipped

in these solemnities seems to have been Sabazius, a Phrygian god,

afterwards identified with Dionysus Sabazius. Aristoph., A^^, 875,

(f>pvyi\(p ^, where (hpvyCkos is a wretched pun on

pyLos. — 27. <€(€. And helped in all the other business

{ceremonies
y
Kennedy

;
impostures^ Whiston), i. e. all the technical

performance connected with the rites, as the context explains. —
P. 92, 1. 1. , during the night, is correlative to with

iv Tah ^. —€. A coined word, contemptuous in its

form
;
so also : working away with fawn-skin and bowl. The

wearing of the fawn-skin in Dionysiac rites is sufficiently notorious
;

here it is probably meant that the business of AEschines was to robe

the candidates for initiation, as well as assuming the dress himself.

See Harpocration (s. v.). The would be indispensable, both

for libations and for the orgies which followed. —. Dissen

11 *
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cites here the excellent explanatory note of Wyttenbach on Plutarch,

de Superstit., 166, a. “ Lustrationis pars erat ut corpus lustrandum
circumlineretur et quasi circumpinseretur imprimis luto, ^, turn

abstergeretur, quorum illud est hoc/, sed utrum-

que promiscue de iota lustratione dicitur.” See also Harpocration, s. v.. As here described, the clay was first smeared all over the

«kin and then rubbed off with bran. The total operation is meant by, the details by.,.^. — 3. -$ is transitive, rais-

ing, or making them rise.— 4. ^. I^ve escaped the had; I*ve

found the better. The idea of initiation is to consecrate and purify the

nature of the initiated. Hence the candidate is told to describe him-

self as renouncing sin and cleaving to good forever. Cf. the notorious

passage of Isocrates {Panegyr., 28) concerning the origin and concep-

tion of the Mysteries. Also Cic., de Leg., II., 14. Eurip., Bacch.,

900, is compared by Elmsley. The same formula of devotion, as

Dissen notices, was used at Athens in certain nuptial ceremonies :

Suidas, s. v. 'vyov. — 5. is the howling in the orgies. —
..., andfor my part I believe it, sc. that no one ever did howl

so. — 6. €. Cf. 285, ; 313,\$. Also,

p. 449, de F. L., where the voice of ^Eschines is fully criticised. —
260. 8. (9 has here its technical sense of a Dionysiac procession

or rather riot, —* rbvb' avh daiovs is-
ras. Arist., Ran., 326. — 9.. Fennel, the Attic foiin of. The plant was supposed to have magic powers. ^Elian,

H. A., IX., 17, cited by Dissen. —€. The white poplar was

supposed to grow in the infernal regions. Harpocration cites Horn.,

Il, XIII.
, 389 ;

XYL 482. That this Dionysus of the Mysteries was

one of the is suiRciently clear from the Ranee of Aristophanes

(1. c.).— 10. 7rap€Las. Squeezing the big-cheeked snakes. Like, if not

the same as, the ‘‘puff adder.” W. The serpents were so called from

the puffed shape of their heads
;

they were not venomous. Cf.

Aristoph., Plat, 690. On their use in Bacchic rites, cf. Eurip.,

Bacch., 697 : KaraariKTovs dophs
\

6^ yivvv,

— 11. € -. Evoe Saboe. The joyous interjections ei)ot, ,
(said to be of Eastern etymology) were specially appropriate to

Dionysiac revels. is understood to be the abbreviated vocative

of a^Los. — VT]S &§. The words of the song put to represent

the tune of the dance— Hymen, Hymensee, is always cited as a par-

allel. The ancient lexicographers explain &s as being mystic
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names either of Dionysus or of Atys
;
and support the former view

by fanciful derivations,— vqs from verbs, &3 from . We have

no other information as to the meaning or origin of the words. —
eTTopxovpevos = dancing to the song. — 12.^ applies to the mu-

sic,^^€ to the procession, = prcecentor, leader of the dance. The

meanings of3 and \LKvo<j)bpos are somewhat disputed. But it

is pretty well established that the referred to was the chest in

which the mystic articles were shut up and carried in procession (cf.

the proverb 6vos &yv, Aristoph., Ran., 159, Schol.) : and

that the\ was a fan-shaped basket containing first-fruits and all

necessaries for the sacrifices, Dionysus having, among other epithets,

the 7^pas of$. — 14. ^. epeyevo ods

els &pTovs biaepbxj/avres— eTriaKeddaavres

(IJlpian), i. e. bits of bread soaked in a bowl of wine and sprinkled

over with pulse. It may be rendered sweetmeats.— o-Tpeirrovs, twists,

— 15. €, according to Harpocration were rolls of fresh-ground

barley-meal steeped in honey and studded with raisins and chick-peas.

Lobeck, however, derives the word, with much more probability, from, siting the use of for pastry in Aristoph., Equit., 1181.

— 261. 17. €€. Enrolled on the list ofyour deme. The presid-

ing oflS.cer in every deme {Bapos) kept a register of all citizens of

full age who could be counted among its members
;
this3 called

the ypaaeov, and was the necessary record to prove

citizenship. —, i. e. the difiiculty you had to get your name put

on the list, on the ground ofyour parentage.— 18. . Aflerall. Here
odv has its full original force already noticed (23) as an accusative

absolute of the neuter participle of — this being so, i. e. the point

being assumed to be true, though not worth discussing. Compare
our I say, and however, in their resumptive use. — 19. .€€.
127, bXeOpos ypaaes. De F. L., p. 371, 1. 20, etc. The diminu-

tive dpxibioLS is sarcastic and contemptuous = petty magistrates.

Aristoph., Av., 1111, Xaxbvres eXd' .
— 262. 23. <$. To those actors nicknamed the Lugubrious,

doubtless because they overacted the pathetic. We know nothing of

them from other sources. In the de F. L., p. 418, we find jEschines

acting as tritagonist to a different pair of artistes, Theodorus and Aris-

todemus
;
but that was at Athens, not in the rural (or, as we should

say, “ provincial ”) performances. — 26.· A costermonger,

lit. a small fruiterer who would purchase a stock of fruit from the
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market-gardens and sell it on his own account. The rustic audience,

according to the orator, pelted iEschines so freely for his bad acting,

that he might have set himself up in the olive and fig trade with the

quantities which they threw at him. — 27.. The remark

is meant to be facetious : i. e. .^schines received more wounds from

figs and olives in his desperate and deadly battles with the audience

than he ever did in the state’s service. With Dindorf I prefer to

retain here, though omits it
;

all the other MSS. have it,

and Schafer retained it, though with a different interpretation
;

according to his view jEschines robbed the orchards and got caught

and thrashed while doing so. But the other explanation is simpler

and better. So Holmes. But is probably a gloss, and is

omitted by most editors. And yvv^ especially with the relative

clause which follows, can hardly mean anything else than the dramatic

contests in which JEschines and his associates were continually battling

(jijavpti'i.) for dear life. The result was, Demosthenes means to say,

that they got more (both kicks and coppers) in this way than from act-

ing in the plays. — P. 93, 1. 2. &<nrov8os $, an implacable

and unceasing wary where there is no mention of a treaty and no sus-

pension of hostilities on the appearance of a herald with a flag of

truce. W. — 4. <€5 . As JEschines charged Demosthenes Avith

cowardice in the battle of Chseronea, e. g. p. 76, aayayos ' -
ets 3 3 Tobs0$ ijv MpWTTOSy $$ e/cAeue. — 263. 5. ...1*

,
which might

he imputed his poverty, lit. for which one might blame his poverty.

C. 431 ;
Cu. 422

;
G. 173, 2 ;

H. 577, b. — 6. ...,
the actual charges against your character.— 8. *€. At last

:

con-

tinuing the taunt that iEschines was long excluded from political life

by his low origin and occupations.— 9. pLov. Herod., III.,

108, 0 \ayos iravTos 6^ .
“Lepus,” says Bremi quaintly, “omnibus gentibus et setatibus imago

est timiditatis, quippe qui ne dormiens quidem audeat oculos occlu-

dere.”— 264. 12.. Diodorus (XVI., 86) returns the loss in

the battle of Chseronea at more than a thousand killed and quite two

thousand taken prisoners. — 13. €*€. Was in high spirits, i. e.

was absolutely and obviously exhilarated and emboldened by the

circumstance.
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265, 266. I RECAPITULATE AND SUMMARIZE THE COMPARISON OF

OUR PRIVATE FORTUNES.

265. 21. €8i8a<TK€s. This passage has been universally admired by

a host of critics from Hermogenes downwards
;
but I cannot myself

admire it at all, except for the neatness with which the “antitheta”

are balanced. It appears to me not only vulgar but fallacious. In

what respect is the school-boy superior to the pupil-teacher, or the

candidate for initiation to the acolyth who initiates him, or the audi-

ence to the artistes ? The utmost the orator says against ^schines is

this, that owing to inferior birth and poverty he had no social advan-

tages, and had to fight his own way in the Avorld. The more honor

to him for having successfully achieved it.

—

€.€8...<.
You performed initiations

y
and I was initiated ; you danced in the choir

^

and I was choregus
;
you were a clerk in the assembly y and I was a member.

— 24. llemiTTcs. You were hissed off the stagCy and I hissed you: for the

enemy has all your policy been, mine for my country. It may be hetero-

dox to say so, but all this antithesis seems to me studied and un-

natural, and not at all consistent with the honest indignation which

Demosthenes affects. But no doubt it would be very effective as

oratory. With^€$ compare de Fals. Leg., p. 449. Mr. Kennedy
quotes from Milton’s Apology for Smectymnuus an imitation of this

passage. Speaking of the young divines and students at college,whom
he had so often seen upon the stage acting before courtiers and court

ladies, he proceeds thus: “There while they acted and overacted,

among other young scholars, I was a spectator
;
they thought them-

selves gallant men, and I thought them fools
;
they made sport, and

I laughed
;
they mispronounced, and I mimicked

;
and to make up

the Atticism, they were out, and I hissed.” W. — 266. P. 94, 1. 2.

KivSvv€V€is, you are on trial whether you are still to continue doing this (the

work of an informer) or foHhwith to be silenced; and you are sure to

lose in either event : if you get your verdict, you go on with your
established but degrading profession of traitor and informer

;
if you

do not get a verdict, you ’re a ruined man and even that career is

closed to you. Accordingly, JEschines is said to have left Athens,

even before Demosthenes had concluded his speech, and gone into

exile at Rhodes. — 5. opas. Parenthetical as in 232. Good,

indeed,— dont you see? is the fortune in which having passed your life,

etc. W.— 267. 9.. Murdered, or used to murder, cf. 180.

The first iambic cited is Eurip.
,
Hec., 1 ;

the author of the second is
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unknown. On the word KaKayyeXe^v to be hearer of wretched tidings the

point of the next sentence turns : and wretch as you are, may you come

to a wretched dooMy— by the judgment of heaven
y if so it may bey if noty by

the judgment of all here present, ^ (1) answers with a

little more force than d bk (103), representing a closer and mpre

immediate alternative. The Greeks were fond of paronomasia, like

this : /ca/cws airoX^acLavy cf. Plutarch., De Sera, YII.
;

Mat.,

XXL, 41. See also the Latin : malos male perdere.

268, 269. I WILL not mention my private benefactions. It

IS MEAN OF A MAN EVEN TO RECOLLECT HIS OWN GOOD DEEDS OF

THAT KIND.

268. 18. (, . , . This rhetorical figure ‘‘I will not say,’*

“I will not mention,” is alike frequent and plausible in ancient and

modern oratory. — 20. €<|. Ransomed. Cf. de F. L.y p. 394 ;

adv. Nicostr.y p. 1250. — 21. (€|€. Helped to dower

—

^^ dvyaTipas ^.
Lys., de Aristoph.^ pec.y 59.— 269. P. 95, 1. 4. €, almost,

C. 665 ;
Cu. 564; G. 268; H. 772.

—

€€, sc. with ingratitude

and forgetfulness. Compare the well-known sentiment in Terence,

And., L, i., 16 :
—

Nam istaec commemoratio

Quasi exprobratio est iminemoris benefic!.

— 7. dpK€i . Whatever may be my general reputation as to thisy that

is enough for me.

270 - 275. Is DISASTER limited to us at Athens? Is it not

UNIVERSAL, EVEN WHERE MY NAME HAS NEVER BEEN HEARD OF ?

Blame bad fortune : do not blame my bad statesmanship.

did not .JlsCHINES SUGGEST A BETTER POLICY ? BECAUSE

THERE WAS NO BETTER. WhEN A MAN HAS DONE HIS BEST TO WIN,

LOSING DESERVES NOT CENSURE BUT SYMPATHY.

270. 11. 9
,
unscathed of or followed by a gen. of source or

cause. — 12. , i. e. the year 331-330. So in 253, fj. The supremacy of Alexander was at its height
;
the news of

his Asiatic triumphs was constantly reaching Greece, and his lieu-

tenant Antipater had just crushed the Peloponnesian secession at

Megalopolis.— 14. €...€, my fortune or illfortuney which-

ever you choose to call it.— 271. 20. is rendered by some here as

in the corresponding passage, 61, crop; but most editors take it here,

if not also there, in the sense of rushy current, torrent, diav^ is
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an adj. clause and may be rendered, lammtaJtL·^ intderahh^ lit. Buck as

ought not to have been. ^payy has here its frequent sense of troubles.

272. 22. Tov iraptt- clearly means, me whose political career

has been at home among my own citizens. W. — 273. P. 96, 1. 4. ov yap

lir* cilvoCcji, y ipoif /or it was not out ofgood-will to ?we, assuredly, that you

resigned to me prospects, and admiration, and honors...but because you were

compelled by the truth, inanifestly, and because you had nothing better to say

(advise). Surely you did not sacrifice these in order that I might win

them. The fact is, my policy was so good that it was impossible to

suggest anything better. As to the construction of the Greek :

is the dative of relation (Madv., G. S., 35, a), the genitive

of privation (57, b). — 274. 12. -. The accusatives are in appo-

sition to the object of. — 15. ov (€. Failed

in common with all, failed with a failure which all shared. The orator,

here as throughout, imputes the failure of his own policy not to bad

judgment but to bad luck,—not to his own bad luck, but to the bad

luck of the universe at this particular epoch. On the distinction be-

tween,, and', cf. Aiistot., JRhet.,\.,

13 cited by Dissen. On unwritten laws, see Soph., Antig., 452, and

Xen., Mem., IV., 4, 19, cited by Whiston.— 276. 27. Scivov. A
man ofart, andjuggling, and sophistry. We find the same contemptuous

collocation in Plato’s Symp., 203, D. On the difference between·
T7}s and, cf. Aristot., Rhet., I., 1 (fin.). — P. 97, 1. 1. here,

like€ just above, marks its clause as subjective, that is, express-

ing the view of JEschines, C. 680 ; Cu. 588 ;
G. 277, N. 2 ;

H. 795, e ;

and the participle? is in the accus. although it is not impers.

C. 675 ; G. 278, N ;
H. 793. Render: as though when one is the first

to say things about another which belong to himself, these, forsooth, must also

be true.— 277. 6. €...€, that also I know well, that in re-

gard to my skill as an orator (but let this pass),—for be it so, i. e. if it

be admitted : he completes the sentence here interrupted with the

words €upha€T€ irdvres, k. t. ., 1. 12, below. He admits that there

may be some truth in imputing to him professional talent as orator
;

but he argues, pretty correctly, that an orator’s professional success

depends on his being found to meet the sympathies and to serve the

interests of his hearers. The veiy imputation, therefore, of oratorical

success is a sort of guaranty of patriotic service.— 9. «s ...5,
for as (according as) you may accept andfeel kindly towards each, so (and

so only) does the speaker seem to be wise (liave credit for wisdom). His
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reputation both as a statesman and orator rests entirely on the verdict

of his audience. For$=8 only, only to that extent, compare 7,

note in . — 11. , resumptive, 261. — here takes

the place of above, and shows what it means. — 13. €|€-^, proved by the test and examination of facts, 173. — 278.

19. rbv>. Both these adjectives are attributes alike to

the mental, the moral, and the physical,— /caXos implies the beauty

of goodness and aya66s the integrity. In their present common juxta-

position they mean pretty nearly what we call the man of honor, and

what Cicero calls honestus.— 20. tovs. ..<,$, those who have come

into the court as judgesfor the public weal.— 21. €, to

require them to secure to himself, that is, to gratify his own personal resent-

ment and enmity. — 26. €v ols. In cases where the people have to deal

with their enemies, i. e. to defend themselves against their enemies’ attack.

On this dative of relation depending on the impersonal, see Mad-

vig’s G. S., 38, a. — 279. P. 98, 1. 1. .€$ [laros. Translate :

But that without ever having claimed to get satisfaction from me for any

public nor, I will add, even any private wrong either on the staters behalf or

his own, he should now comeforward having gotten up an accusation against

my being crowned and honored, etc. Whiston.— 5. <€€·^.
Perfect middle. This sense of as concocting and conspiring

is abundantly illustrated by the Lexica.— 280. 10.·$. ^Eschi-

nes speaks of the orator’s voice as o^eiav (de F. L., p. 49,

157). Here Demosthenes retorts that ^Eschines had chosen to take up

this contest from a wish (^^ denoting the motive) to make an

exhibition of oratory and vocal practice (Xoyuv ), not to get

satisfaction for any wrong.— 14. o tovos. liaising of his voice, ^schi-

nes had taunted him as evreLvapevos {de F. L., 1. c.) and had

asked Kpavyg
;
ris 6 tovos ^ ; p. 84. Cf. Cic., Or., XVIII.

Quintilian, XL, 3. — 281. 19. 5 §. We understand ayK0pas

from the context oppet. This genitive has been already discussed 17

(first note). The meaning of the proverb not to ride at the same anchor

is obvious
;
here alluding to ^Eschines’s Macedonian proclivities. As

one of many illustrations we may cite p. 1296, 1. 1,' eirl

dyK0patv oppeiv . Cf. Eurip., Or., 68 ;
Plat., Phced., 227.

Bremi, however, understands it to mean *‘im gleichen Schiife mit

den andern fahren.”— 21. op^s : 266. — €*

7, sc. ^, I have.— 282.

24. cTTopcvov, wished to go. See Grote, XL, 699; Plutarch, Pho-

eion, c. 10. W. — 26. dpvovpevos. Iniperfect tense,

—

although be-
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f(yre he always refused this service (of going on embassy). By
he probably means only from 346 to Chajronea. The statement

any way is quite inconsistent with the spurious psephism (29) which

mentions iEschines among its 7€$, — P. 99, 1. 2.. A
general imprecation of all who were rrj ttoXcl was a formal part

of the proceedings in every. Cf. Die. Ant., s. v. The ora-

tor implies that his opponent was that worst of all foes, a traitor. —
283. 10. -,.-. Compare the familiar expression :

, what have I to do with thee? John, ii., 4. — 284. 18. Jevos$ ?, guestfriend^ or friend at ally or acquaintance. Com-

pare 51, 52. “The repetitions, the enforcement again and again of

the same points, are a distinguishing feature of Demosthenes, and

formed also one of the characteristics of Mr. Fox’s great eloquence.”

Lord Brougham. —-?, cf. 259, note. — 21.?
and €? are concessive= you have yourself been manifestly

found (lit. caught) a traitor

y

etc. C. 674, f; Cu. 582; G. 277, 5;

H. 789, f.

285 - 291. The city has been grateful to me for my many
SERVICES, AND AS AN INSTANCE OF IT, I WAS APPOINTED TO MAKE
THE FUNERAL SPEECH OVER THOSE WHO FELL IN THE BATTLE. MaNY
OF YOU EMINENT ORATORS ASPIRED TO THE HONOR. BUT THE STATE

KNEW HOW YOUR SYMPATHIES AND FRIENDSHIPS LAY, AND THERE-

FORE REJECTED YOU ALL AND TOOK ME. ThE EPITAPH ON THOSE

WHO WERE SLAIN CONFIRMS MY ASSERTION THAT THEIR FALL WAS
DUE TO EVIL FORTUNE, NOT TO EVIL POLICY.

285. 26. Tov . The nature of these funeral orations is suf-

ficiently explained by Thucydides (II., 34). Compare also Platon.,

Menex.y p. 236
;
Demosth., c. Leptin.y p. 499

;
Aristid., Panath.y L,

p. 331 ;
Cic. Leg.y II.

, 24, 62 ;
Orat.y 44, 151. —P. 100, 1. 2.-. This person was no less remarkable for eloquence than for cor-

ruption (Plutarch., Phoc.y 1) : he was a bitter enemy of Demosthenes

(Id., Demosth.y 28) and an ardent supporter of «Philip, whose good

graces he secured when a captive after Chseronea (Diod., XVI., 87) :

he maintained the same influence with Alexander, and was bribed by

the friends of Demosthenes to use it for the preservation of the

anti-Macedonian orators when Alexander demanded their execution.

Eventually Demades was put to death by Antipater, who detected

him playing a double game between himself and Perdiccas (Diodor.,

XVIII.
, 48). For further particulars see Smith, Die. Biog. — 3.

Q
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order of the Athenian Assembly in the year 317, sharing the fate of

Phocion whose supporters they had been. Pint, Phoc., 35. Pytho-
cles is mentioned by the orator, pp. 411, 442. — 7. d|xeivov. Dis-

sen comments thus : etiam studiosius et luculentius. Similis usus
adverbii \$ de quo vide Schseferum ad Soph., CEd. R

,

1008.”

We may render the phrase yet the more. The passage in Sophocles

runs: Ka\m d dijXos €is $$. “ ’ is all too clear thou
know’st not what thou dost.” 286. 11. €€, a rare word in

Attic Greek and of doubtful etymology, but used repeatedly in the

Eumenides of JEschylus
:
/or what you denied upon oath when affairs

were prosperous, this you confessed in the misfortunes of the state.— 13.

...18€. Schafer understands this to mean freedom to express their

feelings without reserve. But the phrase will hardly bear this exten-

sion. Rather : secured impunity for their designs. So Whiston also

takes it. The context would lit either translation.— 287. 17. *, literally, under the same roof. Should have neither shared

the dwelling or the meal: as these acts would be typical always of sym-

pathy and association. The phrase yeyev^pivov dvai. instead of yeye-

seems to be only for variety, the latter form having occurred

so instantly before. This usage of the auxiliary ehai is not at all

uncommon, as Reiske supposes. Cf. Soph., 0. R., 580, 1146 ; Plat.,

Tim., 26; Phil., 39; Soph., 217, and Madv., G. S., 180, d. — 19.

cK€i, in the court of Philip. He seems to be speaking here of the

Macedonian rejoicing after the defeat of the Phocians. Whiston. —
^€. All the editors cite the parallel from the de F. L., p. 380 ;

oSros ets irpaypdrwv -
$,€ €€€ &s tois

6oLS
isdvos, ^. — 20. '€. Acting his part. The orator reiter-

ates his taunt on iEschines’s original profession, 15. — 288. 27. o

5 . Another good instance of the really subordinate sentence

being introduced by and the principal by Cf. 3. Paraphrase :

and it was not the case that while the people voted thus, yet the parents, etc.

,

voted otherwise .— P. 101, 1. 2. '€€’·. The funeral banquet, called

also. Lucian de Luctu, c. 24. — 9. Fully expressed this

phrase would run ^. Cf. 4. Render : with

the nearest possible relative. The addition of ws always intensifies the
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superlative to this maximum degree, and if a preposition is connected

with the superlative it naturally comes between it and the 5. Abun-

dant examples are cited
: p. 309, 1. 2, p. 585, 1. 3, etc. See also Madv.,

G.S., 96; C. 553, c; Cu. 631, a; H. 664.-6. . For he who

had the deepest interest in their life and fortune, surely he had the largest

share of the anguish felt for them all, when they had met that fate, which,

oh! that they never had. With we obviously supply

The argument is this : the statesman holds as most precious to him-

self the life and welfare of every single citizen
;
therefore he feels

most keenly the blow of their loss in every single instance. Kindred

would only feel for their individual kin
;
but his own grief is univer-

sal. ‘‘The sentiment is like that which (Edipus expresses in the

beautiful lines of Sophocles ((Ed. Rex, 88).” Kennedy. — 289.. Gbttling contends ingeniously, but strangely, that

Demosthenes himself was the author of this Inscription. He relies

especially on the parallel passages in this oration, pp. 297 and 322.

Bekker contradicts him. We have no historical evidence on the sub-

ject
;
but if Demosthenes was the author, why does he not say so

here ? And if he was the author himself, what becomes of his argu-

ment in 290 ? To the many verse translations which have been

already published of this, I venture to add the following paraphrase :

Here lie the dauntless, for their country’s right

Who drew the sword, and crushed the foeman’s might.

Death, in the fray, they set by common claim—
(Their lives they spared not in the thirst for fame)—
As umpire of their glory or their shame

:

And this for Hellas’ sake ; that never thrall

Nor curse of bondage on her neck should fall.

Sore had they toiled : their mother earth hath pressed

(So heaven decrees) their bodies to her breast.

Heaven’s the imerring aim, th’ eternal power :

For man no respite from his destined hour.

— 14. €*is ^GevTO. Literally, set their weapons to thefight: a pon-

derous yet feeble expression : as applied to arms being properly

to pile them, and only bearing the former sense when applied to troops,

not to weapons. — 15. aTrecTKeSao-av. Here, with brilliant rhetorical

facility, the will is put for the deed. — 16. €.$. I must differ

(for once) from Dindorf in the reading of this ill-expressed and con-

fused passage, which no amount of emendation will make even toler-
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able. He reads \3 ;
but the MSS. all agree in €$. I

think we may interpret it thus : in the fighting— a game whose stakes

are courage andfear (i. e. display of courage is tantamount to winning

the game
;
display of panic is tantamount to losing the game)— they

spared not their lives ; hut took Death as their common umpire. In other

words they fought till they lost their lives, and thus appealed to the

Lord of the Unseen World to decide whether they had been brave or

cowards, winners or losers, in the game of battle. On the construc-

tion of aperrjs here without irepi or any similar preposition, see Madv.,

56, Genitive as Object of the Verb
;
and 53, Genitive of Keference.

Soph., Trach.y 1122 ;
Plat., Rep.y V., pp. 459, 470. It is quite true

that apeTTjs is meant to be governed by also, but not, as some

editors contend, by only. In translating, however, w'e cannot

avoid taking it exclusively with the latter : we might say in English

they fought for death or victory^ but we really could not say fought for

shame or glory. Whiston translates thus : In their contest they did not

save their lives, hut of timidity and courage they made Hades the impartial

umpire.— 23. ^'rropev. The subject is clearly 6 6e6s, and nothing can

be more awkward than the ellipsis. The after is perhaps

meant to have the intensive force of . So Dissen takes it. But

among the many defects of the poem such a trifle as coming the

fourth word in the sentence, and yet acting as conjunctive, may
surely pass unchallenged. Why this inscription has ever been ad-

mired I am quite at a loss to discover : to me it seems a tissue of

platitudes very clumsily expressed in language by no means original.

And the sentiment is false throughout it. These heroes fell not as

victors but as vanquished,— they did not avert the doom of Hellas,—

>

and their defeat was due not to destiny, but to the vacillating policy

of the country for which they fought so hard and so well. The ora-

tor is probably conscious of this last opening being left for his antago-

nist, and he tries to close it up accordingly in the next sentence,

straining the simple sense of the epitaph to suit his purpose. — 24.

w , in this very epitaph also, as well as from me. — 290.

26. €€, he, attributes. This use of the aorist is just parallel to

the Epistolary imperfect in Latin, the time of action being restricted

to the very time of writing, i. e. a past time; whereas our own
idiom looks on the thing written, as an agency, on the part of its

writer, which is present as well as past. — P. 102, 1. 3. ^€.
Strictly optative : i. e. to express a prayer. 4
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291-300. Your undisguised sympathy with our enemies

BRANDS YOU, iEsCHINES, AS A TRAITOR. If IT WAS MY DOING,

AS YOU ALLEGE, THAT WE OPPOSED THE DESPOT, I GLORY IN THE
DEED. But you taunt me with being a partisan of Philip.

Surely it is you, and the like of you in other states, who
DESERVE THIS IMPUTATION. I AND MY STATE UTTERLY DISCLAIM

IT. In word, thought, and deed I have proved myself Phil-

ip’s UNCOMPROMISING FOE. I APPEAL TO FACTS FOR CONFIRMA-

TION.

291. 7. «s &v. Supply wovld have had, not, as Schafer saj^^s,

^. — 9. Iirdpas, with his voice raised and in exultation and with a

screech. \apvyy(,u> rovs prjropas (i. e. screech them down), Arist., Eq.,

358. More literally : raising his voice and exulting and straining his

windpipe .— 12. tois 6·€.€$. In the miseries that had come to

pass he had no feeling in common with the rest (of his fellow-citizens) :

i. e. he stood alone in his glee, every one else being in despair. This

is mere repetition of 244, 217. — 292. 13. . And yet one who

professes regard for the laws and constitution, like my opponent at present,

should at any rate have this attribute if nothing else, that he sympathizes in

sorrow and in joy with the nation, and never in his public policy bands him·

self with the party of their foes, tols woXXols is the natural dative fol-

lowing an expression of identity
;

as a perfect tense suggests

entire and complete partisanship ;
depends on, Avhich

is a dativus modi.— 293. 21. . For ifyou were to grant me this, that

it was through my influence you were led to oppose that despotism over

Hellas which was being organized, you would grant me a greater boon than

all which you have given to the rest, is emphatic both by its form

and its place in the sentence
;
by SlWols are meant any other states-

men who have received· public votes of thanks or emoluments. —
294. P. 103, 1. 5.-. Lord Brougham compares ‘‘Jacob-

inism.” We have already had, 176.— 7. *,,
17. If laying asidefalsehood and all malicious speech you ought to inquire

on the basis of truth who they are in reality on whose head all would

naturally andjustly lay the blame of what has happened — 11.,
einem etwas auf den Kopf schuld geben (Schafer).—295. 17.-
Ttts. Schafer explains belonging to them, i, e. of their ownfaction: Dis-

sen, available,!, e. open to being led away

:

Westermann, like Schafer,

their own seve7'ally, and so Whiston. But the word must surely mean
a little more ttj^n a mere possessive pronoun. Transl. who were in their
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hands: i. e. who were subordinate members of the states in which

tliese others were leaders, and who blindly trusted to their leadership.

—€€9. The orator always divides the Greek world into

two classes : those who sympathized with his own Athenian policy,

and those who did not : to the latter he gives the sweeping designa-

tion of traitors. Against this Polybius (XVII., 14) makes a very

proper protest : 6v€l8os tols, ''
€ ps (.€. — 18. $. Harpocration, under the

name MiJprts, mentions a number of these revolutionists, quoting the

lost history of Theopompus where further particulars seem to have

been given. No historical interest attaches to any of the names

:

some of them we have had already in 48, 69, 71 cited with the same

application. Hipparchus is mentioned by the orator, p. 125. And
Demaratus is named by Plutarch {Alex

, 9) as a friend of Philip, and

companion of Alexander in his expedition to the East. Cicero

imitates this passage, in his oration against Verres, II., 4. —
296. 27. €€6 suggests at once the obvious parallel in the

Epistle to the Hebrews, xi., 32. — P. 104, 1. 4. oXacrropcs. (pavds

6$ , iEsch., Pers,, 354. * $
pLs, Id., Ag.^ 1501. The orator speaks of these persons

as if they were sent for divine visitations on the sins of their respec-

tive states— national curses. Whiston renders the three epithets, foul

and fawning and fiend-like.— 5. *.€. Perfect middle.

KawpLovs $^. Herod.,

III., 59. Here exactly crippled^ as Kennedy translates. — 6. irpoirc-

uwKOTcs. According to the Scholiast whom Dissen quotes (Pind.,

Ol.y VII., 5), TTpowiveLv strictly is to present the drinking-cup as a gift

to your guest at the banquet where he drinks from it. That it

means to pledge a health (propinare) we have abundant evidence in the

Lexica. The orator (p. 284) dwells on the fact that Philip€' dpyvpa avToh. And on p. 34 he uses the phrase

irpdypaTa in a sense exactly the same as here : toasted

away. So Lord Brougham. — 10. 6poi €$, normce et regulce:

standards and rules. —€<>€$. While they have subverted liberty

and independence (lit. the having no master over themselves). The

similarity of form in the perfects of and is sufficiently

noticed in all grammars and lexica. The later form in each case was, and some editions here read€€^. I have followed

Dindorf in retaining the omicron. — 297. 14. cl 8ci | Xqpciv, ifwe
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must speak in earnest, lit. not trifle.— 17. €*, and I be-

fore you, sc. have been made guiltless (sub. avalnos y4yopa). — avrC,

followed by the genitive of price, for, in return for. The answer to

this question which follows is greatly admired by Lord Brougham. —
298. 25... 27. ...-€€\, nor in all the advice that I have

ever given to my hearers, have I ever, like you (yEschines and the other

hirelings just mentioned) advised as ifI were the tongue of a balance

inclining towards lucre. If this reading of Dindorf{^)
be correct, the orator compares himself to the tongue of a balance,

but disclaims any bias or leaning in one direction, that direction

being private advantage. The common reading is hv ei ev-, with an inclination towards lucre, as if set on the scales [with a

bias], in either reading would be intransitive, describing the

speaker’s own bias, not the direction he gives to that of others. The

passage in De Pace, 12, is an excellent illustration : otolv ’

eis\( , , $ vyLUJS $3 XoyiaaiTO. — . 105, 1. 1.. Here follow in most

editions the words . They are not found in ,
and look ^ery like an interpolation. — 299. 5. . There is not,

I think, the emphasis on the pronoun here which Whiston conceives.

It WOuld in that case be. The passage in ^schines is p. 87. et

yap \ys , otl,, , . . . For the

agreement of, see C. 496 ;
Cu. 366 ; G. 138, N. 2 ;

H. 511. —
— 6., i, e. far below. So , JEscYi., Eumen., 414.

— = perhaps. See Lex. — 7. XiOois. This is the passage

quoted at the beginning of Libanius’s Hypothesis. The idea, though

not quite original, is clothed in good and bold language by the orator,

and comes in as a most effective repartee on his opponent. The

well-known ode of Sir W. Jones, ‘‘What constitues a .state ?” is cited

by Whiston in illustration. — 9. €<. /feel most proud.

The genitive depends on the superlative : lit. most of my
doings. Fully expressed the phrase would have run yoL

aypp. But the compression gives it thrice as

much force. — 11. roirovs, . . . The allusions are clearly, as Dis-

sen remarks, to Euboea, Boeotia, Megaris, Corcyra, and Leucadia (see

227 - 237). These accusatives have all to be understood afterwards

as the object of , being the whole body of the
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citizens supposed present in their public assembly which the speaker

is addressing. — ‘7$...|.)$, and many to defend them

for us. TToWoOSf however, is not in the best MSS. and edd. — 300.

17. Tots XoyL<T[iois, calculations^ i. e. tactics. He means that his own
political calculations were the best humanly possible

;
that he cannot

admit Philip to have been his superior in political judgment, but only

ill successful fortune. Observe the emphatic position of iy in con-

trast with Philip and his tactics. — 18.. Tamen Athe-

nienses post cladem Lysiclem praetorem, accusatore Lycurgo, capitis

damnarunt, conf. Diodor., 16, 88. Dissen. — 19. Swapcis. The
singular is mo! e usual in speaking of military forces. But the plural

may be justified here by the fact that several states were combining

their respective forces.

301 - 323. Conclusion : I myself have always acted as a
TRUE STATESMAN.

301. 23. ...7€, sc. : was it not his duty to place

Eubcea as a defence before Attica on the side of the sea ?— 26. ojxopovs.

He means Achaea, Corinth, and Megara. —'.', 87 sq. As
to the construction, Schafer cites a very happy illustration, p. 1262,

1. 16, ot pkv yap ras avayKaias€% '? /xeifovs

yiyvva irpoeidovTO. — 27.. Supply yrjv, according to the

very common Attic ellipsis : \€ is used in exactly the same way.

— = along. — 302. P. 106, 1. 2., of what we have

already
y i. e. subject allies : a very similar use of to that

already noticed in 295. —€. agrees, of course, with,
which is understood together with in all these clauses : by send-

ing out succors from time to time
;
the imperfect participle denoting

a continued or customary action. — 3., in the Proponr

tis, originally a free colony from Miletus
;
then subjected to Athens

;

and ultimately to Cyzicus, the modern Marmora. In the speech

against Polycles, p. 1207, the orator speaks of Proconnesus as an ally

of Athens. The dates of its history are uncertain. — 4. *, con-

structed like above, that is, after, with rb’-
TLov, K. T. ., as appositives. — 7. . The genitive of privation

depending on, which is here impersonal, iveXeiTc as

opposed to represents h . — 303. 10. .
The = both, emphasizes the connection of plan and execution, for

both of which the orator claims equal approval. — 13. €0€, i. e.

he disclaims any sin of (1) omission, or of (2) ignorance, or (3) treach-
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ery. — 15. €, were dependent on, — a favorite Attic use of the verb.

els ijKeL ttjs 7r0Xews wpdypura, Aristoph., Plut., 919. —
18. €|€...€€, went on (imperf.) damaging our cause till

they ruined (aor.) all. W. Holmes makes rots oXots adverbial. But

better dative after, which, as Drake with the approval

of Whistoii observes, here takes the dative because it has the no-

tion of successive attacks upon or against. See also Lex., s. v. —
304. 23. €|xoi. Dative after. Cf. aXXots, 291 ;

TroXXots, 292.

— 24. €* , would have experienced.— 305. P. 107, 1. 2. -
in its position here as a predicate requires us to paraphrase in-

stead of translating : That ye may know that the words I employ are far

less than the deeds I refer to. Drake well renders, falling far

short of.— 3. €.€5. Cf. 3, 4. — \iye. See 28, last note. The

words from top to are put in brackets by some

editors, and have indeed something the air of an interpolation, but

Dindorf retains them, and Schafer defends them. — 306. 7. -. Here follows yi] deol in most editions. Dindorf

omits the words and they are not in . Bender with Whiston : in

the event of the success of which indeed, beyond a doubt, we might have been

pre-eminently great.— p€*yi(TTOts agrees obviously with ijpuPf which we

supply as the dative depending on. The use of these imper-

fects without dv in a conditional apodosis of past time has been already

noticed, 248. — 9. to$. The attribute ofjustice would have been

ours as well: i. e. we should have been justly supreme as well as

unquestionably. — 8 €5 is euphemistic = quite otherwise, that is,

adversely. See note, 212. — 10. ‘ircpico'Ti, in connection with the rest

of this sentence, gives the idea of something saved from a wreck.

Whatever we have lost, at any rate we have saved reputation and

honor. And although they have turned out quite otherwise, there remains

at any rate a good reputation.— 307. 12. * *7·,
(thus should a patriot act) and not, no not by any means, deserting the in-

terests of the state and hiring himself to its enemies, cherish the opportunities

of the enemy instead of those of his country, and malign the man who has

undertaken both to advise and propose courses of action worthy of the state,

and who has made it a principle to abide by them,, of putting

one’s shoulder under the burden, in contrast to above
;
the

genitive with has been discussed in 17. — 18, dv while if any

such person annoy him (top) at all individually, he lays it up in

his memory and keeps an eye upon the person. The Set at the beginning

12
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of the paragraph is carried all through this long sentence, and the

following€€€ has to be carried on to€ also.— 19.

y, at any rate he ought not to maintain an unrighteous and hollow silence.

The epitliet$ suggests a festering sore of which, however, the

surface is healed and gives no symptom of mischief. So ^Eschines, as

the orator alleges, holds his tongue and looks pleasant, although his

heart is full of venom. The alleged sins of ^Eschines are threefold in

this paragraph ; (1) treachery to his own state, (2) malignant envy

of her true statesmen and private malice against them, (3) affectation

of being perfectly satisfied at the time, and subsequent show of great

indignation. The first of these is introduced by ov , the second

by ovbif the third by ou5e 7’. — 308. 22. ··$, honestly

^

as distinct

from$. All this is in answer to -Eschines, p. 84. — P. 108,

1. 1. <€$, sated of the man whom you hear incessantly: our

idiom requires this amount of paraphrase : he alludes to the fact that

the prominent statesman must needs be always making public speeches.

— 2., provoking^ euphemistic, like $^ 306. — 309. 4.5. Suddenly he comes out as a speakerfrom his s//ewce,^like a gale

after a calm, is the gnomic aorist. C. 605 ; Cu. 494 ;
G. 205 ;

H. 707. must be taken also in close connection with,
the €K being transitional only, as in6$ €$ (Soph., . .,

454), etc. — 5. ‘€5, with well-trained voice and words and

phrases collected, 279. —~€$., Arist.,

Ran., 866 ;
'^, 874;, Ach., 405. — 6. €-

p€i, he strings them together with distinct utterance and without drawing

breath.— 13. €.£, provisionfor commerce between Athens and any

particular foreign city, which would require a commercial treaty, etc.

to be arranged. — 15. '€€, declared, i. e. open and undis-

guised. — 310. 16. |€, opening, lit. a process ofexamining

:

hence

an open examination, where any competitor may enter and distinguish

himself. — 17. ·€£€$, opportunities: lit. displays of ability
;

i. e.

occasions on which a man might display it. — 18.. The

metaphor is stiU from a competitive race. On the auxiliary use of, <f>av€pos eXvai, \$ eieai, see Madv., G. S., 177, b
;
C. 657,

k; Cu. 590; H. 797.— 20., the any-eth whatever. The
termination -6$, commencing with the ordinal twenty, is common
to all ordinal numbers above the twentieth. The correlative cor-

responds to the Latin -cunque. Donaldson’s G. G., 245. Dissen

thinks the orator is here alluding to the notorious oracle addressed to
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the Megarians : ^ * $ Me7a/oc?s€ € €-
\6yip ^ SchoL, Theocr.f XIV., 48.— cirC y

ois, at any rate not in anything which led to the advancement ofyour country.

As oh here is neuter, I take the oh before to be neuter also

(meaning in which competition), not masculine, as Reiske interprets. —
311. 23. would include home government and policy, while

would be limited to foreign. — 25. €, e. g. Thrace and

the Bosporus, 244. — 26. with its usual sense of sarcasm, as in

each of the questions where it follows. Dinarch., c. Demosth,, p. 102,

TTOiat yap eiai€€ ,€
Ty TToXet ; ^ yeyovaai ; odros

ij ; . . X. — 27., in what possible department?, 5. — P. 109, 1. 1.€0 are the ijyepdvas of 103, as are the of 107. —
2. . .., financial relieffor the state and the public, W.
312. 3. , my goodfriend

:

the colloquial appellative, which, how-

ever, occurs once in tragedy (Soph., Philoct,, 1373). Buttmann has

argued wdth great probability that it is an archaic vocative of

{) with V ephelcusticon added. The old derivation made it the

vocati’^e of, — 6. €'€8*. There were special patriotic funds

started directly after Chseronea, and again to assist Thebes in the

revolt against Alexander. But, indeed, during the whole period

B. c. 338 to 335 there would be constant opportunities for wealthy

persons to show their public spirit in this form. — 7., resto·

ration to civil rights, cf. 15. He appears to have been disfranchised by

the imposition of a heavy fine. His friends then subscribed to pay

the fine for him. But he handed over the money so collected to be

used not for his own restoration, but for the expenses of the state.

It is suppesed that this Aristonicus is the same mentioned in 83, etc.

— 11.. A contribution of two talents as a present from the Heads

of the sections, for which consideration you murdered the irierarchic law.

The word only implies that the sum was raised by joint sub-

scription among the^ (103) as a retaining fee to iEschines for

taking up the case in support of their vested interests. How far he

succeeded in the ‘‘slaughter of the innocent,” and when, we have no

historical information. Others render * oh, for the damage which you

did, taking as the (cognate) object of the verb, attracted into the

dative by the preposition. Either translation is possible and makes

equally good sense. Compare Whiston in loc. and Grote, XL, 645.
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— 313. 14. 4-, put myself off, lit. adjourn myself els

T7]p varepaLav, p. 385 (fin.). Dissen wrongly quotes pe,

p. 348, where it means they hissed me off (expiodere). The orator

means here that if he goes into every detail one after another, he

will lose the time for arguing his present and immediate point.

Kender : that I may not by speaking of one thing after another cut myself

offfrom the matter in hand. — 16. is opposed to bi Meiav :

it was not for want of means that you did not contribute, but from your care

that no act ofyours should be opposed to those for whom you manage every-

thing in your public life. — 17. tovtois ots. Masculine : i. e. Mace-

don and the Macedonian party, oh being the dative of relation in the

category commodi.— 18. veav^as, vigorous. Youth as the type of

(1) vigor or (2) violence appears in the uses of veavlas and all its deriva-

tives, as the Lexica abundantly testify. The context will always

show whether the good or bad sense predominates. Cf. p. 37, 1. 10 ;

p. 557, 1. 25 ; Aiistot., Eth., L, 1 (fin.), etc. — 19. Xapirpos, bril-

liant, a favorite combination with veavLKbv, as in the passages above

cited. — *...€, whenever you must needs speak against the people

here.— 21. €$· Harpocration informs us that this person

was a, as indeed the speech [Demosth.], c. Theocr., would

lead us to infer. There is no other interpretation of the sarcasm than

Dissen’s, viz., that Theocrines, like jEschines, affected to deplore the

fate of those who fell victims to his intrigues (cf. ^sch., 72, 76). —
314. 25., having drawn upon the good-will which subsists on

your part towards the dead (the good feeling which you cherish to the
memory of the departed), to examine me and compare me with them, —
me who am still alive among you. jEschines had done this in his pero-

ration, p. 79, alluding to Miltiades, Themistocles, Aristides. The
orator justly protests against any comparisons of “ virtus incolumis

”

with “virtus sublata ex oculis.” The language (, . . .) is

closely parallel to that of 1. — 315. P. 110, 1. 2. $. Cf.

Thucyd., II., 45, yap roh irphv , -
avavrayuviarip evvoig,. The sentiment is too notorious

to need further illustration. — 4.. Am I to be put on trial

and examined? The subjunctive in questions paves the W’ay for the

imperative in answers. For examples, cf. Madv., G. S., 121. The
sense of is made plain by i^erd^eiv in 314. — 6. dXXov.

Any one else you please of those whose policy is identicac with yours, and who
are now alive. The orator only challenges comparison of merit with
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the living, not with the dead
;
and only with the opposition party,

not with those whose policy had been his own. — 316. 9. €.€€-
0€is, which are colossal— nay more; one could not express their magnitude.

A good example of ph / in its corrective force, which is quite as

common in prose as in poetry. Plat., Gorg., 466, etc. — 12. dyciv,

to expose to thanklessness and insult such services as are being done for the

present period. The sense of dycLv suggests a speaker dragging some-

thing out of its existing position into another to which it does not

belong. — 317. 14. dpa, as it seems, i. e. judging by niy opponent’s

argument.— 18. cKeivovs, all through their time (17, note,’-
povs) as 4 would mean simply in their time. In some texts

robs xpopovs is added here, but it is not found in , and I follow Din-

dorf in excluding it. — 19. 8t€on>pov, 27, 218, 323.— 318. 23. €-
<)$. Philochares, one of the ten, reappointed three

successive years (iEschin.
,
p. 48). He had also a younger brother,

Aphobetus, who served in distinguished civil capacities. But the

former is probably alluded to here.— 26. to\»s*, and with

those of his own age.— 319. P. Ill, 1. 1.. Mentioned by

Harpocration as a distinguished boxer and athlete. Cf. Aristot.,

Rhet., III., 11; Eustath., on Horn. II. ., 686.

—

. Men-

tioned as having won the prize for boxing in the twenty-fifth Olym-

piad. Cf. Pausan., YI., 10 ;
Lucian, de Imagin

,

c. 19. ^schines

(p. 81) replies to the orator’s argument here, having obviously inserted

the reply for the first time in this published oration, though he so

phrases it that it might seem a part of the original speech ; but the

coincidence is a little too remarkable. — 6. Spa. Cf. 315 (end). —
7. €. I shrinkfrom none, i. e. I will stand side by side with any,

to be looked at and compared. Of this accusative, Madvig {G. S.,

23, a) states the principle thus: “Many intransitive verbs, which

denote a motion, on composition with a preposition, assume a transi-

tive signification”; e. g.€,€,,.
But we see that^ also retains its force as an intransitive verb,

for it is constructed quite as often with a dative of reference. Soph.,

Aj., 673, is an example of the latter
;
and ib., 82, is an example of

the former. In translating any verb of this twofold construction, we

must be careful to observe the context and to modify the English

accordingly. If the reading, which many MSS. give here,

were taken for our text, we should translate : I yield to none, i. e. con-

sider myself the equal of any. Cf. p. 460, 1. 2
;
p. 617, 1. 15, etc.

—
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320. 8. = of whom, part. gen. after ,, —^.
Open (for competition). This use of the adjective is peculiar to the

orator : so p. 488, 13. The more usual sense is equal, a match. —
13. . We supply€. The euphemism is too common
to need illustration.— 17. ^rcpov, sc..— €*€$. Ironical

;

he draws a picture of the Macedonian party at Athens, looking out

for leaders and members
;
they would hold, he suggests, an inspection

of the public men, to pick out not the best advisers for state, but the

most venal and treacherous and ready supporters of Philip. Cf. 310,

43. — 18. iv. At your post, i. e. you were exactly the sort

of people whom this inspection would cause to be selected for office.

— 19. '$. Schafer and Dissen agree in understanding this

to be typical of luxurious and wealthy position, comparing p. 1046,

I. 8 ;
Xen., (Ec., 2. 6, etc. In Attica, as in Palestine, keeping horses

was a sign of wealth and luxury. Isocr., 16. 33. Reiske and others

understand it of volunteer cavalry, but with no authority to support

their view
;
which, however, if supported, would give by far the best

force to the passage. We may paraphrase, a great man, andfamous for

his stud.— 321. 21. = respectable, fair. Cf. note 10, where it

is used in the same way as here, with the same reason for choosing the

word, viz. to avoid envy and odium, , as we see from the

use ofs just below, means according to the measure of human

capacity, as opposed to the superhuman and the supernatural ;
that

which is within the compass of human attainment or control in dis-

tinction from that which is controlled by fortune or providence, rbv, therefore, means the reasonably good citizen, or, as Lord

Brougham renders, the citizen of ordinary worth. This seems to accord

better with the signification of the words and the demands of the con-

text, than the well-disposed citizen, which is the reading of Kennedy

and Whiston, but which is too nearly identical with^, one of the

things that the citizen must possess.— 23. €<$· When in power:

as Ave should say, when a member of the government. Cf. Aristot., Eth.,

II.
, 3, for an instance of this sense of €^$. I quite agree with

Whiston in declining Dissen’s translation, opportuna momenta. 25.

ciivoiav. Goodfeeling towards the state here, as in 1. It would cor-

respond to our patriotism. He means that, whereas political disasters

and misfortunes may destroy a statesman’s policy, nothing should

ever destroy, or even impair, his devotion to his country : for, he

argues, this is in nature^s control, i. e. the man’s own spirit is respon-
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sible for keeping him a true patriot
;
while power and strength are in

other hands

j

i. e. depend on fortune and chance. — 322. P. 112, 1. 1.

€€§. Alluding again to the demand made by Alexander

for the surrender of Demosthenes and the other leading orators

in 335. Pint., Vil. Demosth., c. 24. — 2. €7, sc. <i>iXi7r-. iEschines mentions (p. 76) that an attempt was made to

arraign Demosthenes before the Amphictyonic Council, apparently

on the ground of his having deserted from an embassy. The passage

runs thus : 3 9}v €7€€^ airodpas ^^ '^
tlprjvri · -9 ^ ’’ -\. The embassy in question was charged to convey the

apologies of Athens to Alexander for the attempted revolt in 336.

Demosthenes may have known that his presence would be specially

obnoxious to Alexander, and also may have had fears for his own per-

sonal safety. But whatever the motive of his desertion, that could

not have been made a charge before the court of Amphictyons (see

Smith, Die. Ant.)^ who would have no jurisdiction in the matter.

Dissen suggests that the charge was against the orator as having been

the open antagonist of Philip when the latter was acting as Amphic-

tyonic general. No better explanation has been suggested. — 2.€*€^, when they kept making offers, i. e. offers of bribes on

the part of Macedon.— 4., ichen they set these accursed

wretches at me like savage beasts. With this use of we may
compare its common signification in the middle voice to make an attack

on.— 5. has the predicative force, hence the article

with. Pender with Whiston
; for from the very first, straightfor-

ward and honest was the course ofpolicy which I chose.— 8. pera, to he on their side, sc. of the honor and glory of my country. So
Bremi, and this gives the proper force of better than the more
common rendering : in these to have my being.— 323. 9., the

other side, sc. the Macedonians. — 11. , to Macedon. — 15.

<o(nr€p. Who vilify the state as though, forsooth, they were not thereby vili-

fying themselves (as responsible for the state policy) while they turn their

eye abroad (in admiration), and where another has triumphed by the ruin

of the Greeks, they glorify this, and protest that it must be so maintainedfor-

ever. Their sympathies are entirely with Macedon and against

Athens : they despise and abuse the latter, they admire and glorify

the former
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324. Peroration. Heaven change their hearts, or hasten
THEIR DOOM, OUR ONLY CHANCE OF SALVATION !

20. , Ni'Ver, I implore you
^
ye powers of heaven^ never bestow

your sanction on that ! Buty if it may be, inspire even them with a better

mind and heart ! Or if as they seem, they are past repentance, give them
— and them alone— to utter and speedy ruin by land and sea : and to us

the rest, grant ye the quickest relieffrom our imminent terrors,— yea, a

salvation that knows no fall. The force of this would be a good deal

destroyed in English if we took literally the€$ with which it com-

mences, — let no one of you, i. e. no deity either lower or higher. The

sense of 7r/)o-in^ implies before they have finished our ruin;

their doom must be speedy or else our salvation will be past praying

for. The commentators all admire the rhetoric of this passage, and

confess their inability to preserve either the music or the full mean-

ing of the language in a translation. It is often compared with the

conclusion of Cicero’s first Philippic.

THE END.

University Press: John Wilson & Son, Cambridge.
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pleased with the notes, because of tlieir brevity, pertinence, and

comprehensiveness
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Prof. N. L. Andrews, Madison University, New York.— It is a most
admirable text-book.
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Prof. George H. White, Principal Preparatory Department, Oberlin Col-
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and the whole work
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The Panegyricus has been selected for publication, partly because it is

an excellent specimen of the best manner of Isocrates, and partly because

by its plan, it presents a review of the history of Athens from the mythical

ages down to the period following the treaty of Antalcidas, and is a con-

venient work to make the text-book for lessons in Greek history. The
present edition is by Professor Goodwin, who has added grammatical and
other notes.
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The Short Extracts contain The Dream, Timon, and

seventeen Dialogues. The Selections include the same matter,

together with Charon, The Cock, and Icaromenippus.

Prof. J. E. Goodrich, University of Vermont. — These Dialogues of Lucian

are just the thing for rapid reading or for reading at sight. Lucian

is so alert, so keen, and withal so modern in feeling and temper, that the

student is driven to read on and on, just to see how the witty debate will

end. I am glad to see that Professor Williams has furnished an edition

which will fully meet the demands of the class-room.

Prof. Henry M. Baird, University of the City of New York. — A con-

venient edition of Lucian has long been needed. The want has now been

met by Professor Williams’s industry and scholarship, and 1 have no doubt

that the book will be duly appreciated. The editor has collected in his intro-

duction all that is most essential for the student to know respecting the

author of the dialogues and respecting the dialogues themselves
;
while the

notes show a most judicious choice between the extremes of too great ful-

ness and barrenness of illustration. The typography and external appear-

ance are unexceptionable.

Moss's First Greek Reader. With Introduction, Notes,

and Vocabulary, by Professor Charles M. Moss, Wesleyan Uni-

versity, Illinois. 16mo, 151 pages. 70 cents.

It is the aim of the author to furnish a Greek book for beginners which

sliall be simple and interesting, and at the same time contain a large num-
ber of such words, phrases, and idioms as are of frequent occurrence in

Attic Greek. There has for some time been a demand for such a book, to

precede the Anabasis, which is of uneven difficulty, and which is quite apt,

when read slowly by a beginner, to grow very tedious.

The book contains no disconnected sentences. It consists of a series of

carefully graduated exercises for translation, beginning with the simplest

stories, and ending with extracts from Xenophon, Herodotus, and Lucian,

which have been changed and adapted to the knowledge of the beginner.

The text is preceded by valuable hints on translation, and followed by
notes and a complete vocabulary.

It is believed that the time spent in reading this book, before taking up

any Greek autlior for consecutive study, will be more than saved in the

subsequent rapid progress of the pupil.
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Wagner, rii.D. Revised Edition. 16mo, 145 pages. $0.90.

The text of this edition is based on that of the Bodleian MS., and is

claimed to be tlie most correct text extant. Throughout the work, tlie

editor’s aim has been to be as brief and concise as possible, not attempting

originality^ but carefully using and arranging the materials amassed by

preceding commentators. In tlie revised edition, some references to parallel

passages have been omitted, and extended references to American gram-

mars have been added.

Prof. F. D. Allen, Harvard College.— I am glad you have republished

the book, which, I think, will be useful in this country. The work, like

others of Wagner, abounds in original and sensible remarks ; the notes are

to the point, and tersely expressed.

Prof. H. Whitehorne, Union College, Schenectady. — I confidently recom-

mend it to the favorable consideration of all students. It is eminently schol-

arly without any parade of scholarship, and gives all the requisite information

without removing from the student the necessity for using his own brains.

Plato’s Phaedo. With Notes, critical and exegetical, and an

Analysis. By Wilhelm Wagner, Ph.D. I61110, 206 pp. $1.20.

This edition enters especially into the critical and grammatical explanation

of the Phaedo, and does not profess to exhaust the philosophical thought of

the work, least of all to collect the doctrines and tenets of later philosophers

and thinkers on the subjects treated by Plato.

Prof. Ch. Morris, Randolph Macon College, Virginia.— I have now in

use, with my higher classes, your edition of the Phaedo of Plato, and find it

altogether satisfactory. It shows much greater care and scholarship than

are usually found in college text-books.

Prof. J. Cooper, Rutgers College, Neio Jersey. — The edition of Plato’s

Phsedo, by Wagner, is one of rare excellence. Seldom, if ever, has there

been so much of value in a text-book compressed in so small a space.

Sophocles, the Ajax. Edited b}^ R. C. Jebb, M.A., Fellow

of Trinity College, Cambridge. {Catena Classicorum.) 12mo,

206 pages. $1.10.

Mr. Jebb has produced a work which wiW be read with interest and profit,

as it contains, in a compact form, not only a careful summary of the labors

of preceding editors, but also many acute and ingenious original remarks.

All questions of grammar, construction, and philology are handled, as they

arise, with a helpful and sufficient precision. An exhaustive inf'reduction

precedes the play.
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Sophocles, the Electra. With Notes by R. C. Jebb. Re-

vised and edited, with additional Notes, by R. H. Mather, Pro-

fessor of Greek in Amherst College. 16mo, 232 pages. $1.10.

Prof. W. W. Goodwin, Harvard College.— It is rare to find an edition

of a classic author so admirably adapted to the wants of students as

Mr. Jebb’s “Electra.” I hope this new edition will aid in making it better

known in our colleges; and I am glad to see how much Professor Mather
has done to that good end.

Thucydides. The History of the War between the Pelopon-

nesians and the Athenians. Books I. and TI. Edited, with Notes

and Introduction, by Charles Bigg, M.A., Christ Church, Ox-

ford. (^Catena Classicorum.) 12mo, 360 pages. $1.60.

Mr. Bigg prefixes an Analysis to each book, and an admirable introduc-

tion to the whole work, containing full information as to all that is known
or related of Thucydides, and the date at which he wrote, followed by a

very masterly critique on some of his characteristics as a writer.— London

Athenceum.

Xenophon’s Memorabilia. With Introduction and Notes, b}^

Professor Samuel Ross AVinans, College of New Jersey. 16mo,

289 pages. $1.20.

The text is separated into convenient divisions b}^ English summaries,

which take the place of the customary argument prefixed to the chapters,

and put a logical analysis of the text where it cannot escape the attention

of the student. The notes are designedly compact, yet are believed to con-

tain all that is practically useful to the student. The editor has endeavored

to supply brief sketches of everything of biographical, historical, or philo-

sophical interest.

Prof. A. C. Merriam, Columbia College, New York. — It supplies a

want long felt, and I have no doubt will be largely used, as it deserves.

The introduction of the summaries into the text adds greatly to its value,

while the notes are succinct, with good references and apt illustrations.

Prof. C. M. Moss, Wesleyan University, Illinois. — The notes are ex-

cellent, the paragraphing of the text is a great and valuable help to stu-

dents, and the book itself is a model of neatness. It is one of the few

unexceptionably well-edited school-books in my librar3^ I shall use it in

my classes exclusively when we read the “ Memorabilia.”

Xenophon’s Symposium. Edited, with Notes, by Professor

S. R. WiNANS. 18mo, cloth, 96 pages. $0.50.

The Symposium,” according to its original design, makes a delightful

afterpiece to the “Memorabilia.” As a source of information on Attic

morals and manners its value is not easily overestimated
;
and its lively con-

versational style enables the student to appreciate Greek idiom and enjoy

the spirit of the language.
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LATIN TEXT BOOKS.

Abbott^s Latin Prose through English Idiom. Rules and
Exercises on Latin Prose Composition. By the Rev. Edwin A.

Abbott, D.D., Head-Master of the City of London School.

With Additions by E. R. Humphreys, A.M., LL.D. 18mo, 205

pages, $0.90.

Tlie author’s object is to prepare students for the study and composition

of Latin Prose, by calling their attention first to the peculiarities of English

idiom, and then to the methods of representing the English in the corre-

sponding Latin idiom. A good deal of space has been given to the Prepo-

sitions. The Exercises are purposely unarranged, as connected examples

are useless to test a pupil’s knowledge.

Prof. Geo. O. Holbrooke, Trinity College, Hartford. — Abbott’s Latin

Prose is the best book of the kind with which I am acquainted. It teaches

the student to compose Latin, instead of translating stock sentences.

Prof. E. H. Griffin, Williams College, Williamsiown. — Any book by the

author of English Lessons ” and the “ Shaksperian Grammar ” I should

expect to be good. This seems to me simply admirable, and is quite as

valuable for the study of English as for the study of Latin

Prof. C. L. Smith, Harvard College.— I feel sure the book will be

widely used, as it deals with Latin Composition in the only right way.

Bennett’s Latin Books. By George L. Bennett, M.A.,
Head-Master of Sutton Valence School.

I. Easy Latin Stories for Beginners. With Vocabulary
and Notes. 16mo, 156 pages, $0.70.

II. First Latin Writer. Comprising Accidence, the

easier Rules of Syntax, illustrated by copious examples and
Progressive Exercises in Elementary Latin Prose, with Vo-
cabularies. 16mo, 218 pages, $0.90.

. First Latin Exercises. Containing all the Rules,

Exercises, and Vocabularies of the First Latin Writer,
but omitting the Accidence. 16mo, 164 pages, $0.70.

IV. Second Latin Writer. Containing Hints on Writ-
ing Latin Prose, with graduated continuous Exercises.

16mo, 198 pages, $0.90.
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Prof. A. P. Montague, Columbian University, Washington, D. C.— I am
using all the books of the Bennett Series in rny various classes, and am
charmed with them. So far as my experience goes, they are by far the

best books of the kind now before the public, and I heartily commend
them.

Dr. A. C. Perkins, Phillips-Exeter Academy.— We take Bennett’s “First

Latin Writer” as the best Manual of Latin Composition for the first two
years of our course. The “ Easy Latin Stories,” by the same author, is

excellently fitted for pupils when they are beginning to read Latin.

Dr. H. T. Fuller, St. Johnsbury Academy, Vt.— We have used Bennett’s

“First Latin Writer” for the last two years, and find it eminently satis-

factory. It involves a knowledge of all the principles of grammar and

Latin idioms, and, by a skilful selection of review work, obliges the pupil to

keep what he has once acquired. Its breadth of vocabulary is commendable
in that it is not restricted to the words of any single author.

Prof. C. L. Smith, Harvard College. — The “ Second Latin Writer ” is

quite a useful book, and contains a very valuable collection of exercises-

The Introduction gives the student sound advice, and many excellent notes

on idiom.

Cicero De Senectute and De Amicitia. With Notes by
James S. Reid, M. A., Cambridge, England. American edition,

4'evised by Professor Francis W. Kelsey, Lake Forest Univer-

sity. Second Edition. 16mo, 279 pages, $1.20. Each part

separately, $0.75.

Prof. M. M. Fisher, University of Missouri. — The edition is in every

respect the best I have seen, and I shall use it in my classes.

Prof. J. H. Chamberlin, Marietta College, Ohio. — It is certainly the best

edition of these works of Cicero with which I am acquainted. I have used

the edition by Reid, and consider it a work of high merit. Professor

Kelsey’s revision seems to me to retain all the desirable features of the

original edition, while much has been added which is of especial value to

the American student.

Prof. A. G. Hopkins, Hamilton College, New York.— It is a handsome
piece of work in every respect, and will, I doubt not, meet with a cordial re-

ception. The text is far better than that of any other edition, and the notes

are very clear and scholarly. I know of nothing better for our use here.

Cicero Pro Cluentio. With Notes by Professor Austin

Stickney. Fourth Edition. 16mo, 156 pages, $0.80.

This edition is intended for use as a college text-book, and the notes are

designed to supply the student only with such information in respect to the

facts of the case and the scope of the argument, as is necessary to the proper

understanding of the Oration.
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Comstock's First Latin Book. Designed as a Manual of

Progressive Exercises and Systematic Drill in the Elements of

Latin. By D. Y. Comstock, M A., Phillips Academy, Andover,

Mass. 12mo, cloth, 400 pages, $1.00.

John S. White, LL.D., [lead-Masler Berkdetj School, Xew York City. —
Comstock’s Latin Book I find the best book for its purpose that 1 have ever
used. The review of English Grammar at tlie beginning; the separation

of the vocabularies from the exercises
;
judicious and progressive presen-

tation of the various uses of the verb in the different moods
;
and the con-

densed exhibit of the grammar, — are such valuable features gathered

within the covers of a text-book, that it lias no rival.

Nathan Thompson, A.M., Principal Lawrence Academy, Groton, Mass.

— It is altogether the best Latin book for beginners with which I am
acquainted.

Gao. B. Turnbul, Colgate Acad., Hamilton, N. Y. — T am using Com-
stock’s First Latin Book with tlie Junior Class, and find it even more
satisfactory than I had hoped.

Prof. E. Alexander, University of Tennessee, Knoxville. — Comstock’s

Latii? Book is in use in our preparatory department, and is perfectly

satisfactory. A better text-book is not often seen.

Prof. H. C. Missimer, High School, Erie, Pa. — It is very easy to see

that Comstock’s First Latin Book is the work of a thorough teacher,

who has had actual experience in the class-room with the difficulties which

beginners in Latin usually meet. Its classification and methods are thor-

ough and complete
;

its language is clear and simple. Mr. Comstock has

hit the nail on the head. He knows just what and just how much grammar
is needed for good, clean work. We have had Leighton and Jones, — both

good, — but we like Comstock more, because it is better.

Horace. With English Notes, by the Rev. A. J. Macleane,
M.A. Revised and edited by R. H. Chase, A.M. Thirteenth

Edition. 12mo, 580 pages, $1 30.

Chas. P. Parker, Harvard College. — Chase’s Macleane’s Horace I have

long known and used, and have found it thoroughly satisfactory both in

study and in teaching.

Prof. Herbert W, Smyth, Williams College, Mass. — lam glad to

express my commendation of Macleane’s Horace as republished by you.

I^s scholarly character places it at the head of all editions used in schools,

while its just discrimination in the selection of notes adds materially to its

usefulness.

Prof. J. H. Chamberlin, Marietta, Ohio. — I recommend Macleane’s

Horace to my classes. It is a most excellent edition.
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